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Dear Partner!

W

elcome on behalf of my colleagues and thank you for
your interest by taking our publication - the annual report 2010 presenting the research & development and innovation
activity of our university - with you!
For the implementation of the comprehensive development strategy - assisting in the intellectual, scientific renewal of our university - the European Union’s resources of the New Hungary Development Plan provide
significant finances. In addition to the infrastructural developments, the
intellectual and scientific renewal also has an emphasized role in that it
is proven by the newly founded Knowledge-Management Centre and
the projects, linked to it. The mapping and utilization of the university
knowledge-wealth, various technological transfer activities -forming an
entrepreneurial attitude in the training - and a high level of education that
stands in the centre of the operation of the new organizational unit.
Our senate accepted in November, 2010, the medium-term research & development and innovation strategy - effective until 2015 - of the university with the most important objective of establishing capacities of critical
magnitude affecting the automotive industry and the transport systems as
well as in the related areas of the economic and social research.

The target we wish to achieve in medium-term is for Széchenyi István
University to become the trend-setter research operator of Hungary
and the Central-European region in the field of basic and applied research related to the automotive industry and transport systems.
We consider the publication describing the research and development activity of the university and its results as a report presenting where we stand
presently and what results have been achieved along the ambitious road we
have set for ourselves. The first part of the publication presents the university and gives a short summary of the scientific work carried out here as
well as of our research, domestic and international projects, international
relations, and then research and development sources and publications and
the scientific prizes and honours awarded to our lecturers. This is followed
by the presentation of the Knowledge-Management Centre and the review
of the activities pursued by Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. operating as
an organization serving the eminent public utility purposes and fulfilling
a substantial role in the utilization of the wealth of knowledge available at
the university.
The third part of the report, the largest in respect of extensiveness, presents
the lecturers and associates of the faculties, institutes and departments, the
scientific activities, the major research projects pursued by them in year
2010 as well as the papers and publications published by them, the conferences organized by them.
Thank you for taking the time to look through our publication and we
hope it provides you with valuable information.

Dr. Tamás Szekeres
Rector
Széchenyi István University
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Research & development and innovation at Széchenyi István University

I. Introduction of Széchenyi István University
Introduction
The aim of the first chapter of the publication is the specific presentation of Széchenyi István University - developing constantly and extending the training and research & development activities it offers - focusing on the research and development activities and the achieved
results of the university. The analysis starts with the introduction of educational units, and the degrees - offered by them - will be presented.
After that the research capacity of the higher education institution and the PhD trainings will be evaluated. After the introduction of the
research workshops of the university, the Internal Research Principal Directions and the most important research topics will be presented.
The Hungarian Scientific Research Fund tenders will be presented, then we can gain an insight into the international research projects and
international relations of the higher education institution. After that the specified development of the research & development and innovation, subsidies and incomes will be examined, then the publication activity of the university lecturers and the applications for patents of
the university. Last but not least, the prizes awarded to the lecturers of the university are also presented in addition to the activities of the
Scientific Students’ Association. The full scope of the medium-term research & development and innovation strategy of the university is
shown in the attachment.

1. Faculties and departments
In the autumn semester of the academic year 2010/2011, 48 types of trainings were started altogether in three faculties (engineering sciences, economic sciences, law- and political sciences) and two independent institutes of Széchenyi István University (health and social work,
musical art). Most departments can be found in the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, where 11 bachelors (two of them also in e-learning
form), eight master courses, one unified university training and three higher-level vocational trainings could be applied for by the students.
The students can study at the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics in four bachelors (one of them also in e-learning form), five master courses
and five kinds of higher-level vocational trainings. In addition to one unified subject, one bachelor course, one master course and one
higher-level vocational training were started at the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences. The students could start their study
within the framework of three bachelors and two higher-level vocational trainings at the Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Services,
and 15 types of subjects within one bachelor, 11 types of subjects within one master course at the Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art.

2. Research capacities
2.1. THE TRENDS IN THE NUMBER OF LECTURERS BETWEEN 2006-2010
The number of full-time lecturers has increased by 13,4 %, with 43 persons in the specified period, so their number has reached 364 persons at the end of 2010. In the autumn semester of the academic year 2010/2011 the number of lecturers was the highest in the Faculty of
Engineering Sciences (201) that represented more, than half of the full-time lecturers. According to that indicator - employing 67 persons
altogether - the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics took second place and was followed by the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political
Sciences with 47 persons. The number of lecturers at the Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art was 26, and there were 23 lecturers at the Petz
Lajos Institute of Health and Social Services.
Figure 1. The trends in the number of full-time lecturers between 2006-2010
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Source: Széchenyi István University - on the basis of statistics (2006/2007-2010/2011 autumn) own sources
Considering the age of the lecturers of the university per organizational units, a number of age pyramids of the full-time lecturers show
aging mainly in the Faculty of Engineering Sciences. However the lecturer supply is assured - first of all by the doctoral schools of the
university.
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Figure 2. The age pyramids of full-time lecturers per organizational units
2010/2011 Academic year, autumn semester.
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Source: Széchenyi István University - on the basis of 2010/2011 autumn statistics, own sources
2.2. SCIENTIFICALLY QUALIFIED LECTURERS
As a result of the deliberate development of human resources, in the past period a significant quality renewal has occured at the university.
The number of lecturers, having scientific classification has gone through a dynamic change in the examined five year period, their number
is now more, than one and a half times as great, as it was before. In the autumn semester of the academic year 2010/2011 181 qualified
lecturers have worked at the university, which means 49,7 % of the full-time lecturers.
Figure 3. The trends in the number of qualified full-time lecturers between 2006-2010
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Source: Széchenyi István University - on the basis of statistics (2006/2007-2010/2011 autumn) own calculation, sources
In the autumn semester of the academic year 2010/2011 more than half of the scientifically qualified lecturers (52,5 %) have worked in the
Faculty of Engineering Sciences, 22,1 % in the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics, 16,6 % in the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political
Sciences, 4,4 % in the Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Services, and also 4,4 % in the Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art.
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Table 1. The number of scientifically qualified lecturers per faculties – 2010/2011 academic year, autumn semester
Faculty/ scientific classification of full-time lecturers
Faculty of Engineering Sciences
Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics
Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences
Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Studies
Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art
Total

Member of the Hungarian
Academy of Science
1
1
2

Doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Science
7
4
4
1
16

Candidate/
PhD/DLA
87
36
25
7
8
163

Total
(person)
95
40
30
8
8
181

Source: Széchenyi István University - on the basis of 2010/2011 autumn statistics, own calculation, sources
According to 2010 end-year data, the ratio of scientifically qualified among the full-time lecturers was the highest in the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences with 63,8 %. That was followed by the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics with 59,7% and the Faculty of
Engineering Sciences with 47,3%. The ratio of the scientifically qualified was 34,8% in the Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Services
and 30,8% in the Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art.

3. Doctoral trainings
Three doctoral schools are operating at Széchenyi István University.
• Regional- and Economics Doctoral School (RGDI)1
• Year of foundation: 2004
• First year of accreditation: 2004
• Validity of accreditation: 31 December 2014
• Number of core members: 10 persons
• Head of the Doctoral School: Prof. János Rechnitzer DSc. university professor, rechnj@sze.hu
• Multidisciplinary Doctoral School of Engineering Sciences (MMTDI)
• Year of foundation: 2005
• First year of accreditation: 2005
• Validity of accreditation: 31 December 2014
• Number of core members: 14 persons
• Head of the Doctoral School: Dr. László Keviczky University professor, regular member of MTA (Hungarian Academy of Science),
keviczky@sze.hu
• Doctoral School of Law and Political Sciences (ÁJDI)
• Year of foundation: 2008
• First year of accreditation: 2008
• Validity of accreditation: 31 October 2015
• Number of core members: 8 persons
• Head of the Doctoral School: Prof. Dr. Imre Verebélyi DSc. university professor, verebelyi.imre@sze.hu
A dynamic development can be observed in the trends of the total number of the doctoral schools from the academic year 2004/2005. The number
of the students was the highest in the academic year 2007/2008, and 2010/2011, when 165 persons were studying at the university doctoral school.
Figure 4. The trends in the number of the doctoral schools, 2004-2010
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Source: Széchenyi István University - on the basis of statistics (2004/2005-2010/2011 autumn) own sources
41,8 % of the participants of the PhD training (69 persons) were students of the Regional- and Economics Doctoral School in the autumn
semester of the 2010/2011 academic year. Seven of 11 full-time students had state-funded scholarships, so the number of total fee-paying students have reached 62 persons. In the same academic year, 38,8 % of all PhD students (64 persons) attended the Multidisciplinary
Doctoral School of Engineering Sciences. 12 of them participated with state-funded scholarships and 52 of them in fee-paying form. There
were no correspondent students in the Doctoral School. Four of 32 students (19,4 % of the participants of the PhD training) of the Doctoral
School of Law and Political Sciences had full-time scholarship, 28 of them were fee-paying correspondent students. To summarize, it can
be told that in the course of the 2010/2011 academic year 13,9% of the students (23 persons) participating in the PhD training, had statefunded scholarships and 86,1% of the students (142 persons) participated in fee-paying training.
1

Its legal predecessor was the Multidisciplinary Social Science Doctoral School (MTDI).
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The university has awarded 31 degrees in the past four years. In 2010 nine of the PhD students have received their degree from the Regional- and Economics Doctoral School. The Multidisciplinary Doctoral School of Engineering Sciences and the Doctoral School of Law
and Political Sciences have awarded 2 degrees each so far. The acceptance of foreign PhD degrees of seven persons has finished. 8 persons
have earned the doctoral title of habilitation and 2 honorary doctor titles were awarded to Mihály Simai academic (research professor of
the Institute for World Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Science) in 2005 and Csaba Csáki academic (professor and department
head at Corvinus University of Budapest) in 2010. The title of honorary university professor was bestowed upon György Schöpflin Member
of the European Parliament (MEP) and University professor Richard Berry (Glasgow University). The Multidisciplinary Doctoral School
of Engineering Sciences has awarded the honorary doctorate title to Hirota Kaoru (professor at Tokyo University of Technology, Faculty of
Multidisciplinary Postgraduate studies, Institute of Computational intelligence and System-theory) in 2010.

4. Research organizational units, research groups
4.1. VEHICLE INDUSTRIAL REGIONAL UNIVERSITY KNOWLEDGE-CENTRE (JRET)
The Vehicle Industrial Regional University Knowledge-centre (furthermore JRET) works as a formalized research workshop at our university. JRET was established in 2005 within the framework of the Péter Pázmány Programme, financed by the NKTH (National Office
for Research and Technology). Considering the industrial traditions and development perspectives of Győr, the business challenges of the
partner companies, the main training directions of Széchenyi István University, the Knowledge Centre focuses on the vehicle industry;
mainly the research of vehicle industrial technologies and subassembly constructions.
Within the framework of the project, concentrated instrument development - based on corporate demands - was realized. With the involvement of its own sources, the labour environment has been renewed. Not only new research areas were established but also the existing ones
have significantly become stronger. The cooperation readiness, and common research routines have developed as an effect of the JRET.
After closing the three year project, JRET - as the organizational unit of SZE-Győr, performing integrated vehicle industrial research - has remained. The principal research direction of the JRET-consortium is developed further by the National Office for Research and Technology with the
National Technological Programme (NTP) resources. The project, named “Integrated Vehicle Industrial Product and Technology Development
System” (IJTTR), which is realized through the consortium of the university and three companies that are present in the region, have a budget of
1,2 billion Forints until March 2012. Furthermore, the principal direction is complemented with a project named “IT in district nursing”.
The president of the Directive Body of the Knowledge-centre: Prof. Dr. Imre Czinege CSc. university professor, czinege@sze.hu
4.1.1. ”Mobility and Environment” Research group
The “Mobility and Environment” project (Identification Nr. TÁMOP 4.2.1/B-09/1/KONV-2010-0003) with a total budget of 3.2 billion
Hungarian forints (HUF) started in May 2010. The project is partially based on the results and experiences of the Regional University
Knowledge Centre for Vehicle Industry. Within the frame of the project the Széchenyi István University has built up a unique academic partnership with its consortium partner the Pannon University (Veszprém, Hungary).
The scope of the basic research project is to build core competence in the field of applied sciences for the automotive industry that will
assist the Central and Western Transdanubian regions to improve their competitiveness and to enhance their capital-attracting and job
creation capabilities.
The research fields of the project are in strong relation with the strategic direction of the Hungarian economy: developing environmentally friendly automotive products, technologies and fuels with high added value.
Keywords: nanotechnology, low emission, vehicle virtualization, simulation, solar cell, PMS motor, e–vehicle, bio fuel and lube oil, laser sintering, tribology, mechanical loss reduction, radio-nucleid technique (RNT), production optimization, logistics, competitiveness of the automotive
industry, economic potential
Research director of the project: Prof. Dr. László Palkovics professor, zoldhajtas@sze.hu
4.2. CO-OPERATION RESEARCH CENTRE FOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY, ELECTRONICS AND LOGISTICS (JEL-KKK)
In addition to JRET, as the result of a successful GVOP (Operational Programme for Developing the Economy) programme, the Co-operation Research Centre for Vehicle Industry, Electronics and Logistics (JEL-KKK) started (and could continue) its operation on 1st June
2008. The predecessor of the organization, which had operated within the framework of Széchenyi István University - from a GVOP source
- performed its activity through Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. until 31st May 2011. Its aim is to increase the economic competitiveness
with the help of research performed in the field of vehicle production, electronics and informatics, logistics and packaging, as well as traffic
infrastructure development.2
Responsible leader of the Cooperation Research Centre: Eszter Tóth managing director (Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd.), tothe@sze.hu
4.3. RESEARCH GROUPS, OPERATING AT THE FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCES
4.3.1. System Theoretical Research Group
On the basis of the proposal submitted by the Faculty dean and the University rector, considering the initiative of Prof. Dr. László Keviczky,
the University Senate has founded a “System Theoretical Research Group” at the Faculty of Engineering Sciences of the Széchenyi István
University (Resolution No. 299/2010 brought on their June 7th meeting).
The Research Group was established as an independent research unit within the Széchenyi István University. Apart from supporting
researches conducted in the field of system theory and the related applications realized at the Faculty and other educational units of the
University, the main objective of the Group is to support independent theoretical research projects in all other fields of system and control
theory (mathematical, technical, econometrical, etc.). Within these fields the primary focus of the Research Group is to investigate the
theoretical and the application related aspects of control processes of complex systems (multivariable, nonlinear, stochastic, possibilistic,
nondeterministic). Other active fields of operation involve the development of intelligent engineering and computational systems applied
for transportation and infrastructure related researches, and the solution of system theoretical problems related to physical measurements
emerging in modern telecommunication researches. In order to ensure the continuity of high quality research and its dissemination, the
Group aims to support the preparation and submission of successful project proposals, and the organization of scientific conferences.
A detailed report has been prepared, presenting all projects that were completed in the past academic year. It briefly summarizes the
scientific results achieved in seven major research areas related to the subject of system theory, supplemented by selected publications and

2
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More detailed description of the JEL-KKK can be found at the presentation of the activity of the Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd.

scientific metrics. The complete list of the authors’ publications for the particular research year can be found in the annual scientific report
of the Faculty of Engineering Sciences of the University.
Founder members of the System Theory research group:
Prof. Dr. László Keviczky, DSc. member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, keviczky@sze.hu
Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, koczy@sze.hu
Prof. Dr. Péter Várlaki DSc. university professor, varlaki@sze.hu, varlaki@t-online.hu (head of the research group)
Dr. Szilvia Nagy PhD. university associate professor, nagysz@sze.hu (secretary of the research group)
4.3.2. Simulation and Optimization Mathematics Research Group
The aim of the international research group - established by the subvention of the European Union and the National Development Agency,
within the scope of the project, number 4.2.2-08/1-2008-0021 of the Social Renewal Operative Programme (TÁMOP) - is to perform basic
researches on the fields of numerical mathematics, aimed at innovation that tends to develop quick simulations of complex physical and
production systems. The application of these considerably reduces calculation time, and is able to solve simulation tasks that can not be
solved with the programmes, available at present. On the one hand, suitable mathematical processes have to be developed for that, on the
other hand, the possibility of running on FPGA computer, graphic card, having several processors has to be established too.
An important element of the project’s activity is to build professional connections with the final goal of developing an international research network that – in addition to publishing the achieved results - introduces them into the university’s education.
Elements of the research:
– Establishment of multi- and trans-disciplinary researcher team
– Strengthening international research contacts
– Performing basic research, publishing new results
– Education of young researchers, pre-doctoral applicants
– Establishing innovations
– Maintaining the research group with the research and development and innovation (R&D&I) projects, based on the achieved results
Results:
– Establishing an international research team within the topic research of computational simulations, and optimization, based on them.
– Significant increase of certain fluid mechanics codes by utilization of computation capacity of computers, - having several processors - and GPU-s with help of self-developed codes
– Analysis of large-scale data set for bank risk management with help of self-developed code, by significantly faster analysis of
typical test tasks
– Effective use of supercomputers for industrial structure analysis tasks
Research programme director: Dr. Zoltán Horváth college professor, horvathz@sze.hu
Project Homepage: http://tamop422.sze.hu
4.4. RESEARCH GROUPS, OPERATING AT KAUTZ GYULA FACULTY OF ECONOMICS
4.4.1. Information Society Education- and research Group (ITOK)
The Information Society Education- and research Group (ITOK) began operating on the basis of the cooperation between the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics (BME) and Széchenyi István University (SZE) in 2002.
The activity of the ITOK would like to contribute to the more anthropomorphous application and development of information and communication technology, the increase of consciousness towards questions of the information society. It also assumes the project leader and
advisory role, in addition to research and education role. The aim of the group is to provide an institutional background, communication
medium and suitable infrastructure for novel cooperative knowledge-producing processes, ensure an area for encouraging and facilitating
new ideas, creating the largest possible public forum for questions that are considered crucial for the information society and the connecting technological questions.
One of the main principles of the research is the research of mobile, personal info-communication solutions that have not lived up to the
expectations of market researchers and manufacturers so far.
The other principal programme is the development of the built-in info-communication solutions (AAL) in the field of the automotive
industry, measuring technology, health and therapy and illuminating engineering. The greater part of the research is conducted within the
framework of the winning tender of the National Technological Programme, and falls in the disciplines of integrated mechatronic and IT
environment development, for the home nursing of chronically ill child patients.
Currently the research will start in the area of novel applications of super computers. It will first address the questions of energy efficiency
in which results can be expected that are internationally valuable.
In the course of its research & development activity, the ITOK cooperates not only with regional and other Hungarian units of international blue chip companies but it has established promising partnerships and business relations with several national small and mediumsized enterprises.
Head of the research group: Dr. Gábor Élő PhD. university associate professor, elo@sze.hu
4.4.2. Central-Eastern-European and Balkan Research Centre (KEBA Centre)
The Central-Eastern-European and Balkan Research Centre - that was formed in 2009 - is an independent research unit, operating as a
part of the Kautz Gyula Faculty for Economics of Széchenyi István University. The centre takes part in the activity of the Regional- and
Economic Doctoral School, and also has connections in regards to research with the West-Hungarian Scientific Institute of the Regional
Research Centre of the MTA (Hungarian Academy of Science).
The centre’s research activity follows an interdisciplinary process, approaching it from the direction of economic science, geographical
science, political science, geopolitics and also from social science into a geographically defined area of states, group of states, and regional
units, under the state level. Besides the examination of the definitive “Central-Eastern-Europe” and “Balkan” with consideration to the connection-system of the area, the geographical borders of obtaining knowledge have to be extended to “Far-East-Europe”.
The directions of the research are to promote the improvement of the educational-research work - and the deepening of it in specific areas
- of the faculty, especially in the doctoral school. The centre pays special attention to the students of the doctoral school by promoting their
scientific progress and initiating them into the implementation of research projects. The centre organically connects to the masters courses,
specifically in international economics and management, as well as the regional- and environmental economics programmes.
Within the framework of the operation of the research centre the curriculum, necessary for both Central-European Studies (BSc), regional processes of Central- and Southeastern Europe (MSc) and PhD training, has been developed extensively. Furthermore the members
of the centre have taken an intensive role in the preparation of the Hungarian section of the Danube Strategy of the European Union.
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Head of the research centre: Prof. Dr. Miklós Losoncz DSc. university professor, vice-dean, losonczbt@t-online.hu
Contact: Dr. Tamás Hardi University associate professor, hardit@rkk.hu
4.4.3. Water Environment Technologies and Strategic Services Research Centre
The centre utilizes multidisciplinary analysis and organization of innovation management of strategic services - especially water technologies - in the focus of its research activity. Within the framework of the research centre, empiric research are performed in the field of technological management (in particular in the field of innovation), techno-management (in the are of strategy) and in innovation management.
The technology scanning, searching for, identifying, evaluating of new technological possibilities, managing of R&D projects, organizing
technological networks, and performing technological cost analyses are part of the successful innovation management tasks of the research
centre, which was formed in 2008.
Successful R&D projects:
• Research of utilization possibilities of wastes with fat content
• Development of sewage purification technology on the basis of bacteriological research
• Examination of anaerobic biogas productive and destructive processes and the increase of efficiency, intensification of anaerobic
digestive equipment
• Research of nematode infection and disinfection experiments
• Research of intensification of ammonia-elimination
Our partner companies are Pannon Water Ltd., North-Transdanubian Water Works Ltd, Vasi Water Ltd., and Bakonykarszt Ltd.
In addition the Research Centre is also concerned with technology network organization, within this topic between 2009 and 2010 it has
held continuous vocational trainings in the following cities: Győr, Budapest, Debrecen, Szeged, and Siófok.
Head of the research group: Dr. Papp Ilona PhD. university associate professor, vice-dean, pappi@sze.hu
4.5. RESEARCH GROUPS, OPERATING AT DEÁK FERENC FACULTY OF LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCES
4.5.1. Center for Parliamentary Studies
The Center for Parliamentary Studies (hereinafter PKK) was founded in the spring of 2011 at the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political
Sciences of Széchenyi István University with the purpose of
• strengthening the research profile of the faculty,
• supporting its research fellows and the students who participate in the activities of the PKK by the publication of their papers,
• establishing scientific and professional network for scholars by organizing conferences, seminars, and
• providing institutional conditions for research related to the parliamentary studies and good governance).
Main objectives and goals of the PKK are:
• to organize and conduct research projects on constitutional law, public administration, political science and other subjects related
to parliamentary procedure and law-making process;
• to prepare and issue scientific publications, publication activity;
• to organize conferences and other programmes;
• to establish a network of scholars and maintain contacts with other Hungarian and international research organizations in the
field of interest of parliamentary law;
• to announce, organize and support scholarships;
• to conduct specific research and expert services.
The PKK operates within the institutional framework of the Department of Constitutional Law and Political Sciences at the Faculty of Law.
Head of the Center: Dr. habil Zoltán Szente PhD. associate professor, szentez@sze.hu

5. Internal Research Principal Directions
Separated from its own resources - in internal tender form - the university has operated a so called Scientific and Innovation Fund from
2005 and one part of the fund provides support to the Internal (university) Research Principal Directions. This tender process was established with the aim to reinforce the research potential of the institute and to develop its principal research profiles. It operates for newly
formed and in-operation collectives that submit a tender independent of the fact that they were formed within the framework of a department or department cooperation.
Within the period 2006-2010 the scale of the Scientific and Innovation Fund - depending on the scale of the surplus of the previous year was around 30 million Forints. From 2010 in order to make the principal directions conform better to the strategy of the faculties/institutes,
the general and scientific vice-rector - on the basis of the opinion of the Scientific Council - decentralized the division of the Scientific and
Innovation Fund to the faculty/institute level. According to this every decision of the faculty/institute - regarding the part of the Scientific
and Innovation Fund obtained - will be made by itself in the years 2010-2011. Half of the fund (HUF 15,000,000) has been utilized by the
Faculty of Engineering Sciences, Faculty of Engineering Sciences, 30% (HUF 9,000,000) by the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics, 16.7%
(HUF 5,000,000) by the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences and 1.7% (HUF 500,000) each by the Petz Lajos Institute of
Health and Social Services and the Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Arts. The available sources have been expended by the faculties and
institutes for various research projects, the issue of publications and participation at scientific conferences. The post-doctoral programmes
run in previous years have been integrated into decentralized main research efforts since 2010.
The distribution of the budget between the departments has met the needs of the departments and each unit has taken advantage of the
opportunities offered. The distribution of the academic budget has proven to be a sound decision and served well in the improvement of
the scientific work conducted by the faculties and institutes, a raise in the standard of R&D activities and the increasing in the number of
publications and conference presentations.
Principal directions of the research:
• Research of computer aided production, and technology development (CAM), theoretical and experimental examinations of
nano technologies
• Functional verification of safety-critical computer systems
• Innovation, research tasks of transport-logistics systems, networks and services
• Sustainable development of the built infrastructure
• Development of methodological tools, effectively promoting the planning mechanism of building maintenance processes.
• Planning and evaluation of public transport systems
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• Intelligent computer systems
• Application of computer-assisted design (CAD) in the solution of electrodynamics problems
• Applied nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry research
• The knowledge-management, as system-building
• Intercultural communication, professional- and organizational communication, international negotiation technique, connection
of national- and organizational culture
• Regional science, sociology, political science
• Local source involvement potential of the public sector
• The field of political and legal sciences – theoretical benefits and practical utilization
• Experiments in Hungary related to the manifestation of social responsibility.
• Processing of digital imagery obtained in the course of endoscopic gynaecological and gastroenterological examinations electronically and by mathematical modelling.
• The effect of systematic exercise on health-aware behaviour, self-care and status of fitness in the sphere of the “generation of new
elderly”.
• Nursing and medical attendance as well as sanitary attendance and prevention.

6. Hungarian Scientific Research Fund
Between 2004 and 2010 14 lecturers of the university have won a Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA) tender. In 2010 one (Hungarian Scientific Research Fund research was started. The total value of supported research until now is 74 million Forints. In 2010 three of
the active OTKA research were performed at the Faculty of Law and Political Sciences, two at the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, and one
at the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics. The research were carried out in the following research areas:
– Development of the device-system in the fight against terrorism, with special regards to the fight against the finance of the terrorism
– History of Hungarian constitutionalism and parliamentarism 1989-2007
– Administrative autonomies - autonomous public administrations
– Application of finite element method in the engineering simulations
– Distances and spaces in the economics
– Integration of the human element into the structure of traffic model
Among the above described tenders, the professional closure of the last one and eight further projects were done until June 2011

7. International projects, international contacts
In 2010 fourteen international projects ran at Széchenyi István University, ten of those were connected to the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, three to the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics, one to the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences.
Table 3. International research projects, 2010
Name of the project

ASPIS - Auditing of Sustainability of Public Spaces

Duration

2010-2012

Financed by:

EU – Education and Bálint Pesti
Culture DG
pestib@sze.hu

Development of the higher education institution network of Bosnia-Herzegovina with help of European 2010-2013
Union partner connections

European Union

EMRA - European Master Programme for Rural Ani2009-2012
mator

25% deductible
75% EU grant

Estia Earth

Name, availability of
local contact person

2003-2011 European Union

Forschungsstelle für Europäische Rechtsentwicklung
Universität Wien
Continuous
und Privatrechtsreform
external sponsors
FUSENET - The European Fusion Education
2008-2012 EU FP7
Network
Hungary-Slovakia
Cross-border CoopCroBoNet - Cross-border Entrepreneur Networks
2010-2011
eration Programme
2007-2013: 27780 EUR
HUNOROB - Hungarian-Norvegian innovation of
EGT funding Mechanew, environment-friendly and competitive robot- 2008-2011 nism / Norvegian
technologies Hungarian innovation for target groups
Fund / Swiss Grant
HUSK 0801/125 - Hungary-Slovakia Cross-border
Cooperation Programme 2007-2013, Sub-title: Waste
management, without borders

Hungary-Slovakia
Cross-border Coop2009-2010
eration Programme
2007-2013

Improving Road Traffic Safety in Thailand
- A Common Challenge for European and Thai
Universities

2009-2010 EU-Thai Cooperation

Dr. Károly Kardos
kardos@sze.hu
Dr. Ibolya Zsoldos
zsoldos @sze.hu
Dr. Irén Szörényi-Kukorelli sziren@rkk.hu
Dr. Zoltán Puklus
puklus@sze.hu
Dr. László Milassin
milassin@sze.hu
Miklós Berta
bertam@sze.hu

Faculty /department
Department of Urbanism
and Architectural History,
Department of Transport
Infrastructure and Municipal Engineering
Department of Materials
and Vehicle Manufacturing
Department of Regional
Studies and Public Policy
Department of Automation
Department of Private and
Public International Law
Department of Physics and
Chemistry

Dr. Mihály Lados
ladosm@rkk.hu

Department of Regional
Studies and Public Policy

Dr. László T. Kóczy
koczy@sze.hu

Faculty of Engineering
Sciences

Dr. Miklós Bulla
bulla@sze.hu
Dr. Zoltán Szalay
Adrienn Buruzs
Dr. András Torma
Dr. Csaba Koren
koren@sze.hu

Department of Environmental Engineering

Department of Transport
Infrastructure and Municipal Engineering
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Name of the project

Duration

NANOSCRATCH - To develop a scratch resistance
coating using a molecular self assembly nano-technology for plastic products
OPTICOM - Optimisation of Intercultural Communication and Collaboration

Positive Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
TRENDY TRAVEL - Emotions for Sustainable
transport

Financed by:

2009-2011 EU FP7
EU – Austria-Hungary
Cross-border Coop2009-2011
eration programme
2007-2013
KAUST – King Abdul2010-2013 lah University of Science and Technology
2007-2010 EU DG TREN

Name, availability of
local contact person

Faculty /department

Dr. Gábor Dogossy
dogossy@sze.hu

Department of Materials
and Vehicle Manufacturing

Dr. Lívia AblonczyMihályka ablne@
sze.hu

Department of International
Communication

Dr. Zoltán Horváth
horvathz@sze.hu
Dr. Emese Makó
makoe@sze.hu

Department of Mathematics and Computational
Sciences
Department of Transport
Infrastructure and Municipal Engineering

Source: International Project Centre
The university treats its international connections in a decentralised way. Any organizational unit may establish or initiate cooperation and
relations with foreign educational and research institutes or enterprises appropriate for the scientific area of the faculty.
International cooperation on contractual basis may be established, however, only centrally upon the initiative of any organizational
unit or lecturer. The International Project Centre is responsible for that. The university concludes general cooperation contract with every
institute that contains several cooperation connections of several organizational units. At present the university has outstanding, general
contracts with 31 institutes in 12 countries.

8. Sources of research & development activity
In 2010 816,3 million Forints were available for the research & development (R&D) activity of the university (2009: 750,7 million HUF;
2007: 1 117,3 million HUF; 2006: 845,6 million HUF). The amount of available resources was higher in the years 2006-2007, primarily due
to the resources of the Vehicle Industrial Regional University Knowledge-centre and the Cooperation Research Centre. The new Human
Resources Development Operative Programme (HEFOP) tenders that started in 2007 have also significantly increased the resources of that
specific year.
The highest research resource of the examined period was in 2007, when the university could manage 1,117,3 million Forints. Among
the different types of resources, the resources covered for R&D tasks - for external order - were the highest in 2007 (more than 209 million
Forints). In every year - considering all available resources - the ratio of funds received for the R&D tasks was the highest. Its value represented a wide-range and it was the highest in 2007, when it resulted in an amount of more than 850 million Forints. The scale of budgetary
support was on the same level year to year. It was the highest in 2007, when it exceeded 50 million Forints.
The R&D activity of the university can be distributed by resource groups, as follows:
I. Budgetary support
A. Support, planned in institution budget
– support of PhD training
– support of other R&D task
– support of normative research
B. Support, given for R&D, ensured from Ministry of Education and Culture (OKM) chapter-managed appropriation
C. Support, given from other chapters for R&D, through transfer of chapters, OTKA
II. Funds, received for R&D task
A. National resources
– Research and Technological Innovation Fund, OTKA, IKTA (Info-communication Technologies and Applications), other
R&D tenders, KPI-JRET, JRET-NKTH, NKTH R&D, NKTH-NFÜ, National Infocommunications Authority
B. From Structural Funds
– GVOP, INTERREG, HEFOP, ROP, TIOP, TÁMOP, KEOP, EU 7. FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME, ETE
C. Other source
– EGT/Norvegian Funding mechanism, Collaborations outside the EU (KAUST-GCR-FIC)
III. Sources, ensured for R&D, performed for external order (as well as ventures)
– GVOP KKK
– KPI-JRET other income
– Contractual R&D works
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Figure 5. Trends in the resources of research and development activity between 2006-2010
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Source: Economic and Technical Chief Administration
The university budget granted by the Ministry of Education and Culture amounted to HUF 5,019.7 million is 2008, HUF 4,634.9 million
in 2009 and HUF 4.408,9 million in 2010. On the basis of these the proportion of the total budgetary source available for R&D activities
(appropriated grants + funds received for R&D projects + sources provided for R&D tasks carried out in the scope of external orders)
amounted to 15% in 2008, 13.3% in 2009 and 18.5% in 2010 from the budgetary revenues.

9. Publications
Since 2007 the publication lists of the lecturers and organizational units of the university have been available electronically. The departments uploaded the data - that had been verified, after professional supervision - to the so called Publication Database. The publications
can be followed on the internet: http://publikaciok.sze.hu
The publication activity of the university lecturers shows the trends in the Publication Database of the university, according to the following table between 2004-2010 (data from June 2011):
Table 5. Number of publications of university lecturers between 2004-20103 between
Articles in Hungarian language
Articles in foreign language
Hungarian articles in conference publication
Foreign articles in conference publication
Conference volumes in Hungarian
Conference volumes in foreign languages
Book/book extracts in Hungarian
Book/book extract in foreign languages
Research reports in Hungarian
Research reports in foreign languages
Other publications in Hungarian
Other publications in foreign languages

2004
141
20
134
36
7
–
66
3
87
–
83
4

2005
213
27
209
42
6
–
129
9
121
3
161
10

2006
214
41
182
60
10
3
112
15
96
6
168
11

2007
266
50
149
101
21
20
181
14
41
5
360
24

2008
228
82
126
69
16
13
91
5
53
5
243
10

2009
137
43
117
64
16
5
72
7
29
1
139
13

2010
54
14
83
32
12
1
14
5
17
–
47
6

Source: Publication Database of Széchenyi István University
The renewal of the Publications Database is proceeding in the scope of Project No. 4.2.3 of the Social Renewal Operative Programme (TÁMOP) and will continue till the end of year 2011. The Academic Library will create with the support of the Knowledge-Management Centre
the University Repository and the Publications Database will be one of the important elements of this. This will enable the publications of all
lecturers and researchers to be accessible in novel format in an electronic document store. During the transition period the number of year
2009-2010 publications downloaded into the Publications Database will be less than the actual figure due to the difficulties of changeover.
More accurate information than the above can be found in the datasheets entitled “Report on the year 2010 research and development data
of researcher workplaces operating in higher education institutions” completed at the departmental level for the National Bureau of Statistics.
Aggregated at the academic level, 112 books and book chapters were published in Hungarian language and 29 in foreign languages during
this particular year. In parallel with the above, 219 articles were written for Hungarian professional journals and additional 49 articles were
released in foreign languages for academic proceedings or Hungarian learned periodicals and 58 articles in foreign languages were published
in foreign learned periodicals. 21 dissertations were accepted at the university in 2010. 56 scientific papers were published in Hungarian and
13 in foreign languages in electronic format. 176 conference proceedings were published in Hungarian and 179 in a foreign language.
9.1 PUBLICATION NIVEAU PRIZE
The university - in compliance with the resolution of the senate - aims to award the outstanding publication activities of the lecturers/researchers
on the basis of the proposals of the University Scientific Council. It gives recognition to each publication or composition (journal articles, articles
of conferences) of the revised publications, published in the course of the previous academic year, within the following two categories:
3

The contents of the Publications Database for academic year 2009-2010 cannot be considered complete because of the change-over between the publication databases. The number of publications is higher than the one, published in the table.
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– Specialist book, specialist book selection, monograph, work of art, sound record, notes.
– Journal article, presentation, published in conference publication.
In every category, one of the submitted materials - that is awarded to be professional on the highest level - obtains the “University Publication Niveau Prize”.
Winners of the Publication Niveau Prize in 2010:
Journal section
– Dr. Péter Földesi CSc. university associate professor - Dr. János Botzheim PhD. university associate professor – Prof. Dr. László T.
Kóczy DSc. university professor – Eugenic Bacterial Memetic Algorithm for Fuzzy Road Transport Traveling Salesman Problem.
In.: International Journal of Innovative Computing, Information and Controll IF: 2,79, Japan 2010.
Winners of the Publication Niveau Prize in 2009:
Book section (divided)
– Dr. Miklós Kuczmann University associate professor - The Finite Element Method in Magnetics. Budapest, Publishing House of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 2008
– Dr. Zoltán Csizmadia University assistant professor - Cooperation and ability for reforms. Regional specialities of connection
networks and innovation systems. Budapest, Napvilág Publishing House, 2009.
Journal section (divided)
– Dr. Szilvia Nagy University associate professor - The kinetic energy operator in the subspaces of wavelet analysis. In.: Journal of
Mathematical Chemistry (IF. 1.435 (2008)), 46:1) Pages 261-282. 2009.
– Dr. János Botzheim University associate professor - Fuzzy Rule Extraction by Bacterial Memetic Algorithms. In.: International
Journal of Intelligent Systems (IF. 0.860 (2008)), Vol. 24, No. 3. Pages 312-339.
Winners of the Publication Niveau Prize in 2008:
Book, CD section
– Prof. Dr. Gergely Ittzés DLA. university professor - Eugéne Walckiers: Flute chamber music, Cd. Budapest, 2008.
Journal section (divided)
– Dr. Dusek Tamás PhD. university associate professor – Methodological Monism in Economics. In.: Journal of Philosophical
Economics, Vol. Issue 2, Pages 26-50. 2008. 2008.
– Dr. Szilvia Nagy PhD. university associate professor – Artifacts of grid based electron sructure calculations. In.: Chemical Physics
Letters, vol. 464, Elsvier, 2008.
9. 2. SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS, LINKED TO THE UNIVERSITY, PUBLISHED PERIODICALLY
9.2.1. Faculty of Engineering Sciences
The Acta Technica Jaurinensis is an international journal published by the university that covers scientific life of the Faculty of Engineering
Sciences. The publishing of the journal started in 2008 and up to June 2011 three issues have been published. Since 2008 - twice a year - a
special issue has been published (Series Logistica and Series Intelligentia Computatorica), from which 6 issues have been published by the
submission deadline.
More information about the publications can be found on the http://acta.maxwell.sze.hu webpage.
General editor of the journal: Dr. Miklós Kuczmann University associate professor, kuczmann@maxwell.sze.hu
The Vehicle of the Future - that was established in 2006 - is the common journal of the Electronic Vehicle and Vehicle Control Knowledge-centre of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics and the Vehicle Industrial Regional University Knowledge-centre of
Széchenyi István University that presents the leading vehicle-industrial research of the two knowledge-centres. By the submission deadline
(June 2011) 20 issues (10 combined issues) and one special issue of the scientific journal have been published (quarterly).
More information about the publications can be found on the http://jret.sze.hu webpage.
Responsible editor of the publication: Dr. Iván Nagyszokolyai, X-Meditor Ltd. Vehicle informatics business unit, nszi@xmeditor.hu
The self publication of the Multidisciplinary Doctoral School of Engineering Sciences is the “Technical- and IT Systems and Models” that
publishes the first independent studies of the PhD students yearly. The first issue has been published in 2007 and by the submission deadline
(June 2011) four issues have been published altogether.
General editor of the annuals: Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, koczy@sze.hu
9.2.2. Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics
Since 2005 the Regional- and Economics Doctoral School have published annuals that include the highest quality studies of the students
of the Doctoral Scool. The latest - the third so far - was published in 2009.
More information about the annuals can be found at the http://rgdi.sze.hu webpage
General editor of the annuals: Prof. Dr. János Rechnitzer DSc. university professor, rechnj@sze.hu
9.2.3. Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences
The journal, named Law-State-Politics - that includes topics in social science, law science, sociology and political science - is published
every quarter. The first issue was published in 2009, with the submission deadline (June 2011) of the maunscript; so far ten issues and one
special issue have been published. The Committee on Political and Legal Sciences of Department IX of the Hungarian Scientific Academy
MTA classified this journal as Category A.
The published issues of the journal can be read at the http://jap.sze.hu webpage E-mail address of the publication: jap@sze.hu
General editor of the publication: Prof. Dr. Mihály Bihari DSc. university professor, biharim@sze.hu
Responsible editor: Dr. Katalin Kiss Szoboszlai PhD. university assistant professor, szoboszl@sze.hu
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10. Patents
As a result of the research performed at Széchenyi István University five patent registrations are connected to the institution. The registered
patents belong to the engineering branch.
1. Flexible rail-fixing device, based on self-closing
Day of reporting: 17.08.1990
Day of granting: 16.10.1992
Authorized: Széchenyi István Transport and telecommunication Technical College, Győr (HU), 55 %; Hungarian State Railways General
Superintendence Budapest (HU), 30 %; Lábatlan Ferro-concrete Inc., Lábatlan (HU), 15 %
Inventors: Ferenc Kiss, Győr (HU), 25 %; Dr. Pál Vaszary, Győr (HU), 15 %; József Pál, Budapest (HU), 15 %; Dr. Ferenc Horváth, Győr
(HU), 15 %; Szabolcs Hullán, Dunakeszi (HU), 15 %; János Beluzsár, Nyergesújfalu (HU), 15 %
Status: End of final protection (Date of measure: 16.04.1996)
2. Procedure and system-technical configuration for simultaneous transmission of voice- and data signs with dual channel AM stereo
radio broadcasting transmitter
Day of reporting: 25.06.1992
Day of granting: 13.10.1994
Authorized: ANTENNA HUNGÁRIA Hungarian Broadcasting and Radio broadcasting Inc. Budapest (HU); Széchenyi István Technical
College, Győr (HU)
Inventors: István Standeisky , Győr (HU), 50%; György Dósa , Budapest (HU), 25%; Mrs Ernő Nyerges, Budapest (HU), 25%
Status: End of final protection (Date of measure: 11.02.1997)
3. Arrangement and procedure for digital hologram processing
Day of reporting: 20.12.2006
Reporting organization: Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Budapest (HU), 40%; Széchenyi István University, Győr
(HU), 22.5%; Hungarian Academy of Science Research Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics, Budapest (HU), 22.5%; Technoorg
Linda Scientific Technical Developer Ltd., Budapest (HU), 15%
Inventors: Dr. Aladár Czitrovszky, Budapest (HU), 18,75%; Dr. Ferenc Gyímesi, Göd (HU), 12,35%; Dr. Zoltán Füzessy, Budapest (HU),
12,35%; Dr. Attila Tibor Nagy, Budaörs (HU), 11,25%; Dr. Abdelhakim Lotfi, Budapest (HU), 11,25%; Dr. Béla Ráczkevei, Budapest (HU),
9,2%; Dezső Szigethy, Budapest (HU), 7,5%; Dr. Győző Molnárka, Győr (HU), 6,75%; Vencel Borbély, Szentendre (HU), 6,10%; Attila Nagy,
Győr (HU), 2,25%; István Harmati, Szentes (HU), 2,25%
Status: Report
4. Variable-stroke internal combustion engine
Day of reporting: 07.07.2008
Reporting organization: Széchenyi István University, Győr (HU)
Inventors: Dr. Csaba Tóth-Nagy, Kiskunhalas (HU)
Status: Report
5. Variable-stroke internal combustion engine for the implementation of HCCI mode of operation with passive control
Day of reporting: 10.10.2008
Reporting organization: Széchenyi István University, Győr (HU)
Inventors: Dr. Csaba Tóth-Nagy, Kiskunhalas (HU)
Status: Report

11. Scientific Students’ Association activity
11.1. SCIENTIFIC AND ART STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION ACTIVITY
At the university the scientific and art students’ association activity is centrally coordinated, and is performed within the organized framework. The aim of the university is to promote the scientific and art students’ association work and the students and the lecturers join the
scientific and art students’ association activities. The aim of the activity is that the talented students can prepare for their careers, according
to their abilities, learn the basic knowledge, learn the methods of the scientific research work and art activities, and join in the research of
certain branches and in the art world.
The trends in numbers of submitted essays to the Scientific and Art Students’ Association Conference (TMDK) - organized every semester - can be seen in table 6.
Table 6. Competition essays, submitted to the university TMDK conferences, 2006-2010
Organizational unit
Faculty of Engineering Sciences
Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics

2006
46
46

2007
47
28

2008
71
71

2009
59
22

2010
123
34

Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences
Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Studies
Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art

34
9
83

10
3
53

66
6
92

12
10
49

48
10
122

218

141

306

152

337

Total

Source: Széchenyi István University self-assessment between 2002-2008 and own editorship
11.2. NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE
For many years, the students of the university have participated in the National Scientific Students’ Association Conferences (OTDK), they
have annually won about 20-30 prizes at the national competition.
Table 7. Results achieved at OTDK, 2003-20104
4

The OTDK is organized every second year, that is why the data of 2010 are not presented in the table.
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Place/Year
1st place
2nd place
3rd place
Special prize
Total

2003
2
7
4
9
23

2005
4
9
7
8
28

2007
3
9
4
6
22

2009
6
4
5
6
21

Source: Széchenyi István University Office of the Rector
The students of the university were awarded four first, one third and two special prizes at the 2009 OTDK, within the section of Law and
Political Sciences The students were awarded one first, one second, four third and three special prizes within the section for Economic Sciences. The students of the university were awarded two second and four third prizes within the section for Engineering Sciences. While one
prize was awarded within the section for Social Sciences, within the section of Subject-pedagogy - Training techniques one first, one second
and one special prize were awarded to the students of Széchenyi István University.

12. Scientific awards, obtained by lecturers
The lecturers of the university have obtained several renowned prizes all over the country, from which mainly the recognitions - connected
to the scientific activity - will be emphasized. In 2010 the following lecturers of the university have won scientific prizes or obtained a scientific honour (in chronological order):
Dr. Pál Michelberger, professor emeritus, Honorary Doctor of the University, a prominent person in the education of Hungarian transportation engineers was awarded the Zeichmeister Károly commemorative jubilee silver medal by the township of Győr and the Széchenyi
István medallion of the university in recognition of his valuable life-long work in organizing educational, research and scientific activities,
creating a new school of thought and fostering the foundation of the university.
Dr. Zoltán Papp, associate professor of the university at the Environment Engineering Department of the Faculty of Engineering Sciences was awarded the Order “For Higher Technical Education in Environment Protection” in recognition of his eminent professional
activity performed in the field of technical higher education by Hungarian Chamber of Engineers.
Dr. Zoltán Alexay, nature photographer, retired associate professor of the university, and Dr. Gyula Szalay, dean of the Deák Ferenc
Faculty of Law and Political Sciences of the university, were awarded the 2010 Pro Urbe Győr Prize.
Dr. Vanda Lamm, University professor at Department of Private and Public International Law of the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and
Political Sciences, associate member of the Hungarian Academy of Science, director of the Jurisprudential Institute at the Academy was
awarded the “Pro Universitate” Prize of Széchenyi István University in recognition of her eminently valuable education organizing and
tutorial work performed in founding and consolidating education in jurisprudence at the university.
Dr. Gábor Alszászy, University assistant professor, lecturer at the Department of Solo Recital Instruments and Aesthetic Theory of the
Varga Tibor Institute of Musical Art was awarded scientific scholarship by the Advisory Board of the Universitas-Győr Foundation in 2010.
Dr. Melinda Smahó, University assistant professor at the Department of Regional Science and Public Policy at the Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics was awarded the 2010 Nathaniel Lichfield Prize of the Regional-Science Association (RSA), which operates in Seaford, England, for her
study entitled “The role of knowledge in regional development. Theoretical approaches and the example of the Austrian-Hungarian border region”.
Dr. István Kukorelli, doctor of the Hungarian Academy of Science, former constitutional judge, university professor and head of the
Department of Constitutional Law and Political Science in the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences was awarded the Middle
Cross with Star of the Order of the Hungarian Republic by the President of the Republic in recognition of his research, tutorial, publication and professional public activities conducted in the fields of fundamental constitutional rights, the elective franchise and the history of
public law in order to protect the constitutional order.
Dr. László Keviczky, a regular member of the Hungarian Academy of Science, the leader of the Multidisciplinary Doctoral School of
Engineering Sciences was awarded the Middle Cross with Star of the Order of the Hungarian Republic by the President of the Republic
in recognition of his work performed in creating the basis of control theory and establishing the information technology foundations and
Hungarian school of this branch of science at the Computing and Automation Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Science,
its representation internationally as well as in the areas of research, leadership and science politics in the management of the Hungarian
Academy of Science and the Hungarian scientific public.
Dr. Károly Kardos, associate university professor at the Department of Materials Knowledge and Vehicle Production of the Faculty of
Engineering Sciences, vice-rector for investments of the university, was awarded County Primacy Prize in the education category. His name
is associated among others with the development of the practice-oriented engineer training programme.
The Universitas-Győr Foundation has awarded numerous prizes to the lecturers of university in the past five years (see table 8).
Table 8. Prizes, awarded by the Universitas-Győr Foundation between 2006-2010
Year

Professorial
prizes

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2
1
-

International guest
lecturer
scholarship
6

Post-doctoral prize
(Since 2007 Hegedűs
Gyula scholarship)
1
2
2
2

Full-time PhD
scholarships
3
5
5
4
4

Correspondent
PhD scholarships
30
41
46
37
34

Source: Universitas-Győr Foundation
The Veszprém Regional Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Science recognized the scientific activities performed by Dr. Miklós
Kuczmann, associate university professor at the Department of Telecommunications of the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, in past years
by awarding the Prize “Eminent young VEAB researcher” winnable by tender application.
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II. Introduction of the
Knowledge-Management Centre
Széchenyi István University is an influential university in the West-Transdanubian region and a reliable cooperation partner (having several
years of experience) with companies of the area. The institution constantly expands its knowledge-bases, laboratory infrastructure and research capacities that are used to a larger and larger extent by its partners. The Knowledge-Management Centre, established on 1st July 2009
is a horizontal service provider of the university. Its professional supervision is performed by the general-and scientific vice-rector.
Within the framework of the project, number 4.2.1.-08/1-2008-0005 of TÁMOP (Social Renewal Operative Programme), the centre
develops services that aim, on the one hand, to explore, utilize and support the evaluation of new research, innovation and technological
transfer possibilities based on the research resources and competences of the university, and on the other hand to promote the university to
become a regional knowledge centre, through the development of university knowledge-management processes and information systems,
and through active economic and institutional partner management.

The basic principles of the operation of the Knowledge-Management
Centre are the following:
• Customer-orientation and transparency: the operation of the centre has a process attitude, the services are provided in a uniform way and constant information is given to the internal and external clients in a transparent way.
• Market-orientation: its services are closely adjusted to the internal- and market demands that is why the internal and external
market demands - connected to its services - are regularly assessed and the development of its services are based on that.
• Proactivity: the centre takes an active role in the development of economic and scientific contacts. Partners and participants are
not passively waited for but they are actively searched out. The cooperation that opens up new opportunities for new technology
transfer- and innovation possibilities and market demands are actively searched and hunted for.

The tasks of the Knowledge-Management Centre:
• Assesses, sorts into a database and publishes the competences and the scientific activities of the university departments and
members;
• Provides data-support and performs analyses on the scientific activities of the university;
• Assesses the innovation requirements of the economic operators and the demands concerning university services;
• Generates research- and innovation projects and builds up partnerships;
• Explores the intellectual products originating at the university and designs and manages an intellectual product portfolio from that;
• Supports the technology-transfer and establishment of spin-off companies;
• Coordinates the organization of the scientific programmes of the university, among others the programme-series “Science for everybody in Győr” that has been operating since February 2010 and makes recorded presentations of this series available on-line;
• Organizes trainings and courses in order to generate, effectively manage and administer scientific projects on topics connected
to innovation management;
• Prepares industrial branch analyses, including international and national inspections and performs novelty- and market research;
• Cooperates with the innovation operators of the region with national and international professional organizations and establishes
partnerships with them.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Széchenyi István University
Knowledge-Management Centre
Dr. Tibor Dőry director
E-mail: doryti@sze.hu
Address: 9026 Győr, Egyetem square 1. Inno-Share
building IS101.
Telephone: +36 96 613-708
Homepage: http://tud.sze.hu illetve http://tamop421.
sze.hu; http://tamop423.sze.hu
Members of the Centre (from left to right):
Dr. Tibor Dőry director, Rozália Varga innovation
manager, Andrea Gonczlik training manager, Dorottya
Simon project- and tender manager, Viktória Ivány research organizational referent, Dr. Attila Tilinger analyst
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III. Activities of the Universitas-Győr
Nonprofit Ltd.
1. History
Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. has been operating for 18 years, taking predecessor companies into consideration. Between 1992-2002,
it operated as SZIF-Universitas Ltd., between 2002-2007 as Universitas Győr Nonprofit Ltd., and since 1st October 2007, it has been operating as Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., with a registered capital of 6,2 million Forints. In December 2007 the structure of ownership
has changed, Széchenyi István University has obtained a 20 % share in the company. Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. is currently the only
partnership in which the University is present as an owner.
The other owner of the company with an 80% share is the Universitas-Győr Foundation. This structure of ownership ensures a stable
background for the operations and in addition it means a close relationship with the university.

2. Areas of activities
The company - as a non-profit organization with the highest preferential treatment - considers its most important task to support the educational, scientific, further educational and knowledge dissemination activities of Széchenyi István University through its activities. The
main activities of the company are the “Tuition and education, development of abilities, knowledge dissemination,” the “Scientific activity,
research” and the “Cultural activity,” which excels from its further - according to the partnership contract - activities in the public interest.
The three business units of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. - closely cooperating together - also pursue business activities besides its
activities in the public interest.
The most important intellectual service that the business unit performs is mainly the implementation of research projects. The business unit takes
an important role in the creation and strengthening of the connection between the university and the operators in business life. Several research,
development, and engineering works were performed in the course of the operation of the Ltd. that cover almost every area of the economic life.
The publishing business unit publishes the vast majority of the lecture notes, written by the lecturers at the university and operates the
Universitas Paper and Book store. Besides the lecture notes, it is the publisher of several university publications and periodicals.
The company operates its educational business unit, as an accredited tertiary educational institute. It organizes its trainings mainly for
company requests, meeting the requirements of individual training demands.
The three business units are connected by the “KNOWLEDGE”. Obtaining, representing and transmitting that appears within the organizational structure, activity, goals of the company as an inseparable unit.

3. R&D activity
The intellectual service business unit has very diversified activities owing to the various trainings offered at the university and also the wide
range of material and personal conditions at the university, making it suitable for the activities in more areas of science. The activities of the
business unit have expanded especially since 2004. With the appearance of innovation partnerships became interested in ordering research
from which the results can be utilized within their own organizations in the form of new products, processes, services, or they could get
tailor-made development proposals, which would increase their efficiency and success. The implementation has a project approach, with
the circle of integrating resources to be determined after entering into a contract. The utilization of the integrating resources will be coordinated by Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. Because of the different nature of the tasks, it is not practical and reasonable to develop their own
research base. The company manages mainly the legal, financial, and organizational tasks. The professional supervision is ensured by the
involvement of consultants. Besides the lecturers, members of the university and other experts also participate in the solution of tasks.
Beyond the commissions financed from innovation contribution, the company accepts engineering planning and advisory tasks, as well
as, tasks connected to IT, system-development and those requiring other engineering knowledge.
In several cases there is cooperation between different partners as a place for research, mainly in the course of the implementation of their
innovation tenders because of the university’s share and the non-profit structure of the organization. The cooperation with the ENTAL Ltd.
- started in the former year - continued under the topic of “Development of ball speed and positioning measuring technology and measuring apparatus for handball, football and baseball games” in 2010.
The most successful R&D activity of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. is the operation of the Cooperation Research Centre for Vehicle
Industry, Electronics and Logistics (JEL-KKK), to which the company has won subsidies from the GOP (Economic Development Operation Programme) tender.
The JEL-KKK started its operation on 1st July 2008. The organization whose predecessor has operated within the framework of Széchenyi
István University can be considered as continuation of the KKK activities performed and closed successfully between the 2004-2007 years.
The aim of the project is to develop the common R&D activities of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., the university departments and the
partner companies to a high standard in order to increase the efficiency of the ventures.
In the tender Széchenyi István University has undertaken that it takes part in the realization of the project with its intellectual and technical infrastructure. The project has a budget of 800 million Forints for the years 2008-2011 and it has a subsidy intensity of 50 %, so the
400 million Forints subsidy is completed by the deductible, appearing as a 400 million Forint enterprise contribution. The research activity
of the research centre is organized around four principal directions, each principle is separated into several sub-projects. The company
projects - connected to research principal directions – are aimed at the solution of special tasks whose results will be utilized there. The
certain research principal directions are the following:
– Vehicle industrial research
– Electronical and informatics research
– Logistics processes and packagings research
– Transport infrastructure research
Several national and foreign owned ventures have joined the consortium as a corporate partner, among others: BorgWagner Turbo Systems Ltd.;
BPW-Hungária Ltd.; DELTA Informatics Inc.; General Motors Powertrain- Hungary Ltd.; G4S Cash-logistics Ltd.; Heineken Hungary Brewery
Inc.; Hödlmayr Ltd.; IBM Data Ltd.; IBV Hungary Ltd.; Liegl&Dachser Ltd.; Hungarian State Railways Inc.; MOFÉM Inc.; NOKIA Komárom
Ltd.; NEMAK Győr Ltd.; RÁBA Running-gear Manufacturing and Trade Ltd.; Sythesis Inc.; Unilever HUngary Manufacturer Ltd.; VILL-KORR
Hungary Electric Industrial Ltd.; AMB Components Hungary deposit company; ERFO Nonprofit Ltd.; G4S safety engineering Inc.
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In the principal direction of research conducted for the automotive industry the analysis of material science as well as of the plate and plastic
forming processes and tools/dies, the resolution of the theoretical problems in the modelling of manufacturing processes, the optimization of
actual company procedures, the improvement the methods employed for simulating processes taking place in vehicle structures plus the highlevel integration of the CAD and VEM systems have been realized. In the field of electronics and informatics research has been directed to the
development of algorithms for shape recognition and pattern/template matching based on digital image processing, the application and verification of these algorithms in practice, the exploration of potential areas for their utilization, the application of logic circuits and micro-controllers
and the investigation of problems encountered in drive regulation and control employed in robotics. Logistics research have been focused on the
improvement of procedures utilized for serving production processes, the exploration and quantification by mathematical statistics analysis of
factors hindering the effectiveness of the logistic train and determining the limits of analytic models. In the field of packaging complex modelling
of system design, the extension of the Quality Function Deployment method and the modelling of the utilization of single/multi-path packaging
systems have been realized. In the closing period research has been focused on supporting the wide-spread use of environment-friendly, so-called
biodegradable packaging materials. Determination of the parameters of pavement materials, exploration of correlations between theoretical properties and test/measurement results as well as the substantiation of the material properties of bitumens and asphalt mixtures have been realized in
the research of roadway structures. Research in the field of railway superstructures were associated with the following major features: stabilization
of the track geometry by geo-mesh installed directly underneath the ballast bed and the cost-benefit analysis of the interrelationship between the
energy consumption for traction and track maintenance. Research on bridge foundations concentrated on the dynamic study of geotechnical
structures, dynamical geotechnical tests in the field as well as on developing dynamic tests for the study of soil structures and changes in the condition of bridges. The high-priority subjects of this research project were the analysis of safety on public roads and the improvement of the reliability
of the methods used for estimating the effects of infrastructural interventions for rising the safety of public roads. The project enabled to identify
the effectiveness of each type of interventions in traffic on public roads and the international trends in the improvement of safety.
The research results were issued in a total of 163 publications up to November, 2010, and were serving as the theme of several conference
presentations plus several individual professional issues were published.

4. Tenders, connected to R&D activity
Within the framework of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., there are several successful tenders that are running in parallel that complete
each other.
Besides the GOP tender that has already been introduced, the INNO_TER project (identification number: BAROSS-ND07-ND-INRG607-2008-0005), winner of the Baross Gábor Programme that started in 2009. The aim of this project is to promote leading innovation
within the West-Transdanubian region. Within the framework of that an Innovation Day was organized at Széchenyi István University in
November 2009, where several successful innovative ventures were introduced.
As the consortium partner of the university, the role of the company in the tender TÁMOP-4.2.3-08/1-2008-0011 “SZiENCE4YOU
– knowledge- and science dissemination at Széchenyi István University” is to make the scientific work - performed by the university - more
famous to the wider public with the help of different organizations and publications. The successful JUNIOR University and the Széchenyi
Scientific Evening were both organized under this umbrella programme in 2010 as well.

5. Personal and material conditions
Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. works out of rented offices at the campus and all necessary materials for their work are covered by their
own resources. The material conditions, necessary for the work is ensured by their own resources. There are nine full-time employees. A
significant part of the research tasks of the company are performed by subcontractors and commissioners that are chosen by experts, who
have a high professional knowledge and are mainly drawn from the circle of the lecturers and members of Széchenyi István University.
The company has purchased in the scope of Tender No. REG-ND-09-1-2009-0008 in 2010 in order to improve the material conditions for
R&D activities for the sum of HUF 26,550,283 + VAT a HPC (High Performance Computing) system in which sufficient computing capacity is available for increasing the number of elements in simulation programmes and the faster completion of the analysis of all variants.

6. Dissemination activity
As a publisher, Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. has been publishing university publications, books, scientific materials, and periodicals,
and it also gives support to the establishment of these. Among the publications of the Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences
the company is the publisher of the periodical, “State-Law-Politics,” the volumes “Opus Magistrale” and “Optimi Nostri”, and the lecturer
bibliography.
In the Traffic Building Review – also published by the company - the articles of several lecturers and PhD students of the Faculty of
Engineering Sciences have been published.
By ensuring the financial support of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., an opportunity presents itself for the works of the lecturers of the
university to be published in professional publications that are published elsewhere. The company supports the publication of several dozen
publications yearly, which are connected to the priniciples of the uiversity, and display the colourful cultural life of Győr.

7. Professional contacts
The company is member of the National Association of Accredited Tertiary Education Institutes, the West-Transdanubian Tertiary Education Cluster and is present in Pannon-Novum Nonprofit Ltd. as an owner. The West-Transdanubian Regional Innovation Agency operates
within the framework of Pannon-Novum Nonprofit Ltd.

8. Sponsors
The activities of public interest of Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. has the support of various sponsors, who place financial resources and
tangible assets at its disposal. The Equicom Measuring Technology Ltd supplied components for demonstration purposes while AUDI
Akademie Hungaria Ltd provided financial support at the value of 1500 EURO and the Hungarian Electrotechnical Association at the value
of HUF 50,000. The aim of the financial backing was to support the scientific and knowledge dissemination activities of the university.
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IV. Research & development activity of the
departments
Faculty of Engineering Sciences
Dean:
Contact:

Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor
E-mail: koczy@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 613-547

Baross Gábor Institute of Built
Environment and Transport
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Attila Koppány CSc.
university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: koppany@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-454
Homepage: www.sze.hu/ep

Members of the department (from left to right): Gergely Molnárka University teaching assistant, Tamás Horváth university teaching
assistant, Dávid Bozsaky university teaching assistant, Dr. Ferenc Svejkovszky university assistant professor, Dr. Fátrai György PhD. university associate professor, Ferdinánd Szabó university teaching assistant, Prof. Dr. Koppány Attila CSc. university professor, István Major
university assistant professor, Dr. Attila Radosza DLA. university associate professor, Éva Körössi university assistant professor, Dr. Imre
Tolnay DLA. university associate professor, Dr. Molnár Viktor PhD. university associate professor, Mrs Járfás Marianna Stuksza administrative manager, Dr. Attila Somfai PhD. university associate professor, András Kiss technician

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The scientific activity of the department covers the region of architecture science and architectonics. In the course of our research, the application of the methodology of morphology, application of building diagnostic, structure registrational, parameters of state determination
methods, the material science research, measuring, evaluation of material features become known, as our application competences.
The department has wide national and international connections. Some of these are very significant such as the International Council
for Research and Innovation in Building in Construction (CIB) and the Committee for Architectural Science of the Hungarian Academy
of Science, where Prof. Dr. Attila Koppány performs the presidential duties and he is also the vice-chairman of the Architectural Section
of the Hungarian Chamber of Engineers

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Building structures
Gy. Fátrai: Vegyes épület- és építményállományok és kiszolgáló rendszerek diagnosztikája (Diagnostics of mixed building and construction
assemblages and attendant systems). = Építésmenedzsment és Technológia Konferencia kiadványában. (Budapest, 2010.) Pages 35-41.
É. Kőrössi – T. Horváth: Az Épületszerkezettan oktatás hatákonyságának fejlesztése a Széchenyi István Egyetemen (Improving the effectiveness of structural education at Széchenyi István University). = Építésmenedzsment és Technológia Konferencia kiadványában. (Budapest,
2010.) Pages 111-116.
T. Horváth: A győri Széchenyi István Egyetem főépületének homlokzat-felújítása (Facade renovation of the main building Széchenyi István
University in Győr). = Magyar Építőipar, 2010, Issue 2. Pages 54-59.
D. Bozsaky: Damages and failure sources of polystyrene thermal facade insulation systems: Hungarian Építőipar, 2010. 1. sz Hungarian
Building Industry, 2010, Issue 1. Pages 22-27.
D. Bozsaky: Földbeágyazott lakóépületek (Residential buildings built in the earth). = Magyar Építőipar, 2010, Issue 3. Pages 105-111.
2. Building materials
V. Molnár – D. Bozsaky: A kukoricaszár blokk laboratóriumi vizsgálatai (Laboratory tests of cornstalk insulation blocks). = Építésmenedzsment és Technológia Konferencia kiadványában. (Budapest, 2010.) Pages 143-148.
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D. Bozsaky: The historical development of Thermodynamics. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2010. 1st issue Pages 3-16.
D. Bozsaky: The Development Thermal Insulation Materials from the Beginnings to the Appearance of Plastic Foams. = in the 37th IAHS
World Congress conference publication. (Santander, 2010.) Study 127
D. Bozsaky: The Birth Building Physics as a Modern Science. = in the 7th International Conference of PhD Students conference publication.
(Miskolc, 2010.) Pages 19-24.
3. Construction pathology
A. Koppány: Épületszerkezeti patológia (Building structural patology). = Építésmenedzsment és Technológia Konferencia kiadványában.
(Budapest, 2010.) Pages 105-110.
A. Koppány – D. Russel – A. K Haghi: Web-Based Engineering Education : Critical design and Effective Tool - A Diagnostic System Created for Evaulation and Maintenance Building Constructions. = in the IGI Global conference publication. (Pennsylvania, 2010.) Pages
199-206.
G. Molnárka: The Application Thesauri and Word Clustering in Building Diagnostics Expert Shell Systems. = CIB Student Chapter. (Budapest, 2010.) Page 19
G. Molnárka: Fuzzy Expert system as a Decision Support Tool in the Visual Examination process in Building Diagnostics. = in the CIB
World Congress conference publication. (Manchester, 2010.) Page 183
T. Horváth: The Necessity of the Modernization of Modern Buildings. = in CIB World Congress conference publication. (Manchester,
2010.) Page 350

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Épületfenntartási folyamatok tervezési mechanizmusának hatékony támogatását elősegítő módszertani eszközök fejlesztése
1. Development of methodological tools, effectively promoting the planning mechanism of building maintenance processes
Summary of the project: Our main research project is methodological device development. A software based on mathematical algorithm
is being developed which is suitable not only for registering the consistence of buildings but for determining the importance of damages
too. It is also able to visualize the main damages graphically and to appoint the order of interventions.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Creation (development, extension & maintenance) of building diagnostics database,
establishment of a thesaurus-based technical dictionary and structure registration system, creation of a thesaurus-based collection of
expressions outlining deformations, taking of representative samples from various structures, analysis and evaluation of various methodological tools, exploration of forecasting options, creation of the model for a unified building structure diagnostic expert system, establishment of a diagnostic and database management software.
Nature: technical R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. György Fátrai PhD. university associate professor, fatrai@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Development of flat roof structures with hybrid thermal insulation.
Type of Commission: technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing R&D study
Partner company/institute: Universitas Győr Kft.
Partners: Austrotherm Thermal Insulation Material Manufacturing Ltd.

DEPARTMENT OF URBANISM AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Dezső Ekler DLA.
university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: ekler1@t-online.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-454
Homepage: www.sze.hu/ept

Members of the department (from left to right): Gábor Szalánczi university assistant professor, Mrs. Marianna Járfás-Stuksza administrative manager, Prof. Dr. Gábor Winkler DSc. university professor, Prof. Dr. Dezső Ekler DLA. university professor, Dr. Iván Németh college
associate professor, Tibor Kuslits university assistant professor, Tibor Kottmayer university teaching assistant

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The scientific activity of the department includes the reconstruction of historic cities and buildings, development of methodology and
techniques of local protection of architecture of the 19th and 20th centuries, the trends of contemporary architecture, the examination of
planning methodology.
The subjects taught at the department are introduced by the presentation of ethnic, rural building practices and architecture. Emphasis
is laid on having the students gain practice in research methodology. The students of the department are making an inventory of round
churches in the Carpathian Basin within the scope of Middle-Age architecture. A high-priority area is the exploration and assessment (by
settlement) of sacral and historical small artefacts (crucifixes, statues, chapels).
This is also a part of and retroacts to sustainable urban development, the prospects of the national theory and practice of urban development, the reconstruction of city squares and the development of value-conservation methods.
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Our research are conducted in the scientific areas of the protection of ancient monuments, architectural theory, ethnic architecture and
settlement development and planning.
The department has wide national and international connections. Some noteworthy works have evolved in the Architecture Historical
and Theoretical Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Science, in the ICOMOS and in the “Historic Centres” programme group of the
Alps-Adriatic Working Community.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Reconstruction of historical cities, development of methodology
G. Winkler: Frigyes laktanya Győr. = A Nagy Háború emlékeztetői a Csallóköztől a Mura vidékig: A laktanyák a városképben (Frigyes barrack, Győr. = Artefacts of the Great War from Csallóköz to the Mura region: Barracks in the city scape). Szombathely; Győr 2010. Pages
213-220.
G. Winkler: A csornai premontrei prépostság épületének megújulása (Rejuvenation of the pre-monstratensian provostry building in Csorna). = Soproni Szemle, 2010, Issue 2. Pages 185-187.
2. Development of technologies of local protection
G. Winkler: Munkáskolóniák története és műemlékvédelme az Alpok-Adria térségben (History and protection of ancient monuments of
workers’ colonies in the Alps-Adriatic region). = ICOMOS Híradó, 2010, Issue 6. Pages 4-6.
3. Architecture of the 19th and 20th centuries
G. Winkler: Nagypolgári villaépítészet Sopronban a 19. század végén (Architecture of villas built by the substantial middle class in Sopron
at the end of the 19th century). = Soproni Szemle, 2010, Issue 1. Pages 4–28.
G. Winkler: Minden betonkockát le kell-e bontani? (Are all concrete blocks to be demolished?) = Értékmentő, 2010. 1st issue. Pages 6-9.
4. Enlargement within contemporary architecture
D. Ekler: Kortárs nagyítók (Contemporary enlargers). [Presented] at the conference of contemporary architects: “The communication of
architecture – the architecture of communication” Budapest, 1st October 2010.
D. Ekler: Nagyítás a kortárs építészetben (Enlargement within the contemporary architecture). [Presented] in memory of Péter Reimholz
at Moholy Nagy University of Arts. Budapest, 8th December 2010.
Mi van az építészet mögött? (What is behind the architecture?): Interview of András Árvai with Dezső Ekler. = Prae.hu general artistic
portal, 30th July 2010
Ki van az építészet mögött? (Who is behind the architecture?): Interview of András Árvai with Dezső Ekler. Prae.hu general artistic portal,
30th July 2010
5. The inventory of rotundas of the Carpathian basin
42 datasheets of the inventory have been completed to date and are being downloaded continuously to the following storage space:
http://www.sze.hu/~koti/k%f6rtemplom%20gy%fbjt%f5/ – numerous in-work materials can also be found here.
6. Research of sacral and historic small artefacts (road-crucifixes, statues, chapels), surveys by settlements
The inventories of additional two settlements (Rábapatona and Püski) completed in the scope of this research project can be accessed also
in the data store of the Győr-Moson-Sopron County Museum.
T. Kottmayer: Emlékek az országos közutak mellett. Előszó és tanulmány (Artefacts along national public roads. Preface and study).
7. Sustainable urban planning
G. Winkler: Győr – Körforgalom és a történeti városkép (Győr - roundabout and historical cityscape). = Értékmentő, 2010. 5th issue. Pages 6–7.
8. The prospects of the national theory and practice of urban development
I. Németh: Komárom város településrendezési tervének komplex felülvizsgálata (Complex revision of the community development plan for
the city of Komárom). (Approved documentation)
G. Winkler: Győr – Önpusztítás (Győr – Self-destruction). = ICOMOS Journal, 5th issue 2010.
9. Reconstruction of urban squares, and the development of value protection methods
G. Winkler: Sopron magyar várostörténeti atlasz 1. (Sopron Hungarian local history atlas 1.) = Műemlékvédelem, 4th issue 2010. Pages
276–279.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Pápa and Sopron (cities) – Protection of historic sites and buildings
Summary of the project: Reconstruction of historic cities, development of methodology.
Project leader: Prof. Dr. Gábor Winkler DSc. university professor, winklerg@kabelnet.hu
2. ASPIS ( Auditing of Sustainability of Public Spaces) 505551-LLP-2009_1-GRKA3MP EU project
Summary of the project: Development of teaching material.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Sustainable development of public grounds.
Project leader: Dr. Iván Németh associate professor, nemethivan@gmail.com

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Architectural survey of the Roman Catholic Church in Szany
Type of Commission: student work with teacher control
Duration: 25th April - 28th May 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: On site measurement, drawing
Partner company/institute: National Office of Cultural Heritage Győr Office
2. Architectural survey of the Roman Catholic Church at Győr, Újváros (New District)
Type of Commission: student work with teacher control
Duration: January 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: On site measurement, drawing
Partner company/institute: Episcopacy Győr
Partners: National Office of Cultural Heritage

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
We participated as a partner at the conference on (Teaching of architecture history today) held at the Technical University of Budapest
(BME) on 28th May, 2010.
Connected publication: http://www.architectforum.hu/node/16021
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DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Head of department:
Dr. Tamás Czigány DLA.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: tamas@czita.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 613-518
Homepage: www.sze.hu/et

Members of the department (from left to right): István Katona scientific junior member, Dr. Attila Bodrossy DLA. university associate professor, Anikó Müller administrative manager, Dr. Tamás Czigány DLA. university associate professor, Dr. Zsolt Eke university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: András Cseh university teaching assistant, József Fodróczy university assistant professor, Dr. Nóra Géczy PhD. university associate professor, János Golda research worker, Dr. Csaba Jakab DLA. university associate professor, András Nagy department engineer

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The determinant profile of the department is architectural design. We educate on the complete spectrum of design subjects from the first
year until graduation.
Taught subjects and fields of research: Room composition (abstract mapping), the basics of architectural design (theory and practice),
residence building design (theory and practice), public building design (theory and practice), design of industrial and agricultural buildings, complex design, design theory, thesis work.
The theoretical and practical work is performed in the Architect Studio House, where - besides the classrooms and department offices
- the student studio, operating 0-24 hours and the well-equipped modelling workshop serves to facilitate creative work. The ground-floor
room gives a place for exhibitions, programmes, and plan exhibitions.
Guest professors and guest students also participate in the Architecture Creative Week, which is organized annually.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Abstract mapping
J. Élő – Z. Gy. Kozma – Á. Mojzes: Át a falon! című pályamű (Through the wall! Competition essay). = epiteszforum.hu, 29th November 2010
2. Residence building design
3. Public building design
András Cseh – Tamás Czigány – Róbert Papp: Holy silence: pilgrim house and forest chapel, Pannonhalma. = epiteszforum.hu, 19th January 2011.
Attila Bodrossy – Tamás Czigány: Győr: New building of the architecture faculty at Széchenyi University. = epiteszforum.hu, 29th May, 2008.
János Golda – Zoltán Kovács – Erzsébet Mészáros: Harmonia caelestis: Piarist Centre, Budapest. = epiteszforum.hu, 13th May 2011
4. Industrial building design
5. Complex design
6. Indoor design
7. Design theory
8. Timber architecture, Expo architecture
Zs. Eke: Gems of timber Architecture: Pavilions of Expos : Hungarian pavilion in Sevilla and Swiss pavilion in Hannover. = Hungarian
Electronic Journal, 17th May 2006
Zs. Eke: A fa építészeti szerepe a világkiállítások pavilon építészetében az ezredforduló Expo-i kapcsán (The architectural role of timber in the
pavilion construction at world fairs as related to the millenary Expos). (PhD dissertation) Sopron: University of West-Hungary, 2010
9. Ephemeral, portable buildings in modern and historical architecture
Keywords: ephemeral, portable buildings, scenic buildings
Nóra Géczy: A soproni zöldövezetek favázas lakóépületei a 19. század fordulóján (Wooden-frame residential houses in the green-belts of
Sopron at the turn of 19th century). = Soproni Szemle, 2010, 1st issue. Pages 28-45.
10. Architecture education for children
11. School furniture
Csaba Jakab: „Óvódától egyetemig és tovább…” (“From the nursery to the university and further…”) [presented at] the 14th National Meeting of Interior Decorators. Zsennye, 2010.
12. Place-house-landscape Why are we building home, signs? Spatial-theory history
13. History and renovation of wood building structures in historic building environment
Keywords: timber architecture, protection of historic buildings
N. Géczy: Wood Industrial background of timber architecture in Sopron between 1850 and 1914 = Hungarian Electronic Journal, 7th June
2005 Page 10.
N. Géczy: Wooden portals in the historical townscape: Castellany of Sopron. = Hungarian Electronic Journal, 19th Szeptember 2005 Page 10.
N. Géczy: A soproni faépítészet technológiai háttere a XIX. század második felében (The technological background of timber architecture
in Sopron in the second part of the 19th century). = Magyar Építőipar, 2005. 3rd issue Pages 148-151.
N. Géczy: Efemer ünnepi faépítmények Sopronban: Diadalívek. (Különnyomat) (Ephemeral festive timber buildings in Sopron: Triumphal
arches. (Special edition)). Sopron: Győr-Moson Sopron Megye Soproni Levéltára, 2004. Page 32.
N. Géczy: Védendő kapuívek – régen és most (Gateway arches to be protected - long ago and now). = Értékmentő, 2006. 6th issue. Pages 12-13.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Humour
Aim of the conference: Humour in the architecture.
Date of the conference: 27th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 5
Number of Hungarian participants (persons): 90
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Head of department:
Dr. Miklós Bulla CSc.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:Email: bulla@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 503-453
Homepage: www.sze.hu/kornyezet

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. István Gyulai PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Balázs Horváth PhD. senior
member, Dr. Anikó Zseni PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Zoltán Szalay associate professor, Anita Radics administrative manager,
Dr. Miklós Bulla CSc. university associate professor, Dr. Éva Pesti-Rácz PhD. university associate professor, Adrienn Buruzs university
teaching assistant, Anett Bedő university teaching assistant
Not included in the picture: Kasperné Zsuzsanna Tóth administrative manager, Dr. Zoltán Papp PhD. university associate professor, Dr.
András Torma PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Péter Tóth PhD. university associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was established in 1993 and since then has been performing its work in the field of environmental sciences, environmental
management, and regional sciences.
Our research cover the areas of modelling of environmental processes, the analysis of the relationship between changes in environmental
state and social-economic processes (with Soft Computing methods), environmental state assessment, regional improvements, the assessment
of national strategic development plans, the sustainability assessment of regional developments, the development of waste management methods, the development of complex building energetic expert systems, the development of complex environmental state assessment method and
integrated environment protection project management method, and the complex environmental protection project management method.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Development of complex environmental state assessment method
Keywords: Environmental state assessment, environment analysis, modelling of environmental processes, sustainable development
M. Bulla – P. Guzli: Környezetállapot Értékelés Program (KÉP) (Environmental State Assessment Programme (KÉP)), 2007.
M. Bulla – P. Tamás: Fenntartható fejlődés Magyarországon: Jövőképek és forgatókönyvek (Sustainable development in Hungary: Future
prospects and scripts). Budapest: Új Mandátum Könyvkiadó, 2006 Page 511.
M. Bulla – Z. Szalay – P. Tóth – G. Nagy – T. Dusek – E. Koren – É. V. Pesti-Rácz – A. Zseni: Országstratégia-Helyzetértékelés (az élhető
környezet stratégiája) (Country strategy, evaluation of the situation (the strategy of livable environment)), 2005.
Komplex környezetállapot-értékelő szakértői rendszerek metodikai fejlesztése (Methodological development of complex environment state
assessment expert systems). (edited by M. Bulla) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2004.
M. Bulla: Környezetpolitika (Environment politics). Budapest: Mobil Kiadó és Grafikai Stúdió Kft., 2004.
2. Development of complex environmental protection project management method
Keywords: project management, environment management, environment performance evaluation, EMAS, Integrated Environment Project
management
L. Vagdalt – G. Nagy – A. Torma: Energiamenedzsment funkciója egy környezetbarát iparvállalatnál (The function of energy management
at an environment-friendly industrial company). = IX. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás kiadványában. Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2009. Pages 115-116.
A. Torma – L. Vagdalt – A. Kauer – L. Csizmadia: Projektmenedzsment elvek alkalmazhatósága környezetvédelmi beruházásoknál - egy
integrált modell fejlesztése (Applicability of project management principles in environmental investments - development of an integrated
model.). IX. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás kiadványában, Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2009. Pages 108-115.
A. Torma: A környezeti teljesítményértékelés aggregáló módszerei és az anyagáram-elemzés kapcsolatrendszere. Egy integrált vállalati
modell megalapozása (The relationship between the aggregation methods of environmental performance evaluation and material flow
analysis. Establishment of an integrated corporate method). Budapest: BME, Gazdálkodás és Szervezéstudományi Doktori Iskola, 2008.
A. Torma: Környezetmenedzsment (Environmental management). Budapest: Typotex, 2006.
A. Torma: Környezetmenedzsment eszközök a vállalati versenyképesség szolgálatában (Environment management devices in the service
of company competitiveness). = A magyar gazdaság versenyképessége című II. Országos Doktorandusz Konferencia kiadványában.
Budapest, 2006. Pages 208-218.
3. Sustainability assessment of regional improvements
Keywords: sustainability assessment of regional improvements, sustainable development, regional sustainable development, regional planning, regional environmental uses, evaluation of sustainability, indicators of sustainability
M. Bulla: A regionális–fejlesztés–politikák környezethasználati indikátorai (The environmental use indicators of regional-developmentpolicies). = X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István
University, 2010. Pages 4-37.
M. Bulla – A. Buruzs: A fenntarthatóság elemzése a regionális tervezésben: az indikátorok szerepe a fejlesztések hatásainak mérésében (The analysis of sustainability in regional planning: the role of indicators in the measurement of the effects of developments). = X. Környezettudományi
Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 98-117.
I. Gyulai: Regionális fejlesztések fenntarthatósági vizsgálata – földhasználat (Examination of sustainability of regional developments - land
use). = X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 89-97.
A. Zseni: Regionális környezethasználatok és fejlesztések fenntarthatósági vizsgálata: A vízterhelések indikálása (Sustainability examination of regional Use and Development of the Environment: Indication of water loads). = X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című
konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 38-55.
B. Horváth: A regionális környezethasználatok ökológiai hatásai (The ecological effects of regional environmental uses). = X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 80-88.
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4. Development of waste management methods
Keywords: waste management methods, mechanical-biological waste, energetic utilization of wastes, biomass, pellet
M. Bulla – A. Buruzs – B. Kovács – G. Nagy: A mechanikai biológiai hulladékok hasznosítása (Utilization of mechanical biological wastes).
= X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010) Győr: Széchenyi István University,
2010. Pages 118-132.
G. Nagy – Á. Palotás – I. B. Szűcs – Mrs. T. Szemmelveisz: Alternatív energiahordozók (biomasszák, hulladékok) energetikai hasznosítási
feltételeinek kidolgozása, korszerű alternatív energiaforrás (MBH pellet) laboratóriumi mennyiségben történő előállítása, lakossági méretű
valóságos tüzelőberendezésben való tesztelése. (Elaboration of energetic utilization conditions of alternative energy sources (biomasses,
wastes), production of modern, alternative energy source (MBH pellet) in laboratory quantity, testing in communal-sized real incinerator).
G. Nagy – Á. B. Palotás – I. Szűcs – Mrs. T. Szemmelveisz: Kommunális és ipari hulladékok energetikai hasznosítása (Energetic utilization
of communal and industrial wastes). 43. Ipari Szeminárium: Hulladék energiák és energetikai hulladékok hasznosítása (43. Industrial
seminar: Utilization of waste energies and energetic wastes) Dunaújváros = Tüzeléstechnika, 2010.
G. Nagy – Á. B. Palotás – Mrs. T. Szemmelveisz – István Szűcs: Másod tüzelőanyag pellettálásával nyerhető szilárd tüzelőanyag
hasznosításának lehetősége földgáz alapú tüzelés kiváltására (Utilization possibility of solid fuel obtained from pelleting of second fuel
for replaicing gas-fired heating.). = X. Környezettudományi Tanácskozás című konferencia kiadványában. (Győr, 12th November 2010)
Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 133-148.
G. Nagy [et al.]: Tiszaújváros távhőszolgáltatási rendszeréhez kapcsolódó hőtermelési koncepciók modelljeinek kidolgozása, különös tekintettel a megújuló energiaforrások alkalmazására (Elaboration of models for heat generation concepts related to the district heating system
of Tiszaújváros with special regard to the application of renewable energy sources). 2010
5. Development of complex building energetics system
Keywords: building energetics system, energy efficiency, life-cycle analysis, green houses, passive houses, “zero houses”, innovative use of
renewable energy sources, minimization of environment effects, quality assurance
T. Csoknyai – A. Talamon – Á. Csík: Hazai épülettipológia és alkalmazási lehetőségei 1. rész (National building typology and its utilization
possibilities Part 1.). = Magyar Épületgépészet, 2010. 11th issue Pages 11-14.
T. Csoknyai – A. Talamon – Á. Csík: Hazai épülettipológia és alkalmazási lehetőségei 2. rész (National building typology and its utilization
possibilities Part 2.). - Magyar Épületgépészet, 2011. 1st-2nd issue Pages 12-14.
P. Tóth: A napenergia komplex hasznosításának tendenciái az Európai Unióban (The trends of complex utilization of solar energy in the
European Union). = MTA Meteorológiai Tudományos Napok, a „Légköri Erőforrások Hasznosításának Alapjai” c. Nemzetközi Konferencia kiadványában. Budapest: Széchenyi István University, 2001. Pages 69-71.
P. Tóth: Energy saving techniques through special building service energy suply and management in institutions of higher education. =
Proceedings of Facility-Congress ’97. (Vienna, 23rd-25th April 1997)
P. Tóth: Egy családi ház épületenergetikai vizsgálata (Building energetic examination of a family house). = Magyar Építőipar, 3rd issue,
2005. Pages 155-168.
6. Modelling of environmental processes with Soft Computing methods
Keywords: Soft computing methods, cellular neural networks, fuzzy models, cell-automatic models, modelling of environment processes,
analysis of environment status changes
Mrs. É. V. Pesti-Rácz: Kompetíció, kolonizáció és aggregáció metapopulációs modellekben (Competition, colonization and aggregation in
metapopulation models.) (PhD dissertation) Budapest: ELTE, 2006.
Mrs. É. V. Pesti-Rácz - J., Karsai: The effect of initial pattern on competitive exclusion. = Community Ecology, 2006. Pages 23–33.
M. Bulla – P. Keresztes – L. T. Kóczy –Mrs. É. V. Pesti-Rácz: Modelling of Environmental Processes with Soft Computing Methods. = Proceedings of 2nd Serbian-Hungarian Joint Symposium on Intelligent Systems (SISY). (Subotica, 2004.). Pages 289-300.
M. Bulla: Modelling of Environmental Processes Applying Soft Computer Methods. Berkely: State University of California, 2004.
Mrs. É. V. Pesti-Rácz - J. Karsai: Computer simulation results for cellular automata models of some ecological systems. = in the conference
publication “Colloquium on Differential and Difference Equations”. (Brno, 2002) Pages 213–221.
J. Karsai – Mrs. É. V. Pesti-Rácz - A. Schwenk – N. Kalus: Visualization and art in the mathematics classroom. = Zentralblatt für Didaktik
der Mathematik. Pages 24–29.
7. Complex energy supply systems on the basis of renewable energy sources
Keywords: biomass heating plant, vegetable oil fuel connected power generation, utilization of wind energy, environmental effects of wind
power plants
P. Tóth – M. Bulla – T. Tóth – I. Kovács: A megújuló energiák hasznosítása a Pannonhalmi Főapátság energia ellátásában (Utilization of
renewable energy sources in the energy supply of Pannonhalma Monastery). = Klímaváltozás, energiatakarékosság, energiahatékonyság
AEE Nemzetközi Konferencia kiadványában. Győr, 7th April 2011.
P. Kaderják – T. Tóth – P. Tóth: Renewable Energy Use and Regulation in Hungary. = EU Energy Law, 2010 Pages 1-29.
S. Szalai – I. Gácsi – K. Tar – P. Tóth: A szélenergia helyzete Magyarországon (The situation of wind energy in Hungary). = Magyar Tudomány, 2010. 8th issue.
P. Tóth: A napenergia hasznosítás lehetőségei Magyarországon: „ESPAN Megújuló Energiaforrások Hasznosítása a Nyugat-dunántúli
Régióban.” (Utilization possibilities of solar energy in Hungary: “ESPAN Utilization of Renewable Energy Sources in the West-Transdanubian Region.”) [delivered at] the conference, held in the international conference, organized by the West-Hungarian Scientific Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Science, Centre of Regional Researches. Győr, 5th May 2010.
P. Tóth: Energia, Klímaváltozás, Energiatudatosság, Energiahatékonyság (Energy, Climate change, Energy awareness, Energy efficiency).
[delivered at] the HUSKI International Conference, held by the West-Transdanubian Regional Development Public Benefit Nonprofit
Ltd., within the framework of the project “Hungary-Slovakia Initiative for a Sustainable Cooperation Network” with the support of the
European Regional Development Fund. Szántó, 24th August 2010.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Sustainability investigation of regional use and development of the environmental resources (methodological development of Strategic
Environmental Assessment)
Summary of the project: The aim of the research from 2009 until 2011 - supported as Internal Research Principal Direction of Széchenyi
István University - is to develop an integrated environmental state assessment methodology that makes it possible to evaluate the certain
environmental investments - by forming the suitable parameters and the indicators, belonging to them - from the aspect of sustainability.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: A relatively easily manageable process is planned for the determination of the sustainability of regional projects (plans, programmes) and for the assessment as to whether the realization of certain economic projects are in
conformity with sustainable development. In the course of the year 2009 17 publications of the lecturers of the department were published
connected to the research principal direction, mainly in the conference volume of the IX Environment Science Deliberation, and in the
form of presentations delivered at various conferences.
Nature: R&D
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Duration: 2009-2011
Type of participation in the project: individual applicant
Project leader: Dr. Miklós Bulla CSc. university associate professor, bulla@sze.hu
Financed by: Széchenyi István University
2. ENERGOPT: Development of an Intelligent building energetical Expert System - Baross Tender
Summary of the project: The aim of the NKTH (National Office for Research and Technology) ENERGOPT Baross – ND07-INRG5-072008-0059 project is the development of an intelligent building energetical expert system.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Establishment of a new building physical knowledge base expert system and publications. Creating new publications in the topic. As a member of the project consortium the department participates in the establishment of
the new building physical knowledge base and in project coordination.
Nature: R&D
Duration: 2010-2012
Type of participation in the project: consortium member
Project leader: Dr. Miklós Bulla CSc. university associate professor, bulla@sze.hu
Financed by: National Office for Research and Technology Baross Tender – ND07-INRG5-07-2008-0059
3. Teaching material development for the environmental engineer MSc course
Summary of the project: The members of the consortium comprising of seven universities have undertaken to create universally usable
electronic academic textbooks for the MSc education of environmental engineers. The Department of Environmental Engineering of
Széchenyi István University participates in drafting five textbooks: Energy and Environment; Waste Management; Ecology and Soil Science;
Environment Management Systems; and Environmental Informatics and Evaluation.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Electronic textbooks usable uniformly all over the country for the MSc education of
environmental engineers will be prepared in the course of the project. The Department of Environmental Engineering of Széchenyi István
University has been tasked to draft 100 pages in Hungarian and 50 pages in English for each textbook. We shall also participate in the elaboration of the terminology (definition of terms) and questionnaire (list of test questions) to be created for the textbooks.
Nature: Educational
Duration: 2010-2011
Type of participation in the project: consortium member
Project leader: Dr. Miklós Bulla CSc. university associate professor, bulla@sze.hu
Financed by: European Social Fund + New Hungary Development Plan (TÁMOP)

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Summary of sustainable utilization of renewable energy sources from an environmental aspect. Preparation of analyzing essays with
the title “The utilization possibilities of renewable energy sources,” connected to the utilization of solar-, biomass-, geothermic-, water-,
and wind energy.
Type of Commission: expertise
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Dr. Miklós Bulla, University associate professor, the permanent invited member of the
KÖTEB (Environment Science Presidential Committee), while Dr. Péter Tóth, University associate professor, one of the authors of the essay
“The situation of wind energy in Hungary,” participated in the work of MTA KÖTEB.
Partner company/institute: Hungarian Academy of Science Renewable Energy Sources Subcommittee
Partners: Hungarian Academy of Science, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Eötvös Lóránd University, Szent István
University, Pannon University, Miskolc University, Corvinus University Budapest, Károly Róbert College, Hungarian Academy of Science
Central Physical Research Institute, National Meteorological Service, Hungarian Electric Works Inc., MOL
2. LA21 Győr: 1. Review of strategic documents related to the environment in respect of Győr, Township of County Rights. 2. Preparation of comprehensive evaluation, regarding the environmental topics. 3. Cooperation in the preparation of the chapters related to the
environment in the local program of sustainability for Győr, Township of County Rights (Local Agenda 21 Programme).
Type of Commission: expertise
Duration: 2010-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: The department, as a member of the Environmental Workgroup, has evaluated on the basis
of a defined system of aspects the strategic documents related to the environment, prepared the overall assessment report, organized three
workshops for professional and citizen organisations in connection with the LA21 Győr program as well as submitted comments on the
study entitled “Program Proposal for the Strategy of Győr City”.
3. Evaluation of test results, following the examination of the equipment, based on nanotechnology: Elaboration of theoretical background material for the development of an industrial water softening equipment utilizing nanotechnology, testing the operation of the
pilot (experimental) equipment in laboratory and evaluation of test results.
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: On behalf of the department Dr. Miklós Bulla and Dr. Anikó Zseni associate professors
prepared a study in the topic: Overall review and evaluation of the cooling water treating processes used in the industry, theoretical foundations and potential applications of water treatment processes based on nanotechnology and environmental respects. In addition to the
above assessment of the operating efficiency of the pilot equipment by laboratory test and the evaluation of the results.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. X. Environment Science Deliberation
Aim of the conference: The primary objective of the 10th Conference on Environmental Sciences was to present the results of the work
performed by the department in the principal research direction and discuss these in merit with the participants invited: development of
an expert system to be utilized by the designers and decision-makers for the ex ante examination of the sustainability of regional development programmes and the evaluation of such programmes. The conference was organized traditionally in association with the series of
programmes organized on the occasion of the Holiday of Hungarian Science at Széchenyi István University.
Date of the conference: 12th November 2010.
Number of delivered presentations: 11
Number of Hungarian participants (persons): 37
Contact person: Dr. András Torma PhD. university assistant professor, torma@sze.hu
2. Waste management, without borders
Aim of the conference: The aim of the conference is to provide (with the help of Hungarian and foreign lecturers) up-to-date information
on the actual and future trends of the European Union’s waste management codification, the integration of these into the national legal
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regulations, and the expected future tasks in this area. On the part of the executive branch, the representatives of the Regional Inspectorates
for Environment, Nature and Water, the experts of municipal and industrial waste management and planning, and the representatives of
green organizations presented their views.
Date of the conference: 3rd June 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 7
Number of Hungarian participants: 67
Number of Foreign participants: 8
Contact person: Adrienn Buruzs University teaching assistant, buruzs@sze.hu

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Csaba Koren CSc.
university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: koren@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 503-452
Homepage: http://eki.sze.hu/angol/kt/index.php
Members of the department (from left to right): Péter Füleki university junior lecturer, Bálint Pesti research worker, Pál Hegyi research
assistant, Róbert Koch university junior lecturer, Mrs. Tóvári Magdolna Zotter university assistant professor, András Tóvári university assistant professor, Dr. Emese Makó PhD. university associate professor, Zsolt Horváth research assistant, Péter Kovács university assistant
professor, István Hausel University assistant professor, Prof. Dr. Csaba Koren CSc. university professor, Dr. Rudolf Ottófi associate professor, Dr. Mária Petőcz associate professor, Dr. László Kálmán University assistant professor, Mónika Lévai secretary, Dr. Ferenc Horvát CSc.
college professor, Szabolcs Fischer University junior lecturer
Not included in the picture: Dr. Kálmán Adorjányi CSc. university associate professor, Dr. Katalin Bene PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Attila Borsos university senior lecturer, Prof. Dr. László Gáspár DSc. university professor, Gabriella Iván research assistant, Dr. Ferenc Kiss associate professor, Márton Mester research assistant, Dániel Miletics university junior lecturer, Zsófia Magyari research assistant,
Dr. Zsuzsanna Tóth-Szabó PhD. university associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The specialty of the Department of Transport Infrastructure and Municipal Engineering - established in 1993 - is the planning, design,
construction, maintenance, operation of transport infrastructure and the development and operation of settlements. The tasks of the department include the training and further education of engineers in the above-mentioned specialties, research & development, planning
and consultancy.
The most important research fields are the planning, design, maintenance, operation of transport infrastructure (roads, railroads), traffic
engineering and road safety, and environmentally friendly transport modes. The department does further research in the fields of design,
technology and road pavement materials, railway superstructure and ballast, transportation planning and traffic engineering.
The department is a member of professional and scientific European and world organizations in several fields (roads, railroads) and a
permanent Hungarian representative in international excellence networks. These relations ensure the transfer of knowledge and rapid application of first-class results and methods of work.
Membership in the following international organizations:
– PIARC / World Road Association TC B3 Improving Mobility of Urban Areas
– PIARC / World Road Association TC C1 Safer Road Infrastructure
– CEN/TC227 “Road Construction Materials”
– Österreichische Verkehrswissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, AK Eisenbahntechnik
– Journal of Thai Society for Transportation and Traffic Studies
– Slovak Journal of Civil Engineering
PhD students and research topics:
– Szabolcs Fischer: Investigation of the geometrical stabilisation effect of geogrid layers under the railway ballast
– Péter Füleki: Rheological investigations of asphalts
– Gabriella Iván:. The effect of road layout on the speed choice of drivers
– Róbert Koch: Analysis of water output change of springs
– Klára Macsinka: Parking demand and sustainable mobility
– Dániel Miletics: The effect of road layout on the overtaking behaviour of drivers

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Design, technology and materials of road pavements
K. Adorjányi: Bemenő paraméterek bővítése az aszfaltburkolatú pályaszerkezetek méretezésénél (Extension of input parameters in the
design of asphalt pavements). = Közlekedésépítési Szemle, 2009. Issue 7, pages 11-17.
K. Adorjányi: Effect of capping layers on the improvement of subgrade bearing capacity. = Proceedings of 11th International Scientific
Conference (MOBILITA ´11) (Bratislava, 26-27th May 2011).
K. Adorjányi: Kétlépcsős mechanikai modellek alkalmazása útpályák felújítási beavatkozásainak méretezésénél (Application of two-step
mechanical models by the design of renovation interventions of road pavements). = Közlekedésépítési Szemle, 2010. Issue 3 Pages 5-11.
P. Füleki: A kompaktaszfalt alkalmazási lehetőségeinek vizsgálata a hazai útpályaszerkezetek építésénél (Investigation of possibilities to use
compact asphalts in Hungary). = Közúti és Mélyépítési Szemle, 2008. issues 5-6. Pages 16 – 22.
P. Füleki: Analysis of stiffness moduli and rheological properties of bitumens and bituminous mixtures. = Proceedings of 11th International
Scientific Conference (MOBILITA ´11) (Bratislava, 26-27th May 2011).
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2. Railway superstructure and ballast
Sz. Fischer: Comparison of railway track transition curves. = Pollack Periodica, 2009. Issue. 3 Pages 99-110.
F. Kiss: A vasúti pálya lassújelei okozta vontatási többletenergiák és költségeik (Additional traction energies and their costs caused by speedlimits of railway lines). = Közlekedésépítési Szemle, 2009. Issue 6 Pages 10-16.
Sz. Fischer – F. Horvát: Vasúti zúzottkő ágyazatos felépítmény georácsos stabilizációja (Geogrid stabilization of railroad track ballast). =
Közlekedésépítési Szemle. = 2010. 7thd issue. Pages 14-20.
Sz. Fischer – F. Horvát: A georács erősítésű vasúti zúzottkő ágyazat diszkrét elemes modellezési lehetőségei (Discrete element modeling
possibilities of railroad track ballast, stabilized by geogrid). = Közlekedésépítési Szemle, 2010. 8th issue. Pages 20-29.
F. Horvát: Vasúti hidak háttöltésének kialakítása (Construction of backfills for railway bridges). = XII. Futástechnikai konferencia kiadványában. Pécs, 16-17th September 2010.
3. Transportation planning, traffic engineering, road safety
Cs. Koren – A. Borsos Similarities and differences among countries concerning road fatality rates. = in the conference publication “Transport Research Arena Europe” 2010. (Brussels, 7-10th June 2010) Pages 1-8.
Cs. Koren – G. Iván: Design philosophies reflected in the guidelines of urban roads. = Proceedeings of 7th International Conference on
Transport Infrastructure in Cities. (Žilina, 20-21th October 2010) Pages 1-8.
Cs. Koren – A. Pesti – P. Vesper – K. Taneerananon – P. Kanitpong – Iamtrakul: Roundabouts – Preparation of a Design Guideline for Thai.
= Journal of Society for Transportation & Traffic Studies, 2010. Issue 4 Pages 32-50.
Cs. Koren – D. Miletics: Irregular use of left-turning lanes on rural roads. = Proceedings of 11th International Scientific Conference (MOBILITA ´11) (Bratislava, 26-27th May 2011)
Cs. Koren: A közúti biztonsági hatásvizsgálat (The road safety impact assessment). = Közlekedésépítési Szemle, 2010. 11th issue. Pages 1-8.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Trendy Travel. Intelligent Energy – Europe Programme
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, running between 2007 and 2010 was to propagate the use of energy-saving sustainable
transport methods.
Nature: R&D
Duration: 2007-2010
Type of participation in the project: consortium member
Project leader: Dr. Emese Makó PhD. university associate professor, makoe@sze.hu
Financed by: European Commission
2. Auditing the Sustainability of Public Spaces
Summary of the project: Presenting the sustainability of municipal public spaces through game based learning process (pupils, undergraduates, designers).
Nature: R&D
Duration: 2010-2012
Type of participation in the project: consortium member
Project leader: Prof. Dr. Csaba Koren CSc. university professor, koren@sze.hu
Financed by: European Commission
3. Sustainable Improvement of Road Traffic Safety by Establishment of the EU-Asia Road Safety Centre of Excellence in Thailand - RoSCOE
Summary of the project: The aim of the project - performed within the framework of the cooperation programme of the European Union
and Thailand - is the improvement of traffic safety in Thailand.
Nature: R&D
Duration: 2011-2013
Type of participation in the project: consortium member
Project leader: Prof. Dr. Csaba Koren CSc. university professor, koren@sze.hu
Financed by: European Commission
4. Sustainable development of built infrastructure
Summary of the project: Designing and dimensioning road pavements, designing railway superstructures and substructures, developing
safer roads
Nature: R&D
Duration: continuous
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Horvát CSc. college professor, horvat@sze.hu
Financed by: Széchenyi István University

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Evaluation of deformation resistance of asphalt roads
Type of Commission: technical R&D
Duration: 2004-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Direction of research, performing and evaluation of tests, performing research, documentation, local inspections and investigations, coordination.
Partners: COLAS, Strabag
2. Application of geogrids for stabilization of railroad track ballast
Type of Commission: technical R&D
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Research of geogrid/ballast stone connection with laboratory measurements, on-site tests,
computational analysis, preparing guidelines
Partner company/institute: MÁV Inc.
Partners: MÁV Inc.
3. Comparing the costs of surplus traction energy, caused by speed-restriction signals and the reparation costs of the course defects, causing the speed-restriction signal
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Measurement of energy consumption on traction vehicles, calculation of energy consumption, maintenance costs, performing cost-comparisons
Partner company/institute: MÁV Inc.
Partners: MÁV Inc.
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4. Road safety audit
Type of Commission: Technical investigation, analysis
Duration: 2004-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Elaboration, development and training of road safety audit methodology
Partner company/institute: Ministry of Economy and Transport, Coordination Centre for Transport Development
Partners: Magyar Közút Nonprofit Inc. Coordination Centre for Transport Development
5. Preparing accident preventive action packages for public roads
Duration: 2010-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Performing optimization of packages created of public road safety actions.
Partner company/institute: Magyar Közút non-profit company (Kht.)
Partners: Magyar Közút non-profit company (Kht.)
6. Road safety inspection of dangerous locations
Type of Commission: Technical investigation, analysis
Duration: 2010-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Road safety inspection of dangerous locations.
Partner company/institute: Coordination Centre for Transport Development
Partners: Coordination Centre for Transport Development
7. Developing training package for road safety audit trainings
Type of Commission: Technical investigation, analysis
Duration: 2010-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Developing training package for public road safety audit training.
Partner company/institute: Coordination Centre for Transport Development
Partners: Coordination Centre for Transport Development
8. Optimizing of traffic safety measures on expressways
Type of Commission: Technical investigation, analysis
Duration: 2010-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Optimizing of traffic safety measures on expressways
Partner company/institute: State Motorway Management Company Ltd.
Partners: State Motorway Management Company Ltd.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
Head of department:
Dr. István Prileszky CSc. college professor
Since 10th July 2010:
Dr. Balázs Horváth PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: balazs.horvath@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-494
Homepage: http://transport.sze.hu
Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Attila Rixer CSc. university professor, István Farkas department worker, Dr. István Szily university assistant professor, Ágoston Winkler department worker, Richárd Horváth university teaching assistant, Prof. Dr. Péter Holló
DSc. university professor, Gábor Horváth university assistant professor, Dr. Prileszky István CSc. college professor, Lajos Szabó university
assistant professor, Mrs. Árpád Sáhó administrative manager, Dr. Gábor Fülöp associate professor, Dr. Sándor Zvikli CSc. university professor, Dr. Horváth Balázs PhD. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. András Bakó, DSc. university professor
Not included in the picture: Arató Károly university assistant professor, Prof. Dr. Kovács Ferenc CSc. university professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The Department of Transport was established in 1993 with the integration of the former Department of Railway Operations and the
Department of Navigation and Vehicle Operations, so the research and educational area of the new department covers general transport
operations, special questions of railway operation, issues related to navigation and public transport. The mission of the Department of
Transport is the education and research of transport science and border regions.
The research areas of the department can be divided into four main groups: public passenger transport, transport safety, railway operation and water research. Due to the personal composition of the researcher apparatus, the main focus is on research connected to public
passenger transport. Traditionally, the department has had a good relationship with the national public transport operators (Volán companies). As a result of this partnership the Public Transport and Vehicle Industrial Cluster was established in 2009. In the last few years,
mutually beneficial cooperation was established with more and more foreign, mainly German and Swiss partners, in the field of transport
planning.
The Department of Transport operates two laboratories:
The Transport Simulation Laboratory has been set up with the ongoing renovation of the former “model railway”. Mainly education and
research activity connected to railway operations are carried out here.
The other laboratory of the department is the Transport Informatics Computerized Classroom. In this room software suitable for transport planning and for macro and micro level examinations of transport systems are at the disposal of lecturers and students.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Evaluation, development, planning of public traffic transport systems
Cs. Koren – I. Prileszky – B. Horváth – Zs. Tóth-Szabó: Közlekedéstervezés (Transportation planning). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit
Kft., 2007. Page 196.
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B. Horváth: Optimális szolgáltatási színvonal a közforgalmú közlekedésben (Optimal service level in public traffic). = Városi Közlekedés,
issue 4, 2010. Pages 239-242.
I. Prileszky [et al.]: Dunaújváros helyi tömegközlekedési szolgáltatásának fejlesztése komplex hatékonysági kritériumok alapján (Development of local public transport services in Dunaújváros, on the basis of complex efficiency criteria). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit
Kft., 2009.
B. Horváth [et al.]: Városi közforgalmú közlekedési szolgáltatás javításának lehetőségei Zalaegerszegre adaptált modell segítségével (The development possibilities of urban public traffic transport, with help of a model, adapted to Zalaegerszeg). Zalaegerszeg: Zala Volán Inc., 2008.
2. Transport/traffic modelling
Keywords: modelling, simulation, public traffic transport, transport systems
Cs. Koren – I. Prileszky – B. Horváth – Zs. Tóth-Szabó: Közlekedéstervezés (Transportation planning). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit
Kft., 2007. Page 196.
B. Horváth: Optimális szolgáltatási színvonal a közforgalmú közlekedésben (Optimal service standard in the public traffic transport). =
Városi Közlekedés, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 239-242.
B. Horváth: Schlüssel der Verkehrsplanung - Methode zur Bildung zeitabhängiger. = Quell-Ziel-Matrizen Der Nahverkehr, 2010. Issue 3.
Pages 54-57.
B. Horváth: Tömegközlekedési ráterhelési modellek fejlődése (The development of loading models for public transport). = Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 2007. 5th issue. Pages 175 – 182.
B. Horváth: Forecasting of travel demand in urban public transport. [delivered at] the conference “Transport Research Arena Europe 2010.”
(Brussels, 7-10th June 2010)
B. Horváth: Komplex utasszámláló és kikérdező rendszer alkalmazása helyi közforgalmú közlekedési rendszerek tervezésében (Applying
complex passenger counting and a review system for local public traffic transport system design). = Közlekedéstudományi Konferencia
kiadványában. Győr, 24-25th March 2011.
3. The regulation and economic regulation of public traffic transport
I. Prileszky: Transport restructuring in Hungary. = Transport and Economic Development in the new Central and Eastern Europe. London:
Belhaven Press ; New York: Halsted Press, 1993.
I. Prileszky: Reguláció és regulációs eszközök a személyszállításban (Regulation and regulation devices in carriage of passengers). (Candidate dissertation) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, 1990.
J. O. Nelson, – W. Saleh – I. Prileszky: Ownership and controll in the bus industry : The case of Hungary. = Journal of Transport Geography,
1997. Issue 2.
F. Kovács: Az új közlekedéspolitika közgazdasági összefüggései, különös tekintettel a magyar vasutakra (Economical connection of the new
transport policy, with special regard to the Hungarian railroads). = Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 1995. Issue 8.
F. Kovács: Current Issues on the Financing and Development of the Motorway Network in Hungary. [delivered at] the 1st European Road
Congress. (Lisbon, November 2004).
4. Demand responsive transport systems
Keywords: Demand responsive transport systems, flexible transport, public traffic transport
I. Prileszky – Balázs Horváth: Demand responsive transport in the region of Gyor : needs, barriers and solutions. [delivered at] the Mobility
Show, Workshop: Flexible services in the overall context of public mobility. (CarraraFiere, 21-23rd September 2006).
I. Prileszky – B. Horváth – I. Farkas: Service concept for people with mobility impairments in Győr. = in the MASCARA Final Conference
publication. (Firenze, 24-25th May 2007.) Pages 79-86.
B. Horváth: Demand responsive transport in Western Europe and in Hungary. = in the MOBILITA ’07 Sustainable mobility in urban areas
conference publication. (Bratislava, 24-25th May 2007.) Pages 109-114.
J. Tóth – B. Horváth: Rugalmas közlekedési rendszerek tervezésének alapjai (utascsoportok, elméleti modellek) (Basics of designing versatile transport systems (passanger groups, theoretical models)). = Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 2006. Issue 7. Pages 263-268.
B. Horváth – I. Prileszky – J. Tóth: Rugalmas közlekedés 1.: Általános jellemzők (Versatile transport 1 : General features). = Városi Közlekedés, 2006. Issue 4. Pages 215-220.
5. Quality of public transport services
A. Rixer: A személyszállítási közszolgáltatások minőségmenedzsmentje (Quality management of passenger carriage public services). =
Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 2005. Issue 3.
A. Rixer: A kötöttpályás szállítási – logisztikai szolgáltatási minőségkoncepció kialakításának lépései és alapelvei (The steps and principles
of developing a quality concept for rail-guided transportation and logistics services). = Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 2003. 12th issue.
L. Tóth – A. Rixer – F. Suhai,: Situationsanalyse des Eisenbahn-Transportmektes in Mittel- und Osteuropa, und die Verbesserungsmöglichkeiten der Wettbewerschancen. = Hungarian Electronic Journal, 2000.
L. Tóth – A. Rixer – F. Suhai: Management-Concept and Quality-Strategic Elements of Transport-Logistic Services. = Periodica Polytechnica, 2001. Issue 2
A. Rixer: Közlekedési rendszerek minőségirányítása. Személyközlekedési közszolgáltatások minőségkoncepciója. (Quality management of
demand responsive transport systems. Quality of public transport services). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2003.
6. Railway operation developments
Keywords: railway, plant organization
A. Rixer, – F. Suhai – L. Tóth: A hazai vasúti közlekedés EU-konform regionalizálásának alapelvei és alapelemei (The basic principles and
fundamentals of regionalizing the domestic railway transportation system in conformance with EU standards). = Közlekedéstudományi
Szemle, 2000. 2nd issue.
Szabó [et al.]: Kistérségi tömegközlekedési rendszer megvalósítása (Realization of micro-regional public transport system). Győr: Győri
Többcélú Kistérségi Társulás, 2005.
Szabó [et al.]: Vasútvonali és állomási vágányzárakhoz tartozó technológiai tervek készítése Budapest-Győr-Hegyeshalom vonal, Budapest-Kunsztnmiklós-Tass-Kelebia vonal (Preparation of technological design documents related to track closing devices along railway
lines and at railway stations on the Budapest-Győr-Hegyeshalom line and Budapest-Kunszentmiklós-Tass-Kelebia line.). MÁV Vezérigazgatóság,1992-1994.
Szabó [et al.]: Vasúti kocsiáramlatok hatékony levezetésének elvei, módszertana és számítógépes tervező rendszere. (The principles, methodology and computer design system for effective management of railway car streams). KTSZ 1991.
7. Examination of shipping infrastructure
Keywords: navigation, inland navigation, port, waterway
G. Horváth – T. Hartványi: Establishment of port logistic service chains. [delivered at] the 3rd European Inland Waterway Navigation
Conference. Győr 2003.
G. Horváth – F. Oláh: Utilisation possibilities of telematics in inland navigation. [delivered at] the 2nd European Inland Waterway Navigation Conference. (Budapest, 2001.)
G. Horváth: Riverbed recording by the ATLAS computerized surveying system. [delivered at] the 1st European Inland Waterway Navigation Conference. (Balatonfüred, 1999.)
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G. Horváth – T. Hartványi – F. Oláh: ECDIS Térkép Megjelenítő és Információs Rendszer (ECDIS Electronic Chart Display and Information System). = Közlekedéstudományi Szemle, 2005. Issue 5.
8. Transport safety research
Keywords: public road transport, transport safety, education, training
P. Holló: Traffic accidents, their prevention and the possibilities of mitigating the consequences : Environmental Science and Technology in
Hungary. Budapest: Technical publishing house, 2006
D. Jankó – K. Arató: Közúti közlekedésbiztonság (Public road transport safety). Győr: NOVADAT, 1995.
P. Holló: A globalizáció hatása a közúti közlekedés biztonságára: Közlekedés és globalizáció (The role of globalisation in the safety of public
road transport: Transport and globalisation). Budapest: MTA Társadalomkutató Központ, 2005.
P. Holló: A methodological approach to the evaluation of road safety policies. Brussels: European Transport Safety Council, 2006.
K. Arató: Neue Richtungen der Verbesserung der Verkehrssicherheit in Ungarn : PKW Sicherheitstraining. PKW Sicherheitstraining.
Deutsche Verkehrswacht, 2005.

DEPARTMENT OF LOGISTICS AND FORWARDING
Head of department:
Dr. Péter Földesi CSc.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department
E-mail: foldesi@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 503-496
Homepage: http://logisztika.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Péter Böröcz university teaching assistant, Dr. Tamás Hartványi PhD. university associate
professor, Ákos Mojzes scientific junior member, Dr. Judit Nyakas-Tátrai associate professor, Imre Csaba Hencz scientific junior member,
Zsolt Védenyi lecturer, Nóra Szalai administrative manager, András Zoltán Nagy university teaching assistant, Dr. Péter Földesi CSc. university associate professor, Dr. Péter Németh PhD. university assistant professor, Tímea Horváth department worker, Dr. Pál Monori lecturer, Adrián Horváth department engineer, Dr. Zoltán Pánczél PhD. university associate professor, Péter Bajor university teaching assistant,
Antal Valentin lecturer, Dr. Bálint Hirkó lecturer, Csaba Tápler university teaching assistant, Csaba Hegyi university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Dr. István Tömpe DSc. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. Péter Várlaki DSc. university professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The legal predecessor of the department of the Division of Industrial Administration and Organization was formed at the foundation of
the Telecommunications Polytechnic, it has performed its activity since 1994 under its current name. The department of Logistics and
Transportation at Széchenyi István represents a professional profile that is unique in Hungarian higher education. The department is almost
equal in age with the institute, although it has had several other names before.
The department educates experts for mainly transport-, delivery- and forwarding ventures but the students that graduate from this
department are capable of developing, operating and improving the logistics systems of manufacturing and business undertakings. The
department educates experts suitable for every area of the economy.
The department performs its scientific activity in the fields of material science, logistics, packaging technology and transportation science. Its main research areas are fixing technology, unitized load, packaging technology development, environmental management aspects,
distribution logistics, application of artificial intelligence in transport systems, transportation, logistic information technology developments, and the development of meta-logistic systems.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Material handling
Á. Csík – T. Horváth – P. Földesi: An approximate Analytic Solution of the Inventory Balance Delay Differential Equation. = Acta Technica
Jaurinensis Series Logistica, 2010. Issue 3. 231-256.
Zs. Dányádi – P. Földesi – L. T. Kóczy: A Fuzzy Bacterial Evolutionary Solution for Three Dimensional Bin Packing Problems. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis Series Logistica, 2010. Issue 3. Pages 325-333.
J. Marek – P. Földesi – Cs. Kiss – P. Bajor: Temporary monitoring of forklift material handling processes in warehouses. = Proceedings of
the 7th International Conference on Logistics and Sustainable Transport. (Celje, 2010.)
Cs. Tápler – Á. Csík: Packaging unit quantity optimization. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2010. Issue 3. Pages 257-266.
Cs. Tápler – T. Hartványi – K. Krivács: Basic requirements of material traceability in warehouses. = Proceedings of the 6th International
Scientific Conference Business and Management, 2010. Volume 2 Pages 849-855.
2. Packaging technology development
P. Monori – P. Földesi – T. Bódis: The weight problems of standard EU wood pallets. = Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on
Logistics and Sustainable Transport. (Celje, 2010.)
P. Böröcz: Egy és többutas (zárt, nyiott és hibrid) csomagolási rendszerek használatának modellezése játékelméleti módszerekkel (Modelling one-way and multiple-way (closed, open and hybrid) packaging systems with game theory methods). = Logisztikai Innovációs
Füzetek, Pannon Kutatásfejlesztási Közhasznú Alapítvány, 2010. Pages 26-36.
Á. Mojzes: Using degradable foam cushioning in a product - packaging system. Vilnius, Gediminas Technical University, 2010.
Á. Mojzes: Csomagolóanyagok laboratóriumi vizsgálatához használt mérőrendszerek kalibrálása, a mérési tartomány hatékony meghatározásának kísérleti módszerei (Calibration of measuring systems, used for laboratory examination of packaging materials, experimental
methods for effective determination of measuring range). 2010.
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Á. Mojzes: Logisztikai szempontú csomagolástervezés az igénybevételek laboratóriumi szimulálásával (Logistics aspect packaging design
by laboratory simulation of bearing forces). = NKTH - Logisztikai Innovációs Füzetek, 2010. Pages 64-68.
3. Environmental management aspects
Á. Mojzes – P. Böröcz: Predicting cushion characteristic on new type of environmental friendly foam. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2010.
Issue 2. Pages 395-404.
P. Földesi – M. Baricza – Cs. Kiss – O. Vas – P. Bajor: The Green Truck Project. = Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Logistics and Sustainable Transport. Celje, 2010.
K. Matjaz – O. Vas – P. Bajor: Green electricity logistics in warehouse operations. = Logistics Annual 2010. Budapest: Hungarian Logistics
Association, 2010.
M. Kvasz – K. Matjaz – P. Bajor: Environmental background of V2G solutions. = Proceedings of 6th Annual International Bata Conference
for Ph.D. students and young researchers. Zlin, Tomás Bata University, 2010.
P. Bajor – M. Kvasz: Possible strategies for applying renewable solar electricity sources at collective farms. = Proceedings of 4th international
conference on Agricultural logistics. Novo Mesto, 2010.
4. Distribution logistics
P. Földesi – J. Botzheim: Modeling of loss aversion in solving fuzzy road transport traveling salesman problem using eugenic bacterial memetic algorithm. = Memetic Computing, 2010 Issue 4. Pages 259-271.
B. Hirkó, – K. Krivács – Cs. Hencz: New distribution models on commercial logistics. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis Series Logistica, 2010.
Pages 335-344.
Cs. Hegyi – A. Horváth: Járattervezési módszerek időtervezési pontosságának javítása térképi adatbázisok fejlesztésével (Improving the
accuracy of time schedule management by developing map databases). = Logisztikai Évkönyv 2010. Budapest: Magyar Logisztikai
Egyesület, 2010. Pages 113-121.
A. Horváth – Cs. Hegyi: A logisztikai szolgáltatások és az elosztási hálózat kapcsolata (Connection of logistics services distribution network). = Transpack, 2010. Issue 5. Pages 36-38.
T. Hartványi – P. Németh – R. Keil: Reliability theoretical approaches for organisation of resource-limited infrastructure loads. = Proceedings of International Symposium on Advanced Engineering & Applied Management. (Hunedoara, 2010.) Pages 43-50.
5. Supply Chain Management
Á. Csík – P. Földesi: Elimination of the bullwhip effect by constructing stable supply chains. = Conference proceedings at the 7th International Symposium on Management Engineering 2010 (ISME2010). (Kitakyushu, Fukouka, 2010.) Pages 190-195.
T. Hartványi – G. Horváth: Elaboration of port development model based on logistical resources. [delivered at] the 7th SoNorA University
Think Tank Conference. (Trieste, 25th February 2010.)
P. Németh – P. Földesi: Performance Measurement by Characterizing Supply Chains. = Proceedings of 8th Annual International Symposium on Supply Chain Management. (Toronto, Ontario, 2010.) Pages 181-189.
Z. A. Nagy: Integration of Customer Satisfaction into a Supply Model. = Acta Technikca Jaurinensis Series Logistica, 2010. Issue 3. Pages
345-354.
6. Logistics information technology developments
A. Bakó – I. Szüts – P. Földesi: A Solution Method for Solving I/O and O/D Tables. = Proceedings of IEEE 14th International Conference
on Intelligent Engineering Systems. (Las Palmas of Gran Canaria, 2010.) Pages 195-198.
M. Farkas – P. Földesi – J. Botzheim – L. T. Kóczy: A Comparative Analysis of Different Infection Strategies of Bacterial Memetic Algorithms. = Proceedings of IEEE 14th International Conference on Intelligent Engineering Systems. (Las Palmas of Gran Canaria, 2010.)
Pages 109-115.
T. Hartványi – Gy. Kovács – I. Kiss. – J. Németh – P. Košťál: Improving the quality in industrial areas with adapted methodology for a better
enterprise data. = Acta Technica Corviniensis – Bulletin of Engineering, 2010. Issue 3. Pages 131-136.
Z. Bátori – T. Hartványi: Development of forecasting systems. = Proceedings of International Symposium on Advanced Engineering &
Applied Management. Hunedoara, 2010.
F. Antreter – P. Földesi: Applying multi-dimensional cluster analysis in forecasting the supplementary work hour demand for manufacturing processes. = Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Logistics and Sustainable Transport. Celje, 2010.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Research the increasing efficiency of storage processes
Summary of the project: In the course of the project the status-survey of the storage system was performed (with help of IST-analysis) that
included the examination of physical and storage processes, and the survey of control processes. After that the requirements against the
system were determined with help of SOLL-analysis. Thereafter the necessary technical and organization developments were developed.
Project leader: Dr. Tamás Hartványi PhD. university associate professor, hartvany@sze.hu
2. Control of the public authority licensing system of public road transport services
Summary of the project: In the course of the research the department explores and examines the actual state of the licensing system, the
national economic and social efficiency of the system, and its direct and indirect effects on public road transport service ventures. On the
basis of the effect analysis, the department prepares a proposal for a system model in which the licensing authority and the ventures can
cooperate more efficiently and the target system of the licensing will be realized better on social level.
Project leader: Dr. Péter Földesi CSc. university associate professor, foldesi@sze.hu
3. Examination of cylinder-head packaging
Summary of the project: In the course of the examination the simulation of mechanical bearing forces - occurring in the course of the
logistic chain on the loading unit, which is fully loaded with the cylinder-heads that were at our disposal - was performed. As a result of the
examination, the external surfaces of the cylinder-heads were controlled due to the prevention of the possible mechanical damages.
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Pánczél PhD. university associate professor, panczelz@sze.hu
4. Examination of cylinder-head packaging
Summary of the project: In the course of the examination the simulation of mechanical bearing forces - occurring in the course of the
logistic chain on the loading unit, which is fully loaded with the cylinder-heads that were at our disposal - was performed. As a result of the
examination, the external surfaces of the cylinder-heads were controlled due to the prevention of the possible mechanical damages.
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Pánczél PhD. university associate professor, panczelz@sze.hu
5. Sunlight simulation
Summary of the project: In the course of the examination the resistance capability of different plastic parts - at our disposal - against sunshine was examined. In particular the effects of the natural UV-radiation (occurring in nature) on the colourfastness and other mechanical
properties of plastic parts was examined.
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Pánczél PhD. university associate professor, panczelz@sze.hu
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DEPARTMENT OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Head of department:
Dr. Viktor Molnár PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: molnarv@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 613-633
Homepage: http://eki.sze.hu/magyar/se

Members of the department (from left to right): János Guzmics university assistant professor, István Borbély technician, Géza Herczeg department engineer, Mrs. Imre Kiss technician, Prof. Dr. Péter Scharle CSc. university professor, Mrs. Bukovics Emília Cuhavölgyi engineer
teacher, Dr. Zoltán Tóth PhD. college professor, Dr. György Lőrincz PhD. university associate professor, Orsolya Katalin Kegyes-Brassai
university teaching assistant, Gyula Agárdy university assistant professor, Katalin Halvax university teaching assistant, Dr. László Lublóy
associate professor, Ferenc Deme engineer teacher, Mrs. Fekete Ilona Bezselics administrative manager, Dr. György Németh associate professor, Edina Koch university teaching assistant, Ádám Bukovics university teaching assistant, János Szép university teaching assistant
Not included in the picture: Dr. habil László Jankó PhD. university associate professor, Péter Csaba Mészáros department engineer, Dr.
Molnár Viktor PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was established at the same time as the Transport and Telecommunications Polytechnic, it has been operating in its current
form since 2002. In the civil engineering and architectural fields the tasks of the department are the education of the subjects of Mechanics,
Statics, Stress Analysis, Structural Analysis, Construction Statics, Design of Structures, Engineering design methods, Reinforced Concrete
Sructures, Steel Structures, Wood Structures, Bridges, Geotechnics, Engineering project, Structure Construction project, and Engineering
and the Society.
The work of the department is supported by the Laboratory for Geotechnics and by the Laboratory for Structure Analysis. Their research
is accomplished mainly in the field of the development of bridge management systems (public road, railway, municipality), dynamic and
diagnostic examinations of supporting structures, pile foundations and modelling of soil-structure interaction.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Development of bridge management systems (public road, railway, municipality)
The efficient adaptability of bridge management and maintenance systems depends essentially on a proper data base. The nature of data
must be determined based on aspects that provide assistance in the determination of the sequence of the works to be performed. For this
purpose a system must be created to enable the determination of objective aspects; e.g., the setting up the sequence of renewal works.
Project leader: Dr. László Lublóy associate professor, lubloy@sze.hu
L. Lublóy – L. Gáspár: Experiences and Results in Hungarian Bridge Management. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2009. Pages 81-95.
2. Structure diagnostical examinations
The aim of the continuous research is to compare the actual support structures to the calculation models. By comparing the results of the
static and dynamic tests performed for this purpose, we can gradually increase the accuracy of the finite element calculation methods. We
primarily deal with bridge structures.
Project leader: Gyula Agárdy University assistant professor, agardy@sze.hu
3. Development of pile foundations
As of 2011, support structures including geotechnical structures as well must be designed in compliance with the requirements of Eurocodes. Our task is to develop a new pile dimensioning system that
• can be used for frequently manufactured pile types,
• is applicable for most soil types in Hungary,
• is based on data that can be determined by CPT test,
• is compatible with international practice, and uses its results, respectively,
• proves sufficiently reliable with regard to local load test results,
• uses EC safety system with values providing the necessary safety,
• can be used quickly and effectively,
• comprises simple, easily correctable formulas and rules.
Project leader: Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor, szepesr@sze.hu
R. Szepesházi: A cölöpalapozások fejlődése (Development of pile foundations). = Az 50. hídmérnöki konferencia publikációi. Siófok, 2009.
4. Modeling of the soil-structure interaction
The research task covers the study and understanding primarily of soil structure interaction through complex finite element models, and
secondarily of the global behaviour of bridge structures and the mutual influence of different structural components. Based on the results
derived from these complex calculations, it intends to offer recommendations for simpler – separated – models.
PhD. student: János Szép university teaching assistant, szepj@sze.hu
Consultant: Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor, szepesr@sze.hu
J. Szép: FEM - Modeling of Abutment. = Proceedings of 10th Slovak Geotechnical Conference – Geotechnical problems of engineering
constructions. (Bratislava, 2011)
J. Szép: Hídalépítmények vizsgálata a talaj-szerkezet kölcsönhatásának figyelembevételével (Examination of bridge substructures with regard to the interaction of the soil-structure). (Research report) 2011.
J. Szép: Hídfők véges elemes modellezése (Finite element modeling of bridge-heads). = ÉPKO 2011 XV. Nemzetközi Építéstudumányi Konferencia kiadványában. Csíksomlyó, 2011.
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5. Dimensioning support structures of hydraulic works for earthquake risk
Keywords: Eurocode 8, water sway, own frequency, earthquake, stability.
As a special effect of an earthquake, water kept in a tank can generate its own induced oscillation. The free sway of the water mass is similar
to the stationary waves created in flexible objects, and depending on the shape of the water holding space, different natural frequencies
belong to different sway forms. In the case where the structure transmits earthquake frequencies close to the natural frequencies of one or
more sway forms of the water body, the water mass can pose a significantly different load than its static load – even if the earthquake itself
would not pose a danger to the structure - so it can endanger the balance of the support structure and cause damage. It is necessary to
formulate a theoretical and practical calculation method to avoid this as well.
PhD. student: Shaghagi K. Manoucher certified civil engineer, manouch_28@hotmail.com
Consultant: Dr. György Lőrincz PhD. university associate professor, lorincz@sze.hu
S. K. Manoucher: Vasbeton kémények vizsgálata földrengésre az amerikai és az iráni szabványok szerint (Earthquake risk analysis of reinforced concrete chimneys according to American and Iranian standards). (Under publication).
6. Change in dynamic properties
Keywords: wooden composite structures, dynamic change, change of dynamic characteristics
The research on wooden composite structures examines what degree of change in the dynamic characteristics will be caused by the changes
effecting bearing capacity in the supporting structure (measure of sliding, the change in the distance between supports and the static frame
due to the construction). Is it possible to deduce the reason of change from the change in the dynamic characteristics?
Rapporteur: Dr. György Lőrincz PhD. university associate professor, lorincz@sze.hu
Gy. Lőrincz: Dynamic Control of Concrete Piles.: International Conference on Constructions (Cluj-Napoca, May 2009.) = Acta Technica
Napocensis, 2009. Issue 2. Pages 99-106.
Gy. Lőrincz: The Effect of the Structural Changing of Timber Beams on its Dynamic Characteristics. = Proceedings of 13th International
Conference on Civil Engineering and Architecture. (Csíksomlyó, June 2009.) Pages 334-346.
7. Railway embankment foundation in particularly adverse soil environment
Keywords: soil reinforcement, railway embankment
The aim of the research is to modify the behaviour of particularly adverse soil environments (calcareous ooze, muskeg, etc.) under existing
or new railway track sections, with subsequent foundation reinforcement methods, especially in-depth mixing technologies.
Our task includes selecting three areas, geotechnical exploration, documentation, laboratory tests for selecting soil mixture aggregates,
laboratory tests and control experiments to determine the optimal injection ratios of the selected materials.
Based on the review and critique of the previously applied procedures, the aim is to develop a feasible procedure that produces an “average”
or slightly better than average surface for the railway superstructure in a way that settlement of the embankment should not exceed the
values expected for “normal” soils.
PhD. student: Edina Koch university teaching assistant, koche@sze.hu
Consultant: Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor, szepesr@sze.hu
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Horvát CSc. college professor, horvatf@sze.hu
E. Koch: 3-D Analysis of stone columns to support a roadway embankment on soft soil. = Proceedings of 10th Geotechnical Engineering
Conference. Bratislava, 30-31st May 2011. In CD-format.
E. Koch: Kavicscölöpös altalajjavítás 3D modellezése (3D modelling of subsoil improvement by gravel piles). = 15. ÉPKO Nemzetközi
Építéstudományi Konferencia kiadványában. Csíksomlyó, 2-5th June 2011. Pages 252-259.
8. Earthquake risk of built-in environment in areas and regions
Earthquake and its effects are widely studied today. Besides the active and passive dimensioning of new buildings, the protection of the
built-up in heritage of a given area, the survey and evaluation of risk to human life, has only become the focus of attention for the past few
years. We can present the earthquake risk of sub-regions if we examine a certain township that can be characteristical for the whole. The aim
of the research is to determine the earthquake risk, that is to predict what horizontal acceleration caused by an earthquake can be expected
at a certain location. When determining the hazard in a certain district or region, we take into consideration the seismic source zones and
source parameters, and naturally the damping.
We examine the above taking into consideration the geographic, economic, architectural, intellectual and cultural similarities, and the
togetherness of sub-regions.
PhD. student: Orsolya Kegyes-Brassai university teaching assistant, kegyesbo@sze.hu
9. The shear bearing capacity of steel-fibre reinforced concrete beams
The fibre reinforced concrete uses small diameter, short fibres instead of steel bars. The material of the fibre and its geometric and mechanical properties greatly influence the characteristics of the fibre reinforced concrete. This research covers steel fibre. The application of steel
fibre and conventional steel bars together has been repeatedly examined for concretes with a low fibre content (2% < V%). The application
of this kind of concrete offers the most promising results in the increase of the shear bearing capacity of structural elements. The fibres
distributed evenly throughout the concrete provide not only better shear bearing capacity but better breaking behaviour after reaching the
maximum load. The shearing force absorbed by the fibres can supplement or substitute the shearing force absorbed by the shear-bearing
reinforcement bar, therefore a possibility of decreasing the quantity of binding by fibre reinforcement exists. The aim of the research is the
measurement of the shear bearing capacity of reinforced concrete beams with different fibre quantity, concrete quality and binding, then
using the results to create a model for calculating bearing capacity.
PhD. student: Katalin Halvax university teaching assistant, halvaxk@sze.hu
10. The examination of a set of residential buildings in Budapest:
To evaluate the set of buildings in a co-adjacent area in Budapest, we will create a qualification and classification model for residential building structure based on a Fuzzy singleton signature, and examine its practical application and applicability.
PhD. student: Ádám Bukovics university teaching assistant, bukovics@sze.hu
Connecting conference presentations:
A. Bukovics: Examination of tenement houses in respect to the social environment and the construction technology featuring the time of
the construction thereof. 37th IAHS World Congress of Housing Science (Santander, 26-29th October 2010).
A. Bukovics: Pathological analysis of suspension corridor and floor structures of residential buildings. International Council for Research
and Innovation in Building in Construction World Congress (Manchester, 10-13th May 2010).

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Laboratory development TIOP-1.3.1-07/1-2F-2008-0003
Summary of the project: The aim of the project - started in 2009 - was to determine the dynamic properties of soils with laboratory equipment for earthquake design of the structures, to improve the planning and designing methods of earthworks for public infrastructure and
advanced foundation structures.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: The Department of Structural Engineering plans to be able to perform dynamic soil
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tests from 2011, a relatively uncommon feature in Hungary or even in Eastern Europe. In 2010 we intend to install the basic instrument for
the examinations, the dynamic/cyclic tri-axial instrument, to be newly acquired but we are also developing other tools (resonant column
test). During the present year some of our colleagues will begin the preparation to design, perform and process dynamic examinations. Two
persons will apply for PhD studies on this subject.
Type: preparatory activity for the further research
Duration: 4 years (applying for instruments in 2009, installation and personnel preparation in 2010, conduction of tests for the purposes
of research and industrial applications in 2011 and 2012)
Project leader: Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor, szepesr@sze.hu
2. Application, analysis, evaluation, development of theoretical and practical structure diagnostic examinations
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, which is continuously running, is to analyze the condition of the dependent behaviour of
supporting structures, to compare the real structures and computational models, and to improve models by preventing faults, inaccuracies,
and unjustified details.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Using the instruments existing and to be acquired in 2011 that are suitable for testing
support structures, we can examine both static and dynamic structure characteristics both in laboratory and on-site (e.g., bearing capacity
of piles, the effects of traffic generated vibrations in the structures, the change of characteristics over time).
Nature: scientific experimental and expert in situ examinations
Project leader: Agárdy Gyula University assistant professor, agardy@sze.hu
3. Sub-programme of the Cooperation Research Centre for development of Bridge Substructure Designing Methods
Summary of the project: The aim of the project that has been running since 2004 was to develop advanced bridge abutments and foundations, corresponding with more economical technologies and the new European standards (Eurocodes) and using modern 3D and
improved 2D software.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: The aim of the work is to find, test and apply in practice modern design solutions for
bridge foundations. Within this we pay special attention to the dimensioning of the pile foundation and we will prepare a new calibrated
dimensioning program in 2010. We analyse the modern modelling possibilities of the complex behaviour of bridge abutments and the interaction of the superstructure, the substructure, the subsoil and the backfill. The application of 3D programmes will be tested in 2010. The
results of the research are to be used for the preparation of PhD papers, research reports and publications. We will utilize the experiences
gained in the research also for projects contracted by the industry.
Type: applied research for the development of statical-geotechnical design
Duration: The research commenced under the aegis of KKK in 2004 will be finished by the beginning of 2011, but we will continue work
on the subject. 3 PhD dissertations will be prepared until 2012, and more and more emphasis will be placed on practical applications.
Project leader: Dr. Róbert Szepesházi associate professor, szepesr@sze.hu
4. Development of public road bridge management system and development of the MÁV bridge management system
Summary of the project: The aim of the projects, started in 1999 and 2001, were to optimize the utilization of funds assigned for the maintenance of bridges on public roads and railways.
Project leader: Dr. László Lublóy associate professor, lubloy@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Application, analysis, evaluation, development of theoretical and practical structure diagnostic examinations
Type of Commission: Technical examination, analysis
Duration: continuous
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Static-dynamic loading tests, analysis and evaluation of finite element models using real test
results, analysis and evaluation of the effects of structural damages on load bearing capacity and lifespan.
Partner company/institute: Magyar Közút Nonprofit Inc.
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university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
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Telephone: + 36 96 613-620
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Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Balázs Pere PhD. associate professor, Ákos Aczél assistant lecturer, Dr. Zoltán Molnár
PhD. senior lecturer, Imre Németh external lecturer, Mrs. Rábl Zsuzsanna Surányi secretary, Prof. Dr. János Égert CSc. full professor, Tibor
Menyhárt laboratory engineer, Gábor Tarnai teacher of engineering, Gergely Bojtár assistant lecturer, Dr. Zoltán Nagy senior lecturer
Not included in the picture: Veronika Szüle-Terdik assistant lecturer

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department provides training for BSc level mechanical engineering students, vehicle engineering students, mechatronical engineering students, transportation engineering students, technical manager students and technical vocational trainer students. The subjects are
statics, strength of materials, dynamics, vibrations, finite element method and mechanisms in four-hour lessons per week. The MSc level
vehicle engineering students attend lectures in theory of elasticity, machine dynamics and finite element analysis, the mechatronical engineering students attend lectures in applied mechanics and finite element analysis, the transportation engineering students and logistics engineering students attend lectures in applied mechanics in the department. The department participates in the Multidisciplinary Doctoral
School of Engineering Sciences with the subjects of continuum mechanics and engineering applications of finite element method.
The scientific research areas of the department are: solutions of problems in engineering statics; stress analysis; dynamics, vibrations and
coupled thermo mechanics; the improvement and application of numerical methods of applied mechanics for the solution of linear and
non-linear problems; the engineering mechanical applications of the finite element method and the improvement of the method, furthermore the numerical modelling and experimental methods of the mechanics of fibre-reinforced composites and visco-elastic materials. The
Department has engineering competences in the above mentioned research areas.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Problem solutions in engineering statics, dynamics, vibration and thermodynamics
Keywords: engineering problems, strength analysis, dynamical and vibration problems, thermodynamical analysis
J. Égert – B. Pere: Repair of Internal and External Longitudinal Failures of Pipes by Fabric Composite Reinforcement = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, volume 2, issue 1, pages 3-17, ISSN 1789-6932, 2009.
L. Fehér – B. Pere: Transponder ejtéstesztjének szilárdsági analízise (FEM Analysis of Drop Test of a Transponder) = Az Alkalmazott Mechanikai Kutatások szemináriumon elhangzott előadások teljes anyaga (The complete material of the presentations delivered at the Applied Mechanics Research seminar), Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe 2010., pages 59-66, Széchenyi István University, Győr, 17th November 2010
J. Lukács – Gy. Nagy – I. Török – J. Égert – B. Pere: Experimental and Numerical Investigations of External Reinforced Damaged Pipelines
= Procedia Engineering, volume 2, issue 1, April 2010, pages 1191-1200, ISSN 1877-7058, Fatigue 2010
J. Lukács – Gy. Nagy – I. Török – J. Égert – B. Pere: Experimental and Numerical Investigation of Internally Reinforced Damaged Pipelines
= 18th European Conference on Fracture (ECF18) – Fracture of Materials and Structures from Micro to Macro Scale, procedings on
CD–ROM, pages 126-133, DVM Berlin, 2010.,
Dresden, Germany, 30 August – 3 September, 2010
Z. Nagy: Ívben haladó vonat dinamikai elemzése (Dynamic analysis of a train moving on a curve) = OGÉT 2010, XVIII. Nemzetközi
Gépész Találkozó kiadványa (Publication of OGÉT 2010, XVIII. International Meeting of Mechanical Engineers), pages 318-321, ISSN
2068-1267, Nagybánya, 22 – 25 April 2010
2. Development and application of numerical methods in engineering mechanics
Keywords: engineering mechanics, numerical procedures, computer methods, engineering application and development
J. Égert – B. Pere – J. Lukács – Gy. Nagy – I. Török: Csőhiba szilárdsági analízise és kompozit szalagos megerősítése (Stability analysis of pipe
damage and reincorcement with composite tape) = OGÉT 2010, XVIII. Nemzetközi Gépész Találkozó kiadványa (Publication of OGÉT
2010, XVIII. International Meeting of Mechanical Engineers), pages 111-116, ISSN 2068-1267, Nagybánya, 22 – 25 April 2010
Pere, Balázs – Égert, János – Szabó, Tamás: Reinforcement of Inner and Outer Circular Failures of Pipes by Textile Composite Layers. =
Journal of Computational and Applied Mechanics, 2009. 1. sz. 1-15. o.
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B. Pere: Mechanical and thermodynamic analysis of a rubber band under finite deformations = Abstracts of Continuum Physics and Engineering Applications, pages 24-25, Ráckeve, 29 May – 7 June 2010
3. Mechanical application and improvement of the finite element method
Keywords: finite element method, engineering applications, mechanical applications and development
B. Pere – J. Égert: Repair of Internal and External Longitudinal Failures = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, volume 2, number 1, pages 3-18, ISSN
1789-6932, 2009.
B. Pere – J. Égert – T. Szabó: Reinforcement of Inner and Outer Circular Failures of Pipes by Textile Composite Layers = Journal of Computational and Applied Mechanics, volume 10, number 1, pages 1-15, ISSN 1586-2070, 2009.
L. Porkoláb – J. Stifter – B. Pere – J. Égert: Versenyautó keréktárcsa mechanikai modellezése és végeselem analízise, szemináriumi előadás (Mechanical modelling and finite element analysis of race car wheel disk, seminar lecture) = Alkalmazott Mechanikai Kutatások szeminárium
(Applied Mechanics Research seminar), Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe 2010., Széchenyi István University, Győr, 17th November 2010
4. Development of modeling and experimental methods of mechanics of reinforced-fibre composite materials
Keywords: carbon fibre reinforcement, fibreglass reinforcement, polimer composites, orthotropic material, textile composite, finite element
method, mechanical measurements
Á. Aczél – T. Menyhárt: Gyárilag hőkompenzált nyúlásmérő bélyegek méréstechnikája (How to measure with self-compensated gages) =
Az Alkalmazott Mechanikai Kutatások szemináriumon elhangzott előadások teljes anyaga (The complete material of the presentations
delivered at the Applied Mechanics Research seminar), Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe 2010., pages 39-44, Széchenyi István University,
Győr, 17th November 2010
G. Bojtár – J. Égert: 2D és 3D végeselem modell-cellák textil-kompozit rétegek anyagállandóinak meghatározására (Determining the material constants of 2D and 3D finite element model-cells, textile-composite layers) = EMT Műszaki Szemle, Special edition, pages 69-74,
ISSN 1454-0746, 2009
G. Bojtár – J. Égert – T. Menyhárt: Szén- és üvegszál szövettel erősített kompozitok anyagi és szilárdsági jellemzőinek meghatározása (Determination of material and strength properties of glass and carbon fiber reinforced composites) = Az Alkalmazott Mechanikai Kutatások szemináriumon elhangzott előadások teljes anyaga (The complete material of the presentations delivered at the Applied Mechanics
Research seminar), Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe 2010., pages 9-17, Széchenyi István University, Győr, 17th November 2010
5. Numerical analysis of mechanical and thermodynamical behaviour of viscoelastic materials
Keywords: hyperelastic material, viscoelastic material, large deformations, non-linear material law, Clausius-Duhem-inequality, enclosed
thermo-mechanical problem
B. Pere: Gumiból készült alkatrészek hő- és viszkorugalmas alakváltozásainak numerikus analízise (Numerical analysis of thermal and
viscous-elastic deformation of rubber components) = OGÉT 2010, XVIII. Nemzetközi Gépészeti Találkozó kiadványa (Publication of
OGÉT 2010, XVIII. International Meeting of Mechanical Engineers), pages 348-351, ISSN 2068-1267, Nagybánya, 22 – 25 April 2010
B. Pere: Heat Generation Caused by Cyclic Finite Deformation in Viscoelastic Solids = XXIII. microCAD International Scientific Conference publication, pages 37-41, University of Miskolc, Section F: Applied Mechanics, Miskolc, 19-20 March 2009
B. Pere: Investigation of a one dimensional coupled thermo-visco-elastic problem under finite deformations, trade lecture = Modeling in
Biomechanics and Mechanobiology at Different Length Scales, Graz, Austria, 5-9 July 2010
6. Numerical and experimental analysis of mechanical properties of electro active polimers
Keywords: electro-elastic material, large deformations, non-linear material law, coupled electro-elastic and electro-thermo-elastic problem,
pre-tension, dispersion, polarisation
Z. Molnár: Ionos aktuátorok a robotikában (Ionic actuators in robotics) = Az Alkalmazott Mechanikai Kutatások szemináriumon elhangzott előadások teljes anyaga (The complete material of the presentations delivered at the Applied Mechanics Research seminar), Magyar
Tudomány Ünnepe 2010., pages 50-58, Széchenyi István University, Győr, 17th November 2010
B. Pere: Elektroaktív polimerek mechanikai viselkedése, szemináriumi előadás (Mechanical behaviour of electro active polimers, seminar
lecture) = Alkalmazott Mechanikai és Mechatronikai Kutatások workshop (Applied Mechanics and Mechatronics Research workshop),
Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe 2009., Széchenyi István university, Győr, 11th November 2009

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Modelling and simulation of internal combustion engines and vehicle structures, using the finite element method
Summary of the project: The department has performed research in the field of static and dynamical modelling and simulation of internal combustion engines and vehicle structures using the finite element method within the framework of the Internal Research Project tender. The goal of
the research - performed in the years 2008 and 2010 - was the optimal design of the main parts of internal combustion engines. In addition to the
analysis of engine parts, within the framework of the research work, the department dealt with the preparation works of the finite element analysis of
vehicle structures. The cooperation partner - within the university - was the Department of AUDI HUNGARIA Internal Combustion Engines.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2008-2011
Project leader: Prof. Dr. János Égert CSc. full professor, egert@sze.hu
Financed by: Széchenyi István University Győr
2. Design and production of a prototype of dashboard panel of a car made of fibre reinforced composites
Summary of the project: The BAROSS INNOREG project provides resources for the research of the topic for 2009 and 2010. The aim of the
project is to design and produce a lightweight car dashboard panel prototype using fibre reinforced composites. Within the framework of
the research, the department performed the evaluation of the related special literature, the development of mechanical and computational
models and measurements of material and strength properties of composites. The project will be completed in cooperation with MESHINING Engineering Ltd., Győr (http://composite.meshining.com/)
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Prof. Dr. János Égert CSc. full professor, egert@sze.hu
Financed by: INNOREG 2007
3. Researching the industrial application possibilities of electro active polymers
Summary of the project: The aim of the BAROSS INNOREG project is to study the fundamental principles of the mechanical behaviour of
electro active polymers, to construct simple models. The difficulty of the task is that the mechanical and electric fields are coupled. For solving coupled field problems special numerical techniques are needed. The partners of the department for this project are Széchenyi István
University - Department of Mechatronics and Machine Design and the ENTAL Ltd. (Győr).
Jellege: K+F
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. Balázs Pere PhD. associate professor, perebal@sze.hu
Financed by: INNOREG 2007
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4. Mobility and Environment: vehicle industrial, energetical and environmental research in the Central- and West-Transdanubian region. TÁMOP-4.2.1/B-09/KONV-2010-0003
Sub-project: Finite element modelling and measurement, validation of composites reinforced with long, structured fibres.
Summary of the sub-project: Development of ultra-light race car chassis and a wheel disk made of carbon fibre reinforced composites,
using numerical and experimental engineering technologies.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Substantial weight and mass reduction
Type: R&D
Duration: 2010-2012
Project leader: Prof. Dr. János Égert CSc. full professor, egert@sze.hu
Financed by: National Development Agency

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Dimensioning of synthetic resin die-casting moulds
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Measurement of material and strength properties, mechanical modelling of liquid-permeable synthetic resin, numerical static dimensioning, controlling and shape optimisation of die-casting moulds.
Partner company/institute: REFMON Fire-proof material Producer Commercial and provider Inc., Mosonmagyaróvár
Partners: REFMON Fire-proof material Producer Commercial and provider Inc.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Applied Mechanical Research
Aim of the conference: Presentation of the research work in engineering mechanics performed at the Department of Applied Mechanics.
Date of conference: 17th November 2010.
Number of presentations: 11
Number of Hungarian participants (persons): 20
Homepage: http://tud.sze.hu/images/tncsdokik/MTU/sze_mtÜ_ program_2010_végleges.pdf

DEPARTMENT OF MATERIALS AND VEHICLE MANUFACTURING
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Tamás Réti DSc.
university professor
From 1st March 2010:
Dr. Ibolya Zsoldos PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: zsoldos@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-400/3565
Homepage: www.sze.hu/aj
Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Levente Solecki associate professor, Attila Gerendi department engineer, Gábor Pápai
department engineer, János Jósvai University assistant professor, Mrs. Bognár Márta Pápai department engineer, Dr. Gábor Dogossy PhD.
university associate professor, Dezső Pék department engineer, Dr. Mária Kirchfeld PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Mrs. Csizmazia
Ferenc associate professor, Dr. József Pintér associate professor, Dr. Károly Kardos university associate professor, Dr. Ibolya Zsoldos PhD.
university associate professor, Mrs. Német Bernadett Gócsa administrator-expert, Prof. Dr. Imre Czinege CSc. university professor, István
Hatos university teaching assistant, Mrs. Németh Mária Peterka administrative manager, Zsolt Kékesi department engineer, Dr. Hajnalka
Hargitai PhD. university associate professor, Zoltán Bendekovics university assistant professor, Péter Titrik technical employee, László
Varga department engineer, István Kozma university teaching assistant
Not included in the picture: Dr. Csaba Galli associate professor, Zoltán Kocsárdi department engineer, Prof. Dr. Réti Tamás DSc. university professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The history of the department dates back to the foundation of Telecommunications Polytechnic. It has had its current name since 1993
after the merging of the Department of Knowledge of Materials and the Department of Vehicle Production. The department performs
educational tasks in several areas of science. The most important topics are the following: material science, mechanical technologies,
measurement, machining, technological processes, and quality assurance. The department also participates in the education of mechanical engineering, transport engineering, technical manager studies, and engineering teacher subjects. At the bachelor level the department
is responsible for the professional education of vehicle production, production systems and quality management specializations (in the
mechanical engineering programme), and quality assurance specialization (in the technical manager programme). In the MSc training it is
responsible for the mechatronics engineering programme and also participates in the vehicle engineering MSc training.
The main research areas of the Department of Vehicle Manufacturing are the following:
• planning and simulation of machine industrial technological processes;
• examination and modelling of the plasticity of metallic materials;
• develeopment and integration of new, modern methods in the quality assurance of sheet parts that have a complicated surface;
• application of virtual designer-developer methods for simulation programmes and graphical designer systems;
• establishment of knowledge base with the aim to increase the efficiency of production technology processes;
• computer-aided design of volume forming dies;
• development of deep drawing technologies;
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• development of robot applications, robot catchers, computer-aided technological design of chipping operations.
• In addition the department also performs technological transfer activities in the following areas:
• mechanical material testing,
• non-destructive material testing,
• lenght-measurements,
• 3D measurements,
• welder training- and qualification.
Furthermore, the department supports the research activity of the Vehicle Industrial Regional University Knowledge-centre with laboratory examinations and lecturer participation.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Material science (engineering materials, material testing, heat treatment, nanotechnology)
Á. Bajáki – J. Lábár – Á. Csanády – O. Geszti – H. Hargitai – F. H. Kármán: Investigation of noble metal nanoparticles (Ag, Au, Pd, Pt)
produced by chemical reduction. = Materials Science Forum, 2010. Pages 115-120.
Mrs. F. Csizmazia – A. Igaz: Tisztítás után visszamaradó szennyeződés vizsgálatának módszerei (Test methods of post-cleaning residual
contamination). = Anyagvizsgálók Lapja, issue 3, 2010 Pages 84-88.
M. Mara – Á. Csanády – Gy. Tolnai – P. Németh – I. Bertóti – I. Sajó – K. Papp – H. Hargitai: Nano-micro pigment composites for high
performance paints. = Materials Science Forum, 2010. Pages 203-208.
T. Reti – M. Reger – A. Csizmazia – I. Czinege: Modeling of Distribution of Visible and Non-Visible Graphite Nodules Embedded in the
Surface Layer of Ductile Cast Iron. = Material Science, Testing and Informatics, 2010. Pages 453-458.
I. Zsoldos: Planar trivalentpolygonal networks constructed from carbon nanotube Y-junctions. = Journal of Geom. and Phys., 2011. Pages 37-45.
2. Production technology (sheet- and volume formation, plastic formation, machining, machine tools, robots, automation, tool design)
M. de la P. Garza,– M. Zambrano – P. Guerrero-Mata – T. Reti – M. Réger – I. Felde – R. Colás: Diffusion in Electrodes Used for Resistance
Spot Welding of Galvannealed Steel. = Defect and Diffusion Forum, 2010. Pages 300-307.
F. Ronkay – B. Bodzay – G. Dogossy: Műszaki alkatrész előállítása vegyes műanyaghulladékból (Component production using mixed plastic scrap). = Műanyag és Gumi, issue 9, 2010 Pages 344-347.
E. Sági – G. Dogossy: Formakövető hűtés optimálása fröccsöntési szimulációval (Optimizing shape following cooling with die-casting
simulation). = A Jövő Járműve, issue 3 and 4, 2010 Pages 16-19.
Z. Szakál – I. Zsoldos: Shape features of 2D figures. = Mater. Sci. Forum, 2010. Pages 459-466.
F. Tancsics – T. Gergye – E. Halbritter: Technológiai fejlesztés és optimalizálás többüregű kovácsolásnál végeselemes módszerrel (Technological development and optimization in multi-cavity forging with finite element method). [delivered at] FISITA World Automotive
Congress 2010. = A jövő járműve, 2010, Pages 22-25.
I. Zsoldos – J. Janik: Virtuális géphasznosulási jellemzők (Virtual machine utilization characteristics). = GÉP, issue 1 and 2, 2011 Pages 84-86.
3. Measurement technology (optical digitalization, surface topology, geometrical measurements)
L. Solecki: Belső égésű motorok vezérműtengelyeinek mérése és kiértékelése (Measurement and evaluation of combustion engine cam
gears). = A jövő járműve, issue 3 and 4, 2010. Pages 40-43.
L. Solecki – T. Réti: Belső borda mérése koordináta mérőgéppel (Internal bead measurement with co-ordinate measuring machine). = GÉP,
issue 7, 2010. Pages 30-33.
Z. Szakál – I. Zsoldos: Sorting algorithms by shape independently from geometrical measures. = Computers and Simulation in Modern
Science, 2010. Pages 404-412.
4. Planning of production processes (process simulation, optimization, logistics, quality management)
K. Kardos – J. Jósvai: Integrált termelési rendszerek optimalizálása, a digitális gyár alkalmazási lehetőségei (Optimizing integrated production systems, and utilization possibilities of the digital factory). = Műszaki Szemle, 2010.
J. Jósvai: Gyártás optimalizálás (Optimizing the production). [delivered at] the Tech4Auto Conference. 10th to 11th, November 2010,
Győr.
J. Jósvai – J. Perger: Digital Factory, Methods and Applications in Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd. [delivered at] the FISITA World Automotive
Congress 2010 conference. Budapest, 30th May - 4th June 2010.
J. Jósvai: Methods and Applications in Production Planning using Digital Factory approach. [delivered at] the Factory Automation 2010
Conference. Kecskemét, 15th-16th April 2010.
J. Perger – A. Tóth – J. Jósvai: Digitale Fabrik bei Audi Ungarn. [delivered at] VW Digitale Fabrik KAK Konferenz. Braunschweig, 10th June 2010.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Integrated Vehicle Industrial Product and Technology Development System
Summary of the project: The aims of the project from 2009 until 2012 are CAD-CAM-CAQ-IPD developments. The department supports the implementation of the project with technological simulation, heat treatment and plastic technological research, along with CNC
machining, measurement and quality management.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: research report
Duration: 2009-2012
Project leader: Prof. Dr. Imre Czinege CSc. university professor, czinege@sze.hu
2. Examination of conformity of system-supported processes and the support of updating systems
Summary of the project: Establsihment of the system
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Research report (non-public)
Project leader: János Jósvai University assistant professor, josvai@sze.hu
3. FEM Analysis of Pressing Tools
Summary of the project: Finite element analysis and measurement of transformation
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: research report (non-public)
Project leader: Dr. Károly Kardos University associate professor, kardos@sze.hu
4. Simulation of Logistic Processes in V6 FSI Storage
Summary of the project: Process simulation with Tecnomatix software.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: research report (non-public)
Project leader: János Jósvai University assistant professor, josvai@sze.hu
5. Installation of New Surface Treating Process
Summary of the project: Research of nitridated and electron-beam hardened surface
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: research report (non-public)
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Csizmazia associate professor, csizm@sze.hu
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Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Co-operation Research Centre for Vehicle Industry, Electronics and Logistics
Type of commission: Technology development, measurement, production optimisation
Duration: 2008-2011
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Technology development, measurement, production optimisation
Partners: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd. and 25 member company (Nemak Győr Ltd., MOFÉM-TEKA, BPW-Hungaria Ltd, BWT, etc.)

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Tech4Auto 2010
Aim of the conference: Vehicle industrial scientific conference and professional exhibition.
Date of the conference: 10th-11th November 2010.
Number of delivered presentations: 19
Number of Hungarian participants: 180
Number of Foreign participants: 20

DEPARTMENT OF AUDI HUNGARIA INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Head of department:
Dr. Dreyer R. Mathias PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information for the head of
the department:
E-mail: timea@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-491
Homepage: www.auditanszek.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Back row: Attila Antal university assistant professor, Dr. Csaba Tóth-Nagy PhD. university
associate professor, Dr. Péter Gál PhD. university associate professor, Róbert Szemeti technician, Tímea Németh administrative manager,
Dr. Dreyer R. Mathias PhD. university associate professor, Front row: Tamás Gergye university teaching assistant, Alexander Dudás University teaching assistant

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
Since the establishment of the Department of AUDI HUNGARIA Internal Combustion Engines (AHMT) in 2007 several milestones have
indicated the successful realization of the departments initial goals.
Education and research have been integrated in harmonic proportion at the depatrtment.
The highlights of the field of education are as follows:
• The first students participating in the Automotive Engineering MSc. training program (emphasis on internal combustion engines) have
successfully defended their master’s thesis. For the first time in the history of the mechanical engineer training program in Győr, students
had the opportunity to complete their thesis in German language.
• With the implementation of the master course training it became necessary to co-ordinate all engine-related subjects within the BSc training framework. As a result of the organisation of the course materials and experience in teaching a higher percentage of students achieved
good and excellent exam results as in earlier years, their number increased by approximately 10%.
• It is partially a result of the fact that the students’ interest towards the available summer apprenticeships at certain industrial projects at
the department and at AUDI HUNGARIA Motor Ltd. has increased.
• The on-the-job pactice based further educational training that is thought in German for engineers working at AUDI Hungaria Motor Ltd.
has continued during the last year. The second est of 16 students who successfully finished their 3-semester received their diplomas.
Research-development
With the support of AUDI Hungaria Motor Ltd., the city of Győr, the university and certain EU funds (TÁMOP, TIOP national development competitions) it became possible to finish the organization of two major projects, including the supplementary architectural investments and the planning and the building infrastructure. The implementation of these projects will establish new and improve the present
laboratory equipment that make research and development activity possible.
The department’s focus area includes internal combustion engines design, development and examination, application of new measurement
methods, vehicle-industrial technology development, tribology of automotive engines, and development of alternative vehicle drives.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Design and development of internal combustion engines
M. Dreyer – A. Dudás: Korszerű Vizsgálómotor Fejlesztése és Koncepcionális Terve (Development and Conception plan of modern onecylinder test engine). = GÉP, 2010. Issue 7. Pages 3-6.
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Cs. Tóth-Nagy: Stirling motor számítógépes szimulációja (Computational simulation of Stirling engine). [delivered at] the 18th International Machinery Meeting - OGÉT 2010. Baia Mare, 22nd-25th April 2010.
2. Examination of internal combustion engines, development of measurement procedures
M. Dreyer, – A. Dudás: Korszerű, egyhengeres vizsgálómotor fejlesztése (Development of modern one-cylinder test engine). [delivered at]
the 18th International Machinery Meeting – OGÉT 2010. Baia Mare, 22nd-25th April 2010.
3. Tribology of vehicle engines
Keywords: Tribology of vehicle engines, trailing, wear, lubrication
M. Dreyer: 1. Tribology days Győr Proceedings book of the conference. 2010.
M. Dreyer – P. Gál: Klímaváltozás! - Még meddig autózhatunk? (Climate change! How long can we drive?) [delivered at] the 18th International Machinery Meeting – OGÉT 2010. Baia Mare, 22nd-25th April 2010.
M. Dreyer – T. Gergye: Motoralkatrészek korszerű kopásmérése: Online kopásmérés radionuklid technikával (Modern wear measurement
of engine parts: Online wear measurement with radionuclide technology). [delivered at] the 18th International Machinery Meeting
– OGÉT 2010. Baia Mare, 22nd-25th April 2010.
T. Morauszki – M. Dreyer: Dynamishce Simulation des kolben-liner Kontaktes in einem Verbrennungsmotor. / Dynamic Fem-simulation
of the piston-liner contact in internal combustion engines. = Proceedings of the Fisita-World Automotive Congress 2010.
4. Development of alternative vehicle drives
C. Tóth-Nagy: Hibrid hajtások, tüzelőanyagcellák, alternatív tüzelőanyagok. (fordítás) (Sárga füzetek sorozat/Bosch) (Hybrid drives, fuel
cells, alternative fuels. (translation) (Yellow pages series/Bosch)). Budapest: Maróti, 2010.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. TÁMOP 4.2.1/B-09/1/KONV-2010-0003
Mobility and Environment The project titled ‘Vehicle-industrial, energetic and environmental research in the Central and Western
Transdanubian region’ includes two major fields of research (no. 1 and 2) and six sub-projects, which cover the following fields of study.
2. Analysis of mechanical efficacy of internal combustion engines and environmental impact assessment of the emissions
2.1.1. Analysis of mechanical efficacy, trailing losses of internal combustion engines and the tribology relations of the connecting parts.
2.2.1. Surface topological research of wearing processes
2.3.1. Comparative examination of different structure materials, surface parameters and lubricating oils on tribotest-equipment
2.3.2. Examination of mechanical losses of engines, operating with different lubricating oils on external driven engines
2.3.3. Material combinations of attached components, new materials and coatings research.
4. Contribution (target basic research) for the development of fuels of high energy content and environment-friendly fuels for internal
combustion engines.
4.1. Internal combustion engine tests for classification of new fuels
4.2. Research of classification of wearing processes, based on radio-nucleation technology
Project leader: Dr. Péter Gál PhD. university associate professor, galpeter@sze.hu
2. According to the main purpose of AHMT research grants were assigned to two PhD students in 2010.
Tamás Morauszki doctoral candidate’s field of research was the finite elemental dynamic simulation of piston - ring - cylinder wall systems
of internal combustion engines. Alexander Dudás carried out research on analyzing mechanical losses in internal combustion engines. In
this latter topic the candidate has prepared a criteria guide and the general design of a one-cylinder experimental engine, and the CADmodel of the master engine components.
Project leader: Dr. Dreyer R. Mathias PhD. university associate professor, MathiasRoman.Dreyer@audi.hu
3. Continuously adjustable compression ratio engine development
The continuity of the engines development is ensured by a state funded Baross Gábor grant. The adaptation of the engine construction to
the HCCI engine technology and the development of engine management system have continued.
Project leader: Dr. Tóth-Nagy Csaba PhD. university associate professor, tothncs@sze.hu
4. Széchenyi – DUO university grant
Department members and collaborating students took one second and two third places at the competition.
Topics:
• Development of external combustion engine, driven by waste-heat
• Increase in the efficacy of hydrolysis
• Development of vehicle simulator
Project leader: Dr. Tóth-Nagy Csaba PhD. university associate professor, tothncs@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Computational examinations of piston- / ring / tread system
Type of Commission: technical examination, analysis
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, consultation.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.
Partners: Széchenyi István University Department of Mathematics and Computational Sciences
2. Stability measurements of the oil-cooler of the 2.0 l FSI engine
Type of Commission: technical examination, analysis
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, preparation and completion of measurements.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.
3. Surface printing examinations
Type of Commission: R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, consultation.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.
Partners: Széchenyi István University Department of Material Science and Vehicle Manufacturing
4. Engine examinations / Examination of the chosen engines
Type of Commission: technical examination, analysis
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, engine disassembly, measurement, documentation.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.
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5. Construction of a Range Extender vehicle
Type of Commission: R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, adopting an internal combustion engine into a hybrid vehicle.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.
6. On-the-job further education training for engineers working at AUDI Hungaria Motor Ltd. in production- and quality assurance of
internal combustion engines.
Type of Commission: Training
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Project coordination, teaching material development, education.
Partner company/institute: Audi Hungaria Motor Ltd.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. 1st Tribology Conference of Győr
Aim of the conference: Exchange of scientific information in the field of the principal directions of the department. Attracting members
of the scientific community concerned to Győr through the conference, establishing industrial and scientific relationships.
Date of the conference: 13th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 10
Number of Hungarian participants: 51
Number of Foreign participants: 61
2. (Engine technology course)
Aim of the conference: To create a meeting point and further education centre for local scientists and industrial professionals where the
presentations discuss the cutting edge of modern engine science.
Date of the conference: On every second Thursday during the term.
Number of delivered presentations: 16
Number of Hungarian participants: 50
Number of Foreign participants: 50
Homepage: http://www.auditanszek.hu//article/2010/motortechnika_eloadassorozat/

DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMATION
Head of department:
Dr. Péter Keresztes CSc.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: keresztp@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-462
Homepage: http://automatizalas.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): József Attila Tátrai department engineer (in front), Attila Jáger department engineer,
Miklós Somogyi department engineer, Mrs. Péter Turóczi administrative manager, Dr. Ferenc Konecsny university assistant professor,
Attila Szűcs technical employee, Ferenc Endrődi technical employee, Dr. Keresztes Péter CSc. university associate professor, Dr. János
Botzheim PhD. university associate professor, Mrs. Csóka Ágota Lukács technician, Dr. Zoltán Puklus PhD. university associate professor,
Áron Ballagi university assistant professor, Dr. Tibor Héray associate professor, Dr. László Hodossy associate professor, Dr. Timót Hidvégi
PhD. university associate professor
Not included in the picture: Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, Dr. Gábor Rózsa associate professor, Dr. István Szénásy
associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The Department of Automation recruited lecturers of the TAI Institute of the former college, who performed the educational tasks of the
basic knowledge of electrical engineering and the railway safety equipment subjects (and subjects in connection to these). This department
is now responsible for the automation specialization within the general college of electric engineering training that started in the early
nineties. The Department of Automation provides education in the subjects of electric engineering connected to digital networks, digital
architecture, micro-and programmable controllers, control engineering, safety-critical systems and performance electronics, energy-supply, electric drives, and robotics. After the introduction of the Bolognese system, the department strives to keep the same educational profile
within the electrical engineering bachelor- and masters courses. At the same time, the department teaches a significant number of subjects
for the engineering programmes that need the transfer of basic knowledge of electricity, electronics, controlling technology and a certain
level of user knowledge of the architecture of safety-critical transport systems.
The research profile of the department is essentially very similar to the educational profile, in that the education and research areas of the
lecturer-researcher members overlap with each other. The R&D activity of the department covers the following areas:
• Research of safety-certification problems of electronic safety devices equipment in rail-mounted transport systems,
• Application technological research and development of programmable logical controllers (PLC-s),
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• Research of performance electronic and variable structure systems (resonant converters),
• Research-development of energy storage and recuperation systems that are applicable in traffic,
• Research of delay insensitive asynchronous logic circuits and systems,
• Designing of VLSI circuits and FPGA applications.
• Fuzzy model identification and evolution algorithms,
• Communicating mobile robots and intelligent assistant robots
• Architecture of embedded systems.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Certification of safety of railway transport systems
P. Keresztes – T. Héray: Modelling NCL Logic Circuits and Systems through Token Driven Dataflow Behavioural Descriptions. Formal
Methods for Automation and Safety in Railway and Automotive Systems, 2008. Pages 51-57.
2. PLC base industrial controlling systems
L. Hodossy: Energiaellátó hálózatok minőségi problémáinak vizsgálata: Aktív szűrők alkalmazási lehetőségeinek elemzése szimulációs
módszerekkel (Examination of quality problems of energy supply networks: Analysis of utilization possibilities of active filters with
simulation methods). (Research report) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010.
L. Hodossy: GSM alapú rendszer alkalmazása PLC alapú irányításokban: Táphálózati problémák és ezek következményei zavart környezet
esetén (Application of GSM based system in the PLC based control: Supply-main problems and their consequences in a disturbed environment). (Research report) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Kft., 2010.
L. Hodossy – Gy. Tomozi: Távelérés, távprogramozás PLC-s hálózatokban (Remote access, remote programming in PLC networks). [delivered at] a department mini conference. Győr, 2nd November 2010.
3. Fuzzy communication of mobile robots and intelligent assistant robots
Á. Ballagi – L. T. Kóczy: Decision making in multi-robot cooperation by fuzzy signature sets. Proceedings of the WCCI 2010 IEEE World
Congress on Computational Intelligence. (Barcelona, July 2010) Pages 1049–1056.
Á. Ballagi – L. T. Kóczy: Fuzzy communication in collaboration of intelligent agents. Proceedings of the 9th WSEAS Int. Conference on
applied computer and applied computational science. (Hangzhou, April 2010) Pages 208–214.
Á. Ballagi – L. T. Kóczy: Multi-robot cooperation by fuzzy signature sets. Proceedings of the International Multi-Conference on Complexity, Informatics and Cybernetics (IMCIC ’10), Volume 2. (Orlando, April 2010.) Pages 154–159. Ballagi – L. T. Kóczy – C. Pozna: Context
recognition in mobile robots cooperation using fuzzy signature. roceedings of the Intern. Conference on Theoretial and Mathematical
Foundations of Computer Science (TMFCS). (Orlando, June 2010) Pages 110–114.
Á. Ballagi – L. T. Kóczy – C. Pozna: Man-machine cooperation without explicit communication. Proceedings of the World Automation
Congress (WAC-ISSCI 2010). (Kobe, September 2010)
4. Design and application of delay-insensitive logic circuits
P. Keresztes – T. Héray: Modelling NCL Logic Circuits and Systems through Token Driven Dataflow Behavioural Descriptions. Formal
Methods for Automation and Safety in Railway and Automotive Systems, 2008. Pages 51-57.
P. Keresztes – T. Héray: Késleltetés-érzéketlen logikai áramkörök (Delay-insensitive logic circuit). Vezetékek világa, 2008. Issue 1. Pages 11-15.
P. Keresztes – T. Hidvégi: Dual-Rail Asynchronous Implementation of a VLSI Processor for Digital Cellular Neural Networks. Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2008. Issue 3. Pages 499-512.
P. Keresztes – A. Simon: Synthesis of Counter-multiplexer-based Timing Units Applied in Application Specific DSP-Ics. Acta Technica
Jaurinensis, 2008. Issue 1. Pages 61-68.
P. Keresztes: Studies on Hysteresis Characteristics of Fuzzy Muller-C Logic Models. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2009. Issue 2. Pages 265-275.
5. Computational intelligence methods and their applications
K.Balázs – J. Botzheim – L. T. Kóczy: Comparative investigation of various evolutionary and memetic algorithms. Computational Intelligence in Engineering (ed. By Imre J. Rudas, János Fodor, Janusz Kacprzyk). Berlin ; Heidelberg: Springer, 2010. Pages 129–140.
K. Balázs – J. Botzheim – L. T. Kóczy: Hierarchical fuzzy system modeling by genetic and bacterial programming approaches. Proceeding
of the IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence (WCCI 2010). (Barcelona, July 2010) Pages 1866–1871.
P. Földesi – J. Botzheim: Modeling of loss aversion in solving fuzzy road transport traveling salesman problem using eugenic bacterial memetic algorithm. Memetic Computing, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 259–271.
P. Földesi – J. Botzheim: Parametric representation of fuzzy power function for decision-making processes. Proceedings of the 7th International
Symposium on Management Engineering (ISME 2010). (Kitakyushu, August 2010) Pages 248–255.
6. VLSI circuit design
P. Keresztes – T. Hidvégi: Dual-Rail Asynchronous Implementation of a VLSI Processor for Digital Cellular Neural Networks. Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2008. Issue 3. Pages 499-512.
7. Modelling of energy storages, computational energy control in energy storing vehicles
I. Szénásy: Improved energy-management of capacitive energy storage in metro railcar by simulation. Proceedings of International Conference on Renewable Energies and Power Quality (ICREPQ’10’). Granada, 23rd-25th March 2010.
I. Lőrincz – V. Nagy – I. Szénásy – Cs. Tóth-Nagy – Z. Varga: Electric vehicle design construction – Application of solar cells. Proceedings
of the 4th International conference on interdisciplinarity in education. Vilnius, May 2010. Page 21.
I. Szénásy: Improvement the energy storage with ultracapacitor in metro rail car by modeling and simulation. IEEE VPPC conference issue.
Harbin, 2008. Pages 134-139.
I. Szénásy: Improvement the Possibilities of Capacitive Energy Storage in Metro Railcar by Simulation. IEEE ICSET International Conference of Sustainable Energy Technologies conference issue. Singapore 24th-27th November 2008.
I. Szénásy: New Energy Management of Capacitive Energy Storage in Metro Railcar Simulation Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2009. Issue 1.
Pages 117-131.
I. Szénásy: New Management of Capacitive Energy Storage in Metro Railcar by Simulation. In the IEEE VPPC Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference issue. Dearborn, 7th-11th September 2009.
8. Network friendly electric energy supply
Keywords: electric energy supply, networks, active filters
A. Fehér – Z. Puklus: Definition and Measurement of Power Factor. Proceedings of the 8th International Symposium of Hungarian Researchers on Computational Intelligence and Informatics (CINTI ‘2007). (Budapest 15th-17th November 2007) Pages 623-632.
P. Scortaru, – D. V. Nicolae – M. Cernat – Z. Puklus: Reversible DC-to-DC Converter for a Dual Voltage Automotive System Using Zero
Voltage Switching Technique. 1th International Conference on Optimization of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (OPTIM 2008),
Volume 2/A (Brasov, 22nd-23rd May 2008) Pages 251-258.
B. Tóth – Z. Puklus – L. Hodossy: Introduction to Spice Simulation of Active Filters. Proceedings of the 4th International conference on
interdisciplinarity in education. (Vilnius, May 2010.)
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B. Tóth – Z. Puklus: Series Active Filters- Spice Simulation. Proceedings of the 11th International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Informatics (CINTI 2010). (Budapest 18th-20th November 2010) Pages 229-231.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. SIEMENS-METRO interlocking system
Summary of the project: The aim of the project from 2005 until 2010 was to reconstruct an interlocking system of METRO lines 2 and 4,
and to certify the technical safety of these systems. The department performed the analysis of the certification of eligibility and the control
of conformity for the safety criteria
Duration: 2005-2010
Project leader: Dr. Péter Keresztes CSc. university associate professor, keresztp@sze.hu
2. GOP-2007-112-MT F2.4
Summary of the project: The aim of the project between 2007-2010 was to research and develop microelectronic devices in mechanical
and electrical engineering. The department performed the development of applications of Web and GSM based PLC systems, control systems in robot technology, microcontrollers and delay-insensitive, low power logical circuits. In 2009, on behalf of VILL-KOR an exploratory-like study was performed on the integration of PLC systems into the Internet and mobile networks.
Duration: 2007-2010
Project leader: Dr. Péter Keresztes CSc. university associate professor, keresztp@sze.hu
3. HUNOROB 0045/NA/2006-2/ÖP-9
Summary of the project: The aim of the HUNOROB project was the research based innovation of robot technologies. The research was
performed between 2007-2010. The department performed the development of environmental sound and competitive robot technologies
within the framework of a Hungarian-Norwegian research cooperation.
Duration: 2007-2010
Project leader: Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, koczy@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. SIEMENS-METRO interlocking system
Duration: 2005-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: To analyse the eligibility certificate, to check the consistency of the defined security criteria.
Partners: Budapest Transport Ltd.
2. Further development of short-circuit fault location system
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Development of measurement software.
Partners: R-Traffic
3. The effects of high power electric locomotives on two-rail approach circuit systems
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Measurements and analysis.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: R-Traffic
4. Functional check and remote diagnostics of centralized control-points
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Elaboration of principles and algorithms.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: R-Traffic
5. The effects of high power electric locomotives on two-rail approach circuit systems and their components
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Design study
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: MÁV Inc.
6. Further development of short-circuit fault location system and its implementation in the Kiskunfélegyháza-Szeged section of line
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Design study
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: MÁV Inc.
7. Elaboration of the principals of dynamic overload protection based on temperature-dependent bearing power of catenary suspensions
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing a study.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: MÁV Inc.
8. Analysis of the continuous action assurance of MÁV Inc.’s telecommunication system
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing a study.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: MÁV Inc.
9. Development of implementation options of TEB operating rooms’ standardized entry system
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing a study.
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Partner company/institute: R-Traffic
Partners: MÁV Inc.
10. Revision of safety equipment instructions No. TB1
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Revision of the instruction.
Partners: GYESEV
11. Elaboration of the principles of functional check and remote diagnostics of centralized control-points, their physical circuit and their
evaluation/check-up algorithm
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Elaboration of design study.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic Ltd.
Partners: MÁV Inc.
12. Development and experimental implementation of data link requirement framework between electric locomotives’ board computers
and FET systems
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing a design study.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic Ltd.
Partners: MÁV Inc.
13. Thermovision control technolgy of electric switch heater devices
Type of Commission: Technical R&D
Duration: 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Preparing a design study.
Partner company/institute: R-Traffic Ltd.
Partners: MÁV Inc.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Fourth automation-department mini-conference
Aim of the conference: Review of the scientific activities of the department
Date of the conference: 3rd November 2010.
Number of Hungarian participants: 14

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
Head of department:
Dr. András Horváth CSc.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: horvatha@sze.hu
Telephone: (96) 503-465
Homepage: http://fizkem.sze.hu/

Members of the department (from left to right): Gábor Tóth PhD. student, Dr. Giczi Ferenc PhD. university associate professor, Miklós
Berta university assistant professor, Mrs. Nagy Dr. Andrea Szabó PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Eszter Gráczol-Fördős PhD.
university assistant professor, Dr. András Horváth CSc. university associate professor, Mrs. Zoltán Fülöp administrative manager, Gábor
Simon university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Dr. Ottó Zsebők PhD. university associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The Department of Physics was established in September 1998, and later the Department of Physics and Chemistry was established on 1st
January 2006. The main directions of the research, performed at the department are the following:
– nuclear physics and chemistry
– computational simulation of physical systems.
The research for nuclear physics-chemistry have been receiving subsidies as a research principal direction of the university since 2008.
Research areas within these are:
– diagnostics of fusion plasma
– chemistry of natural and artificial radioactive isotopes
– corrosion and decontamination processes of nuclear plants
The above-mentioned research are performed together with several national and foreign institutes. The short history of the department
can explain why the experimental part of the research are performed by the partners, and the planning, evaluation of measurements, and
theoretical research is performed at our university. The plasma discharge tube - implemented in 2009 - can be mentioned as an exception
that enables the development of measuring technology - connected to plasmas - at our department.
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In the field of computational simulation of physical systems, the main research area is fluid mechanics modelling that includes the examination of scientific and technical problems as well. Our main cooperating partner in this research is the Department of Mathematics and
Computational Sciences. The topic of genetic optimization is partly connected to that but it also appears as an independent research area.
Research topics performed with lower degree of intensity are the following: radio frequency identification and biometric identification.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Computational modelling of gas-flowing problems
Keywords: fluid mechanics, compressible, gas dynamics, simulation, numeric model
Zoltán, Horváth – András, Horváth: Numerical simulation of compressible fluids with moving boundaries: an effective method with applications = Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications: Proceedings of ENUMATH 2003. [Berlin]: Springer Verlag, 2004.
Pages 471-482.
Zoltán, Horváth – András, Horváth: Optimal shape design of Diesel intake ports with evolutionary algorithm. = Numerical Mathematics
and Advanced Applications: Proceedings of ENUMATH 2003. [Berlin]: Springer Verlag, 2004. Pages 459-470.
Zoltán, Horváth – András, Horváth: Application of CFD numerical simulation for intake port shape design of a diesel engine. = Journal of
Computational and Applied Mechanics, 2003. Issue 2. Pages 129-146.
András, Horváth – Udo, Ziegler: The influence of hydrogen molecules to the shock-cloud collisions. = Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1999.
Issue 349. Pages 595-604.
2. Genetic algorithms
Keywords: genetic algorithms, optimization
Ferenc Miklós, Hatwágner – András, Horváth: Error handling techniques of genetic algorithms in parallel computing environment. = Pollack Periodica, 2008. Issue 2. Pages 3-14.
Ferenc Miklós, Hatwágner – András, Horváth: The effect of network errors on genetic algorithms. = Pollack Periodica, 2007. Issue 2. Pages
3-12.
Zoltán, Horváth – András, Horváth: Optimal shape design of Diesel intake ports with evolutionary algorithm. = Numerical Mathematics
and Advanced Applications: Proceedings of ENUMATH 2003. [Berlin]: Springer Verlag, 2004. Pages 459-470.
3. Diagnostics of fusion plasma
Keywords: TOKAMAK, nuclear fusion, diagnostics, noise diagnostics, measurement, measurement procedure development
S., Zoletnik – G., Petravich – A., Bencze – Miklós, Berta – S., Fidler – McCormick, K. – J., Schweinzer: Two-dimensional density and density fluctuation diagnostic for the edge plasma in fusion devices. = Review of Scientific Instrument, 2005. Issue 7.
A., Bencze – Miklós, Berta – S., Zoletnik – J., Stöckel – J., Adámek – M., Hron: Observation of zonal flow-like structures using the autocorrelation-width technique: Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 2006. Pages 137-153.
Oost, G. Van – Miklós, Berta – Brotánková, Jana [et al.]: Joint experiments on small tokamaks: edge plasma studies on CASTOR. = Nuclear
Fusion, 2007.
4. Diagnostics of nuclear reactors
Keywords: nuclear reactors, noise diagnostics, neutron noise diagnostics
G., Pór – Miklós, Berta – Miklós, Csúvár: Measurement of the coolant flow rate using correlation of temperature fluctuations. = Progress
in Nuclear Energy, 2003. Issue 1.
Miklós, Berta – G., Pór: The effect of the matrix condition number on the estimate of core barrel motion. = Progress in Nuclear Energy,
1999. Issue 1.
5. Digital signal processing
Keywords: digital signal processing
Miklós, Berta – G., Pór: The effect of the matrix condition number on the estimate of core barrel motion. = Progress in Nuclear Energy,
1999. Issue 1.
A., Bencze – Miklós, Berta – S., Zoletnik – J., Stöckel – J., Adámek – M., Hron: Observation of zonal flow-like structures using the autocorrelation-width technique. = Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 2006. Pages 137-153.
6. Radio frequency and biometric identification
Keywords: radio frequency identification, biometric identification, logistics
Ottó, Zsebők – I., Hurtik: Connection of Personal Identification and Asset Tracking. = RFID Networking Forum, 2007. Page D4
Ottó, Zsebők – Zoltán Pólik – I., Hurtik: Biometric identification and UHF identification technology. [delivered at] the Safe Engineering
Professional Day (Budapest, Hotel Helia, 2009.)
Zoltán Pólik- Ottó, Zsebők – I., Hurtik: For the safety of logistics with RFID. Budapest: Hungarian Logistics Association: Hungarian Academy of Science, 2009
7. Environment Chemistry research:
Keywords: chemical examination, water, air, soil pollution
Mrs. Nagy Andrea Szabó – Gábor Simon – István Vass – József Erdős – Mrs. Reményi Ibolya Vadász: Investigation of the nitrogen species
of the Danube between Rajka and Komárom. = Hydrological Journal, 2011. Issue 2. Pages 61-64.
Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó – Gábor, Simon – István, Vass – József, Erdős – Mrs. Reményi, Ibolya Vadász: Hydrochemical investigation of
the nitrogen species of the Danube between Rajka and Komárom (1848-1766 rkm). [delivered at] the EMEC11 Conference (Portoroz,
Slovenia, 2010.)
8. Nuclear plant corrosion and contamination-decontamination researches
Keywords: nuclear plant, decontamination, corrosion, surface chemistry
Zoltán, Németh – Bernadett, Baja – Krisztián, Radó – Mrs. Horváth Emese, Deák – Kálmán, Varga – Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó –János,
Schunk – Gábor, Patek: Comparative study of the corrosion and surface chemical effects of the decontamination technologies. = Journal
of Radioanal. Nucl. Chem., 2010. Issue 3. Pages 815-821.
Bernadett, Baja – Kálmán, Varga – Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó – Zoltán, Németh – Péter, Kádár - Rezső, Oravecz - Zoltán, Homonnay - Ernő,
Kuzmann – János, Schunk – Gábor, Patek: Long term trends in the corrosion state and surface properties of the stainless steel tubes of
steam generators decontaminated chemically in VVER type nuclear reactors. = Corrosion Science, 2009. Issue 12. Pages 2831-2839.
Zoltán, Homonnay – Ágnes, Szilágyi – Ernő, Kuzmann – Kálmán, Varga – Zoltán, Németh – Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó – Krisztián, Radó
– János, Schunk – Péter, Tilky – Gábor, Patek: Corrosion study of heat exchanger tubes in pressurized water cooled nuclear reactors by
conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy. = Journal of Radioanal. Nucl. Chem., 2007. Pages 85-90.
Zoltán, Homonnay – Ernő, Kuzmann – Kálmán, Varga – Zoltán, Németh – Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó – Krisztián, Radó – Mrs. Kristóf, Éva
Makó – László, Kövér – István, Cserny – Dezső, Varga – János, Schunk – Péter, Tilky – Gábor, Patek – József, Tóth: Comprehensive investigation of the corrosion state of the heat exchanger tubes of steam generators II.: Chemical composition and structure of tube surfaces.
= Journal of Nucl. Mater, 2006. Pages 191-204.
Kálmán, Varga – Zoltán, Németh – Mrs. Nagy, Andrea Szabó – Krisztián, Radó – Dezső, Oravecz – Zoltán, Homonnay – János, Schunk
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– Péter, Tilky – Ferenc, Kőrösi: Comprehensive investigation of the corrosion state of the heat exchanger tubes of steam generators I.:
General corrosion state and morphology. = Journal of Nucl. Matter, 2006. Pages 181-190.
9. Protection against ionizing radiation
Keywords: ionizing radiation, radiation protection, dosimetry, patient dosimetry
Vano, Eliseo – Gallego, J.J. – Sándor, Pellet – Balázs, Nemes – Fernández, J.M. – Ferenc, Giczi – Sanchez, R.: Influence of the X-ray system
on patient doses in vascular radiology: results of a bicentric European study. = Congress of the Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiological Society of Europe: Book pages Abstracts (Lisbon, 2009.)
Ferenc, Giczi – Sándor, Pellet – McLean, Ian Donald – Meghzifene, Ahmed: Testing of the Implementation of the Code of Practice on
Dosimetry in X-ray Diagnostic Radiology. = Proceedings of IRPA 12, 12th International Congress of the International Radiation Protection Association (Buenos Aires, 19th-24th October 2008)
Tamás, Porubszky – Sándor, Pellet – Ferenc, Giczi – Tibor, Fekete: The X-ray Status Testing Laboratory. = First Central and Eastern European Workshop on Quality Control, Patient Dosimetry and Radiation Protection in Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and
Nuclear Medicine: Book of Abstracts (Budapest, 25th-28th April 2007)
Ferenc, Giczi – Sándor, Pellet – László, Ballay – Alfréda, Temesi – Annamária, Motoc – Tamás, Porubszky – Géza, Gáspárdy: Results of the
Hungarian National Patient Dose Assessment Programme, 1989-2007 = First Central and Eastern European Workshop on Quality Control, Patient Dosimetry and Radiation Protection in Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Nuclear Medicine: Book of Abstracts
(Budapest, 25th-28th April 2007)
10. Connection between electro-chemistry and electro-spray mass-spectromectry
Keywords: electro-chemistry, mass-spectrometry, oxidation, reduction
Van Berkel, GJ – V. Kertesz – Ford, MJ. – Granger, MC.: Efficient analyte oxidation in an electrospray ion source using a porous flowthrough electrode emitter. = Journal of the American society for mass spectrometry, 2004. Pages 1755-1766.
V. Kertesz – Van Berkel, G.J: Monitoring ionic adducts to elucidate reaction mechanisms: reduction of tetracyanoquinodimethane and
oxidation of triphenylamine investigated using on-line electrochemistry/electrospray mass spectrometry. = Journal of solid state electrochemistry, 2005. Pages 390-397.
V. Kertesz – Van Berkel, G.J – Granger, MC.: Study and application of a control led-potential electrochemistry: electrospray emitter for
electrospray mass spectrometry. = Analytical chemistry, 2005. Pages 4366-4373.
11. Surface examination mass-spectrometry methods
Keywords: mass-spectrometry, metabolysis, drug research, thin film chromatography
V. Kertesz – Van Berkel, G.J: Application of a Liquid Extraction Based Sealing Surface Sampling Probe for Mass Spectrometric Analysis of
Dried Blood Spots and Mouse Whole-Body Thin Tissue Sections. = Analytical chemistry, 2009. Pages 9146-9152.
Van Berkel. GJ. – Tomkins, BA. – Kertesz, V.: Thin-layer chromatography/desorption electrospray ionization mass spectrometry: Investigation of goldenseal alkaloids. = Analytical chemistry, 2007. Pages 2778-2789.
V., Kertesz – Van Berkel, GJ. – Vavrek, M. – Koeplinger, KA. – Schneider, BB. – Covey, TR.: Comparison of drug distribution images from
whole-body thin tissue sections obtained using desorption electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry and autoradiography. =
Analytical chemistry, 2008. Pages 5168-5177.
V., Kertesz – Van Berkel, GJ.: Fully automated liquid extraction-based surface sampling and ionization using a chip-based robotic nanoelectrospray platform. = Journal of mass spectrometry, 2010. Pages 252-260.
Van Berkel, G.J – V. Kertesz – Koeplinger, KA. – Vavrek, M. – Kong, ANT: Liquid microjunction surface sampling probe electrospray mass
spectrometry for detection of drugs and metabolites in thin tissue sections. = Journal of mass spectrometry, 2008. Pages 500-508.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Fusion research cooperation
Summary of the project: The research implemented as the result of the collection of several research projects - based on framework agreement - has been performed since 2001 at the department. One part of the research topic is basic research, a methodological type (theoretical
examination of physical processes within the plasma), and the other part is an applied engineering type that the department plays a leading
role in. The results of the research will be utilizable in the implementation of the “ITER” equipment, which is strongly financially supported
by the EU.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Basic and applied research, connected to fusion plasmas.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2006Type of participation in the project: participant
Project leader: Miklós Berta university assistant professor, bertam@sze.hu
Financed by: KFKI-RMKI
2. FUSENET
Summary of the project: The highlighted aim of the project between 2008-2012 is the implementation of the European fusion expert
education at university and doctoral levels. Within the financing of the European Committee (FP-7 framework programme) 39 European
research institutes and universities are cooperating with the aim of extensively spreading the knowledge connected to nuclear fusion, and
making new and high standard information available. The homepage of the project, the http://fusenet.eu is operating on the server, at our
university, in addition to a colleague of our department, maintenance is performed by two colleagues of the Department of Information
Technology.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Promotion of education of fusion experts
Type: R&D
Duration: 2008-2012
Project leader: Miklós Berta university assistant professor, bertam@sze.hu
Financed by: EU
3. Simulation and optimization
Summary of the project: The aim of the project that started in 2009 is the development of software, which has a large calculation demand,
and implementing the simulation of complex physical systems and solving optimization problems in connected areas. Based on fluid mechanics research, which has been successfully conducted for several years, the department helps with the implementation of the physical
model creation, programme planning, programming, and measuring data comparison. The research is performed in cooperation with the
Department of Mathematics and Computational Sciences.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Implementation of physical simulations that have a large calculation demand, in conjunction with the organization of an international research group
Type: basic research
Duration: 2009Type of participation in the project: participant
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Project leader: Dr. András Horváth CSc. university associate professor, horvatha@sze.hu
Financed by: EU & ministerial tender
4. Optimization of radiation exposure of patients and personnel
Summary of the project: For several years the department participates in research that examines what kind of radiation exposure are
caused by the different kinds of medical examinations, using ionizing radiation, with special regards to intervention radiology and the
application of CT equipment. The aim of the research is the exact survey of the source of the exposure, then the reduction of radiation
exposure while keeping the image quality. The research is performed through an intensive national and international cooperation.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: to improve the processes developed for the characterization of x-ray equipment applied in intervention radiology, and to optimize interventions for the reduction of unjustified radiation exposure
Type: basic research
Duration: 2009Type of participation in the project: participant
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Giczi PhD. university associate professor, giczif@sze.hu
Financed by: OSSKI
5. Study of the connections of radioactive contamination/decontamination and corrosion/corrosion-prevention
Summary of the project: The increasing the service-life of the reactor blocks at Paks Nuclear Power Plant Inc. is in progress. It is the common interest of the society and the operator that the blocks operate for the longest possible time with the highest possible safety. From the
aspect of the operation of the reactors the primary cooling circle is determinant, where the connections of contamination/decontamination
and corrosion/corrosion-prevention have to be explored fully. Within the framework of the research work, the status-assessment and the
development of new chemical decontamination technologies have significant importance.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Examination of contamination-decontamination and corrosion processes taking place
in the primary cooling circle of the nuclear plant.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2006–
Type of participation in the project: participant
Project leader: Mrs. Nagy Dr. Andrea Szabó PhD. university associate professor, nszaboa@sze.hu
Financed by: Pannon University

DEPARTMENT OF MECHATRONICS AND MACHINE DESIGN
Head of department:
Dr. Péter Horváth PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: horvathp@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 506-493
Homepage: http://mgt.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Péter Triesz university assistant professor, Mrs. Rábl Zsuzsanna Surányi secretary, Dávid
Törőcsik university teaching assistant, Mrs. Gábor Kovács university assistant professor, Dr. habil György Bukoveczky PhD. university associate professor, Zsolt Bider university teaching assistant, Dr. Tibor Balogh PhD. university associate professor, Mrs. Menyhárt Melinda
Baracskai university teaching assistant, Dr. Péter Horváth PhD. university associate professor, Péter Szalai university teaching assistant,
Attila Nagy department engineer, Dr. Péter Rácz PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. habil Győző Molnárka PhD. university associate
professor, Dr. Béla Író associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The legal predecessor of the department, the Department of General Engineering was established in 1974. It has been using its current
name since 2007 - since the separation of the Department of Applied Mechanics. The department studies the mechatronics, machine design
and heat-and fluid mechanics areas of science. The department is concerned with the research of the application of electro-active polymers,
mechanical engineering measurements (force, tension, displacement), service life examination of roller bearings, examination of bolted
joints, interference phenomena in rotors, active control of cutting forces, modelling of agricultural mechanics and connected heat- and
fluid mechanics problems.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Research of applications of electro-active polymers
A. Nagy: Aktív rezgéscsökkentés elektroaktív polimer aktuátorral (Active vibration reduction with electro-active polymer actuator). [delivered at] MACh-Tech 2011 – 10. International Mechanical engineering- and Welding technological Professional Exhibition. Budapest,
17th-20th May 2011.
2. Image processing
3. Development of (optical) sensors
P. Horváth: Development of an angular optosensor. = Proceedings of the fifth conference on mechanical engineering. (Budapest, 2006.) in
CD-format
P. Horvath – A. Nagy: Determination of DC micro-motor characteristics by electrical measurements. = Proceedings of Mechatronics 2007
Conference. (Warsaw, 2007.) Pages 278-282.
P. Horvath – A. Nagy: Optical torque sensor development. = Proceedings of Mechatronics 2009 Conference. (Luhacovice, 2009.) Pages 52-56.
P. Horváth: Az optokapu néhány méréstechnikai alkalmazása a mechatronikai képzésben (Some measuring technology application of the
opto-gate in the mechatronics training). = Gép, 2006 Issue 4. Pages 3-5.
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4. Service life examination of roller bearings
P. Horváth: Kúpgörgős csapágyak optimális előfeszítése (Optimal bias of taper roller bearings). = Gép, 2008. 10-11 copy Pages 52-55.
5. Theoretical and experimental examination of bolted joint
6. Modelling of connected heat- and fluid mechanics problems
7. Butt on occurrences in rotors
Cs. Hős – P. Triesz – T. Nyers: An Fsi Study on The Dynamic Behaviour of Planar Journal Bearings. = Proceedings of Conference on Modelling Fluid Flow (CMFF ’09), The 14th International Conference on Fluid Flow Technologies. Budapest, 9th-12th September 2009.
P. Triesz: Rotorok csapágyazásainak felütközés okozta rezgései (Vibrations of bearings of rotors, caused by butt on). [delivered at] the 23rd
National Seminar of Machine Designers and Product developers. Miskolc 15th-17th November 2007.
P. Triesz: Stability Analysis of the Rubbing Phenomenon with Gyroscopic Effect. = Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on
Rotordynamics, IFToMM. (Vienna, 25th-28th September 2006) in CD-format.
P. Triesz: A felütközéses jelenség stabilitásvizsgálata a rotordinamikában, a giroszkópikus hatás figyelembevételével (Stability examination
of butt on occurrences in rotor dynamics, by considering the gyroscopic effect). = Gép, 2006. Pages 30-34.
P. Triesz: The Rubbing Phenomenon under the Influence of Gyroscopic Effect. = Proceedings of the MicroCAD 2008 International Scientific Conference. (Miskolc, 20th March 2008) Pages 101-106.
8. Active reduction of cutting forces with regulation
P. Szalai – I. Mészáros: Dynamic analysis of new, ultrasonic frequency machine tool. = Mechanics, 2010.
9. I Tribological examination of dry trailing
T. Balogh – A. Eleőd: A kopás megindulásának vizsgálata és modellezési lehetőségei száraz súrlódás esetén (Examination and modelling
possibilities of the beginning of wear in case of dry trailing). = Gép, 2006. Issue 4. Pages 8-22.
T. Balogh – A. Eleőd: Fracture criteria of macro-, micro- and nano-scale for numerical simulation of the particle detachment. = Proceedings 7th International Conference on Tribology (ed. by M. Kozma). (Budapest, 4th-5th September 2000) Pages 363-366.
T. Balogh: A kopás megindulásának kísérleti és numerikus vizsgálata száraz súrlódásnál (Experimental and numeric examination of wear
in the case of dry trailing). = Gép, 2001. Issue 12. Pages 35-40.
A. Eleőd – J. Devecz – T. Balogh: Numerical modelling of the Mechanical Process of Particle Detachment by Finite Element Method. =
Periodica Polytechnica Series Transportation Engineering, 2000. Issue 1-2. Pages 77-90.
A. Eleőd – T. Törköly – T. Balogh: Experimental and Numerical Investigations to Predict the Wear Resistance of Diamond Like Carbon
Coating. = 13th International Colloquium Tribology, Lubricants, Materials and Lubrication Engineering. (Stuttgart, 15th-17th January
2002) Pages 671-678.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Research of industrial utilization possibilities of electro-active polymers (ENTALSZE)
Summary of the project: In the project between 2009-2011 the department deals with literary research, exchange of experience, simulation
and measurement tasks.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: creating a prototype actuator and a sensor, reproduction of the results of others
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. habil Győző Molnárka PhD. university associate professor, molnarka@sze.hu
Financed by: West-Transdanubian Regional Development Agency Nonprofit Ltd.

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Head of department:
Dr. József Sziray CSc.
university associate professor
From 1st September 2010
Dr. Pozna Claudiu Radu PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: pozna@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 503-463
http://ivi.sze.hu/main.php?szervegys=in
Members of the department (from left to right): Norbert Varjasi senior lecturer, Dr. Jenő Kiss assistant lecturer, Péter Bauer assistant lecturer, Dr. János Kovács PhD. associate professor, Géza Gaul senior lecturer, Tamás Heckenast senior lecturer, Mrs. Gizella Bőhm Machinek
administrator, Ferenc Miklós Hatwágner senior lecturer, Dr. Béla Csonka senior lecturer, Dr. Attila Jámbor senior lecturer, Dr. József Sziray
CSc. associate professor, Dr. Éva Égert Molnár senior lecturer, Csaba Molnár (no longer at the department), Dr. Ferenc Erdős PhD. associate
professor, Richárd Galli assistant lecturer, Ágnes Varga senior lecturer
Not included in the picture: Dr. Balázs Benyó CSc. associate professor (no longer at the department), Prof. Dr. András Edelmayer DSc.
research professor, Dr. József Harangozó CSc. associate professor, Zsolt Horváth engineer, Prof. Dr. László Keviczky, member of the Hungarian Academy of Science, full professor, Katalin Kovács senior lecturer, Gabriella Orbán senior lecturer, Dr. Pozna Claudiu Radu PhD.
university associate professor, Dr. Mária Raffai PhD. professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department, which was established in 1990, belongs to the Institute of IT, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. Its main activity is
the education of BSc and MSc students of the IT Engineer programme of the university. Its basic education orientation appears in the field
of development, application and organization of complex IT systems. In addition to this, the introductory IT subjects, such as Softwaretechnology, Computer architecture, Operating systems, Computer networks are also included in their profile. The intensive education of
software-verification and software-testing – which is only taught at Széchenyi István University in the country – was also introduced by the
department. The department participates in the doctoral training at the university.
The research & development activities and publications of the department include the following areas of science:
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• organization of computational information systems, and research of the recurring trends;
• Business Process Reengineering - BPR;
• scientific research of management algorithms of different corporate ventures and branches;
• software development quality assurance;
• safety-critical computer systems;
• software verification and validation, and software-testing;
• object oriented development technologies;
• computer-aided software development (CASE);
• electronic data interchange (EDI) and E-business;
• data security of network systems;
• internet development technologies.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Development of real-time software systems
J. Sziray: Test Calculation for Logic and Timing Faults. = In the IEEE International Workshop on RTL and High level testing (WRTLT2004) conference publication. (Osaka, 2005.) Pages 45-50.
J. Sziray: A Test Model for Hardware and Software Development. = In the IEEE International Conference on Dependable Systems and
Networks conference publication. (Anchorage, 2008.) Pages 58-59.
2. Functional verification of safety-critical computer systems
B. Benyó – T. Héray – G. Kallós – P. Keresztes – A. Pataricza – G. Rózsa – M. Szijártó – J. Sziray: Vasúti biztonságkritikus rendszerek verifikációja és validációja (Verification and validation of railway safety-critical systems). = Vezetékek világa, 2000. Issue 3. Pages 15-19.
J. Sziray: Szoftver rendszerek tesztelési modellje (Testing model of software systems). = Híradástechnika, 2005. Issue 4. Pages 2-7.
J. Sziray: Verification and Validation of Software Systems. = In the IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering Research and
Practice (SERP-06) conference publication. (Las Vegas, 2006) Pages 145-150.
J. Sziray: Verification and Validation pages Hardware and Software Systems. = In the “Control science and info-communication” conference
publication. Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2005 Pages 55-68.
3. Medical-genetics diagnostics
B. Benyó – Z. Benyó, jr. – Z. Benyó – P. Somogyi – B. Paláncz: Classification of Cerebral Flood Flow Oscillation using SVM classifiers with
different kernels. = Intelligent Systems at the Service of Mankind. Books Germany, 2005.
Z. Benyó – B. Benyó – L. Kovács – Gy. Várallyay – L. Török – A. Reiss: Diagnostic-purpose Research of Biological Signals. = In the 4th
Slovakian-Hungarian Joint Symposium on applied Machine Intelligence conference publication. (Herlany, 2006) Pages 98-106.
J. C. Biro – Z. Benyó – C. Sansom – B. Benyó: In Search of the Nature of Specific Nucleic Acid - Protein Interactions. = Acta Physiologica
Hungarica, 2005. Pages 10.
A. György – L. Kovács – T. Haidegger – B. Benyó: Investigating a novel model of human blood glucose system at molecular levels from
control theory point of view. = Acta universitatis sapientiae-electrical and mechanical engineering, 2009. Issue 1. Pages 77-92.
T. Haidegger – L. Kovács – B. Benyó – Z. Benyó: Industrial Concepts Applied to Surgical Robotics. = In the 9th International Conference
on Modern Technologies in Manufacturing conference publication. (Cluj, 8th-10th October 2009) Pages 115-118.
4. Implementation of marketable communication and information services, based on ENUM procedure
B. Benyó – F. M. Hatwágner – T. Heckenast – K. Kovács – Á. Varga – N. Varjasi: Design and Implementation of Enum-Based Services =
Journal of Universal Computer Science, 2006. Pages 1128-1138.
B. Benyó – F. M. Hatwágner – T. Heckenast – K. Kovács – Á. Varga – N. Varjasi: ENUM eljárásra alapuló szolgáltatások megvalósítása (Implementation of services, based on ENUM procedure). [delivered at] the Informatics in Higher education 2005 conference. Debrecen,
2005.
B. Benyó – F. M. Hatwágner – T. Heckenast – K. Kovács – Á. Varga – N. Varjasi: Novel Communication Services Based on ENUM Technology. [delivered at] the INES 2005, 9th IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Engineering Systems conference. (Greece, 2005.)
Pages 217-220.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Development of real-time software systems (application of Real Time Java language)
Summary of the project: The main aim of the research performed between 2008-2010 was the development of real-time embedded systems.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To develop real-time embedded systems.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2008-2010
Project leader: Dr. József Sziray CSc. university associate professor, sziray@sze.hu
2. Functional verification of safety-critical computer systems
Summary of the project: The research that started in 1998 is also in progress today at the department. Its aim is to test, verify and validate
the safety-critical software systems, and to computationally plan the malfunction tests of hardware systems.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To test, verify and validate the safety-critical software systems, to computationally plan
the malfunction tests of hardware systems.
Duration: 1998Project leader: Dr. József Sziray CSc. university associate professor, sziray@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Development of real-time software systems (application of Real Time Java language) Thomas Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, New York State IBM Innovation Award
Duration: 2008-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Developing real-time Java; following Real Time Specification for Java (RTSJ); performing
parallel programming, scheduling and synchronization.
Partners: IBM Hungary Ltd.
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DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOTIVE AND RAILWAY ENGINEERING
Head of department:
Dr. Vince Nagy CSc.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: marosne@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 503-495
Homepage: http://rs1.sze.hu/KV

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Zoltán Varga university associate professor, Ferenc Szauter university teaching assistant, József Polák department engineer, Péter Beke university assistant professor, Ádám Titrik university teaching assistant, Zoltán Csintalan university assistant professor, Dr. István Lakatos PhD. university associate professor, Mrs. Horváth Erzsébet Verebélyi administration
employee, László Veres department engineer, Dr. László Bozóky associate professor, Imre Hegedűs technical employee, Dr. Béla Döme
university assistant professor, Dr. Lajos Kugler research worker, Illés Lőrincz university teaching assistant, Dr. Vince Nagy CSc. university
associate professor
Not included in the picture: Nagy-György Péter administrator-expert, Orbán Tamás department engineer

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The history of the department dates back to the foundation of Telecommunications Polytechnic. The Department of Automotive and
Railway Engineering deals with education and scientific research of topics connected to the operation and maintenance of cars and railmounted vehicles. The specialization includes laboratory and operating processes and transport authority requirements of vehicle structures, internal combustion engines, vehicle diagnostics- and examinations, vehicle electricity and electronics, vehicle informatics, transport
safety and qualification of vehicles, maintenance-reparation and servicing technologies.
The department participates in the education of mechanical-, transport- and mechatronics engineering, in addition to the technical vocational trainer and technical manager bachelor programme and the vehicle engineering and logistics engineering masters programmes.
Laboratories, operated by the department: Vehicle Structures, Rolling Stock Maintenance, Vehicle Diagnostics, Vehicle Electricity and
Electronics, Public Road Brake Systems, and Railway Vehicles.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Dynamics and driving dynamics of Automotive and Railway Engineering
A. Antal – Z. Varga – F. Szauter – J. Polák: Jármű menetdinamikai kísérleti vizsgálata (Experimental examination of the driving dynamic of
a vehicle). = In the IFFK conference publication. (Budapest, 3rd-5th September 2008) in CD-format.
Z. Varga – F. Szauter: The information content of the automatic gearboxes of buses of the vehicle during an operation. = In the 8th Youth
Symposium on Experimental Solid Mechanics conference issue. (Győr, 20th-23rd May 2009) in CD-format.
Z. Varga – F. Szauter: The Information Content of the Automatic Gearboxes. = FISITA World Automotive Student Congress conference
publication. (Budapest, 30th May - 4th June 2010) in CD-format.
2. In-depth analysis of road accidents
A. Antal – Z. Varga – F. Szauter: Közúti közlekedésbiztonsági mérések és eredmények (Measurements and results of public road transport
safety). = In the “Intelligent car” conference publication. Győr 17th October 2008.
F. Szauter – I. Kalincsák: Tehergépjárművek haladási folyamatának sávigény elemzése körforgalmakban és körgeometriás csomópontokban
(Lane-demand analysis of trucks’ travel process in roundabouts and junctions of circular geometric design). = published at the Conference on International Transport Safety (Győr, 26th April 2010) in CD-format.
3. Development of rolling stock maintenance strategy
BKV VSZ Kft. szakosított álláshelyeinek fejlesztése (Development of specialized positions at BKV VSZ Ltd). (Research report) 2002. Page
163.
Karbantartási és felújítási költségkeretek elosztási módszere (Distribution method of maintenance and renovation expenditures). (Research
report) 2002. Pages 35.
Autóbuszok karbantartási rendszerének optimalizálása (Optimization of maintenance system of autobuses). (Research report) 2004.
4. Development of rolling stock and subassemblies among laboratory and field conditions
Ipari csuklós járművek hajtásrendszeréből származó rezgések vizsgálata (Examination of oscillations originating from industrial articulated
vehicles’ driver-system). (Research report) 2003. Page 46.
MFAV kocsiszekrények élettartam növelése (Service-life enhance of MFAV vehicle body-shells). (Research report) 2002. Page 144.
V. Nagy – L. Bozóky – L. Kiss – F. Szauter: The improvement of the electronic locomotive log of railway vehicles. = In the 17th OGÉT conference publication. (Baia Mare, 22nd - 25th April) Pages 237-240.
F. Szauter – V. Nagy – L. Bozóky – B. Döme: Decrease of abnormal wheel wear in an electric railway engine. = In the 15th OGÉT conference
publication. (Cluj-Napoca, 26th-29th April 2007) Pages 352-355.
5. Application of renewable energies in vehicles
I. Lőrincz: Design & construction of solar cell driven electric vehicle. = Proceedings of 8th Youth Symposium on Experimental Solid Mechanics. (Győr, 20th - 23rd May 2009).
I. Lőrincz – V. Nagy – I. Szénásy: Electric vehicle’s design & construction with solar cells. [delivered at] the 4th International conference on
interdisciplinarity in education (ICIE’ 09) conference. (Vilnius, 21st - 22nd May 2009).
I. Lőrincz – V. Nagy – I. Szénásy – Z. Varga: Energiatakarékos, károsanyag kibocsátás nélküli városi jármű fejlesztése (Development of an
energy-saving, zero emission vehicle). = In the IFFK conference publication. (Budapest, 3rd - 5th September 2009) in CD-format.
I. Lőrincz: Napelem valós használhatósága a fenntartható közlekedésben (Applicability of the solar cell in sustainable transport). = Sustainability – In the Automotive Industry Hungary 2010 conference publication.
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Z. Varga – F. Szauter – V. Nagy: Alternatív, környezetbarát közlekedési rendszer megvalósíthatósága (Feasibility of alternative, environment-friendly transport system). = In the IFFK conference publication. (Budapest, 3rd - 5th September 2009) in CD-format.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Development and introduction of a modular platform, suitable for the analysis of Hungarian large vehicle accidents
Summary of the project: The aim of the research, lasting from 2009 until 2011, is to develop an accident analysis literary research and
processing software. The department participated in the project with literary research and the development of algorithms.
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. Vince Nagy CSc. university associate professor, marosne@sze.hu
2. Development of the sample system model
Summary of the project: The basic aim of the research, lasting from 2006 until 2010, was to develop a strategic purpose vehicle plant sample system model. The department will prepare a research report on the project.
Duration: 2006-2010
Project leader: Dr. Vince Nagy CSc. university associate professor, marosne@sze.hu
3. Adding the developed sample system model in plans
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, lasting from 2008 until 2010, was to add the developed sample system model with the
vehicle plant specifications in plans. The department will prepare a research report on the project.
Duration: 2008-2010
Project leader: Dr. Vince Nagy CSc. university associate professor, marosne@sze.hu
4. Development of wearing wheel profile in road and railway service
Summary of the project: In the course of the research, which has been running continuously since 2003, the aim has been to reduce the
wearing of wheels and rails and to increase safety against derailment. The department will prepare a research report on the project.
Duration: 2003Project leader: Dr. Vince Nagy CSc. university associate professor, marosne@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Development and introduction of a modular platform, suitable for the analysis of Hungarian large vehicle accidents
Duration: 2009-2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Literary research, development of algorithms
Partners: e-Grade Ltd., Prof-e Ltd., Accident Research- and Analytical Nonprofit Ltd., Hungarian Road Transport Association (MKFE)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES
Head of department:
Dr. Zoltán Horváth PhD.
college professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: horvathz@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-647
Homepage: http://math.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. László Környei PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Tamás Hetényi PhD. administrator-expert, Arnold Fehérvári department engineer, Pál Pusztai university assistant professor, Mrs. Simon Klára Szabó university assistant professor, Dávid Fülep university teaching assistant, Mária Marek administrative manager, Dr. Gábor Kallós PhD. university associate
professor, Dr. Zoltán Horváth college professor, Antal Lukács university assistant professor, Dr. Mrs. László Marton university assistant
professor, Prof. Dr. Csaba Gáspár DSc. university professor, Dr. Edit Mária Molnárka-Miletics university assistant professor, Tamás Hajba
university assistant professor, Gábor Horváth university assistant professor, Antal Pukler university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: László Ács university assistant professor, Dr. Árpád György Csík PhD. university associate professor, Dr.
István Harmati PhD. university associate professor, Tamás Horváth university teaching assistant, Melinda Krankovits university teaching
assistant, Dr. Abdelhakim Lotfi PhD. university associate professor, Krisztina Szalay university assistant professor, Dr. Miklós Szörényi associate professor, Dr. Gábor Takács PhD. university assistant professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department has existed since the foundation of Telecommunications Polytechnic. It has been operating in its current form since 2004.
The research performed at the Department of Mathematics and Computational Sciences are generally organized based on real industrial
and applied interdisciplinary scientific topics. After the development a significant part of the achieved results will be applied in practice and
published in international professional journals. It is an important effort of the department to adopt its research and application results to
the education.
Main fields of research:
• Mathematical modelling and analysis of industrial processes
• Numerical solutions and qualitative analysis of differential and integral equations
• Development and application of the numerical methods for solving engineering problems
• Research of finite element methods (FEM)
• Development of finite volume methods, flow calculation methods (CFD)
• Computational simulations. Industrial application of FEM and CFD methods
• Parallel numerical algorithms, high performance computations (HPC)
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• Data mining and collaborative filtering
• Computational simulation of road networks and examination of safety-critical roads
• Mathematical bases of operation research
• Non-linear and global optimization
• Automated optimization for complex simulations, CAD-based shape-optimization
• Optimization of production scheduling
• Computer algebra, fractal geometry

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Modelling of industrial and economical tasks: model creation and problem solving. Industrial simulations.
Keywords: mathematical modelling; industrial mathematics, industrial simulations
Cs. Gáspár – T. Hajba – A. Horváth – Z. Horváth – L. Abdelhakim – E. Miletics – Gy. Molnárka: SF6-megszakítók matematikai modelljei
és számítógépes megoldási algoritmusok (Mathematical models of SF6-breakers and computational solution algorithms). (Research
report) 2004. Page 61.
R. Horváth-Bokor – Z. Horváth – G. Takács: Kockázatelemzés logisztikus regresszióval nagy adathalmazokon (Risk analysis with logistic
regression on large data sets). [delivered at a] the 28th Hungarian Operational Research Conference, 2009.
A. Horváth – Z. Horváth: Optimal shape design of Diesel intake ports with evolutionary algorithm. = Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications (ENUMATH 2003). (Prague, 2004.) Pages 459-470.
Z. Horváth – T. Morauszki – P. Závori: Flow computation around the external car mirror with noise and contamination calculation. (Research report) 2006
Gy. Molnárka – Cs. Gáspár – A. Horváth – Z. Horváth – L. Abdelhakim: Nagyfeszültségű árammegszakítók számítógépes modellezése
(Computational modelling of high-voltage circuit-breakers). = Gép, 2006. Issue 4. Pages 23-26.
2. Numeric methods, numerical solution and qualitative analysis of differential equations
Keywords: differential equations, numeric methods, dynamical systems
C. Grossmann – Z. Horváth: Construction of two-sided bounds for initial-boundary value problems. = Applied Numerical Mathematics,
2002. Pages 177-187.
Z. Horváth: Invariant cones and polyhedra for dynamical systems. = Proceedings of International Conference in Memoriam Gyula Farkas.
(Cluj, 23rd-26th August 2005)
Z. Horváth: Monotonicity of Dynamical Systems and their Discretizations’. = Proceedings of Conference on Difference Equations, Special
Functions and Applications. (Munich, 25th-30th July 2005)
Z. Horváth: On the positivity step size threshold of Runge-Kutta methods. = Applied Numerical Mathematics, 2005. Issue 2-4 Pages 341-356.
3. Finite element methods (FEM): research, development and industrial application of numerical methods. Equations, numerical methods of continuum-mechanics.
Keywords: finite element methods, continuum mechanics
L. Abdelhakim: A Preconditioned Domain Decomposition Algorithm for Contact Problem. 2007.
L. Abdelhakim: Domain decomposition method with an interface preconditioner for frictionless contact problem. = Numerical analysis
and applied mathematics, 2008, Issue 1048.
L. Abdelhakim – Gy. Molnárka: Solving Contact Problems Using the Domain Decomposition Method with an Interface Preconditioner. =
Proceedings of the 6th International Conference of Engineering Computational Technology. (Athens, 2nd-5th September 2008)
L. Abdelhakim – Gy. Molnárka: The Method of Asymptotic Expansion for Plate problem in the Linear Theory of Viscoelasticity. = Zeitschrift
für Angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, 2000. Pages 391-393.
4. Development and industrial application of fluid mechanics methods (CFD)
Keywords: numeric fluid mechanics (CFD)
A. Horváth – Z. Horváth: Numerical simulation of compressible fluid flow in 3D domains with translating boundaries. = Proceedings in
Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, Pages 2004. 422-423.
A. Horváth – Z. Horváth: Numerical simulation of compressible fluids with moving boundaries: an effective method with applications. =
Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications (ENUMATH 2003) Pages 471-482.
5. Meshfree methods, interpolation techniques, margin-integral equation methods (BEM)
Keywords: methods without web, interpolation techniques, margin-integral equation methods (BEM)
Cs. Gáspár: A Meshless Boundary Interpolation Technique for Solving the Stokes Equations. = Advances In Boundary Element Techniques
(edited by Ch Zhang, M. H. Aliabadi, M. Schanz) (Berlin, 12th-14th July 2010) Pages 184-189.
Cs. Gáspár: A multi-level regularized version of the method of fundamental solutions. = The Method of Fundamental Solutions – A Meshless Method (edited by Chen C. S., A. Karageorghis, Y. S. Smyrlis). Springer, 2008. Pages 145-164.
Cs. Gáspár: Meshfree Vectorial Interpolation Based on the Generalized Stokes Problem. = Meshfree Methods for Partial Differential Equations V. (edited by Michael Griebel, Marc Alexander Schweitzer) Berlin: (Herlany, 2011) Pages 65-80.
Cs. Gáspár: Multi-level meshless methods based on direct multi-elliptic interpolation. = Journal of computational and applied mathematics, 2009. Issue 2. Pages 259-267.
Cs. Gáspár: Several meshless solution techniques for the Stokes flow equations. = Progress on Meshless Methods. (edited by A. J. M. Ferreira [et al.]) Berlin: Springer, 2009. Pages 141-158.
6. Theory and application of operational research. Non-linear and global optimization Optimization of production systems.
Keywords: applications of operational research, optimization of production systems, non-linear and global optimization.
T. Hajba: A másodrendű differenciálegyenlettel modellezett optimalizálók megengedett paramétereinek elemzése (Analysis of allowable
parameters of optimizers modelled by second order differencial equations). = Alkalmazott Matematikai Lapok, 2008. Issue 25. 61-79.
R. Horváth-Bokor – Z. Horváth – G. Takács: Kockázatelemzés logisztikus regresszióval nagy adathalmazokon (Risk analysis with logistic
regression on large data sets). [delivered at a] the 28th Hungarian Operational Research Conference, 2009. (Balatonőszöd, 8th-10th June
2009)
L. Kálmán – P. Pusztai: A mohó halmazlefogási heurisztika alkalmazása az elektronikus díjszedési rendszer tervezéséhez (Application of
eager set holding heuristics for design of electronic fee paying). = Közlekedésépítési szemle, 2009. Issue 2. Pages 29-33.
P. Pusztai: An application of the greedy heuristic of set cover to traffic checks. = Central European Journal of Operations Research, 2008.
Issue 4. Pages 407-414.
7. Parallel numerical algorithms. High-performance calculations (HPC).
Keywords: parallel numeric algorithms, HPC
G. Takács – Z. Horváth – G. Veres: Fast tomographic reconstruction on parallel hardware = Abstracts of the 8th International Conference
on Numerical Analysis and Applied Mathematics (ICNAAM 2010). (Rhodes, 19th-25th September 2010)
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8. Automated optimization for complex simulations
Keywords: automated optimization, complex simulations
Z. Horváth – T. Morauszki – K. Tóth: Automated CAD-based CFD-Optimization and Applications in Diesel Engine Design. = Proceedings
of 3rd European Automative CFD conference. (Frankfurt, 5th-6th July 2007)
Z. Horváth – T. Morauszki – K. Tóth: CAD-based optimization and applications in automotive engineering. = Proceedings of 3rd European
Automative CFD conference. (Frankfurt, 5th-6th July 2007)
Gy. Molnárka – Cs. Gáspár – A. Horváth – Z. Horváth – L. Abdelhakim: Nagyfeszültségű árammegszakítók számítógépes modellezése
(Computational modelling of high-voltage circuit-breakers). = Gép, 2006. Issue 4. Pages 23-26.
9. Data mining. Collaborative filtering. Recommendation systems.
Keywords: data mining, collaborative filtering, recommendation systems
G. Takács – I. Pilászy – B. Németh – D. Tikk: Investigation of various matrix factorization methods for large recommender systems. = Proceedings of the 2nd KDD Workshop on Large Scale Recommender Systems and the Netflix Prize Competition. (Las Vegas, 2008.)
G. Takács – I. Pilászy – B. Németh – D. Tikk: Major components of the Gravity Recommendation System, ACM SIGKDD. = Explorations
Newsletter, 2007. Issue 2. Pages 80-83.
G. Takács – I. Pilászy – B. Németh – D. Tikk: Matrix factorization and neighbour based algorithms for the Netflix Prize problem. = Proceedings of the 2008 ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RECSYS ’08). (Lausanne, 2008.) Pages 267-274.
G. Takács – I. Pilászy – B. Németh – D. Tikk: On the Gravity Recommendation System. = Proceedings of the of the KDD Cup and Workshop 2007 (KDD 2007). (San Jose, 2007.) Pages 22-30.
G. Takács – I. Pilászy – B. Németh – D. Tikk: Scalable collaborative filtering approaches for large recommender systems. = Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2009. Pages 623-656.
10. Digital holography
F. Gyímesi – Z. Füzessy – V. Borbély – B. Ráczkevi – Gy. Molnár – A. Czitrovszky – A. Nagy – Gy. Molnárka – A. Lotfi – I. Harmati – D.
Szigethy: Half-magnitude extensions of resolution and field of view in digital holography by scanning and magnification. = Applied
Optics, 2009. Issue 31. Pages 6026-6034.
A. Lotfi: Computer Genereted Hologram, ICNAAM. = Proceedings of International Conference on Numerical Analysis and Applied Mathematics. (Crete, 2006.) Pages 203-207.
A. Lotfi: Numerical Method for Computer Generated Hologram. = Numerical analysis and applied mathematics, 2007. Pages 351-355.
A. Lotfi – Gy. Molnárka: Háromdimenziós hologram-bevitele és rekonstrukciója párhuzamos és dönthető síkok esetében (3D hologram
input and reconstruction in case of parallel and inclinable planes). (Research report) 2007.
Gy. Molnárka – A. Lotfi – A. Nagy – I. Harmati: Elrendezés és Eljárás hologramok digitális feldolgozására (Arrangement and Procedure for
digital hologram processing) (Corporate patent of Budapest Technical University and Széchenyi István University) 2006.
11. Fuzzy methods and their application
R. Fullér – I. Harmati – J. Mezei – P. Várlaki: On Possibilistic Correlation Coefficient and Ratio for Fuzzy Numbers. = Recent Researches in
Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Engineering & Data Bases: 10th WSEAS International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Engineering and Data Bases. (Cambridge, 20th-22nd February 2011.) Pages 263-268.
R. Fullér – I. Harmati – P. Várlaki: On Possibilistic Correlation Coefficient and Ratio for Triangular Fuzzy Numbers with Multiplicative
Joint Distribution. = Proceedings of the Eleventh IEEE International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Informatics (CINTI
2010). (Budapest, 2010.) Pages 103-108.
I. Harmati: A note on f-weighted possibilistic correlation for identical marginal possibility distributions. = Fuzzy Sets and Systems, 2011.
Issue 1. Pages 106-110.
I. Harmati – A. Rövid – P. Várlaki: LPV type model of deformational force in vehicle collisions. = Procedings of the IEEE 7th International
Conference on Computational Cybernetics. (Palma de Mallorca, 26th-29th November 2009) Pages 103-108.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Simulation and optimization (TÁMOP 4.2.2)
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, between 2009-2011, is to perform basic research for the development of simulations, based
on fast, modern hardware for complex physical and production systems. The task of the department includes the development of parallel
programming methodologies and preparing simulations - based on the methodologies - with its own codes, mathematical modelling of
physical processes, and numerical analysis of mathematical models.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Aim of the project is to carry out basic research, which through their further development could provide solutions for several industrial tasks, especially within vehicle-industry.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Horváth PhD. college professor, horvathz@sze.hu
Financed by: EU, ESZA, Hungary, Széchenyi István University
2. KAUST FIC project in the theme of „Positive numerical solution of differential equations”
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Basic research in the topic of this project based on international research cooperation
in which the research shall provide new accomplishments published in applied mathematics.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2010-2013
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Horváth PhD. college professor, horvathz@sze.hu
Financed by: King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Opening programme of the “Simulation and optimization” project, realized within the framework of the TÁMOP-4.2.2. construction
Aim of the conference: Official introduction of the project.
Date of the conference: 25th February 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 4
Number of Hungarian participants: 40
Number of Foreign participants: 2
Homepage: http://tamop422.sze.hu/
2. MTA VEAB session of Mathematical Analysis and its Applications Working Committee
Aim of the conference: Meeting forum and possibility for exchange of research working methods for the researchers working in applied
mathematics in the region.
Date of the conference: 8th October 2010
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Number of delivered presentations: 8
Number of Hungarian participants: 17
3. Workshop on Parallel and Accelerated Computing
Aim of the conference: As part of „Simulation and Optimization” project acknowledged researchers’ presentations about creating the fastest computer in the world and about nuclear reactor simulations, as well as joint work of professionals.
Date of the conference: 29th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 22
Number of Hungarian participants: 76
Number of Foreign participants: 11
Homepage: http://paracc.tamop422.sze.hu/

DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL TEACHER TRAINING
Head of department:
Dr. Zoltán Létray PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: letray@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 613-684
Homepage: http://rs1.sze.hu/MT

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Zoltán Földes associate professor, Dr. Zoltán Létray PhD. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. Tamás Szekeres CSc. university professor, Dr. Lajos Nyéki PhD. university associate professor, Miklós Kovács department
engineer, Dr. Tamás Nagy associate professor
Not included in the picture: Adrienn Mészáros administrator-expert, Dr. Attila Mészáros PhD. university associate professor, Zsuzsanna
Somogyvári administrative manager, Dr. Zsuzsanna Vásárhelyi associate professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was formed in 1970. The technical teacher training has been operating for four decades at Széchenyi István University and
its legal predecessor. These are at present the technical vocational trainer BSc and the teacher-engineer MSc programmes. In the field of
the training, the professional coordination tasks and the education of pedagogy-psychology subjects are performed by the Department of
Technical Teacher Training.
The professional-scientific work of the department is connected to the content development of the technical teacher training. It mainly
deals with pedagogy and does research in the field of technical pedagogy. The main direction of scientific activity is the research of modern
pedagogical-technological devices and methods. That includes e-learning teaching material development and research of Virtual Learning
Environments (VLE), the Lifelong Learning methodological research, the examination of student web-utilization with data-mining methods and the professional management of different projects.
The department coordinates the application of e-learning methods in tertiary education, and e-learning and blended-learning solutions
are used in more and more pedagogical subjects. The spread of the application of the Moodle e-learning (LCMS-LMS) system within the
teacher training and in university education in general is especially important. Within the framework of the obtained tenders we place a
high premium on training the trainer, on the methodological support of e-learning teaching material development, on the methodological
training of lecturer colleagues, and on holding management training and different pedagogical trainings.
The department has a good relationship with the teacher training departments and institutes of universities, and colleges dealing with
domestic technical teacher training, and vocational secondary schools, furthermore with the engineering pedagogical institute of “Otto
von Guericke” University of Magdeburg.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. E-learning-based training
M. Kovács: Analyzing the efficiency of e-learning based distance education. [delivered at] the BMF TMPK Memorial Conference. (Budapest, 3rd November 2009) in CD-format
M. Kovács: E-learning és minőség (E-learning and quality). = „Tanulás-tudás-gazdasági sikerek”, avagy A tudásmenedzsment szerepe a
gazdaság eredményességében. (Győr, 14th April 2010) in CD-format.
M. Kovács: Pedagógiai szempontok az e-learning alapú képzés minőségbiztosításában (Pedagogical aspects in the quality assurance of elearning-based training). = Problémák az oktatás és képzés felnőttkori szakaszában (Problems in the adulthood section of education and
training). Budapest: Neveléstudományi Egyesület, 2009. Pages 51-56.
Z. Létray: E-learning a Széchenyi István Egyetemen (E-learning in Széchenyi István University). = I. Oktatás-Informatikai Konferencia
Tanulmánykötet. (Budapest, 30th-31st January 2009) Pages 187-192.
Z. Létray – Z. Földes: Virtuális tanulási környezetek a mérnöktanárképzésben (Virtual learning environments in the engineer teacher training.). = II. Oktatás-Informatikai Konferencia Tanulmánykötet. (Budapest: ELTE, 2010) Pages 145-149.
2. Project management
3. Web-use mining
L. Nyéki: A Coedu távoktatási keretrendszer használatának elemzése. = Felhasználói viselkedés elemzése webes környezetben (Analysis of
the use of Coedu distance education framework system). = User behaviour analysis in web environment (edited by Imre Balogh - Ádám
Horváth) Budapest: DSGi, 2010. Pages 73-102.
L. Nyéki: A web használat elemzésének néhány módszertani problémája (Some methodological problems of the analysis of web use). [delivered at] the SPSS Summer School (Veszprém, 12th July 2010).
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4. LMS systems and their use
L. Nyéki: Analysing LMS Usage of Distance Learning Students. [delivered at] the BME LOGOS Open Conference (Budapest, 20th January
2009).
L. Nyéki: Az SPSS Clementine 12.0 alkalmazása távoktatásos hallgatók LMS használatának elemzésére (Application of SPSS Clementine
12.0 for the analysis of LMS use of distance education students). = I. Oktatás-Informatikai Konferencia Tanulmánykötet. (Budapest,
30th-31st January 2009) Pages 220-226.
L. Nyéki: LMS usage mining in distance education. [delivered at] the BMF TMPK Memorial conference. (Budapest, 3rd November 2009)
in CD-format.
L. Nyéki: Távoktatásos hallgatók LMS használatának jellemző sajátosságai (Characteristics of LMS utilization of distance education students). [delivered at] the 9th National Pedagogy Conference. (Veszprém, 2009.) Page 181.
5. Trainer’s training, methodology training, management training, trainings
A. Mészáros: Multidiszciplináris szemléletű képzések a felsőoktatásban dolgozók számára (Multidisciplinary trainings for people working
in higher education). [delivered at] the 9th National Pedagogy Conference. (Veszprém, 2009).
6. Modern education, methodological development
Z. Földes: Tanítás vagy tanulásirányítás? (Teaching or studying management?) = Problémák az oktatás és képzés felnőttkori szakaszában
(Problems in the adulthood section of education and training). Budapest: Neveléstudományi Egyesület, 2009. Pages 57-64.
Z. Létray: Functional model for vocational training design. [delivered at] the BMF TMPK Memorial conference. (Budapest, 3rd November
2009) in CD-format.
Z. Létray: Multidiszciplináris modell a szakképzés tervezéséhez (Multidisciplinary model for planning vocational training). [delivered at]
the BMF TMPK Memorial conference. (Veszprém, 2009.) Page 170.
A. Mészáros – E. Baróti: Új pedagógiai módszerek bevezetése a Széchenyi István Egyetemen (Introduction of new pedagogical methods
at Széchenyi István University). = X. Neveléstudományi Konferencia kiadványkötet. Budapest: MTA Pedagógiai Bizottság, 2010. Page
141.
T. Nagy: Motivációs és megértést segítő eljárás a mérnöktanár hallgatók pedagógiai gyakorlatain (Procedure, helping motivation and understanding at the pedagogical practice of engineer teacher students). [delivered at] the BMF TMPK Memorial Conference. (Budapest,
3rd November 2009) in CD-format.
7. Life-long learning
Z. Létray: Hallgatóink felkészítése a Lifelong-learning technológiákra (Preparation of students for Life-long learning technologies). = „Tanulástudás-gazdasági sikerek”, avagy A tudásmenedzsment szerepe a gazdaság eredményességében. (Győr, 14th April 2010) in CD-format.
Z. Létray – L. T. Kóczy: Preparing Students for Lifelong Learning Technologies at Széchenyi István University. [delivered at] the “ICEE2010” Conference (Gliwice, 18th-22nd July 2010)

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. BME APPI EPT project (2006-2010)
Summary of the project: The tasks of the project also include web log analysis, modelling and statistical process.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Analysis of the use of Coedu e-learning framework.
Duration: 2006-2010
Project leader: Dr. Nyéki Lajos PhD. university associate professor, nyeki@sze.hu
2. TAMOP-4.1.2-08/1/A-2009-0007 Elaboration of the modern teaching material of Special Vehicles field of study (Automobile Production) based on a partially German digital technology within the framework of a mechanical engineer BSc training considering the current demand of the vehicle industry
Summary of the project: The main tasks of the department include the methodological help of teaching material development, holding
trainings, and project management.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Development of subjects in the master courses and methodology of further education,
in accordance with the Bologna linear education strategy.
Type: Educational
Duration: 2010-2011
Type of participation in the project: consortium leader
Project leader: János Jósvai university assistant professor, josvai@sze.hu
Financed by: NFU-ESZA
3. TAMOP-4.1.2-08/1/C-2009-0010 Efficiency-based higher education in an e-learning environment at Széchenyi István University
Summary of the project: The task of the department in the project is the development of teaching material development and methodological competences, the practical application of tutorials, mentor tasks, and holding methodological and conflict management trainings.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To attain the e-teaching material development, non-formal studying management and
conflict management methods for the target group.
Type: Educational
Duration: 2009-2011
Type of participation in the project: individual tender
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Földes associate professor, foldes@sze.hu
Financed by: NFU-ESZA
4. TÁMOP-4.1.2-08/1/A-2009-0013 Partially foreign language digital teaching material development in master training fields of study
of Széchenyi István University, Faculty of Engineering Sciences
Type: educational
Duration: 2010-2011
Type of participation in the project: individual tender
Project leader: Dr. János Kovács PhD. university associate professor, kovacs@sze.hu
Financed by: NFU-ESZA
5. TÁMOP-4.1.2-08/1/A-2009-0060 From the school desk to the manager’s desk; complex training in the West Transdanubian region
Type: educational
Duration: 2010-2011
Type of participation in the project: individual tender
Project leader: Dr. Andrea Bencsik CSc. university associate professor, bencsika@sze.hu
Financed by: NFU-ESZA
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DEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Head of department:
Dr. Gábor Borbély CSc.
associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: borbely@sze.hu
Telephone: (96) 503-467
Homepage: http://ta.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Szilvia Nagy PhD. associate professor, Tamás Mórocz department engineer, István
Mészáros department engineer, Dr. habil. Miklós Kuczmann PhD. associate professor, András Fehér assistant professor, István Derka teaching assistant, Dr. Ferenc Lilik associate professor, Dr. Gábor Lencse PhD. associate professor, Péter Vári assistant professor, Mrs. Gombár
Krisztina Kelemen teaching assistant, Mrs. Miklós Scheily administrative manager, Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, Dr.
Borbély Gábor CSc. associate professor, Károly Soós department engineer, Dr. Tibor Kolos associate professor, László Gyimesi department
engineer, Dr. György Wersényi PhD. associate professor, Péter Bognár department engineer, Ákos Kovács department engineer
Not included in the picture: Prof. Dr. Csaba Attila Szabó DSc. professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The legal predecessor of the department was operating at the time of the foundation of the Telecommunications Polytechnic but it has been
operating in its current form since the early 90s. The task of the department is the education of every special subject of telecommunications
and broadcasting and some general electrical engineering subjects, in addition to the research in the above-mentioned special fields.
Fields of research, innovation possibilities:
• testing, development and consulting on radio-frequency circuits;
• development supporting measurements and cooperations;
• preparation for conformity testing in accredited laboratories;
• measurement of broadcasted signals (in the 30 MHz – 40 GHz frequency-range;
• climate examinations;
• consulting on construction from an EMC aspect;
• EMC examinations;
• testing and measurement of antennas;
• development of measuring arrangements and methods for the measurement of transmission properties of digital radio broadcasting systems under 30 MHz;
• theoretical electrodynamics, simulation and modelling of magnetic fields;
• development of digital modulations, educational methods, and teaching materials on digital broadcasting systems;
• consulting on the issues related to “digital changeover”.
Additional research areas:
• DVB-S satellite digital broadcasting systems;
• DVB-C cable television;
• development of education and further education teaching materials with the aim of preparing to change over to digital cable
television systems;
• introduction and improvement tasks of DVB-T ground digital broadcasting;
• introduction possibilities of and tasks related to 3D TV;
• modelling and simulation of communication systems;
• testing of new network technologies, in addition to applications and quality control of VoIP and IPv6 technologies also issues
related to the co-existence of IPv4 and IPv6;
• assurance of interior WLAN coverage;
• safety questions of IPv6 networks;
• developing of future network technologies;
• measurement of human hearing, with special regard to the properties of headphone speech and music transmission (directional
information and spatial hearing);
• information content of the speech and other acoustical signals, their role and transmission methods, including the different bitspeed-reducing compressing procedures;
• quality examination of digital voice- and picture coding procedures.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Standardisation, preparing company standards
2. Info-communication and control theory
3. Intelligent buildings
4. Professional further education of special groups
5. Analysis of topological structures, fractal analysis, wavelet analysis
I., Mojzes – Cs., Dominkovics – G., Harsányi – Sz., Nagy – J., Pipek – L., Dobos: Heat treatment parameters effecting the fractal dimensions
of AuGe metallization on GaAs. = Applied Physics Letters, 2007. Pages 91-98.
M., Schuszter – L., Dobos – Demcu, K. A. – S., Nagy – I., Mojzes: Analysis of morphology changes of heat treated metallization of compound semiconductors by the fast wavelet-transform based on B-Spline. = Journal of Optoelectronics and Advanced Materials, 2007.
Pages 2241-2244.
Á., Nemcsics – Sz., Nagy – I., Mojzes – R., Schwedhelm – Woedtke, S. – Adelung, R. – L., Kipp: Investigation of the surface morphology on
epitaxially grown fullerene structures. = Vacuum, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 152-154.
B., Varga – L. M., Molnár – Sz., Nagy – I., Mojzes: Fractal properties of AlGeNi layers on GaAs surfaces. = Vacuum, 2010. Issue 1. Pages
251-253.
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B., Varga – A., Ürmös – Sz., Nagy – I., Mojzes: Fractal properties of gold, palladium and gold–palladium thin films on InP. = Vacuum, 2010.
Issue 1. Pages 247-250.
6. Modelling and simulation of infocommunication systems
Gábor, Lencse – A., Varga: „Performance Prediction of Conservative Parallel Discrete Event Simulation”. = Proceedings of the 2010 Industrial Simulation Conference (ISC’2010) (Budapest, 7th-9th June 2010) Budapest: EUROSIS-ETI, 2010. Pages 214-219.
L., Muka – Gábor, Lencse: „Improving the Spatial Distribution Algorithm of the Traffic-Flow Analysis”. = Acta Technica Jaurensis, 2010.
Issue 2. Pages 161-173.
Gábor, Lencse – L., Muka: „Entity Flow-phase Analysis for Fast Performance Estimation of Organisational Process Systems”. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 207-220.
7. Numeric spatial simulation
Miklós, Kuczmann – Amália, Iványi: The Finite Element Method in Magnetics. Budapest: Publishing House of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, 2008 Page 308.
Miklós Kuczmann: Connection of systems, characterized by hysteresis characteristics and the spatial calculation. (Habilitation dissertation)
Győr: Széchenyi University 2011, Page 138.
Miklós Kuczmann: Using the Newton–Raphson Method in the Polarization Technique to Solve Nonlinear Static Magnetic Field Problems.
= IEEE Transactions on Magnetism, 2010. Issue 3. Pages 875-879.
Miklós Kuczmann: Measurement and Simulation of Vector Hysteresis Characteristics. = IEEE Transactions on Magnetism, 2009. Issue 11.
Pages 5188-5191.
D., Marcsa – Miklós Kuczmann: Comparison of the A* – A and T,Φ – Φ Formulations for the 2D Analysis of Solid-Rotor Induction Machines. =IEEE Transactions on Magnetism, 2009.Issue 9. Pages 3329-3333.
8. Measuring apparatuses and methods, procedures
Sz., Nagy – A., Fehér – Miklós Kuczmann: Equipments for measuring shielding effectiveness of small samples. = [delivered at] the IEEE
Symposium on Embedded EMC conference. (Rouen, 18th-19th October 2007)
A., Fehér – Miklós Kuczmann: Simulation of a Conical Dipole Antenna and Measuring in Full Anechoic Chamber. = Proceedings of the
13th International IGTE Symposium on Numerical Field Calculation in Electrical Engineering and European TEAM Workshop. (Graz,
21st-24th September 2008) in CD-format
Z., Pólik – Miklós, Kuczmann: Finite Element Simulation and Development of a Radio Frequency Inductor. = Pollack Periodica, 2009. Issue
2. Pages 25-36.
9. Acoustic examinations
György, Wersényi: HRTFs in Human Localization: Measurement, Spectral Evaluation and Practical Use in Virtaul Audio Environment.
(PhD Doctoral dissertation) Coottbus: Brandenburgische Technische Universitaet, 2002.
György, Wersényi: HRTFs in Human Localization: Measurement, Spectral Evaluation and Practical Use in Virtaul Audio Environment.
Budapest: Author, 2002. Page 187.
György, Wersényi: Effect of Emulated Head-Tracking for Reducing Localization Errors in Virtual Audio Simulation. = IEEE Transactions
on Audio, Speech and Language Processing (ASLP), 2009. Issue 2. Pages 247-252.
10. Digital, multi-range sound recording

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. OTKA (Hungarian Scientific Research Fund) K75711 Computational intelligence algorithms, systems and models
Summary of the project: The research project, running between 2009-2012, is aimed at using the fuzzy rule-base models and investigates
the learning algorithms that occur with help of different intelligent methods.
Duration: 2009-2012
Project leader: Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, koczy@sze.hu
2. TÉT CZ-13/08 Model complexity of large systems (Model complexity of large fuzzy rule-based systems and neural networks)
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, implemented between 2009-2010, is the complex examination of fuzzy and core-function
models, NN systems, models and algorithms (uniform), comparison of different methods, exploring the connections, and the identities
between the two-type soft-computing approaches.
Duration: 2009-2010
Project leader: Prof. Dr. László T. Kóczy DSc. university professor, koczy@sze.hu
3. Data transfer through DVB-T system
Summary of the project: The aim of the project, running between 2008-2010, was to configure and refresh the programme of DVB-T
set-top-boxes. The department’s task in the project was to reveal the technical possibilities, draft-up a system-plan, and create an operating
service.
Duration: 2008-2010
Project leader: Dr. Gábor Borbély CSc. associate professor, borbely@sze.hu
4. OTKA (Hungarian Scientific Research Fund) PD 73242 post-doctoral tender
Summary of the project: The aim of the project is modelling the phenomenon of hysteresis and adapting it into numeric spatial simulation.
Duration: 2008-2010
Project leader: Dr. habil. Miklós Kuczmann PhD. associate professor, kuczmann@sze.hu
Financed by: OTKA
5. Spectrum management, digital changeover
Summary of the project: ITU-D Regional Development Forum for the Africa Region: „Modern Spectrum Management and Transition
from Analogue to Digital Broadcasting - Trends and Technologies” Banjul (Gambia)
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Technical evaluation of DTTV technologies, promotion of digital changeover
Type: advising
Duration: 14th-16th July 2010
Type of participation in the project: expert
Project leader: Péter Vári university assistant professor, varip@sze.hu
Financed by: ITU, Széchenyi István University
6. Transition from Analogue to Digital Broadcasting for Countries in the Caribbean Region (Trinidad & Tobago, Jamaica)
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Technical evaluation of DTTV technologies, promotion of digital changeover
Type: advising
Duration: 29th November - 3rd December 2010
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Type of participation in the project: expert
Project leader: Péter Vári university assistant professor, varip@sze.hu
Financed by: ITU

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. New dimension of televiewing - 3D TV
Aim of the conference: In the spirit of ‘feast for the eyes’ the presenters showed their different accomplishments to the conference’s audience in person. One could get an inside view of holographic technology application through the use of different kinds of special glasses.
Certain international manufacturers suggest that different kinds of technical solutions might come into general use in the future.
Date of the conference: 9th December 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Telecommunications
Number of delivered presentations: 10
Number of Hungarian participants: 52
Number of Foreign participants: 10
Homepage: http://3d.tilb.sze.hu/program.html
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Kautz Gyula
Faculty of Economics
Dean:
Contact:

Prof. Dr. László Józsa CSc. university professor
E-mail: jozsal@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-487

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC ANALYSES
Head of department:
Dr. Éva Szalka PhD.
university associate professor
On 1st April 2010 the department was established,
when a part of the Department of Regional-Studies and Public Policy led by Dr. János Rechnitzer
and a part of the Department of Business Administration led by Dr. Katalin Solt merged.

Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: szeva@sze.hu
Telephone: + 36 96 613-597
Homepage: http://get.sze.hu
Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Tamás Dusek PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Szilveszter Farkas PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Valéria Limpók PhD. university assistant lecturer, Dr. Éva Szalka PhD. university associate professor, Dr.
Dénes Bálint college associate professor, Árpád Tóth doctorate student, Mrs. Csaplár Dr. Valéria Zsidai university assistant professor, Dr.
Adrienn Reisinger PhD. university assistant lecturer, Dr. Miklós Sziva college associate professor, Dr. Gábor Kovács PhD. university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Dr. Árpád Kiss PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Judit Petra Koltai PhD. university teaching assistant,
Mrs. János Nemes lecturer, Zsuzsa Stion university assistant lecturer, Mrs. István Vaszari administrator

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Analysis of macroeconomic processes
2. Financial planning and analysis
3. Market analysis
4. Behaviour finance
5. Financial planning and analysis
6. Local authority finances, communal economics
G. Kovács: A magyarországi helyi önkormányzatok hitelfinanszírozása a válság tükrében (Credit finance for local governments in Hungary during the recession). = “During Recession, Before Recovery”: Selected studies of the Kautz Gyula conference 1st June 2010 Győr:
Széchenyi University 2011
G. Kovács – M. Lados: The Effect of the Financial Crisis on Local Government Finance in Hungary = Public Administration in Times of
Crisis: Conference Proceedings. Bratislava: NISPAcee, 2010 (under publication)
G. Kovács: Municipal Bond Market in Hungary: Constrains and Chances. = Adrew EUGEO-papers. Ryder – Jan Bucek (eds.) Bratislava:
Geographics, 2010 (under publication)
G. Kovács: Önkormányzati hitelválság? (Local authority credit crisis?) = “Credit, world, stadium” conference, conference volume. Sopron:
University of West-Hungary KGK, 2010 (under publication)
7. Company valuation, project evaluation
8. Limits of accepting the international accountancy standards in the European Union
Á. Tóth: A nemzetközi számviteli standardok lehetséges hatásai a magyarországi kis- és középvállalkozások szabályozására (The potential
effects of international accountancy standards on the regulation of small- and medium-sized businesses in Hungary). = Exploring the
possibilities after the economic crisis: V. KHEOPS Scientific conference, Mór: KHEOPS, 2010. Pages 5-15.
9. Quality differences of the application of international accountancy specifications in different European countries
Á. Tóth: Nemzetközi számviteli integrációs lehetőségek a KKV szektorban (International accountancy integration possibilities in the sector
of small- and medium-sized businesses). = “During the crisis, before the recovery”: Selected studies of the Kautz Gyula conference 1st
June 2010 Győr: Széchenyi University 2011.
Á. Tóth: Számviteli integrációs lehetőségek vizsgálata a közép-európai régióban (Examination of accountancy integration possibilities in
the Middle-European region). = VEAB conference, Komárom, 2010.
10. Management of non-profit organizations and examination of their role, fulfilled in the society and economy
Keywords: non-profit sector, civil society, donation, volunteership
A. Reisinger: Civil szervezetek és a civil elit szerepe a társadalmi folyamatokban (The role of non-governmental organisations and the civilian elite in the social processes). = Tér és társadalom, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 107–119.
A. Reisinger: Részvételi eszközök a helyi fejlesztésben a településfejlesztő nonprofit szervezetek vizsgálata alapján (Means of participation
in local development based on the examination of non-profit urban development organizations). = Yearbook 2010: “At Half-Time” Convention and Conference of Middle European doctoral schools involved in regional, urban and environmental development, volume IV.
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(edited by Attila Buday-Sántha et al.) Pécs: PTE KtK, 2010. Pages 100–116.
A. Reisinger: Településfejlesztő nonprofit szervezetek kapcsolati hálója a nyugat-dunántúli térségben végzett kutatásom alapján (Connection network of non-profit urban development organizations on the basis of a research carried out in the West Transdanubian region). =
20 évesek az önkormányzatok: Születésnap vagy halotti tor? (edited by: Viktor Kákai). Pécs: Publikon, 2010. Pages 617–626.
A. Reisinger: Településfejlesztő nonprofit szervezetek tevékenységének jelentősége a helyi fejlesztésben (The importance of non-profit urban development organization activities in local development). = Politikai régió – Régiópolitika. (edited by Péter Benkő) Budapest: Deák,
2010. Pages 225–241.
A. Reisinger: The role of the civil/nonprofit organizations in building local democracies. = RSA Conference Paper. (Full text: http://www.
regional-studies-assoc.ac.uk/events/2010/may-pecs/papers/Reisinger.pdf)
11. Analysis methods of distances and spaces, multidimensional scaling, two-dimensional regression
Keywords: multidimensional scaling, two-dimensional regression, network quotient, time-space, expense-space, non-Euclidean spaces
T. Dusek: A vasúthálózat 2009. évi változásának hatása a vasúti elérhetőségre (The effects of railway network changes in 2009 on railway
accessibility). = Területi Statisztika, 50./2010. Pages 616-629.
T. Dusek: A vasúti hálózat csökkentésének hatása a makroregionális elérhetőségre (Effect of the reduction of railway network on the macroregional availability). = Exploring the possibilities after the economic crisis: V. KHEOPS Scientific conference, Mór: KHEOPS, 2010.
Pages 177-183.
T. Dusek: Comparison of air, road, time and cost distances in Hungary. = 50th Congress of the European Regional Science Association,
Jönköping. p. 13.
12. Regional price theory
Keywords: maastricht convergence criteria, purchasing power parity, regional price-differences, methodology of price level-calculation
T. Dusek: A maastrichti konvergenciakritériumok elméleti indokolatlansága (Theoretical Groundlessness of the Maastricht Criteria). =
Responsibility of science during an economic recession: IV. KHEOPS Scientific conference. Mór: KHEOPS, 2009. Pages 14-20.
T. Dusek – Gy. Budaházy: Regional price differences in Hungary. – 48th Congress of the European Regional Science Association, Liverpool.
p. 10.
T. Dusek – É. Szalka: Agrártermékek területi árkülönbségei Magyarországon (Regional price differences of agrarian products in Hungary).
= Kérdőjelek a régiók gazdasági fejlődésében (Question marks in the development of the economy of the regions). (edited by: Imre
Lengyel – Miklós Lukovics). Szeged JATEPress, 2008. Pages 235-247.
T. Dusek: Területi árkülönbségek Magyarországon (Regional price differences in Hungary). = IV. European Challenges International Scientific Conference. Szeged SZTE, 2007. Pages 121-124.
T. Dusek: Vásárlóerőparitások, területi árkülönbségek, sörárak (Purchasing power parities, regional price differences, prices of beer). =
Comitatus, 1./ 2008. Pages 73-82.
13. Entrepreneurial attitude of college-university students
Keywords: students entrepreneurial attitude, starting student ventures
Sz. Farkas: Hallgatói vállalkozások indításának pénzügyi támogatása (Financial support of starting student ventures). = Vállalkozás és Innováció, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 53–63.
Sz. Farkas – N. Kovács: Egyetemi és főiskolai hallgatók vállalkozói aktivitása Magyarországon (Entrepreneurial activity of university and college students in Hungary). = MEB 201: 8th International Conference on Management, Enterprise and Benchmarking. Pages 277–287.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Global University Entrepreneurial Spirit Students’ Survey (GUESSS Project)
Summary of the project: The international research programme deals with the entrepreneurial spirit and activities of university and college students. Hungary joined the project in 2006. The students of Széchenyi István University filled out online questionnaires in 2006 and
in 2008. In 2010 the international research report was translated and the Hungarian data were processed. The department research focused
on the importance of different kinds of higher education grants.
Duration: 2010
Project leader: Dr. Szilveszter Farkas PhD. university associate professor, farkassz@sze.hu
Financed by: Széchenyi István University
2. Distances and spaces in the economics
Summary of the project: This research, based on a former one, aims to systematically examine the types of gap and space concepts the
different economic models use, as well as these concepts’ significance regarding the application or usefulness of these theories. Certain subtopics can also be discussed in studies and conference presentations; furthermore, the purpose of the project is to publish a comprehensive,
historic, theoretical and methodical monograph written continuously during the research. In economic spaces generated by different time
and expense gaps the axioms of metric spaces do not apply. On the one hand this must be considered when creating theoretical models, on
the other hand the scale of deviation from metric spaces can be measured by different types of indexes. Aside from describing gap-types
and the geometric characteristics of different kinds of spaces there are other important sub-topics like international economics, regional
economics, the new economic geography and the interpretation of gaps and spaces in other economic theories, along with the examination
of the application or usefulness of these concepts within these models. Through the results of this research one shall get an inside view of
regional processes and relations too.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2010-2012
Project leader: Dr. Dusek Tamás PhD. university associate professor, dusekt@sze.hu
Financed by: OTKA

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Measurement and analysis of the insurance market
Duration: Until 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Theoretical analysis, data analysis, modelling
Partner company/institute: Hungarian Competition Authority (GVH)
2. Financial planning and analysis, scenario analysis of the practicality of a new project from the financial perspective
Duration: Until 2010
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: Goodwill and examination of the sector
Partner company/institute: ILSA - International Lean Sigma Association
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Introduction/scientific activity of the department
From January 2004 Prof. Dr. László Józsa CSc professor was charged by the dean of the Faculty of Law and Economics of Széchenyi István
University to lead the department. Parallel to this, the name of the department was changed into the Department of Marketing and Management due to the consideration of the increasing business importance of marketing knowledge. Besides the strengthening of the marketing orientation, the new name denotes that the department has targeted the expansion of business knowledge and the strengthening of the
business school-character of the faculty.
The main fields of research of the department are:
• To intensify research activity and to enhance the national and international publications of the department.
• To modernize the content of the education and to increase the number of small group lessons.
• Our philosophy is to develop the specific and synthetic knowledge in line with the strengthening of the grounding character of
business knowledge, and within this the general marketing and management knowledge, and the practice-based education. In
order to achieve this, it has become necessary to partially focus and improve the practicality of the portfolio of our subjects. Our
main goal with the innovation of our research and educational work is to augment the knowledge of our students and to increase
the value of the degrees issued at our university.
• The Information Society Education and Research Centre - which activity occurs independently in this publication - also belongs
to the department.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Marketing strategy of small- and medium-sized enterprises
L. Józsa – L. Moutinho: Marketingstratégia (Marketing strategy), 2005.
2. Customer satisfaction examination in the public sector
I. Ercsey – L. Józsa: The Examination of the Consumer Satisfaction in the Urban Public Transport. = Australia and New Zealand Marketing
Academy Conference (ANZMAC), Sustainable Management and Marketing Conference. Melbourne: Monash University Business and
Economics Department of Marketing, 2009. CD publication.
I. Ercsey – L. Józsa: The measurement of the consumer satisfaction at Hungarian Post, POSTPOINT 2007: 6th International Scientific
Conference. 2007. Pages 85-95.
I. Ercsey – L. Józsa: The Service Guarantees Affect on the Reliability and the Confidence in the Case of Public Utility Services Szeged, 2008.
Pages 1-15.
I. Ercsey: The service guarantees affect on customers’ evaluation of the public utility services. 7th International Congress Marketing Trends, 2008.
L. Józsa – I. Ercsey: The measurement of the consumer satisfaction at the public utility services. = 5th Congress of the Public and Non-lucrative Marketing International Association. Cluj-Napoca, 2006. Pages 198-209.
3. Examination of customer behaviour
Keywords: marketing of colours, customer behaviour, natural food consumption, nutritional marketing
Sz. Gombos: Word-of-mouth, is it Enough?: Marketing communication of an Underground Music Festival. = “New marketing world order”
conference publication (edited by Andrea Csépe) Budapest: MOK, 2010 CD publication.
M. Hofer: Marketing Challenges of Growing Consumption of Organic Foods (A biofogyasztás növelésének marketing kihívásai) In: NYME
Mezőgazdasági és Élelmiszer-tudományi Kar – VEAB Agrártudományi Szakbizottság (ed.) „XXXIII. ÓVÁRI TUDOMÁNYOS NAP”
(In English: XXXIII SCIENCE DAYS at ÓVÁR 7th October 2010) CD Pages 7, NYME Mezőgazdasági és Élelmiszer-tudományi Kar,
Mosonmagyaróvár ISBN 978-963-9883-55-0
M. Hofer: Tendency of Bio-consumer’s Values (Biofogyasztási értékrend alakulása) In: Dr. Csépe Andrea - Dr. Papp-Váry Árpád (ed. 2010)
16. Conference of Marketing Teachers MOK 2010. 26th-27th August 2010 „Új marketing világrend” (in English: New Marketing WorldValue) CD Pages 347-357 and Abstracts Page 60. Budapest Communication and Business College Marketing Department, Budapest
ISBN: 978-963-88943-1-1, Abstracts ISBN: 978-963-88943-0-4.
M. Hofer – J. Varsányi: Valuation of University and College Students on Organic Food Consumption. = „Ifjúsági jövőképek és életstratégiák
globalizálódott korunkban” (“Junior future prospects and life-strategies in our globalized era”) (edited by: Béla Beszteri) Komárom:
Hungarian Academy of Science VEAB, 2007. Pages 14-25.
P. Huszka: Food Consumption Habits and their Change in Hungary between 2004-2009 in Particular Consideration for Crisis in 2008. =
“Education - Science – Society”: 1st International Scientific Conference. Komárno: Selye János University, 2009. Pages 725-736.
P. Huszka – J. Káldi: Merre tovább hazai fogyasztó, avagy Néhány alapélelmiszer fogyasztásának lehetséges tendenciái (The future for domestic consumers, or potential tendencies of the consumption of some basic food products). [delivered at] XXXIII Science Days at Óvár.
(Mosonmagyaróvár, 7th October 2010)
P. Huszka: Növekvő ásványvízfogyasztás, avagy A hazai lakosság ásványvíz-fogyasztói magatartásának változása (Increasing mineral water
consumption, or the change in mineral water consumption behaviour of the Hungarian population). [delivered at] the XIV Apáczai-days
International Scientific Conference. (Győr, October 2010)
L. Józsa – M. Hofer – J. Varsányi: Marketing Research, Serving for a Growing Consumption of Organic Foods in Hungary. Thessaloniki:
South-East European Research Centre, 2008. Pages 216-230.
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J. Káldi – P. Huszka: Fogyasztói szokások és attitűdök vizsgálata a dohányzó fiatalok körében (Consumer habits and attitudes within the
circle of smoking youth). [delivered at] the Conference of Marketing Teachers (Budapest, 26th-27th August 2010)
4. Marketing communication in the commercial sector
Keywords: wholesale, retail, PR, advertisement, trends
L. Józsa – A. Insch – J. Krisjanous – K. Fam: Beliefs about Advertising in China: Empirical Evidence from Hong Kong and Shanghai Consumers. = Journal of Consumer Marketing, 2010, Issue 7. Pages 594-603.
L. Józsa – V. Keller: A kisbolt-lánchoz tartozás hatékonyságának megítélése az élelmiszerkereskedelemben egy feltáró jellegű kutatás tapasztalatai alapján (Efficiency evaluation of belonging to a retail-chain within the food trade based on the experiences of an exploratory
research). = VII International Conference Miskolc: University of Miskolc, 2009. Pages 6-13.
L. Józsa – V. Keller: Analyzing Active Proneness of Small Shop’s Consumers. = 38th EMAC Conference Proceedings. Nantes, 2009. Pages 1-7.
L. Józsa – V. Keller: Are small grocery store chains successful in Hungary?: The results of an empirical study. = Recent Advances in Retailing
and Services Science, 2009. Pages 1-11.
5. Research, development of new generation education methods
Keywords: information society, collective education
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi: Az LLL iránti igény elemzése egy statisztikai adatbázis alapján (LLL-demand analysis based on a statistical database). = ‘Intellectual capital as competitive advantage, or The role of knowledge-management in competitiveness’. Budapest: Lifelong
Learning Hungary Foundation, 2010. Pages 336-345.
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi: Characteristics of supply and demand for services of training companies by an Eastern-European example. =
Proceedings of 17th international conference on Recent Advances in Retailing and Services Science Conference, 2010. Pages 1-9.
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi – Á. Kovács-Tóth – J. Budaházi – T. Dusek – G. Zakariás: A generációs marketing jelentősége egy felsőoktatási intézmény példáján (Significance of generation-marketing in the case of a higher education institute) In: A. Csépe (ed.) MOK 2010 „Új marketing világtrend” („New marketing world trend”) volume. Conference of Hungarian Marketing Association, Budapest, Pages: 800-811.
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi – Á. Kovács-Tóth – J. Budaházi – T. Dusek – G. Zakariás: „Nem csak a húszéveseké a világ”: az egészség/fittség/
fiatalság trend és az „új idősek generáció”-t célzó egyetemi marketingkommunikáció (Not only the twenty-year-olds around the world:
Helth/fittness/to be young forever trend and marketing communication the „new old generation”). In: G. Kuráth – M. Pálf (eds) 2010.
III. Higher Education Marketing Conference CD, Pécs, Pages: 188-199.
6. Knowledge management, organizational learning
Keywords: Knowledge management, organizational learning, learning strategies, knowledge-sharing, knowledge transfer, organizational
culture, learning in groups
A. Bencsik: A tudásmenedzsment emberi oldala (The human side of knowledge-management). Miskolc: Z-Press, 2009. Page 269.
A. Bencsik – V. Lőre – I. Marosi: From Individual Memory to Organizational Memory. [delivered at] WASET International Conference on
Intelligent Systems and Technologies (Singapore, 26th-28th August 2009) = Proceedings of World Academy of Science, Engineering and
Technology Part 1. WASET, 2010. Pages 1-6.
V. Lőre: A tudás szerepe a vállalati stratégiában. Egy szintetizáló keretmodell (The role of knowledge in the company strategy. A synthesising framework model). = ‘Learning, knowledge, economic success’, or the role of knowledge-management in economic efficiency conference. Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 207- 211. CD-publication
Mrs. Z. Polyák – V. Lőre: Die Bedeutung des Wissens bei schlowakiscen und ungarischen Klein- und Mittelunternehmen. = Proceedings of
Conference Ekonomika, Financie, a Manazment Podniku – ROK 2009. Bratislava: Fakulty Podnikového Manazmentsu EU V Bratislave,
2009. CD publication
A. Sólyom – A. Bencsik: What Will Be Revealed on the Road to Recovery from the Economic Crisis? [delivered at] the 25th Anniversary
Workshop on Strategic Human Resource Management Conference, (Barcelona, 19th-20th April 2010) Online publication
7. Measurement of intellectual capital
Keywords: intellectual capital, financial measurement of intellectual capital, scorecard methods, innovation
A. Bencsik – V. Lőre – I. Marosi: Small and Silly? or Private Pitfall of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises. [delivered at] International
Conference on Knowledge Management (Dubai, January 2009) = Proceedings of World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology. WASET, 2009. Pages 482-488. in CD-format
V. Lőre – A. Bencsik – I. Papp: A szellemi tőke értéke a pénzügyi válság tükrében (The value of intellectual capital in the mirror of financial
crisis). = Global financial and credit politics crisis and Hungary. Komárom: Hungarian Academy of Science, VEAB 2009
I. Papp – V. Lőre: A tudástőke mint kisvállalati versenyképességi forrás (The knowledge-capital, as a competitiveness source of small-ventures). [delivered at] the XI international scientific Days (Gyöngyös, 27th-28th March 2008), published in the conference Issue
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi: Vizsgálat női menedzserek innovációt generáló tevékenységéről (Research about innovation generating activity
among female managers). In: A. Bencsik (ed) 2010. ‘Learning, knowledge, economic success’, or the role of knowledge-management in
economic efficiency conference. Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 293-297. CD-publication
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi: Az innováció szerepének vizsgálata egy EU projekt eredményei kapcsán. (The role of innovation from the viewpoint
of a EU project) In: I. Lőrincz (ed) 2010. XIII. Apáczai International Conference „Creativity and innovation” volume, Győr, Pages: 297-304.
8. Problems of knowledge sharing, life-long learning (LLL)
Keywords: knowledge management, life-long learning, learning strategies, knowledge sharing, life wide learning
A. Bencsik: From Childhood Imitation Based Studying to a Knowledge Based Society. = The International Journal of Learning, 2010. Issue
1. Pages 221-241.
A. Bencsik – V. Lőre – E. Noszkay – Mrs. Z. Polyák: Knowledge Transfer among Young People. = The Capital of Intelligence – the Intelligence of Capital. Budapest: Foundation for Information Society, 2009. Pages 149-165.
A. Bencsik – P. Méri – E. Noszkay: How much benefit lifelong learning offers for women labour market in Hungary? [delivered at] the International Conference and Workshops on Higher Education partner and Innovation programme. (Budapest, 7th-9th September 2009)
Budapest: Hungarian Parliament, 2009. Pages 223-233.
A. Bencsik – I. Trunkos: Economic Changes Demand to Move from Life Long Learning to Life Wide Learning. = “Problems of Education
in the 21st Century” Recent Issues in Education, 2009
A. Bencsik – I. Trunkos: „Öregember nem vénember!” avagy Lehetőségeink, esélyeink az élethosszig tartó tanulásra (‘Old in years only’ or
Our possibilities and chances for adult education for life). = Vezetéstudomány, 2010. Issue 10. Pages 27-39.
9. Human, as the most important resource in company management
Keywords: human resources, HR, family-friendly workplace
A. Bencsik – T. Juhász: A családbarát foglalkoztatás néhány jellemzője a hazai szervezetekben (A few characteristics of family-friendly employment in domestic organizations). = Jelenkori társadalmi és gazdasági folyamatok, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 101-105.
A. Bencsik – T. Juhász: A hazai szervezetek családbarát koncepciójának néhány jellemzője egy empirikus kutatás alapján (A few characteristics of domestic organizations’ family-friendly policies based on an empirical research). = Valóság, 2010. Issue 6. Pages 47-53.
A. Bencsik – T. Juhász: Empirical Study Concerning Women’s Post-Birth Re-Establishment to the Hungarian Labour Market. = Perspectives of Innovations, Economics and Business, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 82-85.
A. Bencsik – T. Juhász: Family Friendly Concepts and Tools in Different-sized Hungarian Organizations Based on Empirical Study. = International Research Journal, Problems & Perspectives in Management, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 71-80.
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J. Poór – A. Bencsik – I. Fekete – Z. Májó: Trend and Tendencies in the Field of Improving the HR – Systems of Hungarian Public Universities. = Review of International Comparative Management, 2009. Issue 1. Pages 61-77.
M. Konczos-Szombathelyi – L. Józsa – M. Losoncz: Managerial rules beyond the regional embeddedness: A study of European companies.
In: G. Ogunmokun –R. Gabbay – J. Rose (eds.) 4th Biennal Conference of Academy of World Business, Marketing and Management
Development (AWBMAMD) Finland (Oulu), 2010 July 12-15. Conference proceedings, Pages: 850-866.
10. Knowledge management in higher education
Keywords: university, teamwork, knowledge sharing, strategy of education
A. Bencsik – I. Marosi: Teamwork in Higher Education: Teamwork as a Chance of Success. = The International Journal of Learning, 2009.
Issue 5. Pages 167-174.
A. Bencsik – A. Sólyom – Sz. Gombos: New Way of Managers’ Education in a Word of Complexity. = ”From Higher Education to Innovation, Management and Enrepreneurship in a Changing Market”. Budapest, 2010. Pages 209-218.
A. Bencsik: Students’ Opinion about Teamwork – Eastern versus Western Europe in Comparative Perspective. = European Journal of Transnational Studies, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 56-75.
I. Marosi – A. Bencsik: Comparison of Educational and Organisational Teamwork. = “Problems of Education in the 21st Century” Recent
Issues in Education, 2009. Issue 13. Pages 74-82.
I. Marosi – A. Bencsik: Csoportok a tanulás házában (Groups in the house of study). [delivered at] the Intellektualny Kapital Ako Konkurencna Vyhoda International Conference (Komarno, 19th July 2010) Proceedings. Pages 420-432.
11. Time problem in logistics
Keywords: transport chain, logistics, time
P. Földesi – J. Botzheim – E. Süle: Fuzzy Approach to Utility of Time Factor. = Proceedings of the 4th International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Intelligent Informatics, 2009. Pages 23-29.
P. Földesi – E. Süle: Utility of Time Factor in Logistic Optimization, SOFA 2009. [delivered at] the 3rd International Workshop on Soft
Computing Applications programme. = Szeged; Arad: IEEE Computational Intelligence Society, 2009. Pages 207-212.
E. Süle: The Role of Time Factor in Purchase Decisions (ESCP-EAP). [delivered at] the 8th International Congress of Marketing Trends
conference (Paris, 2009.)
E. Süle: The Role of Time in the Supply Chain. = Acta Technica Jaurinensis Series Logistica, 2009. Issue 3. Pages 325-337.
12. Change management
Keywords: change, organizational changes

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. CURE (Corporate Culture and Regional Embeddedness)
Summary of the project: Company interviews, documentation, analysis of them. Participating four times in international workshops.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Interview survey of companies in the West Transdanubian region, international comparison
Type: R&D
Project leader: Prof. Dr. Miklós Losoncz DSc. university professor, losonczbt@t-online.hu
2. Market demand survey, connecting to the future services of the Knowledge-Management Centre and the whole Széchenyi István University
Summary of the project: Market demand survey, concerning the technical, economical, legal, health services of Széchenyi István University
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: 1. Taking a survey of and organize the supply of academic services (list of services) 2.
Creating a company contacts database among the university’s current customers and partners 3. Online questionnaire sample, ensuring the
measurement of service expectations and demands 4. Personal interview sample, exploring the opinions, connected to services 5. Personal
interviews, made with strategically important clients, partners. 6. Entire database of company questionnaires 7. Elaboration of the comprehensive study (analyses, conclusions, and proposals)
Type: Infrastructure development
Project leader: Dr. Zoltán Csizmadia PhD. university assistant professor, cszoltan@rkk.hu

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. V. Company meeting- „Economy before and after the changes”
Aim of the conference: The V Company Meeting took place in the form of a panel discussion, with the participation of our students’
representatives and those businessmen and managers whose work is highly regarded in the economic life of the region. The purpose of the
meeting was to find new strategies in the unstable economic environment. The participants of the panel discussion were outstanding strategists, who hold a decision making position.
Date of the conference: 5th May 2010
Number of Hungarian participants: 50
Homepage: http://kgk.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=121&Itemid=195&limit=1&limitstart=4
2. Learning- knowledge- economic successes
Aim of the conference: The conference provided a forum for researchers of management and different fields of economy, lecturers and
professionals to exchange ideas about knowledge-management and to discuss the newest accomplishments of the topic.
Date of the conference: 14th April 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 90
Number of Hungarian participants: 90
Number of Foreign participants: 5
Homepage: http://kgk.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=121&Itemid=195&limit=1&limitstart=9
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DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION
Head of department:
Dr. habil Lívia Ablonczy-Mihályka PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: ablne@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-484
Homepage: http://nkt.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Julianna Nádai PhD. university assistant professor, Júlia Szőke doctorate student, Dr.
Freiberg Björn PhD. university assistant lecturer, Dr habil. Lívia, Ablonczy-Mihályka PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Anikó Tompos PhD. university associate professor, Dr. István Bakonyi DSc. professor emeritus, Dr. Anna Garai PhD. university associate professor,
Gabriella, Knausz-Illés administrator of department

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was formed in 2006. Beside the education of students, the department is involved in significant research activities. The
department disposes of research competences in the field of applied linguistics within linguistics and social sciences. The main research
fields include economic-business communication, cross-cultural studies, intercultural communication, and also language policy and terminology. The department has got extensive international relationships.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Intercultural communication
Keywords: intercultural-, communication, negotiations, multinationalMrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka: Business Communication between People with different Cultural Background. [delivered at] the Conference
of the International Journal of Arts and Sciences, Pages 121-129. in CD-format
J. Nádai: International Awareness In Cooperation of Hungarian Universities and Multinational Companies. = Management Horizons in
Changing Economic Environment: Visions and Challenges. in CD-format
J. Szőke: A kulturális tényező szerepe a vállalkozási teljesítmény alakulásában (The role of the cultural factor in the tendency of entrepreneurial performance). [delivered at] conference titled ‘Kultúrák dialógusa a soknyelvű Európában V.” (Pécs, 20th-21st November 2008)
A. Tompos: The challenges of spoken discourse in a multinational work environment. [delivered at] the DICOEN IV Conference (Nottingham, 9th-12th September 2007)
A. Tompos: Towards Fighters?: Changing Attitudes to Negotiations in Hungary. = Conference of the International Journal of Arts and Sciences, 2009. Pages 130-134. in CD-ROM format
2. Professional - organizational communication
L. Ablonczy-Mihalyka – J. Nádai: Cooperation strategies of multicultural management is Hungary. [delivered at] the 18th Annual Conference on Business and Marketing. Pages 3-15.
Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka – J. Szőke: Különböző kulturális háttérrel rendelkező kis- és középvállalatok a Nyugat-dunántúli régióban
(Small- and medium sized businesses, with different cultural backgrounds in the West-Transdanubian region). [delivered at] the VII
International Conference “ Kultúrák Dialógusa a soknyelvű Európában” (Pécs, 15th-16th October 2010)
Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka – A. Tompos: Kultúrák párbeszéde: vizsgálatok az OPTICOM nemzetközi projekt keretein belül (Dialogue of
cultures: Examinations within the international project OPTICOM). [delivered at] scientific conference titled „Válság közben, fellendülés
előtt’ (Győr. 1st June 2010)
Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka – A. Tompos (under publication) Osztrák üzleti kultúra magyar szemmel. A szaknyelvi kompetenciafejlesztéstől
a munkaerőpiacig (Austrian business culture from a Hungarian perspective. From the professional language competence development,
through to the labour market). X. Jubileumi szaknyelvi konferencia 19th-20th November 2010 Budapest: Budapest Business School.
A. Tompos - Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka (under publication) Kritikus esetek magyar-osztrák viszonylatban (Critical cases in HungarianAustrian relations). Európaiság, magyarság Közép-Európában. International scientific conference
3. Economic terminology
Keywords: Economic terminology, language use
Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka: A gazdaság szereplőinek nyelvhasználata (Language usage of economic operators). = Nyelvelmélet és
nyelvhasználat (edited by Tamás Gecső, Csilla Sárdi) Budapest: Tinta Kiadó, 2007. Pages 9-15.
L. Ablonczy-Mihályka: Political Communication in the Information Society. Issues of Culture and Communication. (edited by Lívia, Ablonczy-Mihályka – Glaser, Evelyne – Anikó, Tompos), Győr – Linz, 2007. Pages 7-17.
Mrs. Ablonczy L. Mihályka – K. Ziska-Kiczenko: Regional Economics’ Terminology from the Economist’s and the Linguist’s Points of view.
Szombathely, 2007
A. Garai: Nyelvi kreativitás és merész szóképek a social web felületein (Language creativity and bold imagery at social web surfaces). Budapest: Corvinus University, 2009

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. OPTICOM (Optimisation of Intercultural Communication & Collaboration) 2009-2011
Summary of the project: The aim of the Creating the Future - Austria-Hungary Cross-border Cooperation Programme between 2009 and
2011 is to improve the cooperation of the Austro-Hungarian cross-border regions. The parties encounter several challenges in the course of
the economic cooperation among which problems caused by cultural differences need high consideration. Cross-border business relations
can be optimised with the application of innovative cooperation and communication technologies considering intercultural aspects, which
can result in the increase of competitiveness in the whole region.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Improvement of communication and cooperation of the Austro-Hungarian crossborder regions and small- and medium-sized businesses, operating there.
Type: Creating the Future. Austria-Hungary Cross-border Cooperation programme
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Duration: 2009-2011
Type of participation in the project: Project partner
Project leader: Dr. habil Lívia, Ablonczy-Mihályka PhD. university associate professor, ablne@sze.hu
Financed by: European Union

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. During recession, before recovery (Language and culture section)
Aim of the conference: The Department of International Communication organized their own section at the Kautz Memorial Conference
“During recession, before recovery” with the title “Language and culture”. Among the lecturers of our section the only foreign lecturer to
be present was, Professor Evelyne Glaser from the University of Linz.
Date of the conference: 1st July 2010
Number of delivered presentations (in the section): 10
Number of Hungarian participants: 9
Number of Foreign participants: 1
Homepage: http://kgk.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=226&Itemid=264

DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL AND THEORITICAL ECONOMICS
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Miklós Losoncz DSc.
university professor
The department was formed as of 1 April in 2010
from the merger of a part of the Department of
Business Administration led by Dr. Katalin Solt
and of a part of the Department of International
Studies led by Dr. János Honvári.

Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: losonczbt@t-online.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-400/3017
Homepage: http://net.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right):
Norbert Kovács university assistant lecturer, Dr. Dávid Takács PhD. university assistant lecturer, Dr. Krisztián Koppány PhD. university
assistant professor, Dr. János Honvári CSc. university associate professor, Mrs. Ziska Katalin Kiczenko university assistant lecturer, Dr.
Eszter Lukács PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Ferenc Somogyi CSc. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. Miklós Losoncz DSc.
university professor, Péter Farkas university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: János Honvári Jr. lecturer, Dr. Róbert Zoltán Szabó PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Cecília Szigeti
PhD. university assistant professor, Mrs. (Dr.) Miklós Sziva college assistant professor, Mrs. István Vaszari managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The International and Theoretical Economics Department was formed out of a merger of a part of the Department of Business Administration and the Department of International Studies as of 1 April in 2010. Its intention is to continue the scientific educational and cultural
heritage and legacy, which was passed on from the tradition of the Department of International Studies and the work of the first head of the
Economics Department, Meyer Dietmar, and his successor, Katalin Solt.
The department is to give theoretical, methodological and practical knowledge to their students, which fits into the profile of the department and is competitive in Hungary and abroad. It develops the students’ skills of analysis, orientation and synthesizing on both levels
of higher education. This aim is served by the continuous self-training of our colleagues, including the acquisition of their scientific classification and habilitation, the development of teaching materials, scientific research and related publication activities. According to our
traditions, the faculty is continuously represented in international and national scientific research competitions.
The competitive knowledge given to our students consists of theoretical economic subjects linked to the ones dealing with global economics and the European Union, and presentations of theoretical knowledge in practice.
The department has a diversified research profile because of the amount of the subjects and their specific features, they cover a broad spectrum:
history of economics in the 20th century, national minorities, international economics, financial and capital markets, EU, economics, etc.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Transnational companies
E. Lukács: A győri telephelyű transznacionális vállalatok munkaerő-piaci kapcsolatai (Labour market connections of transnational companies, that have a company seat in Győr). = Tudományos Füzetek, 2005. Issue 10. Pages 98-123.
E. Lukács: A transznacionális vállalatok és a munkaerőpiac kapcsolatai (Connections of transnational companies and labour market).
(Doctoral dissertation) Budapest: Corvinus University Budapest, 2006. Page 149.
2. Asian studies
E. Lukács – Á. Mayer – K. Völgyi: Ázsia Tanulmányok (Asian studies). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Page 195.
3. Hungarian economy and economic policy
4. The global financial and economic crisis
5. Hungary and the EU
M. Losoncz: A Gazdasági és Monetáris Unió és Magyarország nemzetközi versenyképessége (International competitiveness of the Economic and Monetary Union and Hungary) . = Európai Tükör, 2001. Issue 4. Pages 65-85.
M. Losoncz: A magyar EU-tagság gazdaságpolitikai kihívásai (The economic policy challenges of the Hungarian EU-membership). Tatabánya: TRI-Mester, 2007. Pages 5-267.
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M. Losoncz: Az Európai Unió Rómától Budapestig (The European Union from Rome to Budapest). 4th corrected, enlarged edition Tatabánya: TRI-Mester, 2009. Pages 5-339.
M. Losoncz: Hungary’s competitiveness in an international comparison - a supply-side. = Acta Oeconomica, 2004. Issue 2. Pages 201-226.
6. Complex company financial planning and analysis, controlling
K. Koppány: A gazdasági növekedés és a pénzügyi közvetítés mélységének összefüggései stock-flow konzisztens endogén pénz modellben
(Relations between economic growth and the profundity of financial intermediation in a stock-flow-consistent endogenous money model) = Gazdasági növekedés Magyarországon [conference volume]. Budapest: Budapest University of Technology and Economics, 2005
K. Koppány: A gazdasági növekedés és a pénzügyi közvetítés mélységének összefüggései stock-flow konzisztens endogén pénz modellben
(Relations between economic growth and the profundity of financial intermediation in a stock-flow-consistent endogenous money
model) = Környezetvédelem, regionális versenyképesség, fenntartható fejlődés [conference volume]. Pécs: PTE, 2005. Pages 242-251.
K. Koppány: F1. A kockázatkezelés módszertani háttere (F1. Methodological background of risk management). = Szilveszter Farkas, József
Szabó: A vállalati kockázatkezelési kézikönyve. Budapest-Pécs: Dialóg-Campus, 2010. Pages 187-233.
K. Koppány: Jegybanki hitelesség és gazdasági stabilitás (Issuing bank authenticity and economic stability). = „A tudomány felelőssége
gazdasági válságban”: IV KHEOPS Tudományos Konferencia. Mór: KHEOPS, 2009. Pages 72-83.
K. Koppány: Jegybanki hitelesség és a kamatpolitika határai : Likviditási csapda és deflációs spirál: elmélet és realitás (The limits of issuing
bank fidelity and interest policy: Liquidity- and deflationary trap: theory and reality). (Doctoral dissertation) Pécs: University of Pécs,
Faculty of Economic Science, Management doctoral school, 2009.
7. Ecological footprint
Győr ökológiai lábnyoma. = Fenntarthatósági Füzetek secial edition
Kutatás az ökológiai lábnyom ismertségéről. = Fenntarthatósági füzetek 3. Page 32.
C. Szigeti – A. Borzán: Ökológiai lábnyom mutató számítása (Calculation of ecological footprint index). Győr, 2010. Page 8.
C. Szigeti – Mrs. Ziska K. Kiczenko: Irodai ökolábnyom számítás (Calculation of the ecological footprint in an offic)e. Győr: Széchenyi
István University, 2008
8. Modelling of business decisions, processes
9. Hungarian foreign policy
Keywords: integration policy, nation policy, national interest, neighbourhood policy, international relations
10. Protection of the minorities in Europe
Keywords: nation, nationalism, international minority protection, autonomy, self-determination
R. Győri Szabó: A kommunizmus és a zsidóság az 1945 utáni Magyarországon (Communism and Jewishness in Hungary after 1945). Budapest: Gondolat, 2008. Page 434.
R. Győri Szabó: Kisebbség, autonómia, regionalizmus (Minority, autonomy, regionalism). Budapest: Osiris, 2006. Page 586.
11. Terminology of regional economics
Mrs. Ziska K. Kiczenko: Il linguaggio di economia dal punto di vista dell’economista. [elhangzott a] „Langues de spécialité et Femmes-écrivains la littérature francaise, italienne et hongroise” című konferencián (Veszprém, 2005.)
Mrs. Ziska K. Kiczenko: Regional Economics’ Terminology from the Economist’s and the Linguist’s Points of view. = Current trends in
Terminology, 2007.
Mrs. Ziska K. Kiczenko: Terminustévesztések a szaknyelvi produkció folyamán (Term mistakes in the course of professional language performance) [delivered at] the XI Apáczai-days scientific Conference (Győr, 2007.)
Mrs. Ziska K. Kiczenko: The Existence of Regional Economics’ Terminology = Mrs. Ablonczy, Lívia Mihályka – Glaser, Evelyne – Anikó,
Tompos: Issues of Culture. Linz ; Győr 2007. Pages 151-157.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
Kautz Conference
Date of the conference: 17th November 2010.
Designation of the organizational units, participating in the organization of the conference: Gyula Kautz College for Advanced Studies
of Economists
Number of delivered presentations: 12
Number of Hungarian participants: 40

DEPARTMENT OF REGIONAL STUDIES AND PUBLIC POLICY
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. János Rechnitzer DSc.
university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: rechnj@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-013
Homepage: http://rkt.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Mrs. Árpád Pirityi departmental administrator, Dr. Gyula Szakál PhD. university associate professor, Gabriella Baj doctorate student, Dr. Bálint Filep PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Zoltán Bugovics PhD. university
associate professor, Dr. Mihály Lados CSc. university associate professor, Tóth Péter university assistant lecturer, Dr. Tamás Hardi PhD.
university associate professor, Dr. János Rechnitzer DSc. university professor, Dr. András Grosz PhD. university assistant professor, Dr.
Melinda Smahó PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Tibor Dőry PhD. university associate professor, Katalin Bándy doctorate student,
Dr. Zoltán Csizmadia PhD. university assistant professor, Ádám Páthy university assistant lecturer
Not included in the picture: Dr. Györgyi Barta DSc. university professor, Dr. Antal Bőhm DSc. professor emeritus, Dr. Károly Grúber PhD.
university associate professor, Dr. Péter Róbert CSc. university professor, Prof. Dr. Irén Szörényi-Kukorelli DSc. university professor
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Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The Department of Regional Studies and Public Policy at Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics is a specific multidisciplinary merger. It came into
existence on 1st January in 2006 with the merger of the former Department of Statistics, the Department of Social Sciences and the Department of
Urban Economics, later the statisticians seceded on 1st April in 2010. It embraces two main sciences and four professions, since political scientists,
sociologists, economists dealing with regional science are teaching in the department. Therefore it provides opportunities for extensive social scientific communication and to get acquainted with the fields of education and research of the colleagues, and also to develop programmes together.
The department mainly carries out individual research, which covers – among other things – the dimensions of local politics, the political
effects of the media, the changes in civil lifestyle, methods of regional analysis, certain questions of regional politics and economics, the financial correlations of self-governmental economy, and the institutional framework of frontier co-operations. The organisational unit aims
at connecting certain elements of the diverse research topics in the future. The professional relations of the department can be characterized
by the diverse individual scientific contacts of colleagues both at home and abroad.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Regional- and urban development
Keywords: regional- and urban development, local government, local authority, regionalism, rural development
Á. Páthy – B. Edelényi: Település önkormányzatok, intézmények és civil szervezetek határon átnyúló kapcsolatai a nyugat-dunántúli
régióban (Beyond the frontier relations of local authorities, institutions and non-governmental organisations in the West Transdanubian
region). = Tér és Társadalom, 2005. Issue 2., pages 83-101.
J. Rechnitzer: A Duna a magyar területfejlesztésben (The Danube in the Hungarian regional development). Győr: Hungarian Academy of
Science RKK NyUTI, 2009. Page 59.
Mrs. Szörényi I. Kukorelli Változó vidék – Sikeres vidék (Changing countryside – successful countryside). = Sikeres vidéki térségek. (edited by: Ferenc Glatz). Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science Institute for Historiography: Hungarian Academy of Science Society
Research Centre, 2010. Pages 33-45.
P. Tóth – Á. Páthy: Településfejlesztés az önkormányzatoknál (Urban development at local governments). = Közigazgatási olvasmányok.
(edited by János Rechnitzer) Budapest: KSZK, 2007. Pages 181-206.
P. Tóth: Vidéki fejlesztési sikerek az információs társadalom építésében Magyarországon (Rural development successes in building the
information society in Hungary). = Sikeres vidéki térségek. (edited by: Ferenc Glatz). Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science Institute
for Historiography: Hungarian Academy of Science Society Research Centre, 2010. Pages 175-190.
2. Local- and regional economic development
Keywords: economic development, regional policy, locality, regionality
Z. Csizmadia [et. al.]: Innováció a Nyugat-Dunántúlon (Innovation in the West-Transdanubian region). Győr; Pécs: Hungarian Academy
of Science RKK, 2008
Mrs. Szörényi I. Kukorelli – Momsen, Janet, D.: Gender and rural tourism in Western Hungary. = Eastern European Countyside 2007. Issue
13. Pages 83-96.
3. Frontier contacts
Keywords: frontier contacts, frontier, cross-frontier region, cross-frontier connections
Z. Csimadia: Hálózatosodás mint lehetőség (Networking, as a possibility). = Magyar-szlovák agglomeráció Pozsony környékén. (edited by:
Tamás Hardi – Mihály Lados −Károly Tóth) Győr; Somorja: Hungarian Academy of Science RKK NyUTI, 2010. Pages 144-154.
T. Hardi: Features of Border Regions, Transborder Co-operation and Movements across the Hungarian–Slovakian Border. = Megatrend
Review, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 103–118.
T. Hardi: Határ menti térségek, határon átnyúló kapcsolatok (Frontier regions, cross-frontier connections). = Közép-Dunántúl. (edited by:
Viktória Szirmai). Budapest; Pécs: Hungarian Academy of Science RKK: Dialogue Campus, 2010. Pages 109-120.
T. Hardi: Térségeink és városaink határon átnyúló kapcsolatrendszerének átalakulása a közelmúltban (Recent transition of our regions’ and
cities’ beyond the frontier relations). = A területi kutatások csomópontjai. (edited by Györgyi Barta [et al.]) Pécs: Hungarian Academy of
Science RKK, 2010. Pages 291–302.
J. Rechnitzer: A Duna a magyar területfejlesztésben (The Danube in the Hungarian regional development). Győr: Hungarian Academy of
Science RKK NyUTI, 2009. Page 59.
4. National and regional innovation systems and their development
Keywords: innovation system, innovation, development policy
Z. Csimadia: Együttműködés és újítóképesség: az innováció regionális rendszerének kapcsolathálózati alapjai (Cooperation and innovation: connection-network basics of the regional system of innovation). = Szociológiai Szemle, 2008. Issue 2. Pages 22-56.
Z. Csimadia: Együttműködés és újítóképesség: Kapcsolati hálózatok és innovációs rendszerek regionális sajátosságai (Cooperation and innovation: Regional specialities of connection networks and innovation systems). Budapest: Napvilág Kiadó, 2009. Page 254.
Z. Csimadia – A. Grosz: Innováció és együttműködés: Kapcsolathálózatok innovációra gyakorolt hatása (Innovation and cooperation: The
effect of connection-networks on the innovation). Pécs; Győr: Hungarian Academy of Science RKK, 2011 Page 251.
A. Grosz – Z. Csimadia: Innovációs folyamatok egy régióban és annak struktúrái (Innovation processes, and their structures in a region).
= Space and Society, 2008. Issue 2. Pages 87-102.
Régiók és nagyvárosok innovációs potenciálja Magyarországon (Innovation potential of regions and large cities in Hungary). (edited by:
János Rechnitzer – András Grosz) Győr; Pécs: Hungarian Academy of Science RKK, 2005 Page 303.
5. Spatial concentration of economic processes, clustering
Keywords: clustering, spatial connections, spatiality, economy, spatial economy
Z. Csimadia: Együttműködés és újítóképesség: Kapcsolati hálózatok és innovációs rendszerek regionális sajátosságai (Cooperation and innovation: Regional specialities of connection networks and innovation systems). Budapest: Napvilág Kiadó, 2009. Page 254.
A. Grosz: A szellemi tőke jelentés alkalmazása tudás-intenzív hálózatoknál – a PANAC példájának tanulságai (Application of the report on
intellectual capital for intensive knowledge networks – Evaluation of the PANAC example). = „Szellemi tőke mint versenyelőny, avagy A
tudásmenedzsment szerepe a versenyképességben”. Budapest: Lifelong Learning Hungary Alapítvány, 2010 in CD-format
6. Culture and local development
Keywords: culture and local development, culture, elite, local society, local government, community development, civil organization, civil society
Z. Bugovics: Az elitidentitás háttere (The background of elite identity). = Tér és Társadalom, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 78-99.
Z. Csimadia – A. Páthy: Győri elit és a városfejlődés – a gazdasági és a társadalmi folyamatok megítélése (The elite in Győr and city development - the estimation of economical and social processes). = Tér és Társadalom, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 63-93.
Gy. Szakál: A győri elit értékrendszere és magatartása az 1870 és az 1945 közötti gazdasági válságok idején (Values and behaviour of the high
society of Győr during the recessions between 1870 and 1945). = Tér és Társadalom, 2010. Issue 2. Pages 31-43.
Mrs. Szörényi I. Kukorelli: Ruralitás, fenntartható vidékfejlesztés és a kultúra és helyi örökség kapcsolata (Rurality, connection of sustainable rural development, culture and local heritage). = Vidéki életmódváltozások a 20. században (edited by Miklós Cseri – Zsolt Sári)
Szentendre: Outdoor Ethnographical Museum 2009. Pages 381-387.
P. Tóth: Az 1 %-os felajánlások Magyarország öt legnagyobb vidéki városában (The 1% pledges in the five biggest regional cities of Hungary). = Tér és Társadalom 2010. Issue 2. Pages 121-135.
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7. University-company cooperations
Keywords: university-corporate cooperations, cooperation, higher education, spin off,
Zs. Kovács – L. Tamándl – B. Filep: Észak-dunántúli vállalkozói elit elvárásai a Széchenyi István Egyetemmel és hallgatóival szemben (The
West Transdanubian business elite’s expectations towards Széchenyi István University and its students). = Tér és Társadalom, 2010. Issue
2. Pages 93-104.
J. Rechnitzer: A felsőoktatás regionalitása, a régiók és a felsőoktatás (The regionality of higher education, regions and higher education). =
Egyetemi marketing: Marketing a felsőoktatásban. (edited by Mária Törőcsik – Gabriella Kuráth). Pécs: PTE, 2010. Pages 35-49.
J. Rechnitzer – M. Smahó: A felsőoktatás szerkezete és együttműködési irányai a Nyugat-Dunántúlon (The structure and directions of cooperation of the higher education in the West-Transdanubian region). = A Kárpát-medence régiói 5. Nyugat-Dunántúl (edited by János
Rechnitzer) Budapest; Pécs: Dialogue Campus, 2006. Pages 23-71.
J. Rechnitzer – M. Smahó: A humán erőforrások regionális sajátosságai az átmenetben (Regional characteristics of human resources in the
transition). Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science KTI, 2005. Pages 83.
Unirégió: Egyetemek a határ menti együttműködésben (Uniregion: Universities in the frontier cooperation). (edited by. János Rechnitzer
– Melinda Smahó) Pécs; Győr: Hungarian Academy of Science RKK, 2007 Page 312.
8. Regional programmes and evaluation of tender projects

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. The economic impact of the automotive industry on the development of the West-Transdanubian region
Summary of the project: The research in the framework of a TÁMOP programme between 2010 and 2012 is to expose the regional connections of the automotive industry through the impacts on the competitiveness of regions and in the management of economic networks.
Duration: 2010-2012
Project leader: Prof. Dr. János Rechnitzer DSc. university professor, rechnj@sze.hu

Main external commissions of the department in 2010
1. Local Agenda 21
Type of Commission: human research-development
Duration: 2010-2011
Tasks, performed by the organizational unit: For the sustainable development strategy of the city of Győr (Local Agenda 21) a comprehensive evaluation of the topic ‘society’, contribution for the preparations of the sustainability project’s chapter of similar title. Analysis,
examination of strategic documents.
Partner company/institute: Mayor’s Office of Győr County Authority

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Congratulation to Antal Bőhm at the Celebration of Hungarian Science
Aim of the conference: Professor Dr. Antal Bőhm, university teacher at our faculty, was 70 years old in 2010. Upon this occasion faculty
members, his former and current students, his PhD. students and his friends congratulated him on the Day of Hungarian Science.
Date of the conference: 10th November 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 8
Number of Hungarian participants: 25

CENTRE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Head of centre:
Dr. Ferenc Csendes PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: csendesf@sze.hu
Telephone: (96) 613-552
Homepage: http://inok.sze.hu

Members of the centre (from left to right): Gábor Szabó language teacher, Mrs. Hardi Tamara Magyar language teacher, Mrs. Pusztai Éva
Török university assistant professor, Mrs. Fekete Erzsébet Horváth departmental administrator, Éva Kozalk college assistant professor, Erika Felhőfalvy language teacher, Rozália Nagy university assistant professor, Mrs. Skaliczky Viktória Váczi language teacher, Mrs. Varga Dr.
Katalin Kiss PhD. university assistant professor, Hajnalka Göncz college assistant professor, Katalin Gibicsár language teacher, Ilona Galambos university assistant professor, Dr. Ferenc Csendes PhD. university associate professor, Mrs. Ottó Józsi college assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Csilla Kigyóssy language teacher, John Paul Kowalchuk language teacher

Introduction/scientific activity of the centre
A Szenátus döntésének értelmében 2006. szeptember 1-jén kezdte meg működését az Idegen Nyelvi Oktatási Központ (INOK), az egyetem
Hédervári út 25. számú épületében.
A központ elsődleges feladata a hallgatók nyelvtanulási igényeinek színvonalas kielégítése. Ennek eredményes megvalósítása érdekében az
alábbi nyelvi szolgáltatásokat biztosítja: Az oktatási törvény kiegészítő törvényjavaslata a kimeneti oldalon az általános nyelvvizsga mellett a
szakmai nyelvvizsga lehetőségét is megteremti. Ennek szellemében egyetemünk Idegen Nyelvi Oktatási Központja az általános kimenet – ITK
nyelvvizsga – mellett valamennyi kar számára lehetővé teszi, hogy itt helyben, a Széchenyi István Egyetemen, felkészítő tanfolyamon vegyen
részt, és szaknyelvekből vizsgázzon. (OECONOM- Gazdasági, BME - Műszaki, PROFEX Jogi, PROFEX Egészségügyi szaknyelv)
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A központ tudományos tevékenysége a nyelvtudományok területére terjed ki: többek közt idegen nyelvi képzési blended oktatási software
kidolgozásában vesz részt, valamint az e-learning módszerek alkalmazásában is jártas.

Main research fields and papers published by the centre
1. Elaboration of blended education software of foreign language education
Keywords: Linguistics, foreign language education, e-learning, professional language education

Main research projects of the centre in 2010
1. Preparing professional language translations – according to need based on internal and external orders
Summary of the project: Our aim is to integrate into the dynamic development of the university and of the industrial life of the region by
meeting the demand of continuously incoming university and industrial commissions.
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Csendes PhD. university associate professor, csendesf@sze.hu
2. TAMOP 411
Summary of the project: The main aim of the university is the continuous improvement of its educational and research potential and
standards. Our interest is to enhance the labour market demand of the value of our education and to strengthen our ability to adapt to the
quickly changing demands in a flexible way.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: The TAMOP 411 project has a multifaceted direct goal. It aims at increasing the
competitiveness of the institution by developing modular, e-learning teaching materials based on international standards; developing the
educational, pedagogical competences; professional language knowledge; the knowledge of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) of university teachers; improving the level of BSc-MSc courses; and improving foreign language teaching.
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Csendes PhD. university associate professor, csendesf@sze.hu
3. TAMOP 412
Summary of the project: The training of the university teachers is provided with the help of modules.
Project leader: Dr. Ferenc Csendes PhD. university associate professor, csendesf@sze.hu
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Deák Ferenc
Faculty of Law and Political Sciences
Dean:
Contact:

Prof. Dr. Gyula Szalay CSc. university associate professor
E-mail: szalaygy@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-470

DEPARTMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Head of department:
Contact information
for the head of the department:

Prof. Dr. István Kukorelli DSc. university professor
E-mail: galline@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-477
Homepage: http://apt.sze.hu

Lecturers: Prof. Dr. Mihály Bihari DSc. university professor, Dr. Gergely Karácsony university assistant lecturer, Prof. Dr. István Kukorelli
CSc. university professor, Dr. Péter Smuk university associate professor, Dr. habil Zoltán Szente PhD. university associate professor, Dr.
Péter Váczi university assistant lecturer
Colleague: Mrs. Galli Dr. Kamilla Pataki managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was established in 1996. Its main fields of interests embrace constitutional and administrative law, and political science.
Our particular research areas include parliamentary law, parliamentary government, European and Hungarian constitutional and parliamentary history, the influence of European integration on national constitutional law, good governance, Europeanization of the administrative law, constitutional interpretation and electoral systems.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Parliamentary law, parliamentary government
P. Smuk: A politikai zsákmányszerzés alkotmányos korlátai (The constitutional limits of political plundering). Jog, Állam, Politika, 2010.
Issue 4., pp. 3-22.
Z. Szente: A dualizmuskori Magyarország kormányformájának megítélése a korszak közjogtudományában (Evaluation of the government
model in the period of the Dual Austro-Hungarian Monarchy by the public jurists of the era). In Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére,
65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. pp. 524-536.
Z. Szente: A parlamenti fegyelmi jog és a képviselői etikai szabályok elvi alapjai és gyakorlati lehetőségei (The principles and applicability of
parliamentary disciplinary law and ethic regulations of MPs.) In Frusztrációk a parlamentek körül Európában: A parlamentek, a képviselők
társadalmi és média-megítélése (edited by József Alajos Géczi, József Karsai) Budapest: Office of Parliament, 2010. pp. 310-331.
Z. Szente: Bevezetés a parlamenti jogba (Introduction into parliamentary law). Budapest: Atlantisz, 2010.
2. Hungarian constitutional and parliamentary history
I. Kukorelli: Az alkotmánymódosítások alkotmánya – egységes szerkezetben (The government of constitutional amendments – in unified
framework). Közigazgatás-tudományi Közlöny, 2010. Issue 1. pp. 3-6.
I. Kukorelli – P. Smuk: A magyar Országgyűlés 1990-2010. Öt parlamenti ciklus története (The Hungarian Parliament 1990-2010 History
of five Parliamentary cycles). Budapest: Office of Parliament, 2010.
P. Smuk: The Hungarian Parliament 1990-2010. Časopis pro právní vědu a praxi (Journal of Jurisprudence and Legal Practice) 2010. Issue
2. pp. 151-162.
Z. Szente: Kormányzás a dualizmus korában (Government in the age of the Dual Monarchy.) Budapest: Atlantisz, 2011.
Z. Szente: A historizáló alkotmányozás problémái – A történeti alkotmány és a Szent Korona az új Alaptörvényben [The problem of constitutional
historiography – the historic constitution and the Holy Crown in the new Fundamental law). Közjogi szemle, szeptember 2011. [forthcoming]
3. Comparative constitutional law
Z. Szente: The Use of Foreign Precedents in the Jurisprudence of Hungarian Constitutional Court. In Constitutional Cross-fertilization. The
Use of Foreign Precedents by Constitutional Judges. (ed. by T Groppi M, C Ponthoreau) Oxford: Hart Publishing, [forthcoming].
4. Public administration
Z. Szente: Hungary. In The Local Government in Europe: The ‘Fourth Level’ in the EU Multi-Layered System of Governance (ed. by Panara,
Carlo and Varney, Michael) London: Routledge, 2011. [forthcoming]
Z. Szente: Grundzüge des Verwaltungsrechts in gemeineuropäischer Perspektive: Ungarn. In Handbuch Ius Publicum Europaeum. Verwaltung in Europa. Band V. (Hrsg. Armin von Bogdandy, Sabino Cassese, Peter M. Huber). C. F. Müller, Heidelberg, 2012. [forthcoming]

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Ius Publicum Europaeum. Europaisches Verwaltungsrecht.
Summary of the project: European administrative law.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. habil Szente Zoltán PhD. university associate professor ,szentez@sze.hu
Financed by: Max-Planck-Institute für öffentliches, auslandisches Recht und Völkerrecht, Heidelberg
2. The Local Government in Europe: The ‘Fourth Level’ in the EU Multi-Layered System of Governance
Summary of the project: Government in the member states of the EU.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. habil Szente Zoltán PhD. university associate professor, szentez@sze.hu
Financed by: Hull University
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3. Use of Foreign Precedents by Constitutional Judges
Summary of the project: International research project on Constitutional court jurisdiction.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2008-2011
Project leader: Dr. habil Szente Zoltán PhD. university associate professor, szentez@sze.hu
Financed by: International Association of Constitutional Law
4. Local and Regional Democracy in Estonia
Summary of the project: Local and regional democracy in Estonia.
Duration: 2010
Project leader: Dr. habil Szente Zoltán PhD. university associate professor, szentez@sze.hu
Financed by: Council of Europe, Strasbourg
5. Citizens’ participation at local and regional level in Europe
Summary of the project: Forms of direct democracy in the member states of European Union.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2010
Project leader: Dr. habil Szente Zoltán PhD. university associate professor, szentez@sze.hu
Financed by: Council of Europe, Strasbourg

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iubilaei Facultatis Iaurinensis
Aim of the conference: Fostering contact with partner departments.
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 7
Number of Hungarian participants: 7
Homepage: http://www.sze.hu

DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL LAW SCIENCES
Head of department:
Contact information
for the head of the department:

Dr. Péter M. Nyitrai PhD. university associate professor
E-mail: peternyitrai@hotmail.com
Telephone: +36 96 503-477
Homepage: http://btt.sze.hu

Lecturers: Dr. Róbert Bartkó PhD. university assistent professor (from 1st September 2011), Dr. Lilla Dávid university assistant lecturer,
Dr. Andrea Domokos PhD. university associate professor (in stand from 1st February 2011), Dr. Balázs József Gellér PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Gábor Kovács PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Péter M. Nyitrai PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Imre
Németh university assistant professor
Colleague: Mrs. Galli Dr. Kamilla Pataki managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department was established in 1996. It mainly has research competence in the field of law and political sciences and within them in normative and empirical criminal sciences. Their specialities include health criminal law, bioethics, forensic medicine, fight against terrorism,
the law of international crimes and legislation of international cooperation in criminal matters. The department organizes conferences in the
aforementioned topics every year and they regularly take part in the scientific events organized by the partner institutions in similar contexts.
The majority of the teachers are practising as lawyers as well, so they can apply their acquired theoretical knowledge in a practical setting, and
they can use their practical knowledge according to their needs as far as possible in the theoretical research and within the education process.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Health criminal law
G. Kovács: A biológia és az orvostudomány hatása a büntetőjogra (The effect of biology and medical science on penal law). = Opus Magistrale, 2007. (edited by: Gábor Sulyok). Győr, Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2007. Pages 70-122.
G. Kovács: A kábítószer-függőség megítélésének egyes igazságügyi szakértői aspektusai (Certain forensic expert aspects of the judgement
of drug-addiction). = Kriminológiai Közlemények, 2008. Issue 65. Pages 79-86.
G. Kovács: Az emberi test tiltott felhasználása : Petesejt adás-vétel? (Forbidden use of human body: Ovum sale and purchase?) = Med et
Jur., 2010, Issue 3. Pages 23-27.
G. Kovács – I. Németh – B. Gellér: Az egészségügyi beavatkozás, az orvostudományi kutatás rendje és az egészségügyi önrendelkezés elleni bűncselekmények 1. (Crimes against health intervention, order of medical science research and health self-determination 1.) =
Büntetőjogi Kodifikáció, 2005. Issue 1. Pages 7-24.
G. Kovács – I. Németh – B. Gellér: Az egészségügyi beavatkozás, az orvostudományi kutatás rendje és az egészségügyi önrendelkezés elleni bűncselekmények 2. (Crimes against health intervention, order of medical science research and health self-determination 2.) =
Büntetőjogi Kodifikáció, 2005. Issue 2. Pages 3-24.
2. Bioethics, forensic medicine
Keywords: bioethics, forensic medicine
G. Kovács: Az igazságügyi szakértő jogi felelőssége (The responsibility of a forensicexpert). = Orvosok és jogászok a büntető igazságszolgáltatásban. Pécs: PTE, 2005. Pages 81-87.
G. Kovács: Az orvosszakmai felelősségbiztosítás aktuális kérdései (The actual questions of medical profession liability insurance). = 11th
Congress of the Hungarian Life Insurance Medical Society. Debrecen, 2006
G. Kovács: Bioetika és büntetőjogi kodifikáció (Bioethics and penal codification). Győr: SzE, 2008 Page 301.
G. Kovács: Bioetika és büntetőjog kapcsolata (Connection of bioethics and criminallaw). = Jog, Állam, Politika 2009., Issue 4. Pages 4-40.
G. Kovács – Z. Lovász: A közlekedési baleseteket befolyásoló fiziológiai tényezők komplex szakértői értékelése (Complex expert evaluation
of physiological factors that have an influence on accidents). = Magyar Jog, 2007. Issue 3., Pages 24-28.
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3. Law of international crimes
R. Bartkó: A nemzetközi bűncselekmények elleni küzdelem az állami szuverenitás jegyében (Fight against international crimes in the spirit
of state sovereignty). = Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2004. Issue 9. Pages 305-311.
R. Bartkó: A terrorcselekmény, mint nemzetközi bűncselekmény (Terrorist act as an international crime). = Rendészeti Szemle 2010. Issue
2. Pages 73-87.
R. Bartkó: A terrorizmus és a politikai bűncselekmények kapcsolata az 1856-os Belga Merényleti Záradék relációjában (Connection of terrorism and political crimes in relation of the Belgian Criminal Attempt Clause of 1856.) = Publicationes Universitatis Miskolcinensis,
Sectio Juridica et Politica, Tomus XXII. Miskolc: Miskolc University Press, 2004. Pages 185.-194.
P. M. Nyitrai: A nemzetközi bűncselekmény koncepciója (The conception of international crime). = Jog, Állam, Politika 2010. Issue 1. Pages 3-24.
N. Kis – B. Gellér: A nemzetközi bűncselekmények hazai kodifikációja de lege ferenda (National codification of international crimes de lege
ferenda) = Wiener ünnepi kötet (edited by Katalin Ligeti). Budapest: KJK, 2005. Pages 363-392.
4. International criminal cooperation
P. M. Nyitrai: A nemzetközi bűnügyi együttműködés rendszertani megközelítése (Systemic approach of the international criminal cooperation). = Az Európai Csalás Elleni Hivatal (OLAF) az Európai Unió bűnügyi együttműködési rendszerében Budapest: KJK-Kerszöv, 2005.
P. M. Nyitrai: A nemzetközi bűnügyi együttműködés területeinek összefonódása Európában: nemzetközi rendőri együttműködés és
nemzetközi bűnügyi jogsegély (The interweaving of the areas of international criminal cooperation in Europe: international police cooperation and international criminal legal assistance). = Belügyi Szemle, 2004. Issue 5. Pages 104-116.
P. M. Nyitrai: Europeanizing Hungarian Extradition Law: Accessing to the European Union. = Turku Law Journal, 2001. Issue 3.
P. M. Nyitrai: Nemzetközi bűnügyi jogsegély Európában (International criminal legal assistance in Europe). Budapest: KJK-Kerszöv, 2002.
Pages 352.
P. M. Nyitrai: Nemzetközi- és európai büntetőjog (International- and European criminallaw). Budapest: Osiris Kiadó, 2006. Pages 592.
5. Prevention of crime
Keywords: Probation supervision
L. Dávid: A pártfogói tevékenység Európában (Probation activity in Europe). = PhD studies 9. Pécs: PTE ÁJK DI, 2010. Pages 181-208.
L. Dávid:“The Role of the Probation Service in Crime Prevention” = PhD studies. Pécs: PTE ÁJK DI, 2009. Pages 131-156.
A. Domokos: A fiatalkori kriminalitás okai és megelőzése egy nyugati szerző szemszögéből (Reasons and prevention of youth crime from
the aspect of a western author: Dr. L. F. Lowenstein: Born or Made to Kill?) = The Police Journal, l995. Issue 2. ÉS = Belügyi Szemle, 1996
Issue 5. Pages 69-73.
A. Domokos: A társadalmi bűnmegelőzés eszközei a fiatalkori erőszakos bűnözés visszaszorításában (Tools of social crime prevention in
forcing back the youth violent crime). = Belügyi Szemle, 1997. Issue 2. Pages 26-38.
6. Aggression and violence
Keywords: Reasons and treating of aggression, youth violence
A. Domokos: Az agresszív média (The aggressive media), Belügyi Szemle, 1998. Issue 6. Pages 23-36.
A. Domokos: Az erőszak mint a szabadidő-eltöltés egyik módja : Honnan eredeztethető a gyermek- és fiatalkori agresszió? (Violence as
a method of spending leisure time : Where can the child- and youth aggression be derived from?) = Rendészeti Szemle 2009. Issue 5.
Pages 55-65.
A. Domokos: Az erőszakos bűnözés (Violent crime). Budapest: Hinnova, 2000. page 202.
A. Domokos: Erőszakos bűncselekmények fiatal elkövetői és a média = A média hatása a gyermekekre és fiatalokra (Young perpetuators
of violent crimes and the media) = A média hatása a gyermekekre és fiatalokra. [Budapest]: Hungarian Association of the International
Children’s Safety Service, 2008. Pages 228-231.
A. Domokos: Erőszak és deviáns magatartás (Violence and deviant behaviour), Belügyi Szemle, 1999. Issue 6. Pages 113-121.
7. The limits of self-determination law in crminallaw
Keywords: victim’s aggreement
I. Németh: A sértett beleegyezésének relativizálódó határai a testi integritás feletti rendelkezési jog tükrében (The increasingly relative limits
of the complainant’s consent in cases of body integrity supervision). = Jog, Állam, Politika, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 39-56.
I. Németh: Az egészségügyi önrendelkezési jog megsértésének büntetőjogi vonatkozásai (Crminallaw relations of the violence of health
self-determination law). = Keresztmetszet. Tanulmányok fiatal büntetőjogászok tollából (edited by Krisztina Karsai) Szeged: Pólay Elemér Alapítvány, 2005. Pages 163-187.
I. Németh: Thesis on a criminal law perspective of patients’ medical autonomy within the European legal space. Helsinki, 2004. Page 94.
8. Terrorism
Keywords: fight against terrorism, terrorist act, as international crime, criminal political questions of terrorism
R. Bartkó: A terrorcselekmény, mint nemzetközi bűncselekmény (Terrorist act as an international crime). = Rendészeti Szemle 2010. Issue
5. Pages 73-87.
R. Bartkó: A terrorizmus elleni küzdelem jogi és adminisztratív eszközei az Európai Unióban: Áttekintés a 2001-es terrortámadástól egészen
napjainkig (The legal and administrative tools in the fight against terrorism in the European Union: Overview from the 2001 terrorist
attack until nowadays). = Collega, 2005. Issue 4. Pages 90-94.
R. Bartkó: Az Európai Unió és hazánk büntetőpolitikája a terrorizmus elleni küzdelemben (Criminal policy of the European Union and
Hungary in the fight against terrorism). = Jog, Állam, Politika, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 57-72.
R. Bartkó: Büntetőjogi aggályok a terrorcselekmény tényállásával kapcsolatosan (Penal concerns, connected to the facts of the terror act).
= Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2009. Issue 12. Pages 535-540.
R. Bartkó: Gondolatok a terrorizmus fogalmáról (Thoughts about the concepts of terrorism), Belügyi Szemle, 2005. Issue 6. Pages 75-89.
9. Data protection in penal law
Keywords: abuse of classified data, criminal cooperation from data protection aspect
K. Nagy: A biometrikus azonosítás új iránya (New direction of biometric identification). = Jog, Állam, Politika, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 73-94.
K. Nagy: Adatvédelem a rendőrségi és bűnügyi együttműködés során a Lisszaboni Szerződés után (Data protection in the course of police
and criminal cooperation, after the LisbonTreaty). = Pécsi Határőr Tudományos Közlemények, Pécs, 2010. Issue 11. Pages 81-88.
K. Nagy: Az állam jogos titkai? (Legal secrets of the state?) = Az állam és jog alapvető értékei 1. köt. (edited by Péter Smuk) Győr: Széchenyi
István University, 2010. Pages 147-158
K. Nagy: Criminal record as a „secondary sanction.” COFOLA 2010 The Conference Proceedings, 2010
http://www.law.muni.cz/sborniky/cofola2010/files/sankce/Nagy_Klara__1714_.pdf

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. OTKA (Hungarian Scientific Research Fund) research tender Improvement of the tool-system of the fight against terrorism, with special regard to terrorism
Summary of the project: Aim of the project is to collect and organize means of anti-terrorism and to outline its history of development.
The project emphasizes the ways and its efficiency in cutting off the financial flow of terrorism, and the evaluation of such actions in correspondence with basic rights.
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Aims, expected results in the course of the project: A research results are to be applied on two levels: on a national and an international one.
On a national level, on the one hand as part of education, on the other hand in order to establish an efficient critical examination of the particular
legislation process. On an international level, partially to promote the process of the approximation of law, and partially to extend the knowledge
on European criminal law, including the international introduction of Hungarian accomplishments. Our intention is to publish the research
results annually as a collection of Hungarian and foreign language studies. Our ultimate aim is create comprehensive monograph in Hungarian and foreign languages in which the monograph provides a critical study on terrorism on the fundamental elements of its research and the
possibilities of national and international anti-terrorism efforts development. Focusing on a critical evaluation of the possible counter-measures
and their limits regarding terrorism funding. The expected results of our research shall contribute to the further development of international
criminology and dogmatics, to the integrant completion of organized crime research, to the completion of supplementary systemic and theoretical principles, to the efficiency of criminal procedures and to the further development of balance factors in human rights protection. The research
results shall reinforce the importance of an interdisciplinary view within the domain of criminal law and shed light on the difficulties of correct
interpretations and applications of international concepts and institutions of criminal law in a national criminal law system.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Dr. Péter M. Nyitrai PhD. university associate professor, peternyitrai@hotmail.com
Financed by: OTKA (Hungarian Scientific Research Fund Office (with the university administration)

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iubilaei Facultatis Iaurinensis
Aim of the conference: The Section of Criminal Law has another purpose aside from the conference’s topic; they intend to commemorate
A. Imre Wiener and his scientific accomplishments.
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 6
Number of Hungarian participants: 600
Homepage: http://btt.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4&Itemid=7
2. Fundamental values of the state and law
Aim of the conference: The aim of the conference was to provide a forum where Hungarian and foreign PhD students had the opportunity
to present and discuss their research results.
Date of the conference: 10th December 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 6
Number of Hungarian participants (persons): 20

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL THEORY
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Péter Szigeti DSc. university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: szigp@t-online.hu
Telephone: (96) 613-527
Homepage: http://jet.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Prof. Dr. Lajos Cs. Kiss CSc. university professor, Mrs. Gönczöl Beatrix Németh managerial administrator, Dr. Edit Vigh university assistant lecturer, Prof. Dr. Péter Szigeti DSc. university teacher
Not included in the picture: Dr. Katalin Egresi PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Anett Rigó university assistant professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
During the education of philosophy and ethics, the department implements the integration of scientific research and education. In connection with this it tries to upgrade a subject’s thematic system, which makes it possible to synchronize the needs of philosophy and sciences.
This allows it to illustrate in a didactic way the explication of basic problems – for example the notions of law, politics and state – in several
aspects, and to the theoretical foundation of natural law conception that are necessary for the latter studies. Our main field is legal theory
which is going to be taught first as a basic propaedeutic subject, later as legal sociology and towards the end of our students’ course as
synthetic legal conception (The positive legal layer – analysis of relations between natural law and historical-sociological elements). State
theory is also a main college subject. The department has research competences in the fields of state- and legal sciences, social theory, legal
theory, constitutional law and sociology of law. The research topics include the analysis of the institutional changes in the Hungarian legal
system, the topic of electoral law and the electoral system in Hungarian society and a few questions of middle-level legal sociology.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. The Hungarian legal system and the challenges of the millennium- public law
Keywords: legal system, public law, legal harmonisation, constitution
Péter Szigeti: The state of the legal system of the Hungarian Republic, 1989-2006: Complex legal- and constitution theoretical, legal sociological and professional law analysis. Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 2008. Pages 325.
Péter Szigeti: The constitution of constitutionalism: Society research - What for? Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2011
Péter Szigeti: Essays of the forum column. = Fundamentum, 2010. Issue 4.
2. Change of the idea of sovereignty and the European Union
Keywords: state, law, sovereignty, European Union, legitimation, constitutional law, international law, globalisation
Anett Rigó: The sovereignty of the Republic of Hungary within the mirror of the change of the legal system from 1988 until nowadays =
Leviatán, 2005. Issue 3. Pages 47-65.
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Anett Rigó: The problem of sovereignty theory and the international law. = Law science of Hans Kelsen: Studies of Hans Kelsen (edited by
Lajos Cs. Kiss). Budapest: Gondolat: Hungarian Academy of Science JTI : ELTE ÁJTK, 2007. Pages 537-554.
Anett Rigó: Independence, supremacy, state: The theories of sovereignty. = State theory 1. : Preliminaries and outlined history of the theory
of the modern state (edited by Péter Takács). Budapest: Szent István Association, 2008
Anett Rigó: Sovereignty and legitimacy: From the sovereign state to global government. = Law, State, Politics, 2009. Issue 1. Pages 40-61.
3. Political systems and government social politics in the 20th-century Italy – on the basis of an international guest lecturer scholarship
Keywords: constitution, government-opposition, party, party system, trades union, conciliation, social policy, social problems
Katalin Egresi: Social policy in Hungary: Views, programmes and laws 1919-1939. Napvilág Publisher, 2008. Page 372
Katalin Egresi: History of conciliation of interests in Hungary 1900-1945. = Our Past, 2011. Issue 1.
Katalin Egresi: Conception of the welfare state and its models in Europe. = Special volume, on the occasion of Gyula Szalay’s 65th birthday.
Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 127-141.
Pasquini, Mario: Social security = it includes the following chapters from the author’s book Editrice Studium, Rome, 1960: Chapter I (The concept of social security, pages 5-10), Chapter V (Social security and ethics, pages 91-97), Chapter VI (Social security, politics and law, pages
99-105) and the Conclusions (pages 110-113) = from the chrestomathy titled ‘Alternative ways of inter-professional training for social work of
community aspect’– within the framework of TÁMOP 5.4.4.-09/2/C-2009-0006 – ÚTITÁRSAK project 2011. (translated by Katalin Egresi)
Ardigò, Achille: Economis crisis and social security. Naples, 1978. = from the chrestomathy titled ‘Alternative ways of inter-professional
training for social work of community aspect’ – within the framework of TÁMOP 5.4.4.-09/2/C-2009-0006 – ÚTITÁRSAK project 2011.
(translated by Katalin Egresi)
4. Society theory, state theory, political phylosophy, law phylosophy
Keywords: synoptical theory, state, politics, law
Lajos, Kiss Cs.: The idea and function of law. Budapest: ELTE ÁJK, 2004. Page 128.
Lajos, Kiss Cs.: Encounters with Carl Schmitt. = Jurisprudence of Carl Schmitt: Studies of Carl Schmitt (edited by: Lajos Kiss) Gondolat,
2004. Pages 19-143.
Lajos, Kiss Cs.: Strategies of theory elaboration in political science. = Political science, political philosophy, philosophy of law (edited by
Péter Szigeti) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2005. Pages 51-84.
Lajos, Kiss Cs.: The concept and purpose of pure jurisprudence. = Jurisprudence of Hans Kelsen: Studies of Hans Kelsen (edited by Lajos
Cs. Kiss). Budapest: Gondolat: Hungarian Academy of Science JTI: ELTE ÁJTK, 2007. Pages 125-158.
Lajos, Kiss Cs.: Begegnungen mit Karl Mannheim. Mannheim-Rezeption in Ungarn. = Karl Mannheim: Leben, Werk und Bedeutung für die
Osteuropaforschung. (hrsg. Bálint Balla, Vera Sparshuh, Anton Sterbling): Hamburg: Reinhold Krämer Verlag, 2007. Pages 109-128.
5. Sociology of legal profession
Keywords: legal sociology, role of intellectual class, legal professions, civil legal protectors, female lawyers
Edit Vigh: The role of the intellectuals then and now. = Law, State, Politics, 2009. Issue 3. [CD Attachment]
Edit Vigh: Region and jurist education. = Special volume, on the occasion of Gyula Szalay’s 65th birthday Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit
Ltd., 2010. Pages 577-582.
Edit, Vigh: Definition of the Civil Defence of Right as a Profession. = De iurisprudentia et iure publico, 2011. Issue 1. Pages 218-225.
Edit, Vigh: Recommendations for Emplacing Activist Lawyers in the Legal Profession. = Legal Theory review, 2011. Issue 1.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iublaiei Facultatis Iaurinensis (Széchenyi István University DFÁJK Conference - Jurisprudence Section)
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 6
Number of Hungarian participants: 6
2. Fundamental values of the state and law (Széchenyi István University Law and Political Science Doctoral School Conference – Jurisprudence Section)
Date of the conference: 10th December 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 4
Number of Hungarian participants: 4

DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL HISTORY
Head of department:
Contact information
for the head of the department:

Dr. Mihály Révész T. CSc. university associate professor
From 1st December 2010
Dr. Barna Attila PhD. university associate professor
E-mail: barnaattila@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-474
Homepage: http://jtt.sze.hu

Lecturers: Dr. Attila Barna university associate professor, Dr. Gergely Deli PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. István Kállay university
professor, Prof. Dr. Barna Mezey CSc. university professor, Dr. Balázs Pálvölgyi PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Mihály Révész T. CSc.
university associate professor, Dr. Katalin Szoboszlai-Kiss PhD. university assistant professor, Andrea Szemanné Deme language teacher
Colleague: Beatrix Gönczöl-Németh managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department operates in the field of state- and legal science. Its research cover the following fields: freedom of press and its legislation in
the era of dualism; historical, dogmatic and comparative analysis of general clauses; historical determination of certain general particular
legal institutions of contract law; historical analysis of crimes against the state; the Hungarian history of the law of penalty enforcement;
and the history of efforts aimed at the suppression of international terrorism.
The curriculum of the lawyer education and the international administration courses specifies the teaching of five compulsory main
courses for the Department of Legal History. Apart from the two legal history disciplines, each semester is comprised of general knowledge,
and the knowledge and acquisition of Roman law. Combined with the foundation of Latin language this will enable the undergraduates to
be more prepared to continue their further studies. These subjects significantly contribute to the realization of requirements for the education of intellectuals. Within the framework of the uniform education of lawyers, teaching subjects of legal history and acquiring historical
preparatory knowledge are indispensable.
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Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. The freedom of the press and its legislation in the era of dualism in Hungary
M. Révész T.: A televíziózás jogi szabályozásának modelljei (Models of legal regulation of televiewing). = Információs társadalom és a
jogrendszer (edited by Ferenc Glatz.) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science Sociologist Centre, 2002. Pages 75-94.
M. Révész T.: Médiajelen – médiajövő (Media today - media future). = Széphalmi előadások, 2006. Budapest, 2007.
2. Historical, dogmatic and comparative analysis of the general clauses
G. Deli: Adalékok a generális klauzula kifejezés történetéhez (Contributions to the history of the expression ’general clause’). = Fiatal
Oktatók Tanulmányai, 4. Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2006. Pages 68-90.
3. The historical determination of the legal institutions of certain general parts of the law of obligations
B. Mezey: A modern polgári jogrendszer kialakulása a 19. századi Magyarországon: Tanulmányok Pölöskei Ferenc köszöntésére (Establishment of modern civil legal system in Hungary in the 19th century: Studies celebrating Ferenc Pölöskei) = A hosszú tizenkilencedik és a
rövid huszadik század (editor in chief Gergely Jenő) Budapest: ELTE BTK, 2000. Pages 335-352.
B. Mezey: Szokásjog és szokás határán: jogszokások (On the border of customary law and customs: customs in law) = Jogi néprajz – jogi
kultúrtörténet.: Tanulmányok a jogtudományok, a néprajztudományok és a történettudományok köréből. (edited by Janka Teodóra Nagy
– Barna Mezei). Budapest: ELTE Eötvös Kiadó, 2009. Pages 13-26.
4. Historical analysis of the crimes against the state
A. Barna: A bűntettekről és vétségekről szóló első magyar büntetőtörvénykönyv hazai és nemzetközi fogadtatása (National and international reception of the first Hungarian criminal code on felonies and offences). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára
(edited by Mihály Bihari –András Patyi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 23-33.
A. Barna: Törekvések a politikai bűncselekmények rendezésére Magyarországon a 18. század végén, és az 1795. évi büntetőtörvénykönyv
tervezete (Efforts to reconcile political crimes in Hungary at the end of the 18th century and the draft of the criminal code of 1795). =Jog,
Állam, Politika 2010. Issue 2. Pages 73-97.
5. Hungarian history of the law relating to prisons
A. Barna: A gonosz tanácsadók megbüntetésétől a miniszteri felelősségig: Hűtlen tanácsosok és a nemzetsértés tényállása a magyar
büntetőkódex-tervezetekben (From the punishment of malicious advisors to the responsibility of ministers: Disloyal advisors and the
facts of treason in different drafts of Hungarian criminal code). = Ünnepi tanulmányok Révész T. Mihály 65. születésnapja tiszteletére
(edited by Gábor Máthé – Barna Mezey). Budapest: Gondolat, 2010. Pages 9-36.
B. Mezey: A kiegyezés fegyházügye statisztikai adatok tükrében: Adalékok a magyar börtönügy álláshoz 1867-ben (The matter of prisons
and the Compromise of 1867 through statistical data: Contributions to the issue of Hungarian prisons in 1867). = A statisztika és a közigazgatás elkötelezettje: Ünnepi kötet a 60 éves Katona Tamás tiszteletére (edited by Miklós Balogh – Richard Gyémánt – Mrs. Kovacsics
Katalin Nagy – Péter Pukli – István Vavró) Budapest: ELTE ÁJK ; KSH, 2008. Pages 353-364.
B. Mezey: A kor kérdése a magyar büntetőjog történetében (The matter of age in Hungarian criminal law history). = Rendészeti Szemle,
2008. Issues 7-8. Pages 20-30.
6. Dictionary of legal expressions in latin
Keywords: Latin legal terms and their analysis
I. Federmayer: A jelen lévő ókor (The present antiquity). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2005
I. Federmayer – I. Kállay – Mrs. Szemán A. Deme: Antik eredetű kifejezések a magyar alkotmánytörténetben (Archaic expressions in the
history of the Hungarian constitution). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2005
7. Hellenistic philosophy
Keywords: stoical philosophy, idea of equal rights, politics history
K. Szoboszlai-Kiss: Az államvezetés és a filozófia elválaszthatatlanságáról (On the inseparability of state administration and philosophy). =
Jog, Állam, Politika 2009. Issue 4. Pages 161-181.
K. Szoboszlai-Kiss: Az ember a kozmoszban (Man in the cosmos). = Műhely, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 10-18.
K. Szoboszlai-Kiss: Poszeidóniosz: Töredékek és kommentár (Posseidonios: Fragments and commentary). Budapest: L’Harmattan, 2009. Page 289

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS-, AGRICULTURAL AND LABOUR LAW
Head of department:
Dr. András Szegedi PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: szegedia@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-476
Homepage: http://kamt.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Csaba Vándor university assistant lecturer, Dr. Éva Göndör university assistant professor, Dr. András Szegedi PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Gyula Szalay CSc. university associate professor, Dr. Jácint Szilárd Ferencz
university assistant lecturer, Dr. Zoltán Hazafi PhD. visiting professor, Dr. Attila Vermes university assistant lecturer, Dr. Gergely Horváth
university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Adrienn Jámbor managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
It has been an independent department since the establishment of Széchenyi István University on 1st January 2002. As its name also shows,
it handles basically three big research and educational fields. The teaching of commercial law covers the research and education of corpo-
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rate law, law of cooperative societies, competition law, the law of commercial agreements, law of logistics, law of transport, law of freight
forwarding, insurance law, law of securities, banking law, financial securities law and law of mergers and takeovers.
The colleagues of the department deal with the comprehensive research and education of the entire legal field of labour law with special
regards to the theory of labour law liability, including the labour law of the public sector and gender research (women’s role and appearance
in the labour market).
The third field of science managed by the department is agrarian law. The education and research of agrarian law is a comprehensive
combination of the legal regulation of environment- and nature protection. In this domain the research areas of the department are the law
of agricultural environment protection, land law and the law of land registers.
The department teaches and researches the international, especially the European, legal aspects of the listed legal areas in all three fields
of research and education. It is worth mentioning in this domain are the international competition law, the community and European company law, the law of mergers and takeovers in globalisation, the labour law of the EU, and the environmental law of the EU.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Corporate law
A. Szegedi: A kényszerhitelezők védelme vagy védtelensége a magyar társasági jogban (Protection or unprotectedness of unwilling creditors
in Hungarian corporate law). = Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2006. Issue 11. Pages 440-447.
A. Szegedi: A törzstőkeminimum dogmája (The dogma of equity capital minimum) = Jog. Állam, Politika, 2009. Issue 1. Pages 25-38.
A. Szegedi: Az „ezer forintos kft.” védelmében (In defence of the ‘One Euro Chain’) = Gazdaság és Jog, 2007. Issue 3. Pages 8-13.
A. Szegedi: Szerződési szabadság vagy elektronikus kényszerzubbony? (Freedom of contract or electronic strait-jacket?) = Szeged: Acta
Conventus de Iure Civilis Tom. X., 2009. Pages 323-336.
A. Szegedi: The New Approach in the Regulation of Nominal Capital in Corporate Law: Fundamental Changes or Deadlock? = Key Points
and Ideas : COFOLA 2008 Conference Brno: University of Masaryk, 2008. Pages 288-289.
2. Concern law
A. Szegedi: A befolyásszerzés szabályozásának funkciója – egy bírósági döntés margójára (Function of regulations on gaining power
– remarks on a court ruling). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari –András Patyi).
Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 515-523.
Cs. Vándor: A konszernjogi jogalkotás Magyarországon (Corporate law legislation in Hungary). = Jog, Állam, Politika 2010. Issue 2. Pages
193-197.
3. Legal regulation of agreements on restrictions of competition
A. Szegedi: A kartelltilalom alóli mentesülés (mentesség) rendszere a közösségi jogban (System of exemption from anti-trust law in community law). = ‘Opus Magistrale’ (edited by Gábor Sulyok). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2008. Pages 217-283.
A. Szegedi: A versenykorlátozó megállapodások magánjogi szankciói (Civil law measures of agreements on restrictions of competition). =
Acta Conventus de Iure Civilis Tom. IX., 2008. Pages 57-70.
A. Szegedi: Az európai versenyjog új szabályai (New orders of European competition law). = Magyar Jog, 2005. Issue 6. Pages 343-351.
A. Szegedi: Kartelltilalom az Európai Közösség jogában (The cartel prohibition in the law of the European Union) (PhD-dissertation) Budapest, 2006. Page 234.
A. Szegedi: Reform vagy forradalom?: Új utak az európai versenyjogban (Reform, or revolution?: New ways in the European competitive
law). = Fiatal Oktatók Tanulmányai 2 (edited by Katalin Egresi) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2004. Pages 135-148.
4. Commercial transactions
A. Vermes: Kereskedelmi szokványok a szállítmánybiztosításban (Commercial customs in transport insurance). = Jogi Tanulmányok 2010.
: Ünnepi konferencia az ELTE megalakulásának 375. évfordulója alkalmából (edited by Marianna Nagy) Volume 3. Pages 201-211.
5. Insurance law
A. Vermes: A biztosítási szerződés érvénytelensége (Invalidity of the insurance agreement). = A magánjogi kodifikáció eredményei. (edited
by Réka Pusztahelyi) Miskolc: Novotni Alapítvány, 2010 Pages 153-163.
A. Vermes: A jogi felelősség és a felelősségbiztosítás egymásra hatásának egyes kérdései (Questions of legal responsibility and liability insurance
interactions). = Fiatal Oktatók Tanulmányai 2. (editor in chief Katalin Egresi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2006. Pages 161-180.
A. Vermes: Reform of the Hungarian Civil Code. = Europeanization of national law, the Lisbon Treaty and some other legal issues: Conference
proceedings from the COFOLA 2008 conference. (ed. by Dávid, Radovan et al.) Brno: University of Masaryk, 2008. Pages 1358-1366.
A. Vermes: Szállítmánybiztosítás és felelősség (Cargo insurance and responsibility). http://www.aidahungary.hu/index.
cgi?r=&v=&l=&mf=&p=-letoltes_aida_budapest_vermes.pdf Pages 1-8.
A. Vermes: Transport insurance in the Principles of European Insurance Contract Law (PEICL). = Estudios sobre derecho y economía del
transporte : reforma y liberalización. Madrid: Tecnos, 2009.
6. Transport and freight forwarding law
Gy. Szalay: A fuvarjog alapjai (Foundations of transport law). Győr: Széchenyi University 2004, Page 149.
Gy. Szalay: A szerződések közös szabályai és a paradigma-váltás a fuvarjogban (Common contract regulations and the paradigm shift
in transport law). = Kötelmi jogi kodifikációs tanulmányok, 2003-2005. (edited by György Bíró – József Szalma) Miskolc: Novotni
Alapítvány, 2005 Pages 331-342.
Gy. Szalay – M. Kovács – L. Majtényi: Tengeri fuvarjog (Marine transport law). Budapest: Tankönyv Kiadó, 1991. Page 53.
Gy. Szalay: Nemzetközi szállítmányozás (International transportation). Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2005. Page 89.
A. Szegedi: El Régimen Jurídico y Económico del Transporte de Mercancías por Carretera en Hungría. Valencia: Generalitat Valenciana
- CEDIT, 2005. Page 125
7. Law of logistics
Gy. Szalay: A fizikai elosztás joga rendszerbe foglalásának lehetőségei és korlátai (Possibilities and limits of systematizing the law of physical
distribution of material goods). [PhD dissertation] 1994.
Gy. Szalay: A szállítási és fuvarozási szerződés kapcsolatrendszere (Shipping and transport contract relationships). = Tudományos Közlemények, May 1981. Issue, pages 71-72.
Gy. Szalay: Az áruforgalmazás és az árutovábbítás jogi szabályozásának egyes összefüggései (Certain correlations of trade and transport law
regulations). = Közlekedési Közlöny, 1987. pages 232-278.
Gy. Szalay: Tézis-antitézis, szintézis, avagy kísérlet az áruáramlás joganyagának rendszerbe foglalására (Thesis, antithesis, synthesis or An
attempt to systematize the legal material of trade). Veszprém: Hungarian Academy of Science Academic Committee Veszprém, 1988.
[manuscript]
A. Szegedi: I. Nemzetközi Fuvarozási és Közlekedési Konferencia - a XXI. század kihívásai a fuvarozás és a közlekedés körében (I. International Conference on Shipping and Transport – Challenges of the 21st century regarding shipping and transport). = Jogtudományi
Közlöny, 2004. Issue 7-8. Pages 263-264.
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8. The theory and practice of labour law responsibility
F. Jácint: A munkáltató által okozott károk típusai és köre (Types and scopes of damages caused by the employer). = Munkaügyi Tanácsadó,
2007. Issue 5. Pages 6-9.
F. Jácint: A munkáltató kártérítési felelőssége (The employer’s liability for damages). = Munkaügyi Tanácsadó, 2007. Issue 4. Pages 6-9.
F. Jácint: Egyenlőtlen bánásmód? – A fogyatékosok foglalkoztathatósága (Unequal treatment? – Possibilities of employment of the handicapped ). = Humán szaldó, 2006. Issue 6. Pages 205-252.
F. Jácint: Fegyelmi felelősség. Munkavédelem (Disciplinary responsibility. Health and Safety) = Munkajog az élelmiszeriparban - Általános
és ágazati kérdések
F. Jácint: Kertész István emlékére – Recenzió : A fegyelmi felelősség alapkérdései… c. művéhez (In memoriam István Kertész – Review of
his work titled: Principals of disciplinary responsibility…) = Fiatal Oktatók Tanulmányai 4. (editor in chief Katalin Egresi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2006. Pages 196-210.
9. The labour law situation of women
É. Göndör: A Munka Törvénykönyve legjelentősebb változásai – megalkotásától napjainkig (The most important amendments of the Code
of Labour Legislation from its establishment to present day). = Leviathan, 2007. Pages 65–81.
É. Göndör: A részmunkaidős foglalkoztatás az Európai Unióban és Magyarországon (Part-time employment in the European Union and in
Hungary). = Kis- és középvállalkozások az Európai Unió küszöbén. (edited by Judit Varsányi) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2005.
Pages 188–198.
É. Göndör: A szülési segély története a magyar társadalombiztosítási jogalkotásban (The history of maternity allowance in Hungarian social
security legislation). =Jog, Állam, Politika, 2011. Issue 1. Pages 81–97.
É. Göndör: Az anyaság védelme a munkajogban (Maternity protection in law of labour) = A jogállamiság 20 éve (edited by Smuk Péter).
Győr: SzE, 2009. Pages 241–248.
É. Göndör: Az anyaság védelmének jogintézményei az Európai Szociális Kartában és a Munka Törvénykönyvében (Legal institutions of
maternity protection in the European Social Charter and in the Code of Labour Legislation). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65.
születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 222–235.
10. The law of agricultural environmental protection
G. Horváth: A „jó gazda gondosságának” normatív kibontása az agrár-környezetjogban (Normative exposition of the ‘attentiveness of the
good farmer’ in the agricultural-environmental law). = Jog, Állam, Politika, 2011. Issue 1. Pages 25-48.
G. Horváth: A természetvédelmi és agrártermelési célok szintézise (Synthesis of environmental and agricultural purposes). = Ünnepi kötet
Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages
236-250.
G. Horváth: Az agrár-környezetvédelmi jog földvédelmi részterületének „tárgyi és területi” hatálya (The material effect and geographic coverage of agricultural and environmental law’s sub-topic of land protection). = Reformator Iuris Cooperandi: Tanulmányok Veres József
80. születésnapja tiszteletére.. (edited by Pál Bobvos) Szeged Pólay Elemér Alapítvány, 2009. Pages 209-229.
G. Horváth: Az „agrár-természetvédelem” jogi szabályozása Magyarországon (The legal regulation of “agricultural environment protection”
in Hungary) = Magyar Jog, 2009. Issue 8. Pages 459-469.
G. Horváth: Some legal aspects of agri-environmental efforts in the common agricultural policy. = Key Points and Ideas: COFOLA 2008
Conference. Brno: Masarykova Univerzita, 2008. Pages 57-59.
G. Horváth: Some legal aspects of agri-environmental efforts in the common agricultural policy. = Key Points and Ideas: COFOLA 2008
Conference. Brno: Masarykova Univerzita, 2008. Pages 261-271. [electronic format]

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Head of department:
Dr. András Patyi PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: patyi@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-400/3043
Homepage: http://kpt.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. András Patyi PhD. university associate professor, Dr. András Lapsánszky PhD. university
associate professor, Dr. Gábor Hulkó PhD. university assistant professor, Adél (Dr.) Huszka-Pénzes managerial administrator, Dr. László Pardavi
college associate professor, Dr. Tamara Tóth PhD. student, Dr. Károly Horváth university assistant professor, Dr. Erzsébet Rita Gyurita university
assistant professor, Dr. Gábor Bende-Szabó CSc. university associate professor, Dr. Dominika (Dr.) Hajas-Borsa university assistant lecturer
Not included in the picture: Prof. Dr. Imre Verebélyi DSc. university professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department, which was established in 2002, principally takes part in scientific activities in the fields of constitutional law, administrative law and financial law.
Research topics: constitutionality of public administration, administrative autonomies, administrative justice, telecommunication and
communication systems, public services, law of public finances.
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Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Constitutionality of public administration
A. Patyi: Közigazgatás, alkotmány, bíráskodás (Public administration, constitution, jurisdiction) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd.,
2011. Page 271.
2. Research of autonomies in public administration
Keywords: Autonomy-ideas and systems; autonomy in public administration; regional and local self-administration; legal defence of local
authority.
3. Research of administrative jurisdiction
A. Patyi: A közigazgatási bíráskodás – a (2) bekezdés magyarázata (Administrative jurisdiction – explanation of the (2) paragraph). = Az
Alkotmány kommentárja. (edited by András Jakab) Budapest: Századvég Kiadó, 2009.
A. Patyi: Közigazgatás, alkotmány, bíráskodás (Public administration, constitution, jurisdiction) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd.,
2011. Page 271.
A. Patyi: Közigazgatási bíráskodásunk modelljei: Tanulmány a magyar közigazgatási bíráskodásról (Models of administrative jurisdiction:
Study on the Hungarian public authority jurisdiction). Budapest: Logod, 2002. Page 254
4. Research of telecommunications and communications systems, public services
A. Lapsánszky: A hírközlés közszolgáltatási-közigazgatási rendszerének fejlődése és szerkezeti reformja (Development and structural reform of the public service and administrative systems of telecommunication). Budapest: HVG-ORAC, 2009. Page 544
Telecommunication management guidebook. (edited by Janka Aranyosné Börcs – András Lapsánszky – Sándor Spakievics) Budapest:
Complex, 2010. Page 919.
5. Law of public finances
Keywords: law of general government, customs law
L. Pardavi: Vámjog 2011 (Electronic lecture notes) Page 84.
6. The conceptional foundation of the state reform

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Autonomy in public administration – Autonomous public administration
Summary of the project: The aim of the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA) project that was launched in 2009 and will finish in
2011 is to research the legally regulated components of administrative autonomies and autonomous public administrations. The tasks of
our department are: autonomy concepts and systems, autonomy in the administration, regional and local self-administration, legal protection of self-governments. Our project partner is the Pázmány Péter Catholic University - Faculty of Law and Political Sciences.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: The fundamental purpose of the research is to make a contribution to the theorybased reform of the Hungarian administrative law, therefore, as a summary the research intends to find answers for the following questions:
What is administrative autonomy? For what purposes should and shouldn’t it be used in certain European countries? What kind of outward
forms does it take? What can be concluded from all the above?
Duration: 2009-2012
Project leader: Dr. András Patyi PhD. university associate professor, patyi@sze.hu
Financed by: OTKA
2. Comparative analysis of the transport authority, administrative regulations of the EU member states
Summary of the project: The department contributed to the realisation of the project by revealing and analysing the national and international professional literature, to the systematizing the material of knowledge, which provides the foundation for the analysis. In addition to
this, it presented the position and the role of the administrative law in the legal system, it makes research concerning the relations of the administrative law and the economic law in the sector, moreover, it evaluated and compared the regulation models, it discovered the elements
of “best practice”, and it made recommendations in order to increase the efficiency of national regulation. The project was commissioned by
the National Transport Authority, under the management of Széchenyi István University Department of Logistics and Forwarding.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: The aim of the project, between 2009 and 2010, was to examine the operation of
national transport authorities operating in the EU and within this to examine the regulation, authorization and control activities of the
carriage of goods and passengers areas, to explore the differences and similarities, and to examine the best practice.
Type: R&D
Duration: 2009-2010
Project leader: Dr. Péter Földesi CSc. university associate professor, foldesi@sze.hu, Dr. Pardavi László associate professor, pardavi@sze.hu
Financed by: National Transport Authority

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iubiliaei Facultatis Iaurinensis (Department conference, Győr) – Administrative law section
Aim of the conference: Széchenyi István University’s Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences has been paying the utmost attention to the scientific activity since the day of its establishment. Within the framework of “administrative law section” and with the collaboration of Hungarian experts in the subject, it was the primary purpose to discuss current affairs and challenges of administrative law
and to evaluate certain legal institutions.
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: The conference was organized within the framework of Széchenyi István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences. The Department of Administrative Sciences was the
host of “administrative law section” at the programme.
Number of delivered presentations: 7
Number of Hungarian participants: 7
2. Fundamental values of the state and law - Administrative law section
Aim of the conference: The aim of the “administrative law section” was to represent the researches of lecturers and PhD students in administrative law, to provide a platform for discussion and co-operation.
Date of the conference: 10th December 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: The conference was organized within the framework of Széchenyi István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences. The Department of Administrative Sciences was the
host of “administrative law section” at the programme.
Number of delivered presentations: 10
Number of Hungarian participants: 10
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW
Head of department:

Contact information
for the head of the department:

Prof. Dr. Vanda Lamm, corresponding member
of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences, university professor
From 1 March 2010:
Dr. László Milassin PhD. university associate professor
E-mail: milassin@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-478/3223
Homepage: http://nkmt.sze.hu

Lecturers: Dr. Mónika Ganczer university assistant lecturer, Dr. Balázs Horváthy PhD. university assistant professor, Dr. Gábor Kecskés
university assistant lecturer, Prof. Dr. Vanda Lamm corresponding member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, university professor,
Dr. László Milassin PhD. university associate professor, Dr. Gábor Sulyok PhD. university associate professor
Colleague: Ms. Adrien Jámbor administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department has been working in its present form since 2004. The teaching and scientific activities cover the fields of public and private
international law, the law of the European Union and the protection of human rights, as well. The research fields of the Department include
the following topics:
• prohibition of the use of force and intervention in international law;
• international protection of human rights;
• reform of the United Nations;
• responsibility of states in international law;
• responsibility/liability for damage in international environmental law;
• matters of nationality and state succession in international law;
• jurisdiction of the international judicial fora;
• rule of law in international law;
• responsibility/liability for nuclear damage;
• nuclear disarmament;
• common commercial policy of the European Union;
• law of the information society and its aspects in the EU law;
• international copyright law with special regards to the regulations of the European Union;
vsubstantive legal questions of the European Union;
• legal personality of the European Union;

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Prohibition of the use of force and intervention in international law
G. Sulyok: A humanitárius intervenció elmélete és gyakorlata (The Theory and Practice of Humanitarian Intervention). Budapest: Gondolat, 2004. Page 361.
G. Sulyok: A Nemzetek Szövetségének Tanácsa: előzmények, szervezet, szavazás (The Council of the League of Nations: Preliminaries,
Organization, Voting). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Bihari, Mihály – Patyi, András) Győr:
Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 475-498.
G. Sulyok: Az Egyesült Nemzetek Szervezetének Biztonsági Tanácsa: összetétel, szavazás, reform (The United Nations Security Council:
Composition, Voting, Reform). Budapest: CompLex: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2009. Page 257.
2. International protection of human rights
M. Ganczer: Az állampolgársághoz való jog védelme államutódlás során keletkező hontalanság elkerülésére (Protection of the Right to a Nationality to Avoid Statelessness Caused by State Succession). = Prudentia Iuris Gentium Potestate: Ünnepi tanulmányok Lamm Vanda tiszteletére
(edited by Nótári, Tamás – Török, Gábor) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2010. Pages 187-200.
G. Kecskés: A vízhez való jog nemzetközi jogi koncepciója (The Legal Theory of the Right to Water in International Law). = Állam- és
Jogtudomány, 2009. Issue 4. Pages 569-598.
V. Lamm: Short Comment on the Access to Environmental Information and Public Participation in the Mountain Regions. = Sustainable
Development and Transboundary Co-operation in Mountain Regions: The Alpine and the Carpathian Conventions (edited by Majtényi,
Balázs – Tamburelli, Gianfranco) Budapest: L’Harmattan, 2009. Pages 22-27.
G. Sulyok: A Magyar Köztársaság alkotmányos védelmi kötelezettsége (The Constitutional Duty of Care and Protection in the Republic of
Hungary) = Rendészeti Szemle 2010. Issue 1. Pages 26-40.
G. Sulyok: International Co-operation and the Hungarian Constitution. = Prudentia Iuris Gentium Potestate: Ünnepi tanulmányok Lamm Vanda
tiszteletére (edited by Nótári, Tamás – Török, Gábor) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2010. Pages 429-439.
3. Reform of the United Nations
G. Sulyok: A Nemzetek Szövetségének Tanácsa: előzmények, szervezet, szavazás (The Council of the League of Nations: Preliminaries,
Organization, Voting). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Bihari, Mihály – Patyi, András) Győr:
Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 475-498.
G. Sulyok: Az Egyesült Nemzetek Szervezetének Biztonsági Tanácsa: összetétel, szavazás, reform (The United Nations Security Council:
Composition, Voting, Reform). Budapest: CompLex: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2009. Page 257.
4. Responsibility of states in international law
G. Kecskés: Some Fundamental Remarks on the Term ’Liability’ in International Law. = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 280-290.
G. Kecskés: The Concepts of State Responsibility and Liability in Nuclear Law. Acta Juridica Hungarica, 2008. 2nd issue. Pages 221-252.
V. Lamm: The Unification of Nuclear Liability Law within the EU Member States from the Viewpoint of a Party to the Vienna Convention.
= Europäisches Atomhaftungsrecht im Umbruch. (hrsg. Norbert Pelzer) Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2010. Pages 213-220.
5. Responsibility/liability for damage in international environmental law
G. Kecskés: A környezeti kárfelelősség intézményesedésének egyes kérdései a nemzetközi jogban (Some Questions Regarding the Institualization of Environmental Liability in International Law). = Prudentia Iuris Gentium Potestate: Ünnepi tanulmányok Lamm Vanda tiszteletére
(edited by Nótári, Tamás – Török, Gábor) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2010. Pages 239-251.
G. Kecskés: Some Fundamental Remarks on the Term ’Liability’ in International Law. = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 280-290.
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G. Kecskés: The Concept of Environmental Damage in the Framework of International Law = Proceedings. Széchenyi István University’s Doctoral School of Law and Political Sciences conference (edited by Smuk, Péter) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2009. Pages 307-315.
V. Lamm: Lesz-e egységes európai nukleáris kárfelelősségi jog? Az EU készülő második nukleáris csomagja (Will There Be a Unified European Law on Nuclear Liability? The Second Nuclear Package of the EU to Be Prepared). = Ünnepi tanulmányok Sárközy Tamás 70.
születésnapjára (edited by Tamás Nótári). Szeged Lectum Kiadó, 2010. Pages 173-185.
V. Lamm: The Unification of Nuclear Liability Law within the EU Member States from the Viewpoint of a Party to the Vienna Convention.
= Europäisches Atomhaftungsrecht im Umbruch. (hrsg. Norbert Pelzer) Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2010. Pages 213-220.
6. Matters of nationality and state succession in international law
M. Ganczer: Az állampolgársághoz való jog védelme államutódlás során keletkező hontalanság elkerülésére (Protection of the Right to a Nationality to Avoid Statelessness Caused by State Succession). = Prudentia Iuris Gentium Potestate: Ünnepi tanulmányok Lamm Vanda tiszteletére (edited by Tamás Nótári, Gábor Török) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: 2010. Pages 187-200.
M. Ganczer: Az államutódlás során bekövetkező de jure, illetve de facto hontalanság kiküszöbölése a nemzetközi jog szabályozásában
(Elimination of De Jure and De Facto Statelessness Caused by State Succession in International Law). = Rendészeti Szemle, 2010. Issue
4. Pages 35-60.
M. Ganczer: Államutódlás során létrejövő hontalanság elleni védelem az állampolgársági tárgyú nemzetközi szerződésekben (Protection
Against Statelessness Afforded by International Treaties on Nationality Matters in Case of State Succession). = Acta Humana, 2010. Issues
1-2. Pages 3-29.
7. Jurisdiction of the international judicial fora
V. Lamm: A Nemzetközi Bíróság ítéletei és tanácsadó véleményei 1945–1993 (Judgments and Advisory Opinions of the International Court
of Justice 1945–1993). Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1995. Page 549.
V. Lamm: A Nemzetközi Bíróság kötelező joghatósági rendszere (The Compulsory Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice). Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Legal Studies: KJK-Kerszöv, 2005. Page 331.
V. Lamm: A Volt Jugoszlávia Nemzetközi Büntető-törvényszék (ICTY) és a Biztonsági Tanács [The International Criminal Tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the United Nations Security Council]. = Liber Amicorum Árpád Prandler. (edited by Lamm, Vanda)
Budapest: Lectum Kiadó, 2010. Pages 59-70.
V. Lamm: Permissibility of Reservations to Optional Clause Declarations. = Ünnepi tanulmánykötet Bruhács János professor emeritus 70.
születésnapjára (edited by Csapó, Zsuzsanna) Pécs: PTE ÁJK, 2009. Pages 243-258.
8. Rule of law in international law
V. Lamm: Adalékok a Rule of Law érvényesüléséről a nemzetközi jogban (Some Thoughts on the Effectiveness of the Rule of Law in the
International Law). = Jog, Állam, Politika 2009. Issue 2. Pages 3-32.
V. V. Lamm: Some Thoughts on the Rule of Law in International Law. = Pravovü szisztema ukraini i mdzsenarodne pravo, 2010. Issue 2.
Pages 297-303.
V. Lamm: Permissibility of Reservations to Optional Clause Declarations. = Ünnepi tanulmánykötet Bruhács János professor emeritus 70.
születésnapjára (edited by Csapó, Zsuzsanna) Pécs: PTE ÁJK, 2009. Pages 243-258.
9. Responsibility/liability for nuclear damage
G. Kecskés: Some Fundamental Remarks on the Term ’Liability’ in International Law. = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 280-290.
G. Kecskés: The Concepts of State Responsibility and Liability in Nuclear Law. = Acta Juridica Hungarica, 2008. Issue 2. Pages 221-252.
V. Lamm: The Unification of Nuclear Liability Law within the EU Member States from the Viewpoint of a Party to the Vienna Convention.
= Europäisches Atomhaftungsrecht im Umbruch. (hrsg. Pelzer, Norbert) Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2010. Pages 213-220.
10. Nuclear disarmament
V. Lamm: Az atomsorompó-szerződés és a nukleáris energia békés célokra való felhasználása (The Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Peaceful Utilization of Nuclear Energy). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Bihari, Mihály – Patyi, András). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 340-351.
V. Lamm: Az atomsorompó-szerződés rendszerének 40 éve (The 40 Years of the Non-Proliferation Treaty). = Állam- és Jogtudomány, 2008.
Issue 4. Pages 393-428.
V. Lamm: Rethinking the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. = Acta Juridica Hungarica, 2009. Issue 2. Pages 117-144.
11. Common commercial policy of the European Union
B. Horváthy: A GATT-WTO-normák helye az uniós jogrendszerben (The Position of the GATT-WTO Law in the EU Legal Order). = Állam- és Jogtudomány, 2008. Issue 3. Pages 355-392.
B. Horváthy: A kereskedelmi védelmi eszközök globális és uniós összefüggései (Global and EU Framework of the protective trade measures). = Opus Magistrale 2009. (edited by Sulyok, Gábor) Győr: Universitas-Győr Ltd., 2010. Pages 9-60.
B. Horváthy: Harmincöt év az Általános Vám- és Kereskedelmi Egyezményben: Magyarország kereskedelempolitikai mozgásterét meghatározó tényezők (35 Years within the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade: Factors Defining the Scope for Action of Hungarian
Commercial Policy). = Jog, Állam, Politika 2009. Issue 2. Pages 34-54.
12. The law of the information society, copyright law and its aspects in the EU law
L. Milassin: A világháló és az EU szerzői joga (The World Wide Web and the Copyright Law of the EU). Budapest, 2006.
L. Milassin: Az adatbázisokra vonatkozó jogvédelemről szóló közösségi irányelv, sui generis jogvédelem (EC Directive on the Legal Protection of Databases and Sui Generis Right). = Foreign Economy, 2001. Issues 7-8. Pages 97-120.
L. Milassin: Az információs társadalom és az EU szerzői joga (Information Society and the Copyright Law in the EU). Budapest: Committee of European Communities, 2006. Page 240.
L. Milassin: Verbraucherschutz im Bereich des E-Commerce. = Konsumentenschutz in Zentral- und Osteuropa (hrsg. Welser, Rudolf).
Vienna: Manz, 2010. Pages 111-116.
13. Substantive legal questions of the European Union
B. Horváthy: Az EU-elnökség intézménye (The Institution of the EU Presidency). = Az EU-elnökség. Jogi, szervezeti és tudománypolitikai
vetületek (edited by Vörös, Imre). Budapest: Complex, 2010. Pages 53-92.
B. Horváthy: Az Európai Unió vezetési modellje a Lisszaboni Szerződés után (The Leadership of the European Union after the Lisbon
Treaty). = Jog, Állam, Politika, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 23-45.
B. Horváthy – D. T. Czigler: Az uniós tagállamok bel- és igazságügyi együttműködése a Lisszaboni Szerződést követően (Cooperation of
EU-member States Concerning Justice and Home Affairs after the Treaty of Lisbon). = Prudentia Iuris Gentium Potestate: Ünnepi tanulmányok Lamm Vanda tiszteletére. (edited by Nótári, Tamás – Török, Gábor) Budapest: Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for
Legal Studies: 2010. Pages 61-103.
B. Horváthy – A. L. Pap: Hungary. = The 2009 Elections to the European Parliament (edited by Lodge, Juliet). London: Palgrave Macmillan,
2010. Pages 143-152.
14. Legal personality of the European Union
B. Horváthy – L. Milassin: Európai Uniós alapismeretek (Fundamentals of the European Union). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2006.
Page 224.
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B. Horváthy: Voltaire postakocsijától a Eurostar expresszig, avagy gondolatok az uniós jog egységéről (From Voltaire’s Mail-coach to Eurostar Express, or Some Thoughts on the Unity of EU law). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Bihari,
Mihály – Patyi, András). Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 251-268.

Main research projects of the Department in 2010
1. Judicial settlement of international disputes
2. International protection of human rights
3. International environmental law
4. Law of international organizations
5. Rule of law in international law
6. Nuclear law
7. Prohibition of the use of force and intervention in international law
8. The United Nations Security Council
9. International protection of human rights
10. Sources of international law: general principles of law, unilateral acts of states
11. History of international law
13. Theory and practice of state succession
14. Matters of nationality in international law
16. International environmental law
17. International law of responsibility
18. Environment liability
19. Legal questions of the European and international trade policy
20. Civil law in Central and Eastern Europe, Working Group in Comparative Law (University of Vienna)

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iubilaei Facultatis Iaurinensis (organized by Széchenyi István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences, with a Section of International and European Law)
Aim of the conference: scientific conference was held to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the re-start of the law school and legal education
in Győr. The scientific conference provided a platform to discuss the current issues of the legal branches and to introduce new concepts of
jurisprudence.
Date of the conference: 20-21 September 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Constitutional Law and Political
Sciences, Department of Criminal Law Sciences, Department of Legal Theory, Department of Legal History, Department of Commercial,
Agricultural and Labour Law, Department of Administrative Sciences, Department of Public and Private International Law, Department
of Private Law and Civil Procedural Law
Number of delivered presentations: in the Section of International and European Law: 8
Number of Hungarian participants: 3
Number of Foreign participants: 5
Homepage: http://dfk.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_eventdiary&task=show&mode=list&date=2010-09-21
2. Fundamental values of the state and law (organized by Széchenyi István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences, with
Section of International Law and Section of European Law)
Aim of the conference: to provide a scientific platform on the discussion regarding the essential and fundamental aspects of the state- and
law-related issues of two decades following the political transformation and system-change of 1989, particularly on the achievements of
the constitutional transition.
Date of the conference: 10 December 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Constitutional Law and Political
Sciences, Department of Criminal Law Sciences, Department of Legal Theory, Department of Legal History, Department of Commercial,
Agricultural and Labour Law, Department of Administrative Sciences, Department of Public and Private International Law, Department
of Private Law and Civil Procedural Law
Number of delivered presentations: Section of International Law and Section of European Law: 10-10, so 20 presentations in all
Number of Hungarian participants: 14 participants in all
Number of Foreign participants: 6 participants in the Section of European Law
Homepage: http://doktiskjog.sze.hu/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view&gid=81
3. Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition – 2010 European Round – (jointly organized by the European Centre for Space Law,
together with the International Institute of Space Law, the Széchenyi István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences and
the Hungarian Branch of the International Law Association; the Faculty hosted the organizing)
The European Regional Round of the Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition was held in Győr under the organization of the
Faculty from 29 to 30 April 2010.
Nine competitor teams participated in the European Round from Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia and the United Kingdom. The teams were representing nine separate universities from the above-mentioned six countries, while they had contented in several
preliminary rounds as agents of the fictional Applicant and Respondent parts of the dispute.
The judges of the competition were leading space law experts, acknowledged members of the European research institutions dealing with
space law and teachers specialized in international law at the Faculty. After totalising the scores of written memorials and oral pleading
scores, the teams of the University of Cologne and the University of Leiden competed in the Final, which was held on 30 April 2010. The
team of the University of Cologne won the European Regional Round, therefore they had the right to represent Europe at the final competition in Prague, where they contested the World Finals against the best teams from the Northern American and the Asian-Pacific regions.
The competition was a great success, thus the organizers and foreign contributors praised the outstanding performance of the Széchenyi
István University Deák Ferenc Faculty of Law and Political Sciences regarding the organization and administration issues, hereby having
acknowledged the quality of the education and research potential of the Faculty.
See the programme of the Competition:
http://tamop423.sze.hu/images/docs/TAMOP423/konfprogramok/official_programme_moot_final.pdf
A rendezvény nagy sikerrel zárult, amelynek eredményeként a szervezők és a külföldi partnerszervezetek a Széchenyi István Egyetem Deák
Ferenc Állam- és Jogtudományi Karának a szervezésben és a lebonyolításban nyújtott kiemelkedő teljesítményét méltatták, ezáltal is elismerve a Kar minőségi oktatási és kutatási potenciálját.
A verseny programját ld.:
http://tamop423.sze.hu/images/docs/TAMOP423/konfprogramok/official_programme_moot_final.pdf
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL LAW AND CIVIL PROCEDURAL LAW
Head of department:
Prof. Dr. Barnabás Lenkovics CSc.
university professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: huszkane@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-476
Homepage: http://ppet.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Ákos Kőhidi university assistant lecturer, Dr. László Székely university assistant
professor, Dr. Erika (Dr.) Sipos-Herédi PhD. university associate professor, Adél (Dr.) Huszka-Pénzes managerial administrator, Dr. Erika
Reider-Bánki university assistant professor, Prof. Dr. Barnabás Lenkovics CSc. university professor, Prof. Dr. Gábor Jobbágyi CSc. university professor, Dr. Ádám Menyhárt university assistant professor
Not included in the picture: Dr. Péter Szalai university assistant professor

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The department, which was established in 2002, operates mainly in the fields of state- and legal sciences, and in civil law. The research areas
of the department include civil law, personal rights, property law, the system of property, human rights, the intellectual property, copyright
law, the industrial law protection, contract law, the invalidity of a contract, the breach of contract, Anglo-Saxon law, family law, medical law,
consumer law, liability doctrine, Hungarian and European civil procedural law, and European insolvency law.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Civil law, general part, personal rights, right in rem, property system, law of succession, human rights
B. Lenkovics: A magánjog ember- és társadalomképe (The human and social image of civil law). = Ünnepi dolgozatok Vékás Lajos tiszteletére. Budapest: ELTE ÁJK Department of Civil Law, 2009. Pages 197-208.
B. Lenkovics: A tulajdon felelősséggel jár (With ownership comes responsibility). = A jogerő legyen veled: Izgalmas jogi kérdések – neves
jogászok válaszai. (edited by Borbála Schenk) Budapest ; Pécs: Dialogue Campus, 2008. Pages 62-67.
B. Lenkovics: A tulajdonszerzés-módok eredeti, illetve származékos jellege: (de lege lata és de lege ferenda) (Original and derivative ways of
property acquisition: (de lege lata and de lege ferenda)). = Polgári jogi kodifikáció, 2003. Issue 3. Pages 14-29.
B. Lenkovics: Konvergencia a szakadékban (Convergence in the chasm). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Univeristas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 385-390.
B. Lenkovics: Szerzői és jogi netovább (The height of copy and right). = Liber Amicorum. Studia P. Gyertyánfy Dedicata. (Ünnepi dolgozatok Gyertyánfy Péter tiszteletére) Budapest: ELTE ÁJK Department of Civil Law, 2008. Pages 275-279.
2. Law of obligations, invalidity of the contract, breach of contract
Á. Menyhárt: A szerződéses érvénytelenségi okok Ptk.-beli rendszeréről – a Ptk. legújabb kodifikációjának margójára (On the system of
contract-invalidity causes in the Civil Code – Notes on the recent Civil Code codification). = Magyar Jog, 1999. Issue 9. Pages 546-552.
Á. Menyhárt: A tévedés fogalma és kategorizálása az angol szerződési jogban (The concept and classification of ‘error’ in English contract
law). = Magyar Jog, 2003. Issue 7. Pages 424-432.
Á. Menyhárt: Bevezetés az amerikai polgári peres eljárás alapjaiban (Introduction to the basics of American civil legal proceedings). = Collega, 2001. Issue 1.
Á. Kőhidi: A kellékszavatossági igényekkel összefüggő határidők változásai a 2009. évi CXX. törvényben (Deadline changes concerning
implied warranty claims in the Act CXX of 2009). = Jogi Iránytű, 2011. Issue 1. (e-journal)
Á. Kőhidi: Express and implied warranty in Hungarian consumer law. = COFOLA 2010 Conference Proceedings. Brno: University of Masaryk, 2010. Pages 1631-1636. (CD-publication)
3. Hungarian and European civil procedural law, European insolvency law
E. Herédi: A nemzeti fizetésképtelenségi eljárások és az európai fizetésképtelenségi jogforrás tárgyi hatálya (Objects covered under the
national insolvency proceedings and the European insolvency legal source). = Fiatal oktatók tanulmányai 3. (edited by Katalin Egresi)
Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2006. Pages 109-143.
E. Herédi: Biztosítási intézkedések az európai fizetésképtelenségi jogforrásban és a nemzeti szabályozás (Insurance measures in the European insolvency legal source and the national regulations) = Magyar Jog, 2007. Issue 2. Pages 82-91.
E. Herédi: Einige innerstaatliche insolvenzverfahrensrechtliche Probleme der Rechtsprechung zur EuInsVO. = Der Einfluss des Europäischen
Zivilverfahrensrechts auf die nationalen Rechtsordnungen (hrsg. Miklós Kengyel, Viktória Harsági). Nomos, 2009. Pages 165-173.
E. Herédi: Joghatósági összeütközés az európai fizetésképtelenségi eljárás megindításánál (Jurisdictional collision in institution of the European insolvency proceedings). = Európai Law, 2006. Issue 6. Pages 29-37.
P. Szalai: Kritikai észrevételek a Polgári perrendtartás legújabb módosításához (Critical remarks on the recent amendment of the Civil
Procedure). = Merre tart a magyar civilisztikai jogalkotás a XXI. század elején? Pécs: PTE ÁJK, 2010
4. Intellectual property rights, copyright law, industrial law protection
Á. Kőhidi: A magyar szerzői jog fejlődése: Recenzió Nótári Tamás könyvéről (Improvement of the Hungarian copyright law: Review on
Tamás Nótári’s book). = Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2010. Issue 10. Pages 527-529.
P. Szalai: A Szerzői Jogi Szakértő Testület működése polgári perjogi szempontból (Operation of the Council of Copyright Experts from a
civil procedure aspect). = Magyar Jog, 2006. Issue 2. Pages 95-99.
P. Szalai: A védjegy megkülönböztető képességének megszerzése (Acquiring the distinctive ability of a trademark) = Jog, Állam, Politika,
2010. Issue 4. Pages 47-58.
P. Szalai: A védjegy megkülönböztető képességének elvesztése (Forfeiture the distinctive ability of a trademark) = Iparjogvédelmi és Szerzői
Jogi Szemle, 2010.
P. Szalai: Egyetemi pályázati projektekhez kapcsolódó szellemi tulajdonkezelés (Intellectual property management connected with academic tender projects) = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Universitas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010.
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5. Family law, medical law
G. Jobbágyi: A magzat jogállása és személy voltának kérdése: A magzatölés megengedhetőségének kérdése (Legal status of the fetus and
the question of its personhood: The question of feticide permissibility). Budapest: PPKE JÁK Doctoral School Prelections: Szent István
Társulat, 2005 Pages 18-40.
G. Jobbágyi: Az ember mint kár? (Human being as damage?) Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2004. Issue 2. Pages 1-10.
G. Jobbágyi: Az orvos–beteg jogviszony az új Ptk-ban (Doctor-patient privity in the new Civil Code). = Polgári jogi kodifikáció, 2005. Issue
3. Pages 15-20.
G. Jobbágyi: Személyi és családi jog (Personal and family law). Budapest: Szent István Társulat, 2009. Page 350.
G. Jobbágyi: Náci orvosok perei (Lawsuits against Nazi doctors). = Magyar Jog, 2007. Issue 12. Pages 717-723.
Mrs. Reider E. Bánki: A kapcsolattartás néhány problematikus kérdése (A few problematic issues of maintaining relationships). = Jogtudományi Közlöny, 2005. Issue 1. Pages 25-37.
6. Consumer law, compensation responsibility study
Á. Kőhidi: A kellékszavatossági igényekkel összefüggő határidők változásai a 2009. évi CXX. törvényben (Deadline changes concerning
implied warranty claims in the Act CXX of 2009). = Jogi Iránytű, 2011. Issue 1. (e-journal)
Á. Kőhidi: A termékfelelősség intézményének neuralgikus pontjai (Neuralgic points of product liability). = Ünnepi kötet Szalay Gyula tiszteletére, 65. születésnapjára (edited by Mihály Bihari, András Patyi) Győr: Univeristas-Győr Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Pages 320.-328.
Á. Kőhidi: Critical and ameliorating thoughts on consumer protection concerning the product liability. = Acta Juridica Hungarica, 2010.
Issue 4. Pages 305-316.
Á. Kőhidi: Express and implied warranty in Hungarian consumer law. = COFOLA 2010 Conference Proceedings. Brno: University of Masaryk, 2010. Pages 1631-1636. (CD-publication) Pages 1631-1636.
Á. Kőhidi: Kártérítési jog: Gyakorlatok a deliktuális felelősség köréből (Law of damages: Practises about delictual liability). Győr: Universitas Nonprofit Ltd., 2010. Page 105.

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Symposium Iubilaei Facultatis Iaurinensis
Aim of the conference: Scientific conference on the occasion of the 15th anniversary of the re-launch of jurist education at Győr.
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 12
Number of Hungarian participants: 12
2. Fundamental values of the state and law
Aim of the conference: Presentation and publication of the PhD students’ scientific accomplishments, a national plenum for professional
discussion.
Date of the conference: 10th December 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 9
Number of Hungarian participants: 9
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Petz Lajos
Institute of Health and Social Studies
Director:
Contact:

Dr. Sándor Nagy PhD. university associate professor
E-mail: nsandor@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 613-590

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Head of department:
Dr. Sándor Nagy PhD.
university associate professor
Contact information for the head
of the department:
E-mail: nsandor@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 613-590
Homepage: www.eszi.sze.hu

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. Tibor Vendel Gunther PhD. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. Attila Oláh DSc.
university professor, Mrs. Ferenc Zborovján master professor, Mária Lukácsné Saller university assistant lecturer, Dr. Gábor Varga research
fellow, Dr. Ágnes Kovács-Tóth PhD. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. István Rácz DSc. university professor, Dr. Zsuzsanna KőrösiSzigethy university assistant lecturer, Dr. Sándor Nagy PhD. university associate professor, Emma Gyöngyi Takács managerial administrator, Dr. Attila Csányi PhD. university associate professor, Tibor Polgár managerial administrator
Not included in the picture: Dr. Rózsa Fehér college assistant professor, Prof. Dr. Sándor Gardó DSc. university professor, Dr. Katalin Szász
university assistant lecturer

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The institute established in 1995 operates mainly in the fields of health science, medical science and social science. Research topics include
the examination of the state of health; life style; quality of life; fitness condition; survey of the career choices, motivation and value system
of college students; embryology and genetics; the application methods of genomics; research of pregnancy liver diseases; and the intimamedia tests in the estimation of arteriosclerosis.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. State of health, lifestyle, quality of life, fitness condition
Mrs. Konczos M. Szombathelyi – Mrs. Kovács Á. Tóth – G. Zakariás – J. Budaházi – T. Dusek: A generációs marketing jelentősége egy
felsőoktatási intézmény példáján (Importance of generation marketing through example of a higher education institution) = „Új marketing világtrend” Study-volume: 16th National Conference of the Hungarian Marketing Association’s Marketing Lecturers Club (edited by
Andrea Csépe). Budapest: MOK, 2010. Pages 800-811.
2. Check-up and describe of colon polyps with magnifying and NBI colonoscopy
I. Rácz – M. Jánoki – S. Hussam: Colon cancer detection by a “rendezvous colonoscopy” : successful removal of stuck colon capsule by
conventional colonoscopy. = Gastroenterology, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 19-24. (DOI:10.1159/000251663)
3. Endoscopic and medicinal provision of acute digestive bleedings
I. Rácz – S. Hussam – T. Kárász: Effective hemostasis with multiple hemoclips and endoloops for GI bleeding : Response to the letter by
Matsushita et al. = Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, 2010. Issue 71. Page 662
3. Prenatal diagnosis, ultrasonography in the first trimester of pregnancy
4. Pregnancy liver diseases
5. Intima-media test in the estimation of the arteriosclerosis
6. Capsule, endoscopic method for detection and recognition of damage of the small intestine
I. Rácz: A gyomor- és a duodenumbetegségek endoszkópos kezelésének alapelvei (Principles of endoscopic treating of ventricle- and duodenum diseases). = Gasztroenterológia, 2010. Pages 254-255.
7. Surgical treatment of pancreas diseases
A. Oláh – L. Romics: Evidence based use of enteral nutrition in acute pancreatitis. = Langenbeck’s Archives of Surgery, 2010. Issue 395.
Pages 309-316.
L. Romics – A. Oláh – T. Belágyi – N. Hajdú – P. Gyűrűs – V. Ruszinkó: Solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of the pancreas - proposed algorithms for diagnosis and surgical treatment. = Langenbeck’s Archives of Surgery, 2010. Issue 395. Pages 747-755.

Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. TÁMOP-4.1.2-08/1/A
Summary of the project: Teaching material development for health science BSc and Msc courses, with special regard to nursing, care for
patients, and health care and prevention BSc. and MSc courses.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Preparation of a uniform teaching material.
Type: educational
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK
Head of department:
Dr. István Budai PhD.
college professor
Contact information
for the head of the department:
E-mail: budai@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 613-593
Homepage:
www.eszi.sze.hu/index_szm.
html

Members of the department (from left to right): Dr. István Budai PhD. college professor, Edit Peisser-Puli university assistant professor,
Dr. László Tóbiás PhD. master professor, Judit Azizi Zouheir-Németh executive consultant, Mrs. László Nits managerial administrator, Dr.
Márta Nárai PhD. university associate professor, Krisztina Kóbor university assistant lecturer

Introduction/scientific activity of the department
The Department of Social Work that was established in 1996 combines the social education of different levels and formats, administers the
tutoring role in the BA course of social work and in the higher vocational training of youth supporters. It holds lectures with different social
work, social-policy topics to students studying at any of the faculties of the university, – health, law, economics, engineering and musical art
– additionally, it offers accredited professional training for child protection to social care and services specialists.
The department carries out research in social work, socio-politics, multidisciplinary social sciences and regional sciences:
– inter-professional cooperation,
– strategy in favour of social integration,
– alternatives of the development of social work education,
– the role of regionalism and sub-regions in the development of services,
– the role of the civil and non-profit area,
– innovations in the supply of alternative child day-care.
Within the social work courses the department deals with activities related to the development of curriculum and education, with the development of learning management methods, with the preparation and development of teaching materials.
In the different research and innovation programmes the department co-operates with the regional and local self-governments, and the
services and institutions providing welfare and social services in the region.

Main research fields and papers published by the department
1. Inter-professional cooperation in the field of human (especially social) services
Keywords: social adaptation and integration
I. Budai: Az interprofesszionális együttműködés mint új szemléletű megközelítés (Inter-professional cooperation, as a new approach). =
Háló, 2010. Issue 1. Pages 7-13.
2. Development of community supply: Strategy in favour of social integration
3. Alternatives of development of social trainings
I. Budai: 20 év után - önkritikusan... avagy, mit tesz a szociálismunkás-képzés a szakmai identitás alakításában (After 20 years...with self
criticism, or what does social worker education do for shaping professional identity?). = Esély, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 51-82.
4. Regionality and the role of sub-regions in the development of human (especially social) services
E. Peisser-Puli: Sikerek a szociális szolgálatszervezésben egy nyugat-dunántúli kistérségi együttműködésben (Successes in social serviceorganization in a West-Transdanubian sub-region cooperation). = Sikeres vidéki térségek. (edited by: Ferenc Glatz) Budapest: Hungarian
Academy of Science Sociologist Centre, 2010. Pages 133-152.
5. The social role of the civil authority and the non profit sphere
K. Kóbor: A szervezeti tudás és tudásmenedzsment szerepe szociális célú civil szervezeteknél (The role of organizational knowledge and
knowledge-management in socially minded non-governmental organisations). = Tanulás – Tudás – Gazdasági sikerek, avagy a tudásmenedzsment szerepe a gazdaság eredményességében. Budapest: Lifelong Learning Magyarország Alapítvány, 2010
K. Kóbor: Az államtalanítás dilemmái 20 év után: kényszerek és önkéntes választások a nyugat-dunántúli régió önkormányzatai és civil
szervezetei kapcsolatában (The dilemmas of denationalization after 20 years: compulsions and voluntary votes in relation to the self-governments and non-governmental organisations of the West-Transdanubian region). = 20 évesek az önkormányzatok : születésnap vagy
halotti tor? (edited by Viktor Kákai) Pécs: Publikon, 2010. Pages 583–595.
K. Kóbor: „Civil politika” a Nyugat-dunántúli régióban (“Civil politics” in the West-Transdanubian region). = Politikai régió – régiópolitika
(edited by Péter Benkő). Budapest: Deák Bt., 2010. Pages 117–129.
K. Kóbor: Rendészeti szervekhez kötődő civil szervezetek a Nyugat-dunántúli régióban (Non-governmental organisations, connected to
law enforcement agencies in the West-Transdanubian region). = Rendvédelmi füzetek, 2010. Issue 4. Pages 76–84.
K. Kóbor: Szociális célú civil szervezetek innovációi (Innovations of socially minded non-governmental organisations). = Innováció,
versenyképesség, kkv-k. Volume 1. (edited by Dr. Magdolna Csáth) Székesfehérvár: Kodolányi János College, 2010. Pages 206–221.
M. Nárai: Ismeretek és vélemények a nonprofit szektor szervezeteiről (Knowledge and opinions on the organizations of the non-profit sector). = Civil Szemle 2010 Issue 2. Pages 5–21.
M. Nárai: Legyünk partnerek?! : A települési önkormányzatok és a nonprofit/civil szervezetek viszonya Should we be partners?! (The relation of local governments and non-profit/non-governmental organizations). = 20 évesek az önkormányzatok : születésnap vagy halotti
tor? (edited by Viktor Kákai). Pécs: Publikon, 2010. Pages 595–608.
M. Nárai – A. Reisinger: A vállalati adományozás a nonprofit szektorban. (Corporate donations in non-profit sector) = “Tanulás – Tudás
– Gazdasági sikerek, avagy a tudásmenedzsment szerepe a gazdaság eredményességében. Budapest: Lifelong Learning Magyarország
Alapítvány, 2010. Pages 16–121.
6. Innovations in the supply of alternative child day-care
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Main research projects of the department in 2010
1. Survey of the accessibility of the city of Győr
Summary of the project: For the initiative of the „CAMELOT” Győr Association of Young People with Impaired Mobility - as a practical
tasks - the students of Széchenyi István University survey the accessibility of institutes and the places of service in Győr, and the results will
be published on the http://www.camelotgyor.hu/akadalym.php webpage.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Ensuring up-to-date database on the state of accessibility on the level of specific services and institutes.
Duration: Continuous, the subject can be chosen both in the spring and the autumn semesters.
Project leader: Dr. László Tóbiás PhD. master teacher, tlaszlo@sze.hu
2. Within the framework of TÁMOP 4.1.1-08/1-2009-0006 project: providing mental health services to all the university students in conjunction with the preparation of students majoring in social work (development of the system of complex student human services)
Summary of the project: According to our imagination, the help received from their contemporaries is more authentic for our students. So
our principal aim is to start a peer-help service in forming lifestyle, psycho-social advising in which peer-helpers are trained - and involved
in the project - from the students of our university. From September 2009 a peer-helper training started over three semesters, following one
another, with 25 person groups of individually recruited students from every department of the university. The trainings consist of three
day opening and closing training, furthermore 10 individual two hour long trainings also took place.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Our aim is that after completing two semesters, the students would continue peerhelp, as a real voluntary activity, so the service could become sustainable.
Result indicators: In every semester from the 25 students starting the peer-helper training:
– at least 18 persons successfully finish the training,
– at least 16 persons will perform real peer-helper activity within the framework of the practice,
– at least 5 persons will work as voluntary peer-helper after the first two semesters.
The duration of further activities: January 201 - August 2011
The peer-helpers:
– perform continuous work in their own field of study, class and dormitory;
– perform continuous information about the services, available within the university, Győr, on the internet, and by phone;
– participate in the survey of demands and claims of university students, towards further lifestyle and social services, or rather in the
survey of their satisfaction, in the elaboration and realization of the programme, satisfying these - including the search for resources;
– receive permanent supervision for their constant work.
Furthermore the aim is to organize the group of peer-helpers to a self-help and leisure-time group as well.
Type: educational
Duration: 2009-2011
Project leader: Krisztina Kóbor university teaching assistant, kobor.kiszta@t-online.hu
Financed by: European Union
3. TÁMOP 5.4.4.-09/2/C-2009-0006
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Social profession-training for community development:
– By coordinating the survey of training demands of interprofessional communities, towards work and the training capacities;
– Development of 12 modules and testing 5 modules (180 persons) that can be utilized on different levels and form the trainings
of higher education;
– Development and testing of specialised interprofessional community work (35 persons);
– Publication of 2 specialised book, dissemination of interprofessional community work knowledge, with a wide range of an effect;
– Web-site operating, ITC, development of on-line professional database;
– Preparation of lecturers for curriculum development and for education with modern methods (50 persons).
Type: training-development
Duration: 2010-2012
Type of participation in the project: general tender
Project leader: Dr. István Budai PhD. college professor, budai@sze.hu
Financed by: National Development Agency (ESZA)

Conferences organized by the department at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Social dimensions of social responsibility
Aim of the conference: Alternatives of preparation for inter-professional aspects community social work TÁMOP 5.4.4.-09/2/C-20090006 Fellow-travellers project
Date of the conference: 10th November 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 9
Number of Hungarian participants: 50
Homepage: http://www.tamop544c.pli.sze.hu/
2. Opening conference of TÁMOP 5.4.4.-09/2/C-2009-0006 Fellow-travellers project
Aim of the conference: Alternatives of preparation for inter-professional aspects community social work project
Date of the conference: 15th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 3
Number of Hungarian participants: 25
Homepage: http://www.tamop544c.pli.sze.hu/
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS CENTRE
Head of centre:
Tamás Gyömörei
Physical Education teacher
Contact information
for the head of the centre
E-mail: gyomorei@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 503-455
Homepage: http://tsk.sze.hu

Members of the centre (from left to right): János Göcsei technical employee, András Várnagy Physical Education teacher, József Simon
Physical Education teacher, Judit Budaházi Physical Education teacher, Dr. Géza Zakariás PhD. university associate professor, Nikoletta
Márta Gyimes Physical Education teacher, Tamás Gyömörei Physical Education teacher, Ildikó Bagó Physical Education teacher, Tibor Papp
Physical Education teacher, Zsuzsanna Horváth-Lendvay managerial administrator, Ádám Somogyi student responsible for sports, Jolán
Gyöngyösi economic administrator, Tamás Gasztonyi Physical Education teacher, Anita Kovács-Gyenesei Physical Education teacher
Not included in the picture: Mrs. Miklós Bolla technical employee, Imre Domján technical employee, Tamás Horváth I. Physical Education teacher, Tamás Ihász technical employee, Mrs. János Kiss technical employee, Miklós Kósa technical employee, Anikó Nánay technical
employee

Introduction/scientific activity of the centre
The Physical Education and Sports Centre is an organisational unit established to provide educational activities for physical education, and
to maintain and operate sports buildings. It worked as an independent institution until 31 December 2005, and then it became a part of
Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Services. In addition to teaching students physical education the colleagues of the centre take part
in a scientific programme aimed at the measurement of health conditions in co-operation with the Department of Health Sciences through
the interdisciplinary synchronization of sport and health sciences.
Fields of research for the Physical Education and Sports Centre:
• screening of students and teachers to examine the risk factors of cardiovascular diseases and the establishment of the level of their
load,
• counselling on the basis of the measured data related to sports activities and life style,
• co-operation in the development of European fitness standards and incorporation of the developed levels in the physical education requirements,
• planned measurement of the level of physical fitness of the athletes of the Széchenyi ESE (University Sports Club),
• examination of the situation of sports financing in Hungary and the regional processes of the commercialisation of sports.
The devices and equipment of the laboratory is continuously being improved. The evaluation of resting ECG and exercise ECG (stress test)
is computer-aided. The effects of any sports activities on the circulation can be examined with the help of the telemetry pulse monitor and
the portable analyser. Thus we can get help in determining the optimal work- load intensity. We carry out estimations of body composition
with a bio-impedance measurement instrument and skin fold calliper.

Main research fields and papers published by the centre
1. Examination of fitness condition, risk factor check-up for university students and employees
G. Zakariás – Á. Tóth – M. Szombathelyi – T. Dusek – J. Budaházi: A testtömeg, a testösszetétel és a kondicionális képességek összefüggései
időskorban (Connections of body-mass, body composition and conditional capabilities of seniors). = Magyar Sporttudományi Szemle,
2010. Issue 3. Page 40.
2. Lifestyle survey, fitness examinations, risk factor check-up for leisure-time sportsmen, organized by the university sport club
3. Sport financing and source utilization, governmental role identities in the Hungarian sport, the economic effects of the sport sector on
macro- and micro levels, competitiveness of sport
Keywords: sports financing, competitiveness
T. Gyömörei: „Mibe fektessünk?: Értékteremtés és/vagy megtérülés a modern sportban (“What should we invest in?” Value creation and/or
returns in the modern sport). Study-volume. Budapest: Hungarian Sports Association, 2010. Pages 105-113.
Győr Sport structures: Governmental role identities in the Hungarian sport = “Learning-knowledge-economic successes, or the role of
knowledge-management in the efficiency of the economy”. Győr: Széchenyi István University, 2010. Pages 263-268.
Local Government and Sport = [delivered at] the 6th Annual International Bata Conference Issue, with the title “Conference Proceedings”.
(Zlín (Czech Republic),14th April 2010) Pages 1-13.

Conferences organized by the centre at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. “New old generation” and physical activity
Aim of the conference: The aged “athletes” - participating in the university pensioner tournament since 2002 - have enthusiastically joined
the research programme of the Petz Lajos Institute of Health and Social Studies. The first results of this latter programme were introduced
by the lecturers of the section, where the numerous audience consisted of the participants of the tournament, interested members of other
pensioner associations, and of health experts.
Date of the conference: 20th September 2010
Number of delivered presentations: 5
Number of Hungarian participants: 80.
Homepage: http://www.infogyor.hu/hirek/helyi_hirek/a_xvii_gyori_akademiai_nap/
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Varga Tibor
Institute of Musical Art
DEPARTMENT OF SOLO INSTRUMENTS AND MUSIC THEORY
DEPARTMENT OF ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
Head of institute:
Contact information
for the head of institute:

Dr. Ruppert István DLA. főiskolai tanár
E-mail: ruppert@sze.hu
Telephone: +36 96 329-735
Homepage: http://zene.sze.hu

Lecturers: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory Mrs. Váray Katalin Szűts college associate professor, head of department,
Dr. Gábor Alszászy DLA. university associate professor, Dr. Balázs Arnóth DLA. university associate professor, Mrs. Barta Zsuzsanna
Lóránt college assistant lecturer, Choi Insu college associate professor, Mrs. Deák Dr. Mónika Kecskés DLA. college assistant professor,
Zsolt Farkas college assistant lecturer, Dr. Csilla Fodor-Kerékgyártó college associate professor, József Gábor college professor, Lóránt
Haui college assistant lecturer, Georgina Hennel college assistant professor, Erika Markovics university assistant lecturer, Gábor Nagy
college assistant professor, Judit Németh college assistant professor, Endre Olsvay college associate professor, Ede Roth college assistant
professor, Gábor Rózsa college assistant professor, Dr. István Ruppert DLA. college professor, head of institute, Balázs Szabó university
assistant professor, Balázs Vitályos university assistant lecturer
Department of Orchestral Instruments Ákos Cziglényi university assistant professor, head of department, Mrs. Arnóth Anett Jóföldi
lecturer, Mrs. Bakos Teréz Tripolszki college associate professor, György Déri university associate professor, Dr. Sándor Endrődy DLA.
university associate professor, Antal Falvai teacher of art, Dr. Ágnes Girgás DLA. college associate professor, Zoltán Harasztia teacher of
art, Dr. Csaba Hontvári DLA. university associate professor, Prof. Dr. Gergely Ittzés DLA. university professor, Mrs. Komondi Júlia Varga
college associate professor, Zoltán Kornfeld college associate professor, János Láposi college assistant professor, Gergely Ménesi teacher of
art, Gyula Molnár DLA. college associate professor, Balázs Papp teacher of art, Mrs. Molnár Márta Svikruha college associate professor,
Dr. András Szabó DLA. university associate professor, Ferenc Szabó lecturer, Edina Szalai teacher of art
Colleagues: Mrs. József Csiszár technical employee, Mónika Takács-Struhár managerial administrator

Introduction/scientific activity of the institute
From the middle of the 1990s, the county college divisions of the Academy of Music joined the university in their own towns. The institute
was the first in the country to be integrated with Széchenyi István College in Győr on 31 October 1996. The Győr section of the Conservatory Teacher’s Training College Institute of the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music has integrated to the local Széchenyi István College,
and it began the academic year 1997/98 as the Art Faculty of Széchenyi István College. The name was altered to Institute of Musical Art
of Széchenyi István University in 2002 when the college became a university. Following the reorganisation of the university, the institute
adopted the name of the world-famous violinist of Győr, Tibor Varga on 1 January 2006. The integration with the university solved the
problem of financial insecurity. Széchenyi István University pays special attention to the improvement of the building, the musical instruments and the quality of the education.
About 1000 degrees for music teachers have been issued by the institute since it started operation. Students who graduated from the
institute can be found in the teaching staff of the music schools north of Lake Balaton, in the symphony orchestras of Győr and Szombathely, and in the orchestras of the Western Transdanubian theatres. In addition to the educational-pedagogical work, some orchestras have
also been formed, which go beyond the framework of timetables and have achieved significant professional success. The Female Choir
of Győr with more than 20 recordings to their name and holders of the Bartók-Pásztory award, and the Clarinet and Percussion Group
of Győr with a run of success in Europe and Hungary had proven the high quality of professional training that exists in the institute. The
great music orchestras of the university (University Orchestra, Symphonic Band) have become dominant participants in the musical life
of Győr.
The institute operates mainly in the scientific field of musical art, musicology and pedagogy. Its scientific activities cover the history of
musical instruments, the traditions of the performing arts, the development of keyboard genres and music pedagogy.

Main research fields and works published by the institute
1. Instrument history
S. Endrődy: A historikus kürt (The Historic Horn). (DLA Doctoral dissertation, Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2007.)
Á. Girgás: Az oboa szerepe Bach kantátáiban. (Function of the Oboe in Bach’s Cantatas). (DLA Doctoral dissertation, Budapest: Liszt
Ferenc Academy of Music, 2004.)
Cs. Hontvári: Nemzeti iskolák, stílusok a trombitajátékban (National Schools and Styles of Trumpet Playing). (DLA Doctoral dissertation
Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2008.)
A. Szabó: Új kifejezési módok a klarinét játékban a XX. század zenéjében (New Means of Expression in Clarinet Playing in the Music of
the 20th Century). (DLA Doctoral dissertation, Banska Bystrica: Pedagogická Fakulta University Mateja Bela, 2008.)
2. Traditions of the performing art in music
G. Alszászy: A Hindemith dalok költői világa és zenei eszközei (The Lyrical World and Means of Musical Expression in the Songs of Hindemith). (DLA Doctoral dissertation Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2009.)
B. Arnóth: Mozart: Huszonöt darab (Öt divertimento) három basszetkürtre, KV 439b = A klasszikus formakultúra iskolája fúvósoknak
(Mozart: Twenty-five Pieces (Five Divertimenti) for Three Basset-horns, KV 439b = A Perfect Example of Formal Functions in Classical
Music for Wind Instruments). (DLA Doctoral dissertation Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2008.)
Á. Girgás: Az itáliai, német és francia zeneművészet korokon átívelő sajátosságai: Oboaművek elemző ismertetésével egybekötött szólóest
(Characteristics of Italian, German and French Musical Art Through Time: Oboe Recital Accompanied by Musical Analyses of the
Pieces). Győr: University Music Hall, 2009.
Cs. Hontvári: Nemzeti iskolák, stílusok a trombitajátékban (National Schools and Styles of Trumpet Playing). (DLA Doctoral dissertation,
Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2008.)
Zs. Kalló: A historikus előadásmód hatása és alkalmazása napjaink hegedűoktatásában (The Impact and Application of the Historical
Performing Style in Contemporary Violin Teaching). (DLA Doctoral dissertation, Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2010.)
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3. Development of keyboard genres
I. Ruppert: Az orgona pedálja (The Organ Pedal). (DLA Doctoral dissertation Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, 2004.)
4. Music pedagogy

Main research projects of the institute in 2010
1. Centuries of harpsichord literature
Summary of the project: The most important harpsichord composers’ life-works, their thorough examination and the summary of the
instrument’s evolution.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To widen and deepen one’s knowledge, to encourage independent research.
Type: education – theory and practice (70-30%)
Duration: 2 semesters
Type of participation in the project: optional special college
Project leader: Mrs. Deák Dr. Mónika Kecskés DLA. college assistant professor
Financed by: Scientific Counsel
2. Italian keyboard forms in the 16th-17th century
Summary of the project: Research on the Italian Late Renaissance and Early Baroque music for keyboard, and the genre characeristics of
the age. An inside view of the life-works of the important composers of the age.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To widen and deepen one’s knowledge, to encourage independent research. Improvement of style-awareness through analysis.
Type: education – theory and practice (70-30%)
Duration: 1 semester
Type of participation in the project: optional special college
Project leader: Mrs. Deák Dr. Mónika Kecskés DLA. college assistant professor
Financed by: Scientific Counsel
3. Alexander method
Summary of the project: Students are introduced to the basics of the Alexander Technique. Through their own practical work the students
experience the phenomenon of loosening fixed and harmful muscle-tensions, which leads to relief caused by a conscious way of using their
bodies and also to a better performance of playing musical instruments.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To identify and eliminate bad habits (bad posture or attitudes). The self-reflection
process includes self-examination, which promotes self-acceptance. The process also improves self-discipline. The conscious control improves competence and the sense of autonomy, and it also helps acquiring an advanced level technique and reaching the required musical
proficiency.
Type: education – theory and practice, activity of one’s own experience
Duration: 1 semester
Type of participation in the project: optional special college
Project leader: Éva Gusztos, gusztoseva@gmail.com
Financed by: Scientific Counsel
4. Musical work capacity care – Kovács-method
Summary of the project: It is a system of movements specially designed for musicians to help them avoid any health problems their performance activity might cause and to treat their stress on stage.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: To identify and eliminate bad postures caused by different musical instruments. Development of stamina. To acquire an economic and effective way of practise. Body-conscious rendering of physiological processes. Ability
to apply the acquired knowledge in teaching.
Type: education – theory and practice in organic unit
Duration: At present, 2 semesters with a sequential training syllabus
Type of participation in the project: optional special college
Project leader: Judit Erdélyi
Financed by: Scientific Counsel
5. Healthy breathing technique for the proper sound production in the art of singing
Summary of the project: Introduction, elaboration and development of the proper breathing technique necessary for classical singing.
Training of the diaphragm controlled inhaling and the effective exhaling aided by the abdominal, internal intercostal and lower pelvic
muscles through scale exercises.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Special ways of strengthening and improving the respiratory muscles of singing
students, trying to achieve the optimal vocal sound. Secure application of the acquired technique on stage, taking into account the proper
artistic development of the performed pieces. Ability to apply the acquired knowledge in teaching.
Type: education – theory and practice in organic unit
Duration: accompanying the study process
Type of participation in the project: compulsory for students, specialising in singing
Project leader: Judit Németh college assistant professor, Erika Markovics teacher of art.
6. Contemporary piano literature
Summary of the project: Detailed analysis of performance difficulties of pieces chosen from a previously determined contemporary repertoire. Performing the pieces in a concert-like attitude.
Aims, expected results in the course of the project: Since the contemporary music literature only plays a peripheral role in the education
material of our piano-training, this way we intended to achieve a proper balance and pay more attention to the contemporary piano literature. Our purpose wasn’t merely to extend the repertoire but to introduce new instrument playing techniques and modern ways of notation,
to perform, analyse and artistically develop the chosen pieces. The often unusual, unknown tonality forces the students to be creative, even
those who would normally use conventional techniques in regards to a classical repertoire. As a result of this project studying contemporary
music literature might become a substantial accessory in finding the real way of artistic expression.
Type: education – theory and practice
Duration: 2 months preparation, 3 active days
Type of participation in the project: active and passive participants
Project leader: Klára Körmendi university professor
Financed by: Scientific Counsel
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Conferences organized by the institute at Széchenyi István University in 2010
1. Private singing master course (with direction from Markku Liukkonen [Finland])
Aim of the conference: Introducing the Finnish singing school.
Date of the conference: 9th April 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory.
Number of delivered presentations: 6
Number of Hungarian participants: 12
2. Piano master course (with direction from Onti Nissi [Finland])
Aim of the conference: Introducing the Finnish piano school.
Date of the conference: 12th April 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory.
Number of delivered presentations: 6
Number of Hungarian participants: 20
3. Music History Conference on the Piano Preludes of Debussy (led by Barnabás Horváth)
Aim of the conference: Introduction of the most recent research results in the topic.
Date of the conference: 3rd November 2010.
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory.
Number of delivered presentations: 1
Number of Hungarian participants: 20
4. Conference on the Methods of Music Propagation (led by Imre Földes)
Aim of the conference: Review and introduction of the most efficient methods in regard to the elaboration of a research topic, the composition of its lecture and the evolvement of the lecture style.
Date of the conference: 11th November 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory.
Number of delivered presentations: 1
Number of Hungarian participants: 25
5. Conference on the Alexander Technique for Pianists, String Players and Singers (led by Dr. Orsolya Szabó)
Aim of the conference: To introduce the principles of the Alexander Technique to the participants.
Date of the conference: 2nd December 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory, Department of Orchestral Instruments.
Number of delivered presentations: 1
Number of Hungarian participants: 30
6. ‘My grandmother was Bartók’s student’ – some thoughts on Bartók’s music pedagogical work (Zsuzsa Kubinyi)
Aim of the conference: Description and analysis of previously unpublished data and aspects of Bartók’s music pedagogical work.
Date of the conference: 13th December 2010
Designation of the departments, participating in the organization of the conference: Department of Solo Instruments and Music Theory.
Number of delivered presentations: 1
Number of Hungarian participants: 20
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Annex

The medium-term
Research and development and innovation strategy
of Széchenyi István University until 2015
Approved at: the 15th November 2010 session of the senate

1. Justification
WHY IS A RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION STRATEGY NEEDED?
The competition for freshmen is becoming more and more acute in the higher education of Hungary as they deliberate carefully whether
to continue at all or in which institute MA, MSc, or doctoral (PhD) studies because the educational structure has been converted into two
levels in the course of adapting to the Bologna system. As a consequence, the traditional universities increase their share in these types of
education and smaller institutions offering specialist instructions in fields oriented to market needs are also appraised more at the same
time. This situation is made even more complex by demographic features, the replacement of retiring qualified people and reduced state
funding. Along with all the above both the students and their future employers keep posing higher and higher expectations to be satisfied
by higher education. They expect to obtain such knowledge and store of learning which can be utilized profitably and at the earliest opportunity in practice. In this age of hectically changing requirements those university lecturers are deemed to be successful who are able to
work into their lectures and seminars their research results and practical experiences.
Analyses aimed at the future of university research1 point out also that we live in the age of not only the “information society” but the
“entrepreneur society” as well. Graduates cannot count anymore on large enterprises providing stable, lifelong employment. People have to
become accustomed more and more to “portfolio-work” based on projects and relying principally on cooperation. In the same way, universities also have to obtain an ever increasing portion of their revenues from contractual work awarded on tender processes, cooperative
R&D projects and service supply activities. A significant feature of “service provider” and “entrepreneurial universities” is the ability to
adapt successfully to social changes. Institutions of this type are the real driving force for innovation by generating novel ideas, achieving
high-level research results, offering entrepreneurial training courses supplementing the traditional forms of education and cooperating
closely with the prominent figures of the economy.
In addition to all these, it is also essential to measure the effectiveness of the research activities conducted at the universities, compare the
results both within Hungary and internationally as well as to visualize the map of competences and knowledge available at universities. The
competitive position of universities is demonstrated by various indicators, typically by ranking lists compiled on the basis of publications
and references measurable internationally (e.g., SciVal, Times, Sanghaj). We must prepare for a situation where the financing of Hungarian
universities will also be influenced by these scientific indicators, thus the publication activity of our associates has to be encouraged and
initiatives as well as assistance have to be provided for it in order to improve the competitive position of the university.
INTERCONNECTION WITH THE STRATEGIC PLAN
The Strategic Plan of the university – accepted in December, 2009 – assigned clear-cut tasks for improving the quality of scientific activities
and enhancing their acceptance and prestige. It also laid down the requirement for the institute to move from “knowledge application” to
“knowledge creation”. In order to achieve this objective the implementation of intense development projects will be addressed in selected
areas of science for creating and improving competences in basic research.
According to the Strategic Plan the university has to be involved more deeply in the international scientific life by extending deliberately
the system of relations with the international representatives of science and research. The provisions of the necessary conditions must enable us to participate in research programmes conducted with international support and increase thereby the sources available for scientific
research purposes.
Subsequent to the acceptance of the Strategic Plan a resolution was brought to prepare the strategy of scientific and R&D&I activities, presenting in detail the tasks of the university in this area. The versions of the current strategy – prepared with the leadership of the general and
scientific vice-rector and the support of the Knowledge-Management Centre – was discussed several times by the Rector’s Cabinet and the
Scientific Council of the university and then finalized on the basis of the recommendations submitted by all departments and institutes.
SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE UNIVERSITY’S SCIENTIFIC AND INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES
The associates of the Knowledge Management Centre prepared subsequent to a wide-ranging data collection the publications “Research
Catalogue” and “Research and development at Széchenyi István University. Annual Report 2009” issued in May, 2010. The SWOT analysis
of the university’s scientific and innovative activities – summarized in the table below – was prepared on the basis of these publications:

1
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The Future of the Research University: Meeting the Global Challenges of the 21st Century. http://www.kauffman.org/uploadedFiles/
planck_book_110408.pdf

Strengths (internal)
Weaknesses (internal)
– the entire innovation chain is present at the university;
– potential for supplementing experienced lecturers, re– the university maintains intense relations with the regional econsearchers and professors;
omy;
– low number of patents and scientific publications;
– the management of the university is committed to augment scien– orders for research work from the industry directed typically at trouble-shooting and engineering services;
tific research activities;
– significantly renewed infrastructure, outstanding assortment of
– lack of the critical mass of researchers in the area of uniinstruments;
versity research priorities;
– experiences gained by the Regional University Knowledge Centre
– low number of research groups having appropriate experfor the Motor Vehicle Industry in more than 5 year period;
tise and competences;
– scientific publications and journals of the university, publications
– systemization and effective management of the existing
of HEJ and doctoral schools.
infrastructure and research assets.
Opportunities (external)
Risks (external)
– strengthening of international relations, cooperation in interna– attractiveness for aspirants to supplement the staff of unitional research projects, participation in FP7 programs,
versity lecturers and researchers;
– involvement of foreign researchers, lecturers and experts in uni– filling of missing researcher posts;
versity work,
– continuing decrease in the interest for careers in engineer– increased demand in the industry for qualified researchers, engiing and natural sciences;
neers and experts,
– shrinking of tender options and research sources in Hun– increasingly significant role of vehicle industry in the economy of
gary;
the region,
– cessation of contribution for innovative work.
– increasing need for innovation by small and medium size enterprises,
– a knowledge basis of global importance regarding the vehicle industry in Central –Eastern Europe.
DEFINITION OF THE UNIVERSITY’S MAIN RESEARCH PROFILE
The university is building basically on the professional specialization of the predecessor polytechnic, the competences existing ever since its foundation in connection with the disciplines of transportation and telecommunication. Its programs in progress currently, financed jointly by the
EU and Hungary, as well as the projects of the successfully operating Regional Knowledge Centre for the Vehicle Industry (JRET) and the Cooperative Research Centre for the Vehicle Industry and Logistics (JEL-KKK) are aimed at research activities and joint operations implemented in
area of the vehicle industry constituting the backbone on the industry in the region. On this basis the strategic objective can be defined as: The
main research profile of the university is comprised of the study of the engineering, technological, economical, environmental and social
interrelationships related to the systems of the vehicle industry and transportation – considered in a wider sense – as well as the publication
and utilization of scientific results. In this way the association: if Győr is mentioned then the vehicle industry and if Széchenyi István University
is mentioned then research directed at the vehicle industry and transportation systems comes to mind automatically.
The university should establish critical-mass capacities primarily in the area of research related to the vehicle industry and transportation systems, become the most determinant research institution in the area of basic and applied (development and innovation) researches
for Hungary and the Central-European region and the leading partner of Hungarian and international scientific institutes as well as the
major figures of the economy willing to cooperate with it. In order to create the critical mass of capacities the establishment of R&D&I
relations with the respective organizational units and research groups of Hungarian institutions of higher education invaluable in research
related to the vehicle industry must be initiated.
Valuable research and successful artistic activities, respectively, are also conducted in other disciplines of education ongoing at the university with excellent researchers, creating new schools of thought is several cases, and articles and volumes published in high-class journals
and building a high index of references. Some of these are recognized as eminent both in Hungary and internationally must be supported
also in the future, providing opportunities for the presence of the university to be demonstrated at high level in the intellectual life as well
as in the artistic media of the disciplines concerned.
Researches recognized at both international and domestic levels are conducted in the projects listed below:
• In the area of engineering sciences:
Applied mathematics and simulation.
Intelligent computation systems.
Telecommunication and info-communication techniques.
• In the area of economic science, regional science and international economics:
Analysis of market processes and integration, and taking advantage of the results in corporate strategies and management systems.
Modelling the regional (urban) effects of sector developments (in various branches of industry) and, furthermore, the study of
competitiveness of the Central-Eastern European region.
Study of the relationship between global economic systems and national economies and, furthermore the renewal directions of
European integration processes.
• In the area of law and political sciences:
The challenges facing the Hungarian legal system and those expected in the new millennium.
he requirement of good government and parliamentary democracy.
Complex study of transportation and logistic systems in respect to law.
In the area of health sciences:
Opportunities for inter-professional cooperation: in the areas of community supply and community development in order to
facilitate social integration.
Mathematical and information of medical diagnostic pictures generated by image processing methods. Surveys of health condition
in environment-aware life conduct. Analysis of the changed needs imposed by the liveable environment and the aging society.
In the area of musical arts:
Exploration of the life-work of composers associated with the region, publication of sheet music and recording of sound tracks.
Acquaintance of valuable creations with the musical public in Hungary and internationally.
The basic and applied researches conducted in the above areas of science, the results achieved and the existing researcher potential provide
opportunities for creating university research groups and – in certain cases – initiating the establishment of research groups at the Hungarian Academy of Science and obtaining thereby the title of “researcher” organizational unit.

II

WHO ARE ADDRESSED BY THE STRATEGY?
The strategy of scientific and innovative activities is addressed primarily by the university professors and lecturers but the involvement of all
employees of the university is essential for the successful implementation of the strategy. Namely everybody must be aware of the expectations,
steps and processes characterizing a modern 21st century institution of higher education. To this end the involvement of all colleagues in the
discussion and subsequent implementation of the objectives and proposed actions of the strategy will be handled with the highest priority.
Secondly the outgoing message of the strategy to the sustainable organizations, the competitors and the wider academic community is that the
university considers the improvement of scientific results an important task, defines priorities and will put high emphasis on the measurement
of the results and intends to improve its competitive position by advancing in the various ranking lists of the institutions of higher education.
Thirdly the strategy formulates messages also to the representatives of the economic and social communities since it identifies the
research directions of the university as well as the incentive and support systems in place for these enabling also the users to become acquainted with the objectives and the establishment of new interfaces.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STRATEGY?
The strategy demonstrates the commitment of the university management to facilitate movement in the direction of a “research university”
especially in the areas of the development of human resources, the improvement of their efficacy and scientific activity based on cooperation. To this end it identifies as a high-priority and well communicable target to increase the scientific potential, output and results of
Széchenyi István University as well as to further increase the number of personnel with scientific qualifications during the five-years (20112015) implementation period of the strategy.
One of the measurable targets is to have colleagues with scientific degrees publish at least two peer reviewed scientific publications satisfying
the conditions specified for their discipline annually with a biennial average. Their scientific performance is to be adjusted on the basis of individual plans to the criteria specified for university professors by MAB, the Hungarian Academic Committee. Those not having scientific degrees
are to satisfy the requirements specified for scientific publications and communications in the doctoral schools of their particular disciplines.
TIME-SCALE OF THE STRATEGY
The complex development strategy of the university identifies strategic targets and the tasks associated with these, respectively, until 2013. However, the infrastructural investment and content/scope development projects under way – or at least the first phases of these – will be completed
during years 2011-2012. In reality these development projects will create the basis for the improvement of the scientific potential of the university,
which is a lengthier process. Thus a 2-3 years “time window” has to be taken into account, which will be necessary for the “ripening” of the results
and shifts occurring as the consequence of the development projects launched. Because of these considerations a scientific strategy needing an
implementation period of at least five years has to be taken into account, which will last until the end of year 2015 according to the proposal.

2. Mission: “Increasing scientific excellence and intense cooperation”
The strategy intends to establish critical-mass capacities in area researches related to the vehicle industry and transportation systems as well
as of associated of economic and social studies and make achievable thereby in the medium-term for Széchenyi István University to become
the most determinant representative of research in Hungary and the Central-European region in the area of basic and applied research activities related to the vehicle industry and transportation systems and an influential partner of the Hungarian and international institutions
of higher education and science as well as of the representatives of the economy willing to cooperate with it.
The scientific activity of the university is focused primarily on the applied and interdisciplinary (sub)areas. The “researcher cores and centres” constituting the token for the increase and quality of the university’s scientific capacities have been strengthened and built on wider foundations in comparison the previous years. The university takes into consideration also the needs of the local representatives of the economy for
the improvement of its research and development activity. The main principle of obtaining sources is the improvement of “scientific excellence”:
this involves the colleagues with scientific degrees publish at least two peer reviewed scientific publications satisfying the conditions specified
for their discipline annually with a biennial average as the result of these projects or the study of other practical or theoretical problems.
The “scientific distance” of a closing-up institution from pace-setting university centres will be reduced by the fifth year of implementing
the strategy.

3. The strategic objectives
The scientific and innovation strategy considers the system of indicators published in the tender invitation for the award of “research
university” qualification of the Ministry of Education and Culture on 11th January, 2010, and the concept of the new higher education act
prepared by the Under-Secretariat Responsible for Education of the Ministry of National Resources as governing2. The indicators contained in the guideline for tendering indicate unequivocally the areas where the scientific and innovation performance of Széchenyi István
University has to be improved by 2015.
In accordance with this objective and the mission statement above the scientific and innovation strategy intends to make advances in the
five areas indicated below:
1. Improvement of scientific excellence
raise the proportion of qualified lecturers at least to the level specified in the higher education act
improve the general scientific research competences of the lecturers by disciplinary education and training programs making the
lecturers capable of research work as the consequence and resulting in the scientifically qualified lecturers publishing at least two
peer reviewed scientific publications satisfying the conditions specified for their discipline annually with a biennial average
make the lecturers publish actively in the scientific journals associated with the university:
Acta Technica Jauriensis (http://acta.maxwell.sze.hu)
Jog-Állam-Politika (Law-State-Politics) (http://dfk.sze.hu)
A Jövő Járműve (The Vehicle of the Future) – Common journal of the Knowledge Centre of Electronic Vehicle and Vehicle
Control at the Mechanical Engineering Department of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics and the SZE-Győr
University Knowledge Centre for the Vehicle Industry (www.jret.sze.hu)
the electronic publication, the Hungarian Electronic Journal-ban (HEJ) being renewed during 2010-2011
have the lecturers update continuously their curriculum vitae, publications and participation in projects in the university knowledge and documentation management system to be introduced in 2011
promote the refreshment of professional personnel, engage eminent senior lecturers and researchers, facilitate intensively advancements
2
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http://www.okm.gov.hu/felsooktatas/archivum/kutatoegyetem-minosites

and implement a mentor system for this purpose with result of the replacement not only university professors retiring on pension
encourage the senior lecturers (particularly the age-group of 40-55 years), to implement a support system harmonizing with HR
plans, provide some kind of “sabbatical / creative year” without the obligation to hold classes in order to enable the most lecturers
possibly of ours to achieve the title of university professor preferably on the basis of schemes prepared by each faculty
facilitate the process of “becoming international” by encouraging the outgoing and incoming mobility of lecturers, inviting
minimum 2-3 foreign visitor professors, implementing a system of visiting lecturers with the experiences of the first years taken
into consideration with the result of expanding the research relationships of the university, increasing the number of scientific
publications and the international scientific conferences associated with the university
monitor the position of the university in the Hungarian and Central-European research, its visibility in the various international
and domestic ranking lists, investigate the conditions necessary for achieving better positions, creation of partnership strategies
and cooperation programmes (mainly in research aimed at the vehicle industry and other fields).
2. Improvement of doctoral re-education programs
strengthen the doctoral school or program focusing on the research of the vehicle industry and transportation systems
improve the operating conditions of doctoral schools and increase the number of these schools as far as possible
increase the number of staff members in doctoral schools to at least 50 persons
3. Enhancement of research and development and innovation activities
improve the management skills of lecturers in R&D&I projects
expand the scientific cooperation programmes with small and medium size companies in the region and measure their satisfaction levels
have at least every second lecturer participate in these scientific initiatives and projects of the university as the result of the strengthening of professional communities and the encouragement of interdisciplinary cooperation programmes and team work
organize R&D&I networks between institutions – primarily in the area of the vehicle industry and transportation systems
4. Utilization of scientific results
significant activity in the areas of technology transfer and knowledge utilization as well as of the improvement of information
related to the development of enterprises
increase the number of products and services developed at the university
expand the portfolio of university patents and sell know-how
5. Integration of scientific results into education
develop new curriculums and practical methods, integrate case studies into booklets of university lectures
The above strategic objectives will prove to be successfully realized when the measurement of shifts has been completed, the university
management is in possession of up-to-date information of them and communicates this continuously to the associates.
The following indicators are proposed for monitoring the objectives of the scientific and innovation strategy:
Strategic objectives
Indicators
Objective 1: Improvement of scientific excel- • Number of academic research teams (min. 3)
lence
• Ratio of the number of (first-place) qualified colleagues to the total number of lecturers
(FTE) (min. 50%)
• Ratio of the number of professors to the total number of lecturers (FTE)
• Number of peer reviewed publications: 2 / year / scientifically qualified lecturer
• Number of publications per 1 million HUF revenue for research
• Number of scientific prizes/awards
• Number of foreign visiting professors per the total number of lecturers (FTE)
• Number of members in the editorship of international and Hungarian journals
• Number of dignitaries in international and Hungarian scientific organizations
• Number of national prizes (scholarships) and prizes as well as of appreciations by eminent Hungarian and international scientific and professional institutes
Objective 2: Upgrading of doctoral re-educa- • Number of doctoral schools (to be raised)
tion courses
• Number of staff members in doctoral schools (min. 50 persons)
• Number of PhD students completing doctoral schools per total number of enrolled/active PhD students
• Number of PhD students per number of daytime students (number of qualified ones)
• Number of prizes awarded by the Students’ National Scientific Association (OTDK)
Objective 3: Upgrading of research and devel- • Proportion of revenues from R&D&I activities in the university’s budget (min. 5%)
opment and innovation activities
• Revenue from research per professor
• Number of submitted / accepted R&D tenders (sums awarded)
• Number of patent applications: number of marketed patents per total number of applications
Objective 4: Utilization of scientific results, • Number of technology transfers implemented per number of research projects
technology transfer and knowledge utilization • Number of starting technological enterprises, number of consultations preceding the
activities at significant rate
foundation of spin-off and start-up companies1
• Number of patent applications
• Number of the spin-off and start-up companies established
Objective 5: Integration of scientific results • Number of tutorial notebooks and/or educational aids developed as the result of research
into education
projects per the total number of research projects

4. Proposed actions
OBJECTIVE 1: UPGRADING OF SCIENTIFIC EXCELLENCE
1.1. Restructuring of the support system for university research and development
– Define at least two priorities per faculty and one per institute for narrower scientific areas/subjects in line with the university’s
scientific strategy primarily for research projects related to the vehicle industry and transportation systems as well as to associated
economic and social studies.
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– Restructure the university’s R&D support system from year 2012 on the basis of the experiences gained in the course of de-centralizing source utilization to the faculty level during years 2010-2011.
– Define the rules for the university’s R&D support system (e.g., based on the number of qualified personnel, publication activities and
project generating skills), review and agree the new system through the Scientific and Innovation Council (enlarging its sphere of
activities with innovation) and the faculty (institution) councils as well as specify the evaluation and reporting obligations adjusted
to these and prepare guidelines.
1.2. Adjustment of the university lecturers’ job descriptions and activities to the research and development and
innovation strategy
– Presentation of the scientific result indicators in the evaluation of each colleague (those with scientific qualifications have to publish at
least two peer reviewed scientific publications satisfying the conditions specified for their discipline annually with a biennial average).
– Communal work in the particular discipline, organization of university occasions or participation in university R&D&I projects,
expansion of relations with foreign lecturers and researchers.
– Performance of scientific activity at departmental level building also on the participation of the majority of the colleagues in the department as well as on the involvement and cooperation of associates from other departments.
1.3. Development of replacements for university professors
– Establishment of the university support system, preparation of HR plans for each faculty and institute providing opportunities for 2-3
senior lecturers per faculty to obtain the title of university professor within 5 years.
– Identification of opportunities for involving eminent external experts especially in the areas where building on internal resources
cannot bring about results in the short and medium terms.
– Establishment of a university support system providing some kind of “sabbatical / creative year (semester)” without the obligation to
hold classes in order to enable the satisfaction of the criteria for the title of university professor.
1.4. Establishment of a mentor system – assistance for the continuing of scientific work
– Appointment of experienced colleagues at faculty and department level as mentors with the task of assisting and involving in scientific
works colleagues not having any practice of this kind.
– Involvement of the widest possible circle of students in research tasks, raising the number of doctoral candidates and fitting their dissertations into the university strategy and the departmental directions of research, respectively, upgrading of activities in the Students’
Scientific-Technical Association, and thereby increasing the successfulness of representation and prizes awarded by the Students’
National Scientific Association.
– Methodological assistance, organization of training courses and lectures in order to facilitate the publication of scientific results and
enlarge “scientific visibility”.
– Organizational of vocational training courses and classes on the methodology of scientific research, the management of research
projects, innovative management in order to improve the associated skills, e.g., the holding of presentations.
1.5. Dissemination and registration of scientific results
– Promoting the existing journals of the university and supporting the launch of the new periodical of economic sciences.
– Presentation of the scientific results of university associates and scientific issues in a popular form in the scope of a series of exhibitions entitled “Science in Győr for Everybody”.
– Preparation and continuous maintenance of the university’s knowledge map containing the curriculum vitae, publications and participation in projects of the associates.
– Preparation of reports on the research and development activities of the university every two years.
– Creation of a research registration system providing a compact (about a single page) overview of the purposes, contents and results
of the research programs conducted within the realm of the university.
– Creation and strengthening of the “Scientific University Exhibition” brand with the proviso of university support and the cost-free provision of rooms will be available only for these recognized exhibitions and will be included in the calendar of university exhibitions.
1.6. Organization of scientific and research communities
– Foundation of researcher teams at Hungarian Academy of Sciences and university levels primarily in the areas included in the focal
point of the strategy.
– Elaboration of the conditions and requirements for the foundation and operation (qualification) of university researcher teams.
OBJECTIVE 2: UPGRADING OF DOCTORAL RE-EDUCATION
2.1. Raising the number of doctoral schools and their staff members
– Investigating the conditions for founding new doctoral schools and positioning them among the doctoral schools in Hungary.
– Involving the qualified lecturers into doctoral re-education in as high a number as possible, exploration of potential staff members for
doctoral schools and their enhanced development.
2.2. Involvement of foreign visiting professors into the education and research conducted at the university
– Involvement of foreign lecturers into scientific research programmes, exploitation of opportunities available for international mobility (e.g., Marie Curie) scholarships.
– Invitation of foreign visiting professors to the university, provision of the conditions for a longer-term, minimum 3-months, sojourn
from governmental and international tendering sources.
OBJECTIVE 3: UPGRADING OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION ACTIVITIES
3.1. Support of participation in international, domestic and regional R&D as well as scientific programmes
– Elaboration of tendering strategy, exploration of international and domestic R&D projects, search for partners, elaboration of programmes with the participation of and coordination by the Association of Science & Engineering.
– The focus of research and development activities will be changed from engineering services to the study of scientific and research
problems as well as to the achievement of scientific results.
– The university encourages its senior lecturers and researchers to conduct basic research activities and expects from this an increase in
its scientific indicators primarily in the form of frequently cited/referenced articles and presentations at scientific conferences, which
will be taken into consideration in a weighted manner during performance evaluations.
– Provision of own resources for participation in domestic projects (National Scientific Research Fund, Technical & Scientific Fund and
other national programmes, etc.) and international (EU FP7, etc.) research programs.
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– Participation in the establishment of the R&D&I network and the creation of the critical mass of researchers under the leadership of
Széchenyi István University in the area of the vehicle industry and transportation systems.
3.2. Registration of research competences, references and assets
– The registration and measurement of the usage and capacity utilization of research assets of a procurement value exceeding HUF 1
million will be completed by 2011.
– The overhead expenses of assets and laboratories usage are to be included in agreements for research programmes.
3.3. Support system for research projects management
– The management of research projects is to comply with the system of rules and manuals developed for project management in the scope of
the TÁMOP 421 project fitted to the project administration and monitoring/tracking system under development at the university level.
– The Knowledge Management Centre provides assistance for formulating the concept of R&D&I tenders, the exploration of appropriate tendering sources, the management of research projects and assists the departments in the area of administration related to research tenders.
– The satisfaction assessment of the external partners of research projects is performed regularly with the result of the university associates becoming acquainted with the expectations of the external partners and responding to these better; leading to the increase
in the revenues from research.
OBJECTIVE 4: UTILIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
4.1. Support of the technology transfer and knowledge utilization activities
– In accordance with the maintenance obligation of the Knowledge Management Centre undertaken in the TÁMOP 421 tender the
university provides coverage for the science organization activities.
– The business development programme (covering the evaluation of ideas, patenting, exploitation of utilization potentials, business
development, etc.) of the Knowledge Management Centre assisting technology transfer and knowledge utilization operates in a maintainable and successful manner with its coverage provided from knowledge utilization activities and tendering sources.
– The university supports and absorbs the expenses related to the application for and maintenance of service patents up to the limit of
revenues coming from patents with the applicable process and procedure set forth in accordance with the regulation accepted by the
senate regarding the protection and handling of proprietary rights.
4.2. Training courses of enterprise development built on project-based cooperation programmes
– Advertisement of short (2-3 days) cycle time courses for enterprise and business management plus innovation management training
courses and classes with their target group constituted by the lecturers and students of the university as well as by external interested
persons and specialists of companies.
4.3. Databases and repositories
– The databases and repositories of the university (containing published ‘Students’ Association of Science, PhD papers, etc.) as well as
the “research university” portal will be created and used actively by the employees and partners of the university.
4.4. Incubation and mentor activities
– The Knowledge Management Centre facilitates the interchange of ideas between specialists having various disciplinary backgrounds
with the cooperation of mentors.
– The Centre supports with the assistance of mentors and specialists the development and marketing of innovative products and services.
– It operates an innovative development sphere in the INNO-Share building where it prepares project administrators of the university,
provides business development services for them e.g., in the form of preparing business plans, patenting strategies, financial and
marketing plans with the coverage of these provided for by revenues received from these activities and tendering sources.
OBJECTIVE 5: INTEGRATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESULTS INTO EDUCATION
5.1. Database for the themes of diploma and PhD dissertations
– Representatives of the economy, specialists cooperating in research projects and PRACTING partners, respectively, submit recommendations for the study of actual problems with the involvement of graduates and doctoral candidates participating in the development of these.
5.2. Introduction of methods based on projects and group learning in education
– Identification of “good practices” and preparation of case studies on the basis of research processes and results.
– Expansion of the knowledge pool at the university with case studies.

5. Organizational background of strategy implementation
The implementation of the strategy is supported by the Knowledge Management Centre operating under the control of the general and scientific vice-rector. It operates a network maintaining contacts between faculties and departments for the intellectual and scientific renewal
of the university, facilitating the collection and validation of information, the dissemination of scientific results as well as the strengthening
of the “third missionary” function of the university – that is, its role as a service supplier and local and regional partner. It sets as its targets
the systemization of researching competences/skills, the investigation of their business utilizability, the protection of new technological
information and know-how in the form of patents and other intellectual proprietary rights as well as their exploitation by start-up and
spin-off companies founded by university associates and students.
The Knowledge Management Centre prepares annual reports on its completed tasks and the spending of its budget every year by 15th
March for review and resolution by the senate.
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